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THE AUTHOR TO THE READER OF THE
IMAGINART CONVERSATIONS.

Avoid a mistake in attributing to the ivriter any opinions in this

book but what are spoken under his oivn name. The introduction

of characters nonv or recently existing has been censured ; but among

the relics of Antiquity the censurer probably has been gratified at

finding an allusion to the contemporaries of the authors ; let him be

consistent and acquiescent, and belie've that the dialogues nonv before

him may be also among the relics of antiquity. A fenu public men

of small ability are introduced, to shotu better the proportions of the

Treat ; as a painter tuovld situate a beggar under a triumphal arch,

or a camel against a pyramid.
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INTRODUCTION.

The birth of Walter Savage Landor falls at a date when

the men who had given the eighteenth century its glory

were just ^ving way to their successors. In 1784 Johnson

died. Landor was then nine years old. Within a few

years before that date both Gray and Goldsmith had died,

and Wordsworth, Scott, Southey, and Lamb had been born.

The next ten years saw the births of both Byron and Shelley,

and almost those of Keats and Carlyle. The Bastille fell

when Landor was a school boy at Rugby, and Cowper, the

last survivor of the great poets of the eighteenth century,

died in Landor's twenty-fifth year. The reader who desires

a minute account of the long life which began at such an

epoch must look for it in the works of Mr Forster and

Mr Colvin. All that the present essay intends is to describe

the life of the author so far as it throws light upon that part

of his works which is here presented.

It was not until rather late in Landor's life that the first

volume of Imaginary Conversations appeared. But from

that time until the very end he was continually rewriting

those he had written, and writing new ones. He had indeeid

written earlier in life, but most of those earlier writings had

been in verse. The first of them was published when he
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was twenty years old. He had just left Oxford, partly

because the authorities of Trinity College had objected to

his firing a shot gun through the windows of a man with

whom he had a momentary quarrel, and partly because he

was too proud to take the path of apology and repentance

which might have enabled him to return. But, in spite of

its date and the place of its production, the book is not like

other books written in like circumstances. It is fiercer and

terser than such books usually are. It is also wittier. The

inscription for a Quaker's tankard

—

" Ye lie friend Pindar and friend Thales !

Nothing so good as water ? Ale is."

—is worth all the more polished verse in which the young

poets of Oxford have been wont to echo the achieved

singers of the outside world. Other poetical works of

more importance followed, and among them Gebir. This

poem, though written when its author was only twenty-

three, shows that even then he had acquired a definite

poetic style. Like his prose his verse is characteristic.

Both have the same grave and sometimes rugged march

in them. In both the ruggedness is often broken by

sentences of such marvellous art and beauty that the

reader wonders how the same man could write in two

such different manners. But the wonder is idle. The
artist who has strength to be austere needs no other

strength ; he who has once made the bleak summits

familiar to his feet, cannot but discover that there grow
flowers the fairer for their isolation. To the reader,

indeed, austerity may be unattractive, and sometimes with

reason. It is only in the moods of highest inspiration that

art and austerity can dwell together ; and Landor no less
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than any other artist is subject to this law. Passages may
be found both in his verse and in his prose where the

reader's attention flags. The dr of the mountains is no

longer around him, and he is left to contend with a bare

style expressive of no lofty thought. His consolation is

that from the plain to the loftiest heights is for Landor

only a step.

During the time occupied in writing these works Landor's

private life had been a restless one. He had quarrelled

with his father, and lived a wandering life in London, at

Tenby, and elsewhere. Part of the time was spent at his

father's house in Warwick, where he made a friend whose

influence upon his life seems to have been considerable. No
new bent could have been given to his vigorous obstinacy

of character by any human being, but in a near neighbour

of his father's he must have found a similarity of thought

likely to strengthen the set which his nature had taken for

itself. Dr Parr was the curate of Hatton, a small village

only a few miles off Warwick. He was a first rate classical

scholar. " There are three great Grecians in England," he

once said, " Person is the first : Burney is the third : and

who the second is I need not tell." But in addition to this

he was a mighty whig, in the days when Pitt was all power-

ful, and when every true tory looked upon whigs as next

door to Jacobins, Landor's love for classical learning

was acquired at an early age. At Rugby his Latm verses

had been famous, and at Oxford his classical knowledge

had gained the respect of his tutors. That he gained no

prize in the university he himself accounts for in a character-

istic fashion. In a letter written in 1857, he says—"Though

I wrote better Latin than any undergraduate or graduate in

the university, I could never be persuaded by my tutor or
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my friends to contend for any prize whatever." But though

be wrote no Latin verse in competition, he had written

much for his own pleasure. In the volume of poems

published by him at Oxford were fifty pages of Latin

verse containing, among other things, Hendecasyllabics, of

which, his tutor declared, Catullus might have been proud.

As far as classical learning went, Dr Parr and he were sure

to find a common ground.

The whig politics of Dr Parr were an equal attraction.

Dr Landor, the author's father, had been a whig, had

indeed been one of the leading whigs in Warwickshire up

to the date of the French Revolution. But, when Burke

and Fox took different sides, Dr Landor followed Burke,

and, in horror at the excesses of the Revolutionists,

became a supporter of Pitt. His father's decision doubtless

influenced Landor in the very opposite direction. He
threw himself into the ranks ^ the followers of Fox, and

as a natural result became a friend of Dr Parr.

Dr Parr was at the time a sort of literary chief of the

whigs ; iior was there wanting a literary warfare where

recruits were valuable. These were the days of the ^nfi-

Jacobin, and its witty and scurrilous attacks upon any man
who dared to do anything but adore Pitt and loathe the

French. Not to have been libelled in the Anti-Jacobin

argued a whig to be unknown. Dr Parr had often ap-

peared in its pages, and the other whig writers of the time,

like Coleridge, Southey, and even Lamb, were treated with

scant courtesy in its pages. Into this conflict Landor was

now introduced. For a short time he contributed to the

Courier, but it would appear^ that some difficulty was

found in constraining his pen within the bounds of party

' See Forstei's Life, p. 68, from which this account is in part taken.
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discipline. But he became at least conspicuous enough to

earn his reward. The Anti-Jacobin Review and Magazine,

the heir of all the scurrility of its parent, Canning's Anti-

Jacobin, assailed him, according to Landor's own account,

as a coward and a profligate.

It is worth while to dwell upon this experience of

political journalism, because it was to the associations of

these years that he owed the political bias of his mind.

He had fought on the side of those opposed to Pitt and

Canning, and to the last hour of his life he remained

opposed to them. Even where they are not actually

mentioned by name, they continually appear in his writings.

A story about a knavish Persian statesman, or a tricky

Athenian demagogue, will veil an attack upon one or the

other of the two arch-tories, against whom he had once

borne arms. As far as Pitt is concerned, those may defend

him who will. But in Landor's antipathy to Canning

there is something less reasonable, and almost more per-

sonal. In part it is possible that Landor resented, most

unreasonably, Canning's lack of birth. He himself was

proud of his ancestry. His mother came of an old

Warwickshire family of Savages, to which he devoutly

believed Sir Arnold Savage to have belonged. It pleased

both his aristocratic and his whiggish opinions to think

himself descended from the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons who was independent enough to lecture Henry the

Fourth on the science of government. But whatever may
have been the cause of his bitter dislike, there can be no

question of its endurance. Among all Landor's attacks on

those from whom he differed, the attacks on Canning

stand pre-eminent. One whole Imaginary Conversation,

that between Pitt and Canning, is devoted to making the
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latter contemptible. In the Conversation between Demos-

thenes and Eubulides he appears as Ansedestatos, a rascally

demagogue with a talent for misappropriating public money,

which certainly had no place in Canning's character. His

resistance to the Holy Alliance, his endeavours for the

cause of liberty throughout Europe, even his early death,

could avaU nothing to recall the judgment once pro-

nounced. In Landor's eyes he was always the upstart

politician, who had libelled his opponents in the Anti-

Jacobin, and been the mainstay of the abominable Pitt.

But mere journalism did not long satisfy Landor. His

father's death (1805) put him in possession of the family

property, and for a short time he settled at Bath. The
most important event of this part of his life was his meet-

ing with Southey. Both poets were prepared for friend-

ship by mutual admiration. Southey had admired Gebir

on its first appearance, and Landor was a deep believer in

Southey's poetical genius. Meeting only made the bond

closer ; and had not Southey been too wisely proud to

assent, Landor would have added to his friendship gifts of

money in the shape of payment for the publication of more
poems like Thalaba. Nor were their political opinions a

bar to intimacy ; both were whigs and reformers, and

both hated Bonaparte and French ascendancy, with a

bitterness which in Landor's case broke out in written

praise of tyrannicide. After changes in political opinions

did nothing to shake their friendship. It is not indeed

surprising that Southey should have continued steadfast to

his faith in Landor. But it is an added testimony to

Southey's worth that as long as both lived Landor's love

and admiration for Southey continued unabated. For
there was in the character of Landor a strain of fierce and
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unreasoning passion, which he had never cared to control

and which had now become uncontrollable. Few of those

who had to deal with him, were spared some outburst of

anger more hasty than reasonable, yet often enduring in

proportion to its unreason. He may claim the praise of

being " a good hater," but not that of being a wise one.

But in Southey's case there were no such interruptions to

friendship. The two poets loved each other and believed

in each other all their lives. In the controversy between

Byron and Southey, Byron attacked Landor as Southey's

friend, and Landor was not wanting with a defence of

Southey and a witty onslaught upon his assailant, more
effective to its end than Southey's heavier weapons.

Widely as the two friends differed in rellgjon, even

that difference left them friends still. Southey's own
words show the depth of their friendship. In a letter,

dated April 1 808, he writes, " I never saw any one more

unlike myself in every prominent part of human character,

nor any one who so cordially and instinctively agreed

with me on so many of the most important subjects. I

have often said, before we met, that I would walk forty

miles to see him ; and having seen him, I would gladly

walk fourscore to see him again." In the last sad days of

his life his wife heard him repeating softly to himself,

*' Landor, ay, Landor." His death called forth some of

the tenderest verse that Landor ever wrote.

Not long after the beginning of this friendship Landor

embarked upon an expedition to Spain, partly induced by

his admiration of the Spanish effort for independence, and

partly by his hatred for France and Napoleon. He took

with him money to contribute to the cause and an eager

Forster's ' Life,' p. 109.

I. b
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desire to aid it with his own person. The expedition

lasted for a very short time. He had not been long in

Spain before he quarrelled with the English Envoy at

Corunna in a thoroughly unreasonable manner. The

Convention of Cintra completed his disgust, and he returned

suddenly to England.

The next five or six years of his life ( 1 808-
1 4) were

spent in an almost equally hopeless undertaking ending in

a not dissimilar fashion. He succeeded in raising enough

money to purchase the estate of Lanthony Abbey in Mon-

mouthshire. Of his vast plans for the improvement of the

property, of his quarrels with his neighbours, and of his

troubles with a dishonest and incapable tenant, there is no

space to speak, here. But the end was, that after suffering

much injustice and exhibiting his command of abusive epi-

thets both in English and Latin, Landor left England, taking

with him the wife whom he had married shortly before.

Travelling from England to Jersey and thence to Tours, he

at last reached Italy. His first home in that country was at

Como, whither Southey came to see him. But he remained

there only three years, and three years later, after living at

Pisa and elsewhere, he settled in Florence.

It was in the year 1822, the year of Shelley's death, that

Landor began his life in the city where he was to spend so

many years and to write some of his greatest works. The
first series of the Imaginary Conversations was published in

1824. There was some trouble in finding a publisher—

a

difficulty which provoked the impetuous author, now nearly

fifty years of age, into several outbursts of characteristic

vehemence. But at last Julius Hare, a friend of Landor's,

though the two had never met, succeeded in arranging with

Messrs Taylor and Hessey for their publication. Some
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further difficulty arose over the character of some of Lander's

opinions and his method of expressing them. But this was

at last settled, though in a way which left some traces m
the text; and early in 1824 the two volumes were pub-

lished. The first ofthem was dedicated to General Stopford,

Adjutant- General in the army of Columbia, who soon after-

wards married one of Mrs Lander's sisters. The second

was dedicated to General Mna, one of the commanders of

the army of the Constitutionalist party in Spain. The two

volumes contmn thirty-six Conversations, a first instalment

of the larger number that were to follow.

The success of the book was considerable. The Quar-

terly Review or GifFord—for the two were much the same

—was indeed known to be meditating a scathing criticism.

But a curious device of Julius Hare blunted his arms. Be-

fore the attack could appear. Hare published in the London

Magazine a parody of the forthcoming Quarterly article,

which so exactly anticipated its nature, that GifFord was

compelled to retain his venom until he could get it new-

sweltered. The second brew was weaker than his wont.

The Edinburgh Review was more favourable. Hazlitt's

article contains some fair criticism and much well deserved

praise. Moreover, the book was read, and neither the

publisher nor the author had any reason to be dissatisfied

with its sale.

In 1826 a second edition was published—not by Taylor

and Hessey, with whom Landor had by this time quar-

relled—but by Mr Colburn. The Conversations are the

same as those contained in the first edition, though some of

them are altered and enlarged. The quarrel with Taylor

and Hessey not only prevented them from publishing the

second edition of the first two volumes, but also caused
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Landor to withdraw from them the manuscript of the third

volume which had been entrusted to them for publication.

But it had more serious results than this. The dispute was

a miserable one, partly about the alterations in the text of

the first edition and partly about financial matters. Landor

so far lost control of himself as to fall upon Mr Taylor in

a letter breathing nothing but tempestuous fury. Had this

been all it would have mattered little ; but in the same fit

of passion he seems to have burned all the manuscript,

which was destined to have formed the fourth volume of

the series. Were it not for the two letters to Southey

quoted on pages 289-290 of Mr Forster's Life it would be

difficult to believe that any man could be capable of such a

piece of extravagance. Yet out of eighteen Conversations,

which Landor mentions in the first letter as nearly com-

pleted, only three are now in existence; and the second letter

describes the cremation of the others. It is only fair to add

that except the venial one of want of tact, no blame attaches to

Mr Taylor. Landor was as unreasonable in the be^nning

of the quarrel as at the end. However, in spite of quarrels

and furious letters, the second edition was published ; and in

1828 the third volume was issued also by Mr Colburn.

Two years later a third publisher, Duncan, published the

fourth and fifth volumes ; but the sixth volume, which as

early as this was ready for publication, had to wait some
years longer. Julius Hare, who had with untiring energy

found publishers for five volumes, could find no firm willing

to undertake a sixth.

It was not until 1846 that this could be accomplished.

However, in the meantime Landor was not idle. During this

interval he revised and added to the Conversations he had
already written. He also wrote « The Citation and Exam-
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ination of William Shakespeare," in which work it is possible

that a Conversation committed to the flames may have re-

vived in a larger shape. In the letter to Southey quoted

above, Landor mentions that he has dared to use Shakespeare

as a speaker. " The Citation " is the only work of Landor's

in which Shakespeare is introduced, and it is therefore pos-

sible that in 1824 a Conversation existed of which " The
Citation" is a later enlarged version. "Pericles and

Aspasia" and "The Pentameron and Pentalogia" fol-

lowed soon after ; and during the same period " Gebir "

was republished, and the Trilogy of " Giovanna of Naples "

was written, besides other minor works both in prose and

verse.

The story of Landor's life during these years can

only be told briefly. In 1829 the kindness of a Welsh

friend—Mr Ablett—had enabled him to purchase the Villa

Gherardesca at Fiesole, and in that house, historic with

its memories of Boccaccio, Landor had found continual

pleasure. Yet in 1835 he came to England and settled

by himself at Bath. The story of the quarrels, which

banished him from his home, need not be told here. Bath

was not the same thing as Fiesole, but it was the next

best, and in that town he spent the greater part of the

next twenty years of his life. In thinking of Landor and

his works, it is continually necessary to remind oneself

how long he lived and how late in life he published some

of his best work. He was nearly fifty before he had

published any considerable writings at all in prose. He
was sixty-two when he published the " Pentameron," and

it was not untU after his seventieth year that he completed

the publication of the Imaginary Conversations in their first

collected edition. This was an edition containing not only
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the Conversations in their finally revised form, but also

his three longer prose works and his poems and plays.

Moxon was the publisher, and Mr Forster and Archdeacon

Hare undertook the task of seeing the book through the

press. It is not a! complete edition of all his previously

published writings, but a collection of what he thought his

best work in either verse or prose. The book is in two

volumes, in double columns printed rather closely together,

of that tall octavo shape which hardly commends itself to

the reader. And yet if the present editor may speak for

himself, there is a charm even in the odd shape and the

double columns. In such a dress some curious humourist

might be disguised ; but when the volumes open, the

pages are found filled with a prose full of " curt trumpet

blasts of fierce contentious sound." There are not many
pages of the book which do not make a demand on the

reader for assent or defiance. Instead of the quiet

humourist, a controversialist appears who assails the

mind with question and argument; yet another dip into

the volume may bring up, not a Conversation between

Lucian and Timotheus, but one where Epicurus, Leontion,

and Ternissa talk together, half lovers and half philo-

sophers, of flowers and love and philosophy in the

Athenian garden. Among the seventeen Conversations

afterwards classified as the " Greek Dialogues," some nine

are the work of an arguer upon men and thoughts eager

to impress his own views and bear down those of his

opponent. The remainder are the work of the quiet

speculator who loved " to meet Nature face to face, un-

disturbed and solitary," who thought that " while we insist

that we are looking for truth, we commit a falsehood,"

and who could put into the mouth of Epicurus the senti-
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ment that " Politeness is among the virtues." To a hasty

reader of Landor's Life there might seem to be a curious

contradiction between these two kinds of writing. But in

truth there is little. Landor thought on politics and other

subjects of the same kind eagerly and passionately. But
on other matters he was a man of deep knowledge and

reflection. In particular his literary judgments were at

once carefully and critically formed. By his criticisms on

Plato he must not be judged. In common with some

other men, he hated above all men, metaphysicians, priests,

and kings. Plato was the first ; Landor suspected him of

a desire to be the second, and of an unholy liking for the

company of the third. He had, moreover, read his works

right through from beginning to end, and out of the some-

what imperfect wholesale acqumntance thus attained, had

put together a conception of the philosopher of a rather

curious kind. This conception dominated his mind ; and

there is in much of his work a prevailing anti-platonism

which is sometimes refreshing, and occasionally intrusive.

It is clear that his knowledge of Greek was rather ex-

tensive than accurate. His allusions range from Homer to

Josephus, and authors like Diogenes Laertius, and Aelian.

But though he had mastered the spirit of the history and

anecdote of the times about which he writes, his mastery is

not always accompanied by accuracy. His anachronisms

are occasionally so daring that it is impossible to believe

that he knew that they were anachronisms. When
Xenophon and Alcibiades discuss the expedition of Cyrus,

the reader cannot avoid a suspicion that the author has

forgotten that Alcibiades was killed before Cyrus started

on his invasion. Memory is a treacherous guide, and the
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very power of Landor's memory made treachery more

easy.

Though for the reasons here given Landor's criticism

on Plato is rather characteristic than exact, in many

of the Conversations the reader will find noble examples

of critical method. The discussion of Milton's poems in

the Conversation between Southey and Landor is a good

example. The examination proceeds line by line, testing

each passage, and rejecting fearlessly those which fail to

reach the proper standard. That this is true criticism,

the present editor would most stoutly maintain. The

critic, who deals only in large appreciations, gives only

a momentary " effect " which may exist for him alone.

To do his work he must descend to the elements of his

subject, and study the details which buUd up the whole.

Especially is this the case in the criticism of poetry.

Poems can be examined and tested in a way impossible

with prose ; for the music and charm of poetry are due

to more obvious devices. The flaw can be found and

analysed, and the perfection also. But in prose this is

not so. The beauty of the finest prose eludes analysis.

Indeed it is not only criticism that is more difficult : the

art itself is harder. Many men have written good poetry

almost at their first attempt ; few men have written good

prose without much practice and many endeavours.

Landor himself wrote Gebir at twenty-three, " jEsop and

Rhodope " at fifty.

It is curious in the case of Landor's own prose to note

how near it often lies to verse. There is not a single

metrical passage in all his prose, and yet the slightest touch

will often transmute the prose to verse. In some cases

he has done this himself. " Achilles and Helena " exists in
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a metrical form, and so does the dramatic scene between

Peleus and Thetis, which forms part of the Conversa-

tion between Epicurus, Leontion, and Ternissa. It is

worth noting that these are the only mythological

Conversations that Landor ever wrote in prose. The
passage from history to myth is with him a passage

from prose to verse ; it is therefore not surprising that

these two scenes should exist in a poetical version. But

it is surprising that the prose and poetry should so closely

resemble each other. There have been poets who wrote

their works in prose and then translated them into verse,

but both prose and poetry thus written are apt to show

traces of the method. Landor's prose versions show no

such traces, but the poetical versions lack the spontaneity

and ease that an independent origin might have conferred

upon them. It is only fair, however, to admit that spon-

taneity and ease are exactly the qualities which Landor's

verse is most apt to lack.

It would be interesting did space and time allow to dis-

cuss here the question of the proper arrangement and classi-

fication of the Conversations. The question is exactly the

sort of idle one, whose answer it is pleasant to look for.

Mr Forster's classification is the established one to which all

subsequent editors must conform, but few will entirely

concur in it. Mr Colvin, whose name no student of

Landor can mention without gratitude for what he has

done and regret that he has done no more, would classify

the Conversations into dramatic and non-dramatic. The

present editor cannot help a lingering suspicion that Mr
Colvin's first class would be but a small division. For

himself, he would suggest a division into three groups—that

is to say, controversial Conversations, of which " Lucian and
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Timotheus " will do for a type ; contemplntive like the

Conversations between Epicurus and Menander ; and

Conversations whose aim is criticism either of literature or

politics or philosophy, including in this last class only those

in which the controversial note is absent or unimportant.

To these three classes might be added a small fourth class,

formed by the purely dramatic conversations, of which

"Marcellus and Hannibal" in the first volume of this

edition is a fine instance.

The general discussion of Landor's work has led us far

away from the point where it began ; but the publication

of the edition of 1 846 suggests naturally a general con-

sideration of all Landor's writings. For that edition marks

the date at which he first became satisfied with his work

and content to leave what he had done without further

alteration. Any alterations made afterwards are few and

unimportant. The alterations and additions throw a very

curious light on his work. Omissions are rare, but in one

of the most important dialogues—that between Epicurus,

Leontion, and Ternissa—two long passages are can-

celled. Both of them are violent attacks upon Canning

;

both of them are utterly out of harmony with the whole

spirit of the Conversation, which is much improved by their

omission. Sometimes the additions are no less felicitous.

The short passage added to the Conversation between

Alexander and the Priest of Hammon strikes a fine close

to a Conversation which, without it, is almost too farcical

even for a satire upon Priests and Kings. Sometimes,

again, as in the two Conversations between Demosthenes

and Eubulides, passages are added to rebut criticisms upon

the Conversation as it originally stood ; and often the

additions are made to extend the scope of the Conversation
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ind make it worthier of the occasion. The Conversation

between Chatham and Chesterfield is too short in its earlier

form. When two great statesmen talk, they must talk at

length. But the most wonderful thing in the additions is

the skill with which they are effected. A new passage of

many lines in length may come in without even a comma
to suggest a possibility of interpolation. But the author

is never at a loss to reunite the parted sense, and it needs

a keen and practised eye to detect even the trace of an

addition.

At seventy years of age little more than rest and reflec-

tion remain for most men. But for Landor it was other-

wise. He had more Conversations—to say nothing of

more poems—^to write yet ; and he had to leave Bath

much as he had left Florence. In 1833 Moxon published

the "Imaginary Conversations of Greeks and Romans,"

containing the classical conversations which had already

appeared in the 1846 edition, with a few more, and in the

same year appeared another book, entitled " Last Fruit off

an Old Tree," containing yet more Ima^nary Conversa-

tions. Five years afterwards came " Dry Sticks, fagoted

by Walter Savage Landor," and its publication drove

its author from England. The whole story may be

found in Mr Forster's Life. Here is no space to tell the

story of Landor's last passionate freak, and the ruin it

brought on his life. In his eighty-fourth year he came

back to Florence, and there he lived for five years in the

refuge which Mr and Mrs Browning provided for him.

Even during those last years of his long life he was not

idle. In 1859 he reprinted the Hellenics, with additions,

and in the two next years four new Conversations were

written and published in the Athenaum showing no lack
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of power. In 1863 the "Heroic Idylls," his last book,

appeared. The next year he died, leaving a gap in litera-

ture not yet filled up. No author since his death has

dared to carry on the traditions which Walter Savage

Landor received from the authors of the past. He stands

spanning with his works the gap between the days when

literature was written by learned men for learned men and

the days now come when literature is written by anybody

for everybody else. Then learning was necessary to an

author, and a learned author was a term of praise. It is

easy to carp at the change. But the wheel of time turns

round. For many years the works of Landor have been

almost unattainable ; but during that time knowledge has

grown into many places it could never have visited in his

day. Is it too much to hope that the late day is come, and

the guests ready ?

The present edition is based upon the edition of the col-

lected works of Walter Savage Landor, edited by Mr Forster

and published by Chapman and Hall in 1876. The con-

sent of Mr Forster's executors for the publication of those

Conversations, which could not have been published had it

been withheld, was given with ready kindness. One Con-

versation, never reprinted in its original prose form, that be-

tween Don Pedro and Inez di Castro, will also be included,

and the edition will thus be complete. The classification and

the order in which the Conversations appear is the same as

that in Mr Forster's edition. A few misprints have been

corrected, and in occasional rare instances the editor has

adopted an earlier reading; such corrections, and the reasons

which have induced their adoption, are given in a foot note.

A bibliography, sufficient to show the date at which the
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Conversation was composed, and the forms in which it has

appeared, has been added, but the editor is well aware that

in some cases the information so given is not complete. The
last volume, however, will contain a collected bibliography,

which, it is hoped, will fill up all gaps which may have been

left. In the case of an author, who, like Landor, wrote

and rewrote his works, no edition can be thoroughly satis-

factory which does not trace the history of his writing.

All important alterations, not only those of meaning but

also those which illustrate the slow development of style

have been noted ; but mere changes of words made upon

no apparent principle it has not been thought worth while

to point out. The only omission of any length which has

not been noticed is a long note which occurs only in the

first two editions of "Pericles and Sophocles." It contains

a learned disquisition on the contrast between the public

works of Greece and Rome, and possesses little literary

interest. The other notes are few in number. All that

has been aimed at is to give just that information without

which the reader might fail to feel himself at home within

the charmed circle of great men and sweet women who
were to Landor as his familiar friends.
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I. ACHILLES AND HELENA.i

Helena. Where am I ? Desert me not, O ye blessed from

above ! ye twain who brought me hither !

Was it a dream ?

Stranger ! thou seemest thoughtful ; couldst thou answer me I

Why so silent ? I beseech and implore thee, speak.

Achilles. Neither thy feet nor the feet of mules have borne

thee where thou standest. Whether in the hour of departing

sleep, or at what hour of the morning, 1 know not, O Helena

!

but Aphrodit^ and Thetis, inclining to my prayer, have, as thou

art conscious, led thee into these solitudes. To me also have

they shown the way, that I might behold the pride of Sparta, the

marvel of the earth, and—how my heart swells and agonizes at

the thought !—the cause of innumerable woes to Hellas.

Helena. Stranger ! thou art indeed one whom the goddesses

or gods might lead, and glory in ; such is thy stature, thy voice,

and thy demeanour ; but who, if earthly, art thou ?

P The meeting between Achilles and Helena is one of the incidents related

in the Kypria, a lost epic by Stasinus describing the earlier part of the

Trojan war. Proclus in his Chrestomathia describes the meeting as follows:

*' And after this Achilles desired greatly to see Helen, and Aphrodite and

Thetis brought them together to the same place. And when the Achaeans

would have returned home, Achilles stayed them." This meeting, according

to Proclus, took place in the early part of the siege not long after the

Grecian army had landed. Landor has placed it in the last year of the

war, and has supposed it to have occurred on Mount Ida. Imag. Convers.,

Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, 1876, vol. ii. Also in verse, Hellenics

znd ed., 1859. Works, 1876, vol. ii.]
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Achilles. Before thee, O Helena I stands Achilles, son of

Peleus. Tremble not, turn not pale, bend not thy knees, O
Helena

!

Helena. Spare me, thou goddess-born ! thou cherished and

only son of silver-footed Thetis ! Chryse'is and Briseis ought

to soften and content thy heart. Lead not me also into cap-

tivity. Woes too surely have I brought down on Hellas ; but

woes have been mine alike, and will for ever be.

Achilles. Daughter of Zeus ! what word hast thou spoken !

Chryse'is, child of the aged priest who performs in this land

due sacrifices to Apollo, fell to the lot of another ; an insolent

and unworthy man, who hath already brought more sorrows upon

our people than thou hast ; so that dogs and vultures prey on

the brave who sank without a wound.^ Briseis is indeed mine ;

the lovely and dutiful Briseis. He, unjust and contumelious,

proud at once and base, would tear her from me. But, gods

above ! in what region has the wolf with impunity dared to seize

upon the kid which the lion hath taken ?

Talk not of being led into servitude. Could mortal be guilty

of such impiety ? Hath it never thundered on these mountain-

heads ? Doth Zeus, the wide-seeing, see all the earth but Ida ?

doth he watch over all but his own ? Capaneus and Typhoeus

less offended him, than would the wretch whose grasp should

violate the golden hair of Helena. And dost thou still tremble ?

irresolute and distrustful !

Helena. I must tremble ; and more and more.

Achilles. Take my hand : be confident ; be comforted.

Helena. May I take it ? may I hold it ? I am comforted.

Achilles. The scene around us, calm and silent as the sky

itself, tranquillizes thee ; and so it ought. Turnest thou to

survey it ? perhaps it is unknown to thee.

Helena. Truly ; for since my arrival I liave never gone

beyond the walls of the city.

P The passage is an abstract of the first fifty lines of the Iliad. Apollo,

to revenge the insult to Chryses, whose daughter had been seized by
Agamemnon, sends a pestilence upon the Achaeans. "Then Phoebus
Apollo seated himself afar from the ships, and shot forth an arrow ; dread

was the clang of the silver bow ; first the arrow fell upon the mules and
swift dogs ; but then aiming a piercing shaft he smote the men ; and thick

burnt the fiineral pyres of the dead."]
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Achilles. Look then around thee freely, perplexed no longer.

Pleasant is this level eminence, surrounded by broom and myrtle,

and crisp-leaved beech and broad dark pine above. Pleasant the

short slender grass, bent by insects as they alight on it or climb

along it, and shining up into our eyes, interrupted by tall sister-

hoods of gray lavender, and by dark-eyed cistus, and by lightsome

citisus, and by little troops of serpolet running in disorder here

and there.

Helena. Wonderful ! how didst thou ever learn to name so

many plants ?

Achilles. Chiron ^ taught me them, when I walked at his side

while he was culling herbs for the benefit of his brethren. All

these he taught me, and at least twenty more ; for wondrous was

his wisdom, boundless his knowledge, and I was proud to learn.

Ah, look again ! look at those little yellow poppies ; they

appear to be just come out to catch all that the sun will throw

into their cups : they appear in their joyance and incipient dance

to call upon the lyre to sing among them.

Helena. Childish ! for one with such a spear against his

shoulder ; terrific even its shadow : it seems to make a chasm
across the plain.

Achilles. To talk or to think like a child is not always a

proof of folly : it may sometimes push aside heavy griefs where

the strength of wisdom fails. What art thou pondering, Helena ?

Helena. Recollecting the names of the plants. Several of

them I do believe I had heard before, but had quite forgotten

;

my memory will be better now.

Achilles, Better now ? in the midst of war and tumult ?

Helena. I am sure it will be, for didst thou not say that

Chiron taught them ?

P In such a glen, on such a day

On Pelion, on the grassy ground
Chiron the aged Centaur lay,

The young Achilles standing by.

The Centaur taught him to explore

The mountains ; where the glens are dry

And the tired Centaurs come to rest,

And where the soaking springs abound
And the straight ashes grow for spears, &c.

—Matthew Arnold, " Empedocles on Etna.")
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JchlUes. He sang to me over the lyre the lives of Narcissus

and Hyacynthus, brought back by the beautiful Hours, of siJent

unwearied feet, regular as the stars in their courses. Many of

the trees and bright-eyed flowers once lived and moved, and

spoke as we are speaking. They may yet have memories, although

they have cares no longer.

Helena. Ah! then they have no memories; and they see

their own beauty only.

Achilles. Helena ! thou turnest pale, and droopest.

Helena. The odour of the blossoms, or of the gums, or the

height of the place, or something else, makes me dizzy. Can it

be the wind in my ears ?

Achilles, There is none.

Helena. I could wish there were a little.

Achilles. Be seated, O Helena !

Helena. The feeble are obedient ; the weary may rest even in

the presence of the powerful.

Achilles. On this very ground where we are now reposing,

they who conducted us hither told me, the fatal prize of beauty

was awarded. One of them smiled ; the other, whom in duty I

love the most, looked anxious, and let fall some tears.

Helena. Yet she was not one of the vanquished.

Achilles. Goddesses contended for it ; Helena was afar.

Helena. Fatal was the decision of the arbiter !

But could not the venerable Peleus, nor Pyrrhus the infant so

beautiful and so helpless, detain thee, O Achilles, from this sad,

sad war ?

Achilles. No reverence or kindness for the race of Atreus

brought me against Troy : I detest and abhor both brothers ; but

another man is more hateful to me still. Forbear we to name him.

The valiant, holding the hearth as sacred as the temple, is never

a violator of hospitality. He carries not away the gold he finds

in the house ; he folds not up the purple linen worked for solemni-

ties, about to convey it from the cedar chest to the dark ship, to-

gether with the wife confided to his protection in her husband's

absence, and sitting close and expectant by the altar of the gods.

It was no merit in Menelaiis to love thee ; it was a crime in

another—I will not say to love, for even Priam or Nestor might

love thee— but to avow it, and act on the avowal.
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Helena. Menelaiis, it is true, was fond of me, when Paris was
sent by Aphrodit^ to our house. It would have been very wrong
to break my vow to Menelaiis ; but AphroditS urged me by day
and by night, telling me that to make her break hers to Paris

would be quite inexpiable. She told Paris the same thing at the

same hour ; and as often. He repeated it to me every morning

:

his dreams tallied with mine exactly. At last

—

Achilles. The last is not yet come. Helena, by the Im-
mortals ! if ever I meet him in battle I transfix him with this

spear.*

Helena. Pray do not. AphroditS would be angry and never

forgive thee.

Achilles. I am not sure of that ; she soon pardons. Variable

as Iris, one day she favours and the next day she forsakes.

Helena. She may then forsake me.

Achilles. Other deities, O Helena, watch over and protect

thee. Thy two brave brothers ^ are with those deities now, and
never are absent from their higher festivals.

Helena. They could protect me were they living, and they

would. Oh that thou couldst but have seen them !

Achilles. Companions of my father on the borders of the

Phasis, they became his guests before they went all three to hunt

the boar in the brakes of Kalydon. Thence too the beauty of a

woman brought many sorrows into brave men's breasts, and

caused many tears to hang long and heavily on the eyelashes

of matrons.

[* Iliad xxii. 360. The dying Hector warns AcHlles : " Beware then lest

for my death the enduring wrath of the gods cone upon thee on the day,

when Paris and Phoebus ApoUo shall slay thee, brave though thou art, at

the Skaean gate of Jlion."]

P Peleus and Kastor and Polydeukes took part both in the quest of the

golden fleece and in the hunt of the Kalydonian boar. See Ovid, Metam.,
viii. 380, for a list of the chiefs who took part in that exploit and for the

sorrows caused by Atalanta's beauty. In the Iliad, iii. 240, Helen is ignorant

of the death of her brothers. " ' But two chiefs,' she says, ' I cannot see,

Kastor the tamer of horses, and Polydeukes the boxer, my two twui
brothers, sons of my mother ; either they came not from fair Lacedaemon,

or if they followed hither in the sea-faring keel, they care not now to come
amid the warriors, fearing lest reproach and shame fall on them for my
sake.' So she spoke, but them the fruitful earth already covered, far off

in Lacedaemon in their dear fatherland."]
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Helena. Horrible creatures !—boars I mean.

Didst thou indeed see my brothers at that season ? Yes,

certainly.

Achilles. I saw them not, desirous though I always was of

seeing them, that I might have learned from them, and might

have practised with them, whatever is laudable and manly. But

my father, fearing my impetuosity, as he said, and my inexperi-

ence, sent me away. Soothsayers had foretold some mischief to

me from an arrow : and among the brakes many arrows might fly

wide, glancing from trees.

Helena. I wish thou hadst seen them, were it only once.

Three such youths together the blessed sun will never shine upon

again.

O my sweet brothers ! how they tended me ! how they loved

me ! how often they wished me to mount their horses and to hurl

their javelins ! They could only teach me to swim with them
;

and when I had well learned it I was more afraid than at first.

It gratified me to be praised for anything but swimming.

Happy, happy hours ! soon over ! Does happiness always go
away before beauty ? It must go then : surely it might stay that

little while. Alas ! dear Kastor ! and dearer Polydeuk^s ! often

shall I think of you as ye were (and oh ! as I was) on the banks

of the Eurotas.

Brave, noble creatures ! they were as tall, as terrible, and almost

as beautiful, as thou art. Be not wroth ! Blush no more for me !

Achilles. Helena ! Helena ! wife of Menelaiis ! my mother is

reported to have left about me only one place vulnerable : I have

at last found where it is. Farewell

!

Helena. Oh leave rae not ! Earnestly I entreat and implore

thee, leave me not alone ! These solitudes are terrible : there

must be wild beasts among them ; there certainly are Fauns and
Satyrs. And there is Cybel^, who carries towers and temples on
her head ; who hates and abhors Aphrodit^, who persecutes those

she favors, and whose priests are so cruel as to be cruel even to

themselves.

Achilles. According to their promise, the goddesses who brought
thee hither in a cloud will in a cloud reconduct thee, safely and
unseen, into the city.

Again, O daughter of Leda and of Zeus, farewell

!
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II. iESOP AND RHODOPE.i

Msop. Albeit thou approachest me without any sign of

derision, let me tell thee before thou advancest a step nearer,

that I deem thee more hard-hearted than the most petulant of

those other young persons, who are pointing and sneering from
the door-way.

Rhodope. Let them continue to point and sneer at me : they

are happy ; so am I : but are you ? Think me hard-hearted, O
good Phrygian ! but graciously give me the reason for thinking it;

otherwise I may be unable to correct a fault too long overlooked

by me, or to deprecate a grave infliction of the gods.

Msop. I thought thee so, my little maiden, because thou camest

toward me without the least manifestation of curiosity.

Rhodope. Is the absence of curiosity a defect ?

Msop. None whatever.

Rhodope. Are we blamable in concealing it if we have it ?

[1 The stories told about Rhodope or Rhodopis, " rose-faced," as she is

usually called by ancient authors, are confusing. Herodotus, ii. 134, tells us

that she was a slave in the house of Jadmon the master of .ffisop, but that

Xantheus the Samian brought her to Egypt. When Landor wrrote these

conversations he clearly bad this passage in his mind. In the second of

the two conversations there is an allusion to her journey to Egypt.

Strabo, xviii., i. 33, speaking of her by a third name, Doricha, by which
she was sometimes known, says :

" Some call her Rhodopis ; and they tell

that one day, while she was bathing, an eagle snatched one of her shoes

from the hand of her maid, and bore it away to Memphis in Egypt ; and

flying over the head of the king, as he sat giving judgment in the open air,

the bird let the shoe fall on his lap, and the king's heart was stirred by the

strangeness of the matter, and the slender beauty of the shoe ; and he sent

forth messengers to discover whose it might be. They finding Rhodopis at

Naucratis, brought her to Egypt, where the king wedded her ; and after

her death she was buried under the pyramid that goes by her name." In

the passages cited from Herodotus a further account is given of the

building of the pyramid and the confusion that exists between the

stories about Rhodope and those about the Egyptian princess Nitocrls,

There is also a curious allusion to Rhodope in one of the fragments of

Sappho, blaming her brother Charaxus for his passion for her. Herodotus

also alludes to this story. These half-legendary details and the tradition of

her great beauty make up all we know of her life. The pathetic story in

the second Conversation is Landor's own. Works, ii., 1846. Imag. Convers.,

Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, 1876, ii.]
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Msop. Surely not. But it is feminine ; and where none of il

comes forward we may suspect that other feminine appurtenances,

such as sympathy for example, are deficient. Curiosity slips in

among you before the passions are awake ; curiosity comforts your

earliest cries ; curiosity intercepts your latest. For which reason

Dsedalus, who not only sculptured but painted admirably, repre-

sents her in the vestibule of the Cretan labyrinth as a goddess.

Rhodope. What was she like ?

Msop. There now ! Like ? Why, like Rhodopfe.

Rhodope. You said I have nothing of the kind.

JEsop. I soon discovered my mistake in this, and more than

this, and not altogether to thy disadvantage.

Rhodope. I am glad to hear it.

JEsop. Art thou ? I will tell thee then how she was de-

picted ; for I remember no author who has related it. Her lips

were half open ; her hair flew loosely behind her, designating

that she was in haste : it was more disordered, and it was darker,

than the hair of Hope is represented, and somewhat less glossy.

Her cheeks had a very fresh color, and her eyes looked into

every eye that fell upon them ; by her motion she seemed to be

on her way into the labyrinth.

Rhodope. Oh how I wish I could see such a picture

!

£sop. I do now.

Rhodope. Where ? where ? Troublesome man ! Are you
ilways so mischievous ? but your smile is not ill-natured. I

cannot help thinking that the smiles of men are pleasanter and
sweeter than of women ; unless of the women who are rather

old and decrepit, who seem to want help, and who perhaps are

thinking that we girls are now the very images of what they were
formerly. But girls never look at me so charmingly as you do,
nor smile with such benignity ; and yet, O Phrygian ! there are

several of them who really are much handsomer.

JEsop. Indeed ? Is that so clear ?

Rhodope. Perhaps in the sight of the gods they may not be,

who see all things as they are. But some of them appear to me
to be very beautiful.

jEsop. Which are those ?

Rhodope. The very girls who think me the ugliest of them
aU. How strange

!
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Msop. That they should think thee so ?

Rhodope. No, no ! but that nearly all the most beautiful

should be of this opinion ; and the others should often come to

look at me, apparently with delight, over each other's shoulder
or under each other's arm, clinging to their girdle or holding by
their sleeve and hanging a little back, as if there were something
about me unsafe. They seem fearful regarding me ; for here
are many venomous things in this country, of which we have
none at home.

JEsop. And some which we find all over the world. But
thou art too talkative.

Rhodope. Now indeed you correct me with great justice,

and with great gentleness. I know not why I am so pleased to

talk with you. But what you say to me is different from what
others say : the thoughts, the words, the voice, the look, all dif-

ferent. And yet reproof is but little pleasant, especially to those

who are unused to it.

JEsop. Why didst thou not spring forward and stare at me,
having heard as the rest had done that I am unwillingly a slave,

and indeed not over-willingly a deformed one ?

Rhodope. I would rather that neither of these misfortunes

had befallen you.

JEsop. And yet within the year thou wilt rejoice that they

have.

Rhodope. If you truly thought so, you would not continue to

look at me with such serenity. Tell me why you say it.

Msop. Because by that time thou wilt prefer me to the

handsomest slave about the house.

Rhodope. For shame ! vain creature !

Msop. By the provision of the gods, the undersized and

distorted are usually so. The cork of vanity buoys up their chins

above all swimmers on the tide of life. But, Rhodop^, my
vanity has not yet begun.

Rhodope. How do you know that my name is Rhodop^ ?

JEsop. Were I malicious I would inform thee, and turn

against thee the tables on the score of vanity.

Rhodope. What can you mean ?

JEsop. I mean to render thee happy in life, and glorious long

after. Thou shall be sought by the powerful, thou shalt be cele-
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brated by the witty, and thou shalt be beloved by the generous and

the wise. Xanthus may adorn the sacrifice, but the Immortal

shall receive it from the altar.

Rhodope. I am but fourteen years old, and Xanthus is

married. Surely he would not rather love me than one to whose

habits and endearments he has been accustomed for twenty

years.

Msop. It seems wonderful : but such things do happen.

Rhodope. Not among us Thracians. I have seen in my
childhood men older than Xanthus, who, against all remon-

strances and many struggles, have fondled and kissed, before near

relatives, wives of the same age, proud of exhibiting the honour-

able love they bore toward them : yet in the very next room, the

very same day, scarcely would they press to their bosoms while

you could (rather slowly) count twenty, nor kiss for half the

time, beautiful young maidens, who, casting down their eyes,

never stirred, and only said " Don't! Don't l'^

JEsop. What a rigid morality is the Thracian ! How courage-

ous the elderly ! and how enduring the youthful

!

Rhodope. Here in Egypt we are nearer to strange creatures

;

to men without heads, to others who ride on dragons.^

Msop. Stop there, little Rhodop^ ! in all countries we live

among strange creatures. However, there are none such in the

world as thou hast been told of since thou earnest hither.

Rhodope. Oh yes there are ! You must not begin by shaking

my belief, and by making me know less than others of my age.

They all talk of them ; nay, some creatures not by any means
prettier are worshipped here as deities : I have seen them with
my own eyes. I wonder that you above all others should deny
the existence of prodigies.

JEsop. Why dost thou wonder at it particularly in me ?

Rhodope. Because when you were brought hither yesterday,

and when several of my fellow-maidens came around you, question-

ing you about the manners and customs of your country, you began
to tell them stories of beasts who spoke, and spoke reasonably.

p Here too are the dog-faced creatures and the creatures without heads
whom the Libyans declare to have their eyes in their breasts ; and also
the wild men and women, and many other far less fabulous beasts.
Herodotus, iv, 191 (RawUnson).]
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JEsop. They are almost the only people of my acquaintance

who do.

Rhodope. And you call them by the name of people ?

JEsop. For want of a nobler and a better. Didst thou hear

related what I had been saying ?

Rhodope. Yes, every word, and perhaps more.

£sop. Certainly more ; for my audience was of females. But
canst thou repeat any portion of the narrative ?

Rhodope. They began by asking you whether all the men in

Phrygia were like yourself.

JEsop. Art thou quite certain that this was the real expression

they used ? Come : no blushes. Do not turn round.

Rhodope. It had entirely that meaning.

JEsop. Did they not inquire if all Phrygians were such horrible

monsters as the one before them ?

Rhodope. O heaven and earth ! this man is surely omniscient.

Kind guest ! do not hurt them for it. Deign to repeat to me,

if it is not too troublesome, what you said about the talking beasts.

Msop. The innocent girls asked me many questions, or rather

half-questions ; for never was one finished before another from the

same or from a different quarter was begun.

Rhodope. This is uncivil : I would never have interrupted you.

Msop. Pray tell me why all that courtesy.

Rhodope. For fear of losing a little of what you were about to

say, or of receiving it somewhat changed. We never say the same

thing in the same manner when we have been interrupted. Beside,

there are many who are displeased at it ; and if you had been, it

would have shamed and vexed me.

JEsop. Art thou vexed so easily ?

Rhodope. When I am ashamed I am. I shall be jealous if

you are kinder to the others than to me, and if you refuse to tell

me the story you told them yesterday.

JEsop. I have never yet made any one jealous ; and I will not

begin to try my talent on little Rhodop^.

They asked me who governs Phrygia at present. 1 replied

that the Phrygians had just placed themselves under the dominion

of a sleek and quiet animal, half-fox, half-ass, named Alopiconos.

At one time he seems fox almost entirely; at another, almost

entirely ass.
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Rhodope. And can he speak ?

JEsop. Few better.

Rhodope. Are the Phrygians contented with him ?

Msop. They who raised him to power and authority rub their

hands rapturously : nevertheless, I have heard several of the prin-

cipal ones, in the very act of doing it, bi'eathe out from closed

teeth, ^'The cursedfox ! " and others, " Tie cursed ass J
"

Rhodope. What has he done ?

Msop. He has made the nation the happiest in the world,

they tell us.

Rhodope. How ?

Msop. By imposing a heavy tax on the necessaries of life, and

thus making it quite independent.^

Rhodope. O jEsop ! I am ignorant of politics, as of every

thing else. We Thracians are near Phrygia ; our kings, I believe,

have not conquered it : what others have ?

JEsop. None : but the independence which Alopiconos has

conferred upon it is conferred by hindering the corn of other

lands, more fertile and less populous, from entering it, until so

many of the inhabitants have died of famine and disease, that there

will be imported just enough for the remainder.

Rhodope. Holy Jupiter ! protect my country ! and keep for

ever its asses and its foxes wider apa)"t

!

Tell me more. You know many things that have happened in

the world. Beside the strange choice you just related, what is

the moat memorable thing that has occurred in Phrygia since the

Trojan war ?

JEsop. An event more memorable preceded it ; but nothing
since will appear to thee so extraordinaiy.

Rhodope. Then tell me only that.

Msop. It will interest thee less, but the effect is more durable

than of the other. Soon after the dethronement of Saturn, with
certain preliminary ceremonies, by his eldest son Jupiter, who thus

[3 The corn-hw of 1815 fixed the point at which corn might be imported
into the country at 84s. the quarter

; the duty leviable at that point was
2s. 6d. a quarter; up to that point the duty was prohibitive. Alopiconos,
the fox-ass, is probably Lord Liverpool, who was then premier. If tliis

conjecture is correct, his lordship might fairly protest against the" first half
of the character assigned to him.]
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became the legitimate king of gods and men, the lower parts of
nature on our earth were likewise much affected. At this season

the water in all the rivers of Phrygia was running low, but

quietly, so that the bottom was visible in many places, and grew
tepid and warm and even hot in some. At last it became agitated

and excited ; and loud bubbles rose up from it, audible to the ears

of Jupiter, declaring that it had an indefeasible right to exercise

its voice on all occasions, and of rising to the surface at all sea-

sons. Jupiter, who was ever much given to hilarity, laughed at

this ; but the louder he laughed, the louder bubbled the mud, be-

seeching him to thunder and lighten and rain in torrents, and to

sweep away dams and dykes and mills and bridges and roads, and

moreover all houses in all parts of the country that were not built

of mud. Thunder rolled in every quarter of the heavens ; the

lions and panthers were frightened and growled horribly ; the

foxes, who are seldom at fault, began to fear for the farm-yards,

and were seen with vertical tails, three of which, if put together,

would be little stouter than a child's whip for whipping toys, so

thoroughly soaked were tliey and draggled in the mire : not an

animal in the forest could lick itself dry ; their tongues ached

with attempting it. But the mud gained its cause, and rose above

the river sides. At first it was elated by success ; but it had

floated in its extravagance no long time before a panic seized it,

at hearing out of the clouds the fatal word teleutaion, which signi-

6es_final. It panted and breathed hard ; and, at the moment of

exhausting the last remnant of its strength, again it prayed to

Jupiter, in a formulary of words which certain borderers of the

principal stream suggested, imploring him that it might stop and

subside. It did so. The borderers enriched their fields with it,

carting it off, tossing it about, and breaking it into powder. But

the streams were too dirty for decent men to bathe in them ; and

scarcely a fountain in all Phrygia had as much pure water, at its

very source, as thou couldst carry on thy head in an earthen jar.

For several years afterward there were pestilential exhalations, and

drought and scarcity, thi-oughout the country.

Rhodope. This is indeed a memorable event ; and yet I never

heard of it before.
'

JEsop. Dost thou like my histoiies ?

Rhodope. Very much indeed.
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JEsop. Both of them ?

Rhodope. Equally.

JEsop. Then, Rhodop^, thou art worthier of instruction than

any one I know. , I never found an auditor, until the present,

who approved of each ; one or other of the two was sure to be

defective in style or ingenuity : it showed an ignorance of the

times or of mankind ; it proved only that the narrator was a person

of contracted views, and that nothing pleased him.

Rhodope. How could you have hindered, with as many hands
as Gyas,* and twenty thongs in each, the fox and ass from uniting ?

or how could you prevail on Jupiter to keep the mud from
bubbling ? I have prayed to him for many things more reason-

able, and he has never done a single one of them ; except the last,

perhaps.

Msop. What was it ?

Rhodope. That he would bestow on me power and under-
standing to comfort the poor slave from Phrygia.

Msop. On what art thou reflecting ?

Rhodope. I do not know. Is reflection that which will not
lie quiet on the mind, and which makes us ask ourselves questions
we cannot answer ?

M.sop. Wisdom is but that shadow which we call reflection ;

dark always, more or less, but usually the most so where there is

the most light around it.

Rhodope. I think I begin to comprehend you ; but beware
lest any one else should. Men will hate you for it, and may
hurt you ; for they will never bear the wax to be melted in the
ear, as your words possess the faculty of doing.

Msop. They may hurt me, but I shall have rendered them a
service first.

Rhodope. O -(Esop ! if you think so, you must soon begin to
instruct me how I may assist you-, first in performing the service,

and then in averting the danger : for I think you will be less
liable to harm if I am with you.

Msop. Proud child !

[4 "But other children were born to earth and heaven, three mighty sons,
huge, with dread names, Cottos, and Briareus, and Gyas, arrogant children
From their shoulders shot an hundred brandished hands, uncouth untam-
able, and on their mighty necks grew fifty heads."—Hesiod,Theogony

]
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Rhodope. Not yet ; I may be then.

jEsop. We must converse about other subjects.

Rhodope. On what rather ?

Msop. I was accused by thee of attempting to unsettle thy
belief in prodigies and portents.

Rhodope. Teach me what is right and proper in regard to

them, and in regard to the gods of this country who send them.

Msop. We will either let them alone, or worship them as

our masters do. But thou mayest be quite sure, O Rhodop^,
that if there were any men without heads, or any who ride upon

dragons, they would have been worshipped as deities long ago.

Rhodope. Ay, now you talk reasonably : so they would ; at

least I think so : I mean only in this country. In Thrace we
do not think so unworthily of the gods : we are too afraid of

Cerberus for that.

Msop. Speak lower ; or thou wilt raise ill blood between him
and Anubis. His three heads could hardly lap milk when Anubis
with only one could crack the thickest bone.

Rhodope. Indeed ! How proud you must be to have acquired

such knowledge

!

JEsop. It is the knowledge which men most value, as being the

most profitable to them ; but I possess little of it.

Rhodope. What then will you teach me ?

Msop. I will teach thee, O Rhodope, how to hold love by

both wings, and how to make a constant companion of an

ungrateful guest.

Rhodope. I think I am already able to manage so little a

creature.

JEsop. He hath managed greater creatures than Rhodopl.

Rhodope. They had no scissors to clip his pinions, and they

did not slap him soon enough on the back of the hand. I have

often wished to see him ; but I never have seen him yet.

JEsop. Nor any thing like ?

Rhodope. I have touched his statue ; and once I stroked it

down, all over; very nearly. He seemed to smile at me the more

for it, until I was ashamed. I was then a little girl : it was long

ago, a year at least.

Msop. Art thou sure it was such a long while since ?

Rhodope. How troublesome ! Yes I I never told anybody
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but you : and I never would have told you, unless I had been

certain that you would find it out by yourself, as you did what

those false foolish girls said concerning you. I am sorry to call

them by such names, for I am confident that on other things and

persons they never speak, maliciously or untruly.

JEsop. Not about thee ?

Rhodope. They think me ugly and conceited, because they do

not look at me long enough to find out their mistake. I know I

am not ugly, and I believe I am not conceited : so I should be

silly if I were offended, or thought ill of them in return. But

do you yourself always speak the truth, even when you know it ?

The story of the mud, I plainly see, is a mythos. Yet, after

all, it is difficult to believe ; and you have scarcely been able to

persuade me that the beasts in any country talk and reason, or

ever did.

Msop. Wherever they do, they do one thing more than

men do.
,

Rhodope. You perplex me exceedingly ; but I would not

disquiet you at present with more questions. Let me pause and

consider a little, if you please. I begin to suspect that, as gods

formerly did, you have been turning men into beasts, and beasts

into men. But, jEsop, you should never say the thing that is

untrue.

JEsop. We say and do and look no other all our lives.

Rhodope. Do we never know better ?

JEsop. Yes ; when we cease to please, and to wish it ; when

death is settling the features, and the cerements are ready to

render them unchangeable.

Rhodope. Alas ! alas !

JEsop. Breathe, RhodopS ! breathe again those painless sighs:

they belong to thy vernal season. May thy summer of life be

calm, thy autumn calmer, and thy winter never come

!

Rhodope. I must die then earlier.

Msop. Laodameia died ; Helen died ; Leda, the beloved of

Jupiter, went before. It is better to repose in the earth betimes

than to sit up late ; better, than to cling pertinaciously to what we
feel crumbling under us, and to protract an inevitable fall. We
may enjoy the present while we are insensible of infirmity and

decay : but the present, like a note in music, is nothing but as it
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appertains to what is past and what is to come. There are no
fields of amaranth on this side of the grave ; there are no voices,

O RhodopS, that are not soon mute, however tuneful ; there is

no name, with whatever emphasis of passionate love repeated, of

which the echo is not faint at last.

Rhodope. O jEsop ! let me rest my head on yours : it throbs

and pains me.

JEsop. What are these ideas to thee ?

Rhodope. Sad, sorrowful.

JEsop. Harrows that break the soil, preparing it for wisdom.

Many flowers must perish ere a grain of corn be ripened. And
now remove thy head : the cheek is cool enough after its little

shower of tears.

Rhodope. How impatient you are of the least pressure ?

£sop. There is nothing so difficult to support imperturbably

as the head of a lovely girl, except her grief. Again upon mine,

forgetful one ! Raise it, remove it, I say ! Why wert thou re-

luctant ? why wert thou disobedient ? Nay, look not so. It is I

(and thou shalt know it) who should look reproachfully.

Rhodope. Reproachfiilly ? did I ! I was only wishing you

would love me better, that I might come and see you often.

Msop. Come often and see me, if thou wilt ; but expect no

love from me.

Rhodope. Yet how gently and gracefully you have spoken and

acted, all the time we have been together. You have rendered

the most abstruse things intelligible, without once grasping ray

hand, or putting your fingers among my curls.

JEsop. I should have feared to encounter the displeasure of

two persons if I had.

Rhodope. And well you might. They would scourge you,

and scold me.

£sop. That is not the worst.

Rhodope. The stocks too, perhaps.

JEsop. All these are small matters to the slave.

Rhodope. If they befell you, I would tear my hair and my
cheeks, and put my knees under your ancles. Of whom should

you have been afraid ?

JEsop. Of Rhodop^ and of -£sop. Modesty in man, O
Rhodope, is perhaps the rarest and most difficult of virtues : but
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intolerable pain is the pursuer of its infringement. Then follow

days without content, nights without sleep, throughout a stormy

season ; a season of impetuous deluge which no fertility succeeds.

Rhodope. My mother often told me to learn modesty, when I

was at play among the boys.

Msop. Modesty in girls is not an acquirement, but a gift of

nature ; and it costs as much trouble and pain in the possessor to

eradicate, as the fullest and firmest lock of hair would do.

Rhodope. Never shall I be induced to believe that men at all

value it in themselves, or much in us ; although from idleness or

from rancor they would take it away from us whenever they can.

JEsop. And very few of you are pertinacious : if you run after

them, as you often do, it is not to get it back.

Rhodope. I would never run after any one, not even you ; I

would only ask you, again and again, to love me.

Msop. Expect no love from me. I will impart to ,hee all

my wisdom, such as it is : but girls like our folly best. Thou
shalt never get a particle of mine from me.

Rhodope. Is love foolish ?

JEsop. At thy age and at mine. I do not love thee : if I

did, I would the more forbid thee ever to love me.

Rhodope. Strange man !

JEsop. Strange, indeed ! When a traveller is about to wander

on a desert, it is strange to lead him away from it ; strange to

point out to him the verdant path he should pursue, where the

tamarisk and lentisk and acacia wave overhead, where the reseda

is cool and tender to the foot that presses it, and where a thousand

colors sparkle in the sunshine, on fountains incessantly gushing

forth.

Rhodope. Xanthus has all these ; and I could be amid them
in a moment.

JEsop. Why art not thou ?

Rhodope. I know not exactly. Another day perhaps. I

am afraid of snakes this morning. Beside, I think it may be

sultry out of doors. Does not the wind blow from Libya ?

JEsop. It blows as it did yesterday when I came over, fresh

across the ^gean, and from Thrace. Thou mayest venture

into the morning air.

Rhodope. No hours are so adapted to study as those of the
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morning. But will you teach me ? I shall so love you if you
will.

Msop. If thou wilt not love me, I will teach thee.

Rhodope. Unreasonable man !

Msop. Art thou aware what those mischievous little hands
are doing ?

Rhodope. They are tearing off the golden hem from the

bottom of my robe ; but it is stiff and difficult to detach.

JEsop. Why tear it off?

Rhodope. To buy your freedom. Do you spring up, and
turn away, and cover your face from me ?

Msop. My freedom ! Go, Rhodop^ ! Rhodope ! This, of

all things, I shall never owe to thee.

Rhodope. Proud man ! and you tell me to go, do you ? do

you ? Answer me at least ! Must I ? and so soon ?

Msop. Child ! begone !

Rhodope. O ^sop ! you are already more my master than

Xanthus is. I will run and tell him so ; and I will implore of

him, upon my knees, never to impose on you a command so hard

to obey.

SECOND CONVERSATION.!

Msop. And so, our fellow-slaves are given to contention on

the score of dignity ?

Rhodope. I do not believe they are much addicted to conten-

tion ; for, whenever the good Xanthus hears a signal of such

misbehaviour, he either brings a scourge into the midst of them,

or sends our lady to scold them smartly for it.

Msop. Admirable evidence against their propensity !

Rhodope. I will not have you find them out so, nor laugh at

them.

Msop. Seeing that the good Xanthus and our lady are equally

fond of thee, and always visit thee both together, the girls, how-

ever envious, cannot well or safely be arrogant, but must of

necessity yield the first place to thee.

[1 Works, ii., 1846. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Woiks,

1876, ii.]
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Rhodope. They indeed are observant of the kindness thus

bestowed upon me
; yet they afflict me by taunting me continu-

ally with what I am unable to deny.

Msop. If it is true, it ought little to trouble thee ; if untrue,

less. I know, for I have looked into nothing else of late, no

evil can thy heart have admitted : a sigh of thine before the gods

would remove the heaviest that could fall on it. Pray tell me
what it may be. Come, be courageous ; be cheerful ! I can

easily pardon a smile if thou empleadest me of curiosity.

Rhodope. They remark to me that enemies or robbers took

them forcibly from their parents—and that—and that

—

jEsop. Likely enough : what then ? Why desist from

speaking ? why cover thy face with thy hair and hands ?

Rhodop^ ! Rhodop^ ! dost thou weep, moreover ?

Rhodope. It is so sure !

Msop. Was the fault thine ?

Rhodope. that it were !—if there was any.

JEsop. While it pains thee to tell it, keep thy silence ; but

when utterance is a solace, then impart it.

Rhodope. They remind me (oh ! who could have had the

cruelty to relate it
!

) that my father, my own dear father

—

Msop. Say not the rest : I know it : his day was come.

Rhodope. —sold me, sold me. You start : you did not at

the lightning last night, jor at the rolling sounds above. And
do you, generous ^sop ! do you also call a misfortune a dis-

grace ?

Msop. If it is, I am among the most disgraceful of men.
Didst thou dearly love thy father ?

Rhodope. All loved him. He was very fond of me.
Msop. And yet sold thee ! sold thee to a stranger

!

Rhodope. He was the kindest of all kind fathers, neverthe-

less. Nine summers ago, you may have heard perhaps, there was
a grievous famine in our land of Thrace.

Msop. I remember it perfectly.

Rhodope. O poor ^sop ! and were you too famishing in

your native Phrygia ?

Msop. The calamity extended beyond the narrow sea that

separates our countries. My appetite was sharpened ; but the

appetite and the wits are equally set on the same grindstone.
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Rhodope. I was then scarcely five years old ; my mother

died the year before : my father sighed at every funereal, but he

sighed more deeply at every bridal, song. He loved me because

be loved her who bore me : and yet I made him sorrowful

whether I cried or smiled. If ever I vexed him, it was because

I would not play when he told me, but made him, by my
weeping, weep again.

Msop. And yet he could endure to lose thee ! he, thy

father ! Could any other ? could any who lives on the fruits of

the earth, endui^e it ? O age, that ait incumbent over me !

blessed be thou ; thrice blessed ! Not that thou stillest the

tumults of the heart, and promisest eternal calm, but that,

prevented by thy beneficence, I never shall experience this only

intolerable wretchedness.

Rhodope. Alas ! alas

!

Msop. Thou art now happy, and shouldst not utter that

useless exclamation.

Rhodope. You said something angrily and vehemently when

you stepped aside. Is it not enough that the hand-maidens doubt

the kindness of my father ? Must so virtuous and so wise a

man as jEsop blame him also ?

JEsop. Perhaps he is little to be blamed ; certainly he is

much to be pitied.

Rhodope. Kind heart ! on which mine must never rest

!

JEsop. Rest on it for comfort and for counsel when they

fail thee : rest on it, as the deities on the breast of mortals, to

console and purify it.

Rhodope. Could I remove any sorrow from it, I should be

contented.

JEsop. Then be so ; and proceed in thy narrative.

Rhodope. Bear with me a little yet. My thoughts have

overpowered my words, and now themselves are overpowered

and scattered.

Forty-seven days ago (this is only the forty-eighth since I

beheld you first) I was a child ; I was ignorant, I was careless.

Msop. If these qualities are signs of childhood, the universe

is a nursery.

Rhodope. Affliction, which makes many wiser, had no such

effect on me. But reverence and love (why should I hesitate
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at the one avowal more than at the other ?) came over me, to

ripen my understanding.

Msop. O Rhodop^ ! v/e must loiter no longer upon this

discourse.

Rhodope. Why not ?

JEsop. Pleasant is yonder beanfield, seen over the high

papyrus when it waves and bends : deep laden with the sweet

heaviness of its odor is the listless air that palpitates dizzily

above it ; but Death is lurking for the slumberer beneath its

blossoms.

Rhodope. You must not love then,—but may not I ?

Msop. We will,—but

—

Rhodope. We ! O sound that is to vibrate on my breast for

ever ! O hour, happier than all other hours since time began !

gracious gods ! who brought me into bondage !

JEsop. Be calm, be composed, be circumspect. We must

hide our treasure that we may not lose it.

Rhodope. I do not think that you can love me ; and I fear

and tremble to hope so. Ah, yes
;
you have said you did.

But again you only look at me, and sigh as If you repented.

Msop. Unworthy as I may be of thy fond regard, I am not

unworthy of thy fullest confidence : why distrust me ?

Rhodope. Never will I !—never, never ! To know that I

possess your love surpasses all other knowledge, dear as is all

that I receive from you. I should be tired of my own voice if

1 heard it on aught beside : and even yours is less melodious in

any other sound than Rhodope.

Msop. Do such little girls learn to flatter ?

Rhodope. Teach me how to speak, since you could n/^t teach

me how to be silent.

Msop. Speak no longer of me, but of thyself ; and only of

things that never pain thee.

Rhodope. Nothing can pain me now.

Msop. Relate thy story then, from infancy.

Rhodope. I must hold your hand : I am afraid of losing you
again.

Msop. Now begin. Why silent so long ?

Rhodope. I have dropped all memory of what is told by me
and what is untold.
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Msop. Recollect a little. I can be patient with this hand in

mine.

Rhodope. I am not certain that yours is any help to recollec-

tion.

Msop. Shall I remove it ?

Rhodope. O ! now I think I can recall the whole story.

What did you say ? did you ask any question ?

Msop. None, excepting what thou hast answered.

Rhodope. Never shall I forget the morning when my father,

sitting in the coolest part of the house, exchanged his last

measure of grain for a chlamys of scarlet cloth fringed with

silver. He watched the merchant out of the door, and then

looked wistfiilly into the corn-chest. I, who thought there was
something worth seeing, looked in also, and, finding it empty,

expressed my disappointment, not thinking however about the

corn. A faint and transient smile came over his countenance at

the sight of mine. He unfolded the chlamys, stretched it out

with botli hands before me, and then cast it over my shoulders.

I looked down on the glittering fringe and screamed with joy.

He then went out ; and I know not what flowers he gathered,

but he gathered many ; and some he placed in my bosom, and
some in my hair. But 1 told him with captious pride, first that

I could arrange them better, and again that I would have only

the white. However, when he had selected all the white, and I

had placed a few of them according to my fancy, I told him
(rising in my slipper) he might crown me with the remainder.

The splendour of my apparel gave me a sensation of authority.

Soon as the flowers had taken their station on my head, I ex-

pressed a dignified satisfaction at the taste displayed by my
father, just as if I could have seen how they appeared ! But he

knew that there was at least as much pleasure as pride in it, and

perhaps we divided the latter (alas ! not both) pretty equally.

He now took me into the market place, where a concourse of

people was waiting for the purchase of slaves. Merchants came

and looked at me ; some commending, others disparaging ; but

all agreeing that I was slender and delicate, that I could not live

long, and that I should give much trouble. Many would have

bought the chlamys, but there was something less saleable in the

child and flowers.
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JEsop. Had thy features been coarse and thy voice rustic,

they would all have patted thy cheeks and found no fault in thee.

Rhodope. As it was, every one had bought exactly such

another in time past, and been a loser by it. At these speeches I

perceived the flowers tremble slightly on ray bosom, from my
father's agitation. Although he scoffed at them, knowing my
healthiness, he was troubled internally, and said many short

prayers, not very unlike imprecations, turning his head aside.

Proud was I, prouder than ever, when at last several talents were

offered for me, and by, the very man who in the beginning had

undervalued me the most, and prophesied the worst of me. My
father scowled at him, and refused the money. I thought he

was playing a game, and began to wonder what it could be, since

I never had seen it played before. Then I fancied it might be

some celebration because plenty had returned to the city, inso-

much that my father had bartered the last of the corn he hoarded.

I grew more and more delighted at the sport. But soon there

advanced an elderly man, who said gravely, " Thou hast stolen

this child : her vesture alone is worth above a hundred drachmas.

Carry her home again to her parents, and do it directly, or

Nemesis and the Eumenides will overtake thee." Knowing the

estimation in which my father had always been holden by his

fellow-citizens, I laughed again, and pinched his ear. He,
although naturally choleric, burst forth into no resentment at

these reproaches, but said calmly, " I think I know thee by
name, O guest ! Surely thou art Xanthus the Samian. Deliver
this child from famine."

Again I laughed aloud and heartily ; and, thinking it was now
my part of the game, I held out both my arms and protruded my
whole body towards the stranger. He would not receive me
from my father's neck, but he asked me with benignity and
solicitude if I was hungry ; at which I laughed again, and more
than ever : for it was early in the morning, soon after the first

meal, and my father had nourished me most carefully and
plentifully in all the days of the famine. But Xanthus, waiting
for no answer, took out of a sack, which one of his slaves carried
at his side, a cake of wheaten bread and a piece of honey-comb,
and gave them to me. I held the honey-comb to my father's

mouth, thinking it the most of a dainty. He dashed it to the
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ground ; but, seizing the bread, he began to devour it ferociously.

This also I thought was in play ; and I clapped my hands at his

distortions. But Xanthus looked on him like one afraid, and
smote the cake from him, crying aloud, " Name the price." My
father now placed me in his arms, naming a price much below
what the other had offered, saying, " The gods are ever with thee,

O Xanthus ! therefore to thee do I consign my child." But
while Xanthus was counting out the silver, my father seized the

cake again, which the slave had taken up and was about to replace

in the wallet. His hunger was exasperated by the taste and the

delay. Suddenly there arose much tumult. Turning round in

the old woman's bosom who had received me from Xanthus, I

saw my beloved father struggling on the ground, livid and speech-

less. The more violent my cries, the more rapidly they hurried

me away ; and many were soon between us. Little was I sus-

picious that he had suffered the pangs of famine long before: alas!

and he had suffered them for me. Do I weep while 1 am telling

you they ended ? I could not have closed his eyes ; I was too

young : but I might have received his last breath, the only comfort

of an orphan's bosom. Do you now think him blamable, O jEsop?

JEsop. It was sublime humanity : it was forbearance and

self-denial which even the immortal gods have never shown us.

He could endure to perish by those torments which alone are

both acute and slow ; he could number the steps of death and

miss not one : but he could never see thy tears, nor let thee see

his. O weakness above all fortitude ! Glory to the man who
rather bears a grief corroding his breast, than permits it to prowl

beyond, and to prey on the tender and compassionate ! Women
commiserate the brave, and men the beautiful. The dominion of

Pity has usually this extent, no wider. Thy father was exposed

to the obloquy not only of the malicious, but also of the ignorant

and thoughtless, who condemn in the unfortunate what they

applaud in the prosperous. There is no shame in poverty or

in slavery, if we neither make ourselves poor by our improvid-

ence nor slaves by our venality. The lowest and highest of the

human race are- sold : most of the intermediate are also slaves,

but slaves who bring no money in the market.

Rhodope. Surely the great and powerfiil are never to be

purchased, are they ?
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Msop. It maybe a defect in my vision, but I cannot see

greatness on the earth. What they tell me is great and aspiring,

to me seems little and crawling. Let me meet thy question with

another. What monarch gives his daughter for nothing ? Either

he receives stone walls and unwilling cities in return, or he

barters her for a parcel of spears and horses and horsemen, waving

away from his declining and helpless age young joyous life, and

trampling down the freshest and the sweetest memories. Midas

in the height of prosperity would have given his daughter to

Lycaon,2 rather than to the gentlest, the most virtuous, the most

intelligent of his subjects. Thy father threw wealth aside, and,

placing thee under the protection of Virtue, rose up from the

house of Famine to partake in the festivals of the gods.

Release my neck, O Rhodop^ ! for I have other questions to

ask of thee about him.

Rhodope. To hear thee converse on him in such a manner I

can do even that.

JEsop. Before the day of separation was he never sorrow-

ful ? Did he never by tears or silence reveal the secret of his

soul ?

Rhodope. I was too infantine to perceive or imagine his

intention. The night before I became the slave of Xanthus, he

sat on the edge of my bed. I pretended to be asleep : he moved

away silently and softly. I saw him collect in the hollow of his

hand the crumbs I had wasted on the floor, and then eat them,

and then look if any were remaining. I thought he did so out

of fondness for me, remembering that, even before the famine, he

had often swept up off the table the bread I had broken, and had

made me put it between his lips. I would not dissemble very

long but said,

—

" Come, now you have wakened me, you must sing me asleep

again, as you did when I was little."

[2 An ancient commentator on Ovid, Metam., i. i6j, thus tells the story'

of Lycaon. " Lycaon the son of Pelasgus was in the habit not only of

slaying those to whom he granted his hospitality, but would also furnish

forth a meal for his guests with their bodies. Jupiter hearing this, entered

his house and discovered the trap laid for him ; and then burned down
the house and changed Lycaon into a wolf, the most rapacious of all

animals."]
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He smiled faintly at this, and, after some delay, when he had
walked up and down the chamber, thus began :

—

" I will sing to thee one song more, my wakefiil RhodopS ! my
chirping bird ! over whom is no mother's wing ! That it may
lull thee asleep, I will celebrate no longer, as in the days of wine
and plenteousness, the glory of Mars, guiding in their invisibly

rapid onset the dappled steeds of Rhesus. What hast thou to

do, my little one, with arrows tired of clustering in the quiver ?

How much quieter is thy pallet than the tents which whitened the

plain of Simois ! What knowest thou about the river Eurotas ?

What knowest thou about its ancient palace, once trodden by
assembled gods, and then polluted by the Phrygian ? What
knowest thou of perfidious men or of sanguinary deeds ?

" Pardon me, O goddess who presides! in Cythera ! I am not

irreverent to thee, but ever grateful. May she upon whose brow
I lay my hand praise and bless thee for evermore !

" Ah yes ! continue to hold up above the coverlet those fresh

and rosy palms clasped together : her benefits have descended on

thy beauteous head, my child ! The Fates also have sung, beyond

thy hearing, of pleasanter scenes than snow-fed Hebrus ; of more
than dim grottoes and sky-bright waters. Even now a low mur-

mur swells upward to my ear : and not from the spindle comes

the sound, but from those who sing slowly over it, bending all

three their tremulous heads together. I wish thou could' st hear

it ; for seldom are their voices so sweet. Thy pillow intercepts

the song perhaps : lie down again, lie down, my Rhodop& ! I

will repeat what they are saying :

—

"
' Happier shalt thou be, nor less glorious, than even she, the

truly beloved, for whose return to the distaff and the lyre the

portals of Tasnarus flew open. In the woody dells of Ismarus,

and when she bathed among the swans of Strymon, the nymphs

called her Eurydic^. Thou shalt behold that fairest and that

fondest one hereafter. But first thou must go unto the land of

the lotos, where famine never cometh, and where alone the works

of man are immortal.'

" O my child ! the undeceiving Fates have uttered this. Other

powers have visited me, and have strengthened my heart with

dreams and visions. We shall meet again, my Rhodop^ ! in

shady groves and verdant meadows, and we shall sit by the side

of those who loved us."
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He was lising : I threw my arms about his neck, and, before I

would let him go, I made him promise to place me, not by the

side, but between them ; for I thought of her who had left us.

At that time there were but two, O jEsop !

You ponder : you are about to reprove my assurance in having

thus repeated my own praises. I would have omitted some of

the words, only that it might have disturbed the measure and

cadences, and have put me out. They are the very words my
dearest father sang ; and they are the last. Yet, shame upon me !

the nurse (the same who stood listening near, who attended me
into this country) could remember them more perfectly: it is from

her I have learned them since ; she often sings them, even by

herself.

JEsop. So shall others. There is much both in them and in

tliee to render them memorable.

Rhodope. Who flatters now ?

JEsop. Flattery often runs beyond Truth, in a hurry to embrace

her ; but not here. The dullest of mortals, seeing and hearing

thee, would never misinterpret the prophecy of the Fates.

If, turning back, I could overpass the vale of years, and could

stand on the mountain-top, and could look again far before me at

the bright ascending mom, we would enjoy the prospect together
;

we would walk along the summit hand in hand, O RhodopS !

and we would only sigh at last when we found ourselves below

with others.

III. SOLON AND PISISTRATUS.i

Pishtratus. Here is a proof, Solon, if any were wanting, tliat

either my power is small or my inclination to abuse it : you speak
just as freely to me as formerly, and add unreservedly, which you

[1 The Conversation is founded on Plutarch's Life of Solon. During the
disputes which preceded the usurpation of Pisistratus, says Plutarch, " Solon
applied in private to the heads of the factions and endeavoured to' appease
and reconcile them. Pisistratus seemed to give him greater attention than
the rest, for Pisistratus had an affable and engaging manner. He was a
liberal benefactor to the poor, and even to his enemies he behaved with
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never did before, the keenest sarcasms and the bitterest reproaches.

Even such a smile as that, so expressive of incredulity and con-
tempt, would arouse a desire of vengeance, difficult to control, in

any whom you could justly call impostor and usurper.

Solon. I do you no injustice, Pisistratus, which I should do
if I feared you. Neither your policy nor your temper, neither

your early education nor the society you have since frequented,

and whose power over the mind and affections you cannot at

once throw off, would permit you to kill or imprison, or even to

insult or hurt me. Such an action, you well knov/, would excite

in the people of Athens as vehement a sensation as your impos-

ture of the wounds, and you would lose your authority as rapidly

as you acquired it. This, however, you also know, is not the

consideration which hath induced me to approach you, and to

entreat your return, while the path is yet open, to reason and

humanity.

Pisistratus. What inhumanity, my friend, have I committed?

Solon. No deaths, no tortures, no imprisonments, no stripes
;

but worse than these : the conversion of our species into a lower

;

a crime which the poets never feigned, in the wild attempts of

the Titans or others who rebelled against the gods and against

the order they established here below.

Pisistratus. Why then should you feign it of me ?

Solon. I do not feign it : and you yourself shall bear me
witness that no citizen is further removed from falsehood, from

the perversion of truth by the heat of passion, than Solon.

Choose between the friendship of the wise and the adulation of

the vulgar. Choose, do I say, Pisistratus ? No, you cannot

:

great candour With these arts he imposed upon the people. But
Solon soon discovered his real character, and was the first to discern his in-

sidious designs. Yet he did not absolutelybreak with him, but endeavoured

to soften him and advise him better ; declaring both to him and others that

if ambition could but be banished from his soul, there would not be a man
better disposed or a more worthy citizen in Athens However,

when Pisistratus had fully established himself, he made his court to Solon,

and treated him with so much kindness and respect that Solon became as it

were his counsellor and gave sanction to many of his proceedings. He
observed the greatest part of Solon's laws, shewing himself the example and

compelling his friends to follow it." (Ablett's Literary Hours, 1837.

Works, ii., 1846. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, ii.,

1876.)]
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your choice is already made. Choose then between a city in the

dust and a city flourishing.

Pisistratus. How so ? who could hesitate i'

Solon. If the souls of the citizens are debased, who cares

whether its walls and houses be still upright or thrown down ?

When free men become the property of one, when they are

brought to believe that their interests repose on him alone, and

must arise from him, their best energies are broken irreparably.

They consider his will as the rule of their conduct, leading to

emolument and dignity, securing from spoliation, from scorn,

from contumely, from chains, and seize this compendious blessing

(such they think it) without exertion and without reflection.

From which cause alone there are several ancient nations so

abject, that they have not produced in many thousand years as

many rational creatures as we have seen together round one table

in the narrowest lane of Athens.

Pisistratus. But, Solon, you yourself are an example, ill

treated as you have been, that the levity of the Athenian people

requires a guide and leader.

Solon. There are those who, by their discourses and conduct,

inflate and push forward this levity, that the guide and leader

may be called for ; and who then offer their kind services,

modestly, and by means of friends, in pity to the weakness of

their fellow-citizens, taking care not only of their follies, but also

their little store of wisdom, putting it out to interest where they

see fit, and directing how and where it shall be expended.
Generous hearts ! the Lacedemonians themselves, in the excess

of their democracy, never were more zealous that corn and oil

should be thrown into the common stock, than these are that

minds should, and that no one swell a single line above another.

Their own meanwhile are fully adequate to all necessary and
useful purposes, and constitute them a superintending Providence

over the rest.

Pisistratus. Solon, I did not think you so addicted to

derision : you make me join you. This in the latter part is a
description of despotism ; a monster of Asia, and not yet known
even in the most uncivilized region of Europe. For the

Thracians and others, who have chieftains, have no kings, much
less despots. In speaking of them we use the word carelessly,
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not thinking it worth our while to form names for such creatures,

any more than to form collars and bracelets for them, or rings

(if they use them) for their ears and noses.

Solon. Preposterous as this is, there are things more so, under
our eyes : for instance, that the sound should become lame, the

wise foolish, and this by no affliction of disease or age. You go
further ; and appear to wish that a man should become a child

again : for what is it else, when he has governed himself, that he

should go back to be governed by another ? and for no better

reason than because, as he is told, that other has been knocked

down and stabbed. Incontrovertible proofs of his strength, his

prudence, and the love he has been capable of conciliating in

those about him !

Pisistratus. Solon ! it would better become the gravity of

your age, the dignity of your character, and the office you assume

of adviser, to address me with decorous and liberal moderation,

and to treat me as you find me.

Solon. ' So small a choice of words is left us, when we pass

out of Atticism into barbarism, that I know not whether you,

distinguished as you are both for the abundance and the selection

of them, would call yourself in preference king or tyrant. The
latter is usually the most violent, at least in the beginning ; the

former the most pernicious. Tyrants, like ravens and vultures,

are solitary : they either are swept off, or languish and pine

away, and leave no brood in their places. Kings, as the origin

of them is amid the swamps and wildernesses, take deeper root,

and germinate more broadly in the loose and putrescent soil, and

propagate their likenesses for several generations ; a brood which

(such is the power of habitude) does not seem monstrous, even

to those whose corn, wine, and oil, it swallows up every day, and

whose children it consumes in its freaks and festivals. I am
ignorant under what number of them, at the present day, mankind

in various countries lies prostrate ;
just as ignorant as I am how

many are the deserts and caverns of the earth, or the eddies and

whirlpools of the sea ; but I should not be surprised to find it

stated that, in Asia and Africa, there may be a dozen, greater or

less. Europe has never been amazed at such a portent, either in

the most corrupted or the most uncivilized of her nations, as a

hereditary chief in possession of absolute power.
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Piststratus. The first despots were tyrannical and cruel.

Solon. And so the last will be. This is wanting, on some

occasions, to arouse a people from the lethargy of servitude ; and

therefore I would rather see the cruelest usurper than the mildest

king. Under him men lose the dignity of their nature : under

the other they recover it.

Pisistratus. Hereditary kings too have been dethroned.

Solon. Certainly : for, besotted as those must be who have

endured them, some subject at last hath had the hardihood and

spirit to kick that fellow in the face and trample on him, who
insists that the shoe must fit him because it fitted his father and

grandfather, and that, if his foot will not enter, he will pare and

rasp it.

Pisistratus. The worst of wickedness is that of bearing hard

on the unfortunate, and near it is that of running down the

fortunate : yet these are the two commonest occupations of man-

kind. We are despised if we are helpless ; we are teased by

petulence and tormented by reprehension if we are strong. One
tribe of barbarians would drag ue into their own dry deserts, and

strip us to the skin : another would pierce us with arrows for

being naked. What is to be done ?

Solon. Simpler men run into no such pei-plexities. Your
great wisdom, O Pisistratus, will enable you in some measure to

defend your conduct ; but your heart is the more vulnerable

from its very greatness.

Pisistratus. I intend to exert the authority that is conferred

on me by the people, in the maintenance of your laws, knowing

no better.

Solon. Better there may be, but you will render worse

necessary ; and would you have it said hereafter by those who
read them, "Pisistratus was less wise than Solon "

?

Pisistratus. It must be said ; for none among men hath

enjoyed so high a character as you, in wisdom and integrity.

Solon. Either you lie now, Pisistratus, or you lied when you
abolished my institutions.

Pisistratus. They exist, and shall exist, I swear to you.

Solon. Yes, they exist Hke the letters in a burned paper,

which are looked down on from curiosity, and just legible,

while the last of the consuming fire is remaining ; but they
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crumble at a touch, and indeed fly before it, weightless and
incoherent.

Do you desire, Pisistratus, that your family shall inherit your
anxieties ? If you really feel none yourself, which you never
will persuade me, nor (I think) attempt it, still you may be much
happier, much more secure and tranquil, by ceasing to possess

what you have acquired of late, provided you cease early ; for

long possession of any property makes us anxious to retain it, and
insensible, if not to the cares it brings with it, at least to the real

cause of them. Tyrants will never be persuaded that their alarms

and sorrows, their perplexity and melancholy, are the product of

tjrranny: they will not attribute a tittle of them to their own
obstinacy and perverseness, but look for it all in another's.

They would move everything and be moved by nothing

;

and yet lighter things move them than any other particle of

mankind.

Pisistratus. You are talking, Solon, of mere fools.

Solon. The worst of fools, Pisistratus, are those who once

had wisdom. Not to possess what is good is a misfortune
;

to throw it away is a folly : but to change what we know hath

served us, and would serve us still, for what never has and

never can ; for what on the contrary hath always been pernicious

to the holder,—is the action of an incorrigible idiot. Observa-

tions on arbitrary power can never be made usefully to its

possessors. There is not a foot-page about them at the bath

whose converse on this subject is not more reasonable than mine

would be. I could adduce no argument which he would not

controvert, by the magical words " practical things," and

"present times: " a shrug of the shoulder would overset all that

my meditations have taught me in half a century of laborious

inquiry and intense thought. "These are theories," he would

tell his master, " fit for Attica before the olive was sown among

us. Old men must always have their way. Will their own
gray beards never teach them that time changes things ?

"

One fortune hath ever befallen those whom the indignant gods

have cursed with despotical power : to feed upon falsehood, to

loath and sicken at truth, to avoid the friendly, to discard the

wise, to suspect the honest, and to abominate the brave. Like

grubs in rotten kernels they coil up for safety in dark hollowness.
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and see nothing but death in bursting from it. Although they

place violence iu the highest rank of dignities and virtues, and

draw closely round their bodies those whose valor, from the

centre to the extremities, should animate the State, yet they

associate the most intimately with singers, with buffoons, with

tellers of tales, with prodigies of eating and drinking, with

mountebanks, with diviners. These captivate and enthrall their

enfeebled and abject spirits; and the first cry that rouses them

from their torpor is the cry that demands their blood. Then
would it appear by their countenances, that all they had scattered

among thousands had come secretly back again to its vast re-

pository, and was issuing forth from every limb and feature, from

every pore, from every hair upon their heads.

What is man at last, O Pisistratus, when he is all he hath ever

wished to be,—the fortunate, the powerful, the supreme ? Life

in its fairest form (such he considers it) comes only to flatter and

deceive him. Disappointments take their turn, and harass him ;

weakness and maladies cast him down
; pleasures catch him

again when he rises from them, to misguide and blind and carry

him away ; ambition struggles with those pleasures, and only in

struggling with them seems to be his friend,—they mar one
another, and distract him ; enemies encompass him ; associates

desert him ; rivalries thwart, persecutions haunt him ; another's

thoughts molest and injure him ; his own do worse than join with

them : and yet he shudders and shrinks back at nothing so much
as the creaking of that door by which alone there is any escape.

Pisistratus ! O Pisistratus ! do we tire out the patience of
mankind, do we prey upon our hearts, for this ? Does Nature
crave it ? Does wisdom dictate it ? Can power avert it ?

Descend then from a precipice it is difficult to stand, it is im-
possible to repose on. Take the arm that would lead you and
support you back, and restore you to your friends and country.

He who places himself far above them is (any child might tell

you) far from them. What on earth can be imagined so

horrible and disheartening as to live without ever seeing one
creature of the same species ! Being a tyrant or despot, you
are in this calamity. Imprisonment in a dungeon could not
reduce you to it : false friends have done that for you which
enemies could but atternpt. If such is the harvest of their zeal
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when they are unsated and alert, what is that which remains to

be gathered in by you when they are full and weary ? Bitter-

ness ; the bitterness of infamy ! And how will you quench it ?

By swallowing the gall of self-reproach !

Let me put to you a few questions, near to the point : you
will answer them, I am confident, easily and affably.

Pisistratus, have you not felt yourself the happier, when in the

fulness of your heart you have made a large offering to the gods ?

Pisistratus. Solon, I am not impious : I have made many
such offerings to them, and have always been the happier.

Solon. Did they need your sacrifice ?

Pisistratus. They need nothing from us moitals ; but I was

happy in the performance of what I have been taught is my
duty.

Solon. Piously, virtuously, and reasonably said, my friend.

The gods did not indeed want your sacrifice : they who give

everything can want nothing. The Athenians do want a sacrifice

from you : they have an urgent necessity of something ; the

necessity of that very thing which you have taken from them,

and which it can cost you nothing to replace. You have

always been happier, you confess, in giving to the gods what you

could have yourself used in your own house : believe me, you will

not be less so in giving back to your fellow-citizens what you have

taken out of theirs, and what you very well know they will seize

when they can, together with your property and life. You have

been taught, you tell me, that sacrifice to the gods is a duty; be it

so : but who taught you it ? Was it a wiser man than you or I ?

Or was it at a time of life when your reason was more mature than

at present, or your interests better understood ? No good man
ever gave any thing without being the more happy for it, unless

to the undeserving, nor ever took any thing away without being

the less so. But here is anxiety and suspicion, a fear of the

strong, a subjection to the weak ; here is fawning, in order to be

fawned on again, as among suckling whelps half awake. He
alone is the master of his fellow-men, who can instruct and

improve them ; while he who makes the people another thing

from what it was is master of that other thing, but not of the

neople. And supposing we could direct the city exactly as we

would, is our greatness to be founded on this ? A ditcher may
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do greater things : he may turn a torrent (a thing even more turbid

and more precipitate) by his ditch. A sudden increase of power,

like a sudden increase of blood, gives pleasure ; but the new

excitement being once gratified the pleasure ceases.

I do not imagine the children of the powerful to be at any

time more contented than the children of others, although I con-

cede that the powerful themselves may be so for some moments,

paying however very dearly for those moments, by more in

quantity and in value. Give a stranger, who has rendered you

no service, four talents : the suddenness of the gift surprises and

delights him ; take them away again, saying, " Excuse me,

I intended them for your brother ; yet, not wholly to disappoint

you, I give you two,"—what think you ; do you augment or

diminish that man's store of happiness ?

Pisistratus. It must depend on his temper and character ; but

I think in nearly all instances you would diminish it.

Solon. Certainly. When we cannot have what we expect,

we are dissatisfied ; and what we have ceases to afford us pleasure.

We are like infants : deprive them of one toy, and they push the

rest away, or break them, and turn their faces from you, crying

inconsolably.

If you desire an increase of happiness, do not look for it,

O Pisistratus, in an increase of power. Follow the laws of

Nature on the earth. Spread the seeds of it far and wide : your

crop shall be in proportion to your industry and liberality. What
you concentrate in yourself, you stifle

; you propagate what you
communicate.

Still silent ? Who is at the door ?

Pisistratus. The boys.

Solon. Come, my little fugitives, turn back again hither

!

Come to me, Hippias and Hipparchus ! I wish you had entered

earlier, that you might have witnessed my expostulation with your
father, and that your tender age might have produced upon
him the effect my declining one has failed in. Children, you
have lost your patrimony. Start not, Pisistratus ! I do not tell

them that you have squandered it away ; no, I will never teach

them irreverence to their parent : aid me, I entreat you, to teach

them reverence. Do not, while the thing is recoverable, deprive

them of filial love, of a free city, of popular esteem, of congenial
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sports, o fkind confidence, of that which all ages run in pursuit of,—equals. Children seek those of the same age, men those of the

same condition. Misfortunes come upon all : who can best ward
them off? Not those above us nor those below, but those on a

level with ourselves. Tell me, Pisistratus, what arm hath ever

raised up the pillow of a dying despot ? He hath loosened the

bonds of nature : in no hour, and least of all in the last, can they

be strengthened and drawn together. It is a custom, as you
know—for you have not yet forgotten all our customs—to

conduct youths with us when we mark the boundaries of our

lands, that they may give their testimony on any suit about them

in time to come. Unfortunate boys ! their testimony cannot be

received ; the landmarks are removed from their own inheritance

by their own father. Armed men are placed in front of them for

ever, and their pleasantest walks throughout life must be guarded

by armed men. Who would endure it ?—one of the hardest

things to which the captive, or even the criminal, is condemned.

The restraints which every one would wish away are eternally about

them ; those which the best of us require through life are removed

from them on entering it. Theirpassions not onlyare uncontrolled,

but excited, fed, and flattered by all around, and mostly by their

teachers. Do not expose them to worse monsters than the

young Athenians were exposed to in the time of Theseus.

Never hath our city, before or since, endured such calamity,

such ignominy. A king, a conqueror, an injured and exas-

perated enemy, imposed them : shall a citizen, shall a beneficent

man, shall a father, devise more cruel and more shameful terms,

and admit none but his own offspring to fulfil them ? That

monster perhaps was fabulous. Oh that these were so ! and

that pride, injustice, lust, were tractable to any clew or conquer-

able by any courage of despotism !

Weak man ! will sighing suflTocate them ?—will holding down

the head confound them ?

Hippias and Hipparchus ! you are now the children of Solon,

the orphans of Pisistratus. If I have any wisdom, it is the

wisdom of experience : it shall cost you nothing from me, from

others much. I present to you a fruit which the gods themselves

have fenced round, not only from the animals, but from most

men ; one which I have nurtured and watched day and night
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for seventy years, reckoning from the time when my letters and

duties were first taught me ; a lovely, sweet, and wholesome

fruit, my children, and which, like the ambrosia of the blessed in

Olympus, grows by participation and enjoyment.

You receive it attentively and gratefully : your father, who
ought to know its value, listens and rejects it. I am not angry with

him for this ; and, if I censure him before you, I blame myself also

in his presence. Too frequently have I repeated my admonition.

I am throwing my time away, I who have so little left nie : I

am consuming my heart with sorrow, when sorrow and solicitudes

should have ceased ; and for whom ?—for him principally who

will derive no good from it, and will suffer none to flow on

others, not even on those the dearest to him. Think, my
children, how unwise a man is Solon, how hard a man Pisistratus,

how mistaken in both are the Athenians. Study to avoid our

errors, to correct our faults ; and by simplicity of life, by moder-

ation in your hopes and wishes, to set a purer and (grant it,

Heaven
!
) a more stable example tlian we have done.

IV. ANACREON AND POLYCRATES.i

Polycrates. Embrace me, my brother poet.

Anacreon. What have you written, Polycrates ?

Polycrates. Nothing. But invention is the primary part of

[' The story of Polyci-ates is told by Herodotus, iii. 39, &c. A shorter

version of it is given here from Strabo, xiv. i. " Polycrates attained to

such a pitch of fortune and power that he obtained the complete empire of

the sea. And they tell one stoi-y as a proof of his good fortune ; for he

purposely threw away into the sea a ring bearing a sculptured stone
;
yet

soon after a fisherman drew up the very fish that had swallowed it ; and

they who cut the fish open found the ring within it. And hearing this

Amasis, king of Egypt, in a prophetic spirit, declared that Polycrates would
in a brief space come to no good end, seeing that his good fortune was too

great. And this actually happened ; for he was taken treacherously by
Oroetes, a Persian Satrap, and crucified. With Polycrates lived Anacreon,

the lyric poet, who often mentions him in his poems." Landor has taken

a new view of the story.

Imag. Convers., iii., 1827, and (much altered) Works, 1846. Imag
Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, 1876.]
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us ; and the mere finding of a brass ring in the belly of a dog-
fish has afforded me a fine episode in royalty. You could not

have made so much out of it.

Anacreon. I have heard various stories this morning about the

matter : and, to say the truth, my curiosity led me hither.

Polycrates. It was thus. I ordered my cook to open, in

the presence of ten or twelve witnesses, a fat mullet, and to take

out of it an emerald ring, which I had laid aside from the time

when, as you may remember, I felt some twitches of the gout in

my knuckle.

Anacreon.''' The brass ring was really found in a fish some

time ago : might not a second seem suspicious ? And with

what object is this emerald one extracted from such another

mine?

Polycrates. To prove the constancy and immutability of my
fortune. It is better for a prince to be fortunate than wise

:

people know that his fortune may be communicated, his wisdom
not ; and, if it could, nobody would take it who could as readily

carry off a drachma. In fact, to be fortunate is to be powerful,

and not only without the danger of it, but without the dis-

pleasure.

Anacreon. Ministers are envied, princes never ; because envy

can exist there only where something (as people think) may be

raised or destroyed. You were proceeding very smoothly with

your reflections, Polycrates; but, with all their profundity, are

you unaware that mullets do not eat such things ?

Polycrates. True ; the people however swallow any thing ;

and, the fiirther out of the course of nature the action is^ the greater

name for good fortune, or rather for the favour of Divine pro-

vidence, shall I acquire.

Anacreon. Is that the cook yonder?

Polycrates. Yes ; and he also has had some share of the same

gifts. I have rewarded him with an Attic talent : he seems to

be laying the gold pieces side by side, or in lines and quincunxes,

just as if they were so many dishes.

Anacreon. I go to him and see.—By Jupiter ! my friend, you

have made no bad kettle of fish of it to-day.—The fellow does

not hear me. Let us hope, Polycrates, that it may not break in

P First ed. reads : "Anacreon. With what object?
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turning out. If your cook was remunerated so magnificently

what must you have done for the fisherman !

Polycrates, He was paid the price of his fish.

Anacreon. Royally said and done ! Your former plan was

more extensive. To feign that a brazen ring was the ring of

Gyges is indeed in itself no great absurdity ;
^ but to lay claim to

the kingdom of Lydia by the possession of it was extravagant.

Croesus is unwarlike and weak, confident and supercilious ; and

you had prepared the minds of his officers by your liberality, not

to mention the pity and sorrow we put together over our wine,

ready to pour it forth on the bleeding hearts of his subjects

treated so ungenerously for their fidelity. Yet your own people

might require, at least once a year, the proof of your invisibility

in public by putting on the brazen ring.*

Polycrates. I had devised as much ; nothing is easier than

an optica) deception, at the distance that kings on solemn occa-

sions keep from the people. A cloud of incense rising from

under the floor through several small apertures, and other con-

P First ed. inserts : "for as much may be done by brass as by gold, in

the proper place."]

[^ Landor has imagined a portion of the story here. There is no
authority for the suggestion that Polycrates had any idea of conquering

Lydia under the pretext that he was the possessor of the ring of Gyges,

the possession of which was a sort of appanage to that crown. Moreover,

Croesus had ceased to be king of Lydia before Polycrates became tyrant of

Samos. For the ring of Gyges see Plato, Republic, ii. 259. "According
to the tradition Gyges was a shepherd in the service of the king of Lydia

;

there was a great storm, and an eaithquake made an opening in the earth

at the place where he was feeding the flock. Amazed at the sight he
descended into the opening, where, among other marvels, he beheld a

hollow brazen horse, having doors, at which he stooping and looking in

saw a dead body of stature, as appeared to him, more than human, and

having nothing on but a gold ring ; this he took from the finger of the

dead, and re-ascended. Now the shepherds met together, according to

custom, that they might send their monthly report about the flocks to the

king ; into their assembly he came, having the ring on his finger, and as

he was sitting among them he chanced to turn the collet of the ring inside

his hand, when instantly he became invisible to the rest of the company,
and they began to speak of him as if he were no longer present. He was
astonished at this, and again touching the ring he turned the collet

outwards and re-appeared. Whereupon he contrived to be chosen one oi

the messengers who were sent to the court ; where, as soon as he arrived, he
seduced the queen, and with her help conspired against the king, and slew

him and took the kingdom," Croesus was descended from him.]
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trivances were in readiness.^ But I abandoned my first design,

and thought of conquering Lydia instead of claiming it from
inheritance. For the ring of a fisherman would be too impudent
a fabrication, in the claim of a kingdom or even of a village, and
my word upon other occasions might be doubted. Croesus is

superstitious
; there are those about him who will persuade him

not to contend with a man so signally under the protection of the

gods."

Anacreon. Can not you lay aside all ideas of invasion, and
rest quiet and contented here ?

Polycrates. No man, O Anacreon, can rest anywhere quiet

in his native country, who has deprived his fellow-citizens of
their liberties. Contented are they only who have taken nothing

from another ; and few even of those. As, by eating much
habitually, we render our bodies by degrees capacious of more
and uncomfortable without it, so, after many acquisitions, we
think new ones necessary. Hereditary kings invade each other's

dominions from the feelings of children, the love of having and
of destroying ; their education being always bad, and their

intellects for the most part low and narrow. But we who have
great advantages over them in our mental faculties, these having

been constantly exercised and exerted, and in our knowledge of
men, wherein the least foolish of them are quite deficient, find

wars and civil tumults absolutely needful to our stability and
repose.

Anacreon. By Hercules ! you people in purple are very like

[* First ed. inserts : " The orientals, the founders of this fable,

teach us by it that we princes should see everything and be unseen.

Those who relate it are ignorant of its meaning. Gyges, it is said, was a

shepherd. Until 1 recollected his condition, I had sealed my orders with
the seal of the fisherman, and submitting all things to the will of Fortune,

or of Providence, I was inclined to owe my elevation to this their instru-

ment, to follow the conduct of the shepherd, and to be merely the vice-

regent of one or other according to times and circumstances. On recalling

to mind my own ring I abandoned my first design, discarded my shepherd

and fisherman, and thought . . . "]

[^ First ed. inserts after "gods" : ^'but rather to implore my alliance

against the Persian. Now as I have subverted the laws of Samos, my
authority can only be ensured by the king of kings. In Samos I shall

always be safe from him, in Lydia from the Samians, if ever they

rebeU."
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certain sea-fowls I saw in my voyage from Teios hither. In

fine weather they darted upward and downward, sidelong and

circuitously, and fished and screamed as if all they seized and

swallowed was a torment to them : again, when it blew a violent

gale, they appeared to sit perfectly at their ease, buoyant upon the

summit of the waves.

Polycrates.'' After all, I cannot be thought to have done any

great injury to my friends, the citizens of Samos. It is true I

have taken away what you ingenious men call their liberties : but

have you never, my friend Anacreon, snatched from a pretty girl

a bracelet or locket, or other such trifle ?

Anacreon. Not without her permission, and some equiva-

lent.

Polycrates. I likewise have obtained the consent of the people,

and have rendered them a great deal more than an equivalent.

Formerly they called one another the most opprobrious names in

their assemblies, and sometimes even fought there ; now they

never do. I entertained from the very beginning so great a

regard for them, that I punished one of my brothers with death

and the other with banishment, for attempting to make divisions

among them, and for impeding the measures I undertook to

establish unanimity and order. My father had consented to bear

alone all the toils of government ; and filial piety induced me to

imitate his devotion to the commonwealth. The people had
assembled to celebrate the festival of Juno, and had crowded the

avenues of her temple so unceremoniously and indecorously, that

1 found it requisite to slay a few hundreds to her glory. King
Lygdamus of Naxos lent me his assistance in this salutary opera-

tion, well knowing that the cause of royalty in all countries, being

equally sacred, should be equally secure.

Anacreon. My sweet Polycrates ! do not imagine that I, or

any wise man upon earth, can be interested in the fate of a

nation that yields to the discretion of one person. But pray

avoid those excesses which may subject the Graces to the

Tempests. Let people live in peace and plenty, for your own
sake ; and go to war then only when beauteous slaves are want-
ing. Even then it is cheaper to buy them of the merchant, tak-

ing care that at every importation you hire a philosopher or poet

\> From " Polycrates " to " Counsel " (62 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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to instruct them in morality and religion. The one will demon-
strate that obedience is a virtue : the other, that it is a pleasure.

If age stimulates the senses, or if youth is likely to return (as the

ring did), not a syllable can I add against the reasonableness of

conquests to assuage the wants of either.

Polycrates. The people in all countries must be kept in a

state of activity : for men in cities, and horses in stables, grow
restive by standing still. It is the destination of both to be

patted, ridden, and whipped. The riding is the essential thing ;

the patting and whipping are accessories, and few are very care-

ful or expert in timing them.

Anacreon. In courts, where silliness alone escapes suspicion,

we must shake false lights over the shallows, or we shall catch

nothing. But, O Polycrates ! I am not in the court of a prince:

I am in the house of a friend. I might flatter you, if flattery

could make you happier ; but, as you have neglected nothing

which could render my abode with you delightful, I would omit

no precaution, no suggestion, which may secure and prolong my
blessings. Do not believe that every poet is dishonest, because

most are. Homer was not ; Solon is not : I doubt at times

whether I myself am, in despite of your inquisitive eye. My
opinion of your wisdom is only shaken by your assumption of

royalty, since I cannot think it an act of discretion to change

tranquillity for alarm, or friends for soldiers, or a couch for a

throne, or a sound sleep for a broken one. If you doubt whether

I love you (and every prince may reasonably entertain that doubt

of eveiy man around him), yet you cannot doubt that I am at-

tached to your good fortune, in which I have partaken to my
heart's content, and in which I hope to continue a partaker.

Polycrates. May the gods grant it

!

Anacreon. Grant it yourself, Polycrates, by following my
counsel. Every thing is every man's over which his senses

extend. What you can enjoy is yours ; what you cannot is

not. Of all the islands in the world the most delightful and

the most fertile is Samos. Crete and Cyprus are larger ; what

then ? The little Teios, my own native country, affords more

pleasure than any one heart can receive : not a hill in it but

contains more beauty and more wine than the most restless and

active could enjoy. Teach the Samiots, O Polycrates, to refuse
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you and each other no delight that is reciprocal and that lasts.

Royalty is the farthest of all things from reciprocity, and what

delight it gives must be renewed daily, and with difficulty. In

the order of Nature, flowers grow on every side of us : why
take a ploughshare to uproot them ? We may show our strength

and dexterity in guiding it for such a purpose, but not our wisdom.

Love, in its various forms, according to our age, station, and

capacity, is the only object of reasonable and just desire. I

prefer that which is the easiest to give and to return : you, since

you have chosen royalty, have taken the most difficult in both
;

yet by kindness and courtesy you may conciliate those minds,

which, once abased by royalty, never can recover their elasticity

and strength, unless in the fires of vengeance. The gods avert it

from you, my friend ! Do not inure your people to war ; but

instead of arming and equipping them, soften them more and

more by peace and luxury. Let your deceit in the ring be your

last ; for men will rather be subjugated than deceived, not know-
ing, or not reflecting, that they must have been deceived before

they could be subjugated. Let you and me keep this secret

:

that of the cook is hardly so safe.

Polycrates. Perfectly, or death would have sealed it ; al-

though my cook is you know an excellent one, and would be a

greater loss to me than any native of the island. A tolerably

good minister of state may be found in any cargo of slaves that

lands upon the coast. Interest insures fidelity. As for difficulty,

I see none : to handle great bodies requires little delicacy. He
would make in a moment a hole through a mud-wall who could

never make the eye of a needle ; and it is easier to pick up a

pompion than a single grain of dust. With you however who
have lived among such people, and know them thoroughly, I

need not discourse long about them ; nor take the trouble to

argus how impossible it is to blunder on so wide and smooth a

road, v/here every man is ready with a lamp if it is dark, or with

a cart if it is miry. You know that a good cook is the peculiar

gift of the gods. He must be a perfect creature from the brain

to the palate, from the palate to the finger's end. Pleasure and
displeasure, sickness and health, life and death, are consigned to

his arbitration. It would be little to add that he alone shares

with royalty the privilege of exemption from every punishment
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but capital : for it would be madness to flog either, and turn it

loose.

The story of the ring will be credited as long as I want it

;

probably all my life, perhaps after. For men are swift to take up
a miracle, and slow to drop it ; and woe to the impious wretch
who would undeceive them ! They never will believe that I can

be unprosperous, until they see me put to death : some, even then,

would doubt whether it were I, and others whether I were really

dead, the day following. As we are in no danger of any such

event, let us go and be crowned for the feast, and prove whether

the mullet has any other merits than we have yet discovered.

Come, Anacreon, you must write an ode to Fortune, not

forgetting her favourite.

Anacreon. I dare not, before I have written one to Juno, the

patroness of Samos ; but, as surely as you are uncrucified, I will

do it then. Pardon me however if I should happen to praise

the beauty of her eyes, for I am used to think more about the

goddess who has the loveliest ; and, even if I began with the

Furies, I should end in all likelihood with her.

Polycrates.^ Follow your own ideas. You cannot fail, how-
ever, to descant on the facility with which I acquired my power,

and the unanimity by which I retain it, under the guidance and

protection of our patroness. I had less trouble in becoming the

master of Samos than you will have in singing it. Indeed, when
I consider how litde I experienced, I wonder that liberty can

exist in any country where there is one wise and resolute man.

Anacreon. And I that tyranny can, where there are two.

Polycrates. What ! Anacreon, are even you at last so un-

disguisedly my adversary ?

Anacreon. SUly creature ! behold the frait of royalty ! Rot-

tenness in the pulp, and bitterness in the kernel.

Polycrates, if I had uttered those words before the people, they

would have stoned me for being your enemy,—for being a traitor !

This is the expression of late, not applied to those who betray,

but to those who resist or traverse the betrayer. To such a situa-

tion are men reduced when they abandon self-rule ! I love you

from similarity of studies and inclinations, from habit, from gaiety

of heart, and because I live with you more conveniently than in

P From " Follow" to " patroness " added in 2nd ed.]
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a meaner house and among coarser slaves. As for the Samiots,

you cannot suppose me much interested about them. Beauty it-

self is the less fierce from servitude ; and there is no person,

young or old, who does not respect more highly the guest of

Polycrates than the poet of Teios. You, my dear friend, who
are a usurper—for which courage, prudence, affability, liberality,

are necessary—would surely blush to act no better or more hu-

manely than a hereditary and established king, the disadvantages

of whose condition you yourself have stated admirably. Society

is not yet trodden down and forked together by you into one and

the same rotten mass, with rank weeds covering the top and suck-

ing out its juices.^ Circe, when she transformed the companions

of Ulysses into swine, took no delight in drawing their tusks and
ringing their snouts, but left them, by special grace, in quiet and
full possession of their new privileges and dignities. The rod of

enchantment was the only rod she used among them, finding a

pleasanter music in the choruses of her nymphs than in the grunts

and squeals of her subjects.

Polycrates. Now, tell me truly, Anacreon, if you knew of a

conspiracy against me, would you reveal it ?

Anacreon. I would ; both for your sake and for the con-
spirators'. Even were I not your guest and friend, I would
dissuade from every similar design.

Polycrates. In some points, however, you i" appear to have a

fellow feeling with the seditious. You differ from them in this

:

you would not take the trouble to kill me, and could not find a

convenient hour to run away.

Anacreon. I am too young for death, too old for flight, and
too comfortable for either. As for killing you, I find it business

enough to kill a kid as a sacrifice to Bacchus. Answer me as

frankly as I answered you. If by accident you met a girl carried

off by force, would you stop the ravisher ?

Polycrates. Certainly, if she were pretty : if not, I would
leave the offence to its own punishment.

Anacreon. If the offence had been perpetrated to its uttermost

[« First ed. inserts, "though somewhat soiled, the straws are yet
distinct, and may be assorted out for different uses as jou want them. "1

p» First ed. reads :
" Polycrates. You . . . feeling. Anacmn. Answer,"
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extent, if the girl were silent, and if the brother unarmed should
rush upon the perpetrator armed

—

Polycrates. I would catch him by the sleeve and stop him.
Anacreon. I would act so in this business of yours. You have

defloured the virgin. Whether the action will bring after it the
full chastisement, I know not ; nor whether the laws will ever

wake upon it, or, waking upon it, whether they will not hold their

breath and lie quiet. Weasels, and other animals that consume
our corn, are strangled or poisoned, as may happen : usurpers and
conquerors must be taken off quietly in one way only, lest many
perish in the attempt, and lest it fail. No conspiracy of more
than two persons ought ever to be entered into on such a business.

Hence tlie danger is diminished to those concerned, and the satis-

faction and glory are increased. Statues can be erected to two,

not to many ;
gibbets can be erected as readily to many as to few ;

and would be : for most conspiracies have been discovered and
punished, while hundreds of usurpers have been removed by their

cooks, their cup-bearers, and their mistresses, as easily, and with

as little noise or notice, as a dish from the table, or a slipper from
the bed-side.

Banish the bloated and cloudy ideas of war and conquest. Con-
tinue to eat while you have any thing in your mouth, particularly if

sweet or savory, and only think of filling it again when it is empty.

Croesus hath no naval force, nor have the Persians : they desire

the fish but fear the water, and will mew and purr over you until

they fall asleep and forget you, unless you plunge too loud and

glitter too near. They would have attacked you in the begin-

ning, if they had ever wished to do it, or been ignorant that kings

have an enemy the less on the ruin of every free nation. I do

not tell you to sit quiet, any more than I would a man who has

a fever or an ague, but to sit as quiet as your condition will per-

mit. If you leave to others their enjoyments, they will leave

yours to you. Tyrants never perish from tyranny, but always

from folly,—when their fantasies build up a palace for which the

earth has no foundation. It then becomes necessary, they think,

to talk about their similitude to the gods, and to tell the people,

"We have a right to rule you, just as they have a right to rule

us ; the duties they exact from us, we exact from you : we are

responsible to none but to them."
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Polycfates. Anacreon ! Anacreon ! who, in the name of
Hermes, ever talked thus since the reign of Salmoneus ?

^i

People who would listen to such inflated and idle arrogance

must be deprived, not of their liberties only, but their senses.

Lydians or Carians, Cappadocians or Carmanians, would revolt

at it : I myself would tear the diadem from my brow, before I

would commit such an outrage on the dignity of our common
nature. A little fallacy, a little fraud and imposture, may be

requisite to our office, and principally on entering it ; there is

however no need to tell the people that we, on our consciences,

lay the public accounts before Jupiter for his signature ; that, if

there is any surplus, we will return it hereafter ; but that, as honest

and pious men, their business is with him, not with us.

My dear Anacreon, you reason speciously, which is better in

most cases than reasoning soundly ; for many are led by it and
none offended. But as there are pleasures in poetry which I

cannot know, in like manner there are pleasures in royalty which
you cannot. Say what you will, we have this advantage over

you. Sovrans and poets alike court us ; they alike treat you with

malignity and contumely. Do you imagine that Hylactor,

supposing him to feign a little in regard to me, really would
on any occasion be so enthusiastic in your favor as he was in

mme
Anacreon. You allude to the village-feast, in which he re-

quested from your hand the cup you had poured a libation from,

and tasted ?

Polycrates. The very instance I was thinking on.

Anacreon. Hylactor 12 tells a story delightfully, and his poetry

is better than most poets will allow.

Polycrates. T do not think it—I speak of the poetry.

[11 Now Salmoneus at first dwelt in Thessaly, but coming thence to Elis he
built a city there. But he was a man of unbridled insolence, and wishing
to equal himsell to Zeus he was chastised for his sins. For he declared that
he was Zeus, and taking away the offerings to the god, he ordered men to
sacrifice to himself, and dragging leather bags and brazen cauldrons behind
his chariot, he said he was thundering, and throwing blazing torches at
heaven he said he lightened. But Zeus smote with a thunderbolt him and
the city that he had founded, and all the people in it." ApoUodorus 197.1

[12 First ed. inserts : " if he were not a sycophant, would be admir-
able: he."]
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Anacreon. Now, my dear Polycrates, without a word of flattery

to you, on these occasions you are as ignorant as a goat-herd.

Polycrates. I do not think that either.

Anacreon. Who docs, of himself ? Yet poetry and the de-
grees of it are just as difficult to mark and circumscribe, as love

and beauty.13

Polycrates. Madman

!

Anacreon. All are madmen who first draw out hidden truths.

Polycrates. You are envious of Hylactor, because on that day
I had given him a magnificent dress, resembling those of the

Agathyrsi.i*

Anacreon. I can go naked at my own expense. I would
envy him (if it gave me no trouble) his lively fancy, his convivial

fun, and his power to live in a crowd, which I can do no longer

than a trout can in the grass. What I envied on that day, I had.

When with eyes turned upward to you, modestly and reverentially,

he entreated the possession of the beechen bowl out of which

you had taken one draught, I, with like humility of gesture and
similar tone of voice, requested I might be possessor of the barrel

out of which you had taken lut one. The people were silent at

his request ; they were rapturous at mine,—one excepted.

Polycrates. And what said he ?

Anacreon. " By Bacchus !
" he exclaimed, " I thought syco-

phants were the most impudent people in the world : but,

Anacreon, verily thou sui-passest them ; thou puttest them out of

countenance, out of breath, man !

"

Your liberality was as usual enough for us ; and, if Envy
must come in, she must sit between us. Really the dress,

coarse as it was, that you gave Placoeis, the associate of

Hylactor, would have covered Tityus ;
^^ nay, would have made

winding-sheets, and ample ones, for all the giants, if indeed their

mother Earth enwrapped their bones in any. Meditating the

[1^ First ed. inserts :
" All men are affected by them, more or less : no

man ever could say exactly what proportions they bore in any one object

to another. We shall see ten Iliads before we see one right criticism on

good poetry."]
j-14 <" The Agathyrsi are race of Scythians, very luxurious, and very fond of

wearing gold on their persons." Herodotus, iii, 39.]
[-15 <i Xityos, son of renowned Earth, lying on a levelled ground, and he

covered nine roods as he lay." Homer, Od., xi. 576.
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present of such another investiture, you must surprise or scale

Miletus ; for if, in addition to the sheep of Samos, the cows and

oxen, the horses and swine, the goats and dogs, were woolly, the

fleeces of ten years would be insufficient. As Placoeis moved

on, there were exclamations of wonder on all sides, at all

distances. " Another Epeiis * must have made that pageant !

"

was the cry ; and many were trodden under foot from wishing to

obtain a sight of the rollers. His heat, like the sun's, increased

as he proceeded; and those who kept egg-stalls and fish-stalls

cursed him and removed them.

Po/ycratesA^ We will feast again no less magnificently when I

return from my victory on the continent. There are delicate

perfumes and generous wines and beautiful robes at Sardis.

V. XERXES AND ARTABANUS.i

Artabanus. Many nations, O Xerxes, have risen higher in

power, but no nation rose ever to the same elevation in glory as

the Greek.

Xerxes. For which reason, were there no other, 1 would

destroy it ; then all the glory this troublesome people have

acquired will fall unto me in addition to my own.

Artabanus. The territory, yes : the glory, no. The solid

earth may yield to the mighty ; one particle of glory is never to

be detached from the acquirer and possessor.

Xerxes. Artabanus ! Artabanus ! thou speakest more like an

Athenian than a Persian. If thou forgettest thy country, remem-
ber at least thy race.

Artabanus. I owe duty and obedience to my king ; I owe
truth both to king and country. Years have brought me
experience.

* Framer of the Trojan Horse.

[1' From " Polycratcs " to " Sardis " added in 2nd ed.]

p The authority vrhom Landor follows in this dialogue is Herodotus, vii.,

but he has made Xerxes vainer and Artabanus wiser than Herodotus
represents them. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, ii.,

1876.]
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Xerxes. And timidity.

Artahanus. Yes, before God.
Xerxes. And not before the monarch ?

Artabanus. My last word said it.

Xerxes. I, too, am pious ;
yea, even more devout than thou.

Was there ever such a sacrifice as that of the thousand beeves,

which, on the Mount of Ilion, I offered up in supplication to

Athen^ ? I think it impossible the gods of Hellas should refuse

me victory over such outcasts and barbarians in return for a thou-

sand head of cattle. Never was above a tenth of the number
offered up to them before. Indeed, I doubt whether a tenth of

that tenth come not nearer to the amount ; for the Greeks are

great boasters, and, in their exceeding cleverness and roguery,

would chuckle at cheating the eagerly expectant and closely

observant gods. What sayest thou ?

Artabanus. About the Greeks I can say nothing to the

contrary ; but about the gods a question is open. Are they

more vigorous, active, and vigilant for the thousand beeves ?

Certain it is that every Mede and Persian in the army would
have improved in condition after feasting on them, as they

might all have done for many days.

Xerxes. But their feasting or fasting could have no influence

on the gods, who, according to their humor at the hour, might

either laugh or scowl at them.

Artabanus. I know not the will of Him above ; for there is

only One, as our fathers and those before them have taught us.

Ignorant Greeks, when they see the chariot of His representative

drawn before thee by white horses, call him Zeus.

Xerxes. Mithra, the sun, we venerate.

Artabanus. Mithra we call the object of our worship. One
sits above the sun, observes it, watches it, and replenishes it per-

petually with His own light to guide the walk of the seasons.

He gives the sun its beauty, its strength, its animation.

Xerxes. I worship him devoutly. But if one God can do

us good, fifty can do us more, aided by demigods and heroes.

Artabanus. Could fifty lamps in a royal chamber add light to

it when open to the meridian ?

Xerxes. No doubt they could.

Artabanus. Are they wanted I
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Xerxes. Perhaps not. They must be, even there, if the aun

should go behind a cloud.

Artahanus. God avert the omen !

Xerxes. I have better omens in abundance. I am confident,

I am certain, of success. The more powerful and the more
noble of the Greeks, the Athenians, Spartans, Thessalians, are

with me, or ready to join me.

Artahanus. How many of them, fugitives from their country,

or traitors to it, can be trusted ?

Xerxes. The Alenadai from Larissa, country of Achilles,

whose sepulchral mound we visited, offer me their submission and

the strongholds on the borders of their territory. The descen-

dants of Pisistratus, with the King of Sparta,^ are under my pro-

tection, and obedient to my will. They who have been stripped

of power, lawful or unlawful, are always the most implacable

enemies of their country. Whether they return to it by force

or by treachery, or by persuasion and the fickleness of the people,

they rule with rigor. Ashamed of complicity and cowardice,

the rabble, the soldiery, the priests, the nobles, hail them with

acclamations, and wait only to raise louder, until his death,

natural or violent (but violent and natural are here the same),
shall deliver them again from their bondage. Then cometh my
hand afresh over the people, and draweth it gently back unto me.
Resistance is vain. Have I not commanded the refractory and
insolent sea to be scourged ? and not for disobeying my orders,

which it never dared, but, in my absence, for destroying my
bridge. The sentence hath already been carried into execution.

Never more in my proximity and to my detriment will it presume
to be tumultuous and insurgent.

Artahanus. O King ! thy power is awful, is irresistible ; but

can the waves feel ?
*

Xerxes. Mutineers can ; and these waves were mutineers.

They hiss and roar and foam, and swell and sink down again, and
never are quiet. This, O Artahanus, is so like undisciplined men,

[^ The sons of Hipparchus, son of Pisistratus, see Conversation iii., and
Demaratas, king of Sparta, who had alike been expelled from their countiy
for tyranny, looked to Xerxes to reinstate them.]

* Dead men, it is said, have been vifhipped under the Czar Nicholas

;

but they were alive and hale when the whipping began.
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that it appears to me they also may feel. Whether they do or
not, terror is stricken into the hearts of the beholders. No
exertion of superior power but works upon the senses of mankind.
Men are always the most obedient too, and follow the most
vociferously, those who can and who do chastise, whether them
or others. A trifle of benefit bestowed on them afterward drops
like balm into the wound ; but balm the most precious and the

most sanitary drops insensibly on an unwounded part. Behold !

here comes into my presence, to be reviewed at my leisure, the

silver shields. To what perfect discipline have I brought my
army ! Its armature is either the admiration or the terror of the

universe. What sayest thou ?

Artalanus. Certainly ^ our Median and Persian cavalry is

excellent. In regard to the armature, which former kings and
generals devised, I entreat the liberty to remark that its brightness

and gorgeousness are better adapted to attract the fancies of

women and boys than to strike terror into martial men.

Xerxes. Look thou again, if thine eyes can endure the

splendour,—look thou again at ray body-guard, and at their

silver shields, and at their spears with golden pomegranates at the

nearer end.

Artalanus. Permit me to inquire, of what utility are these

golden pomegranates ? They stick not into the ground, which
sometimes is needful ; they are injurious to the arm in grasping,

more injurious in evolution, and may sometimes be handles for

the enemy. Metal breast-plates, metal corselets, metal shields,

silver or brass, are unwieldy and wearisome, not only by the

weight but by the heat, especially at that season of the year when
armies are most in activity.

Xerxes. What wouldst thou have ? What wouldst thou

suggest ?

Artabanus. I would have neither horse-hair nor plumage,

nor other ornament, on the helmet, which are inconvenient to the

soldier, but are convenient to the enemy. Helmets, alike for

cavalry and infantry, should in form be conical, or shaped as the

keel of a ship. In either case, a stroke of the sword descending

P Landor's Spanish expedition seems to have given him a taste for

military criticism. In several of his Conversations there are similar dis-

quisitions.
]
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on it would more probably glance off, without inflicting a wound.

But I would render them less heavy, and less subject to the

influence of heat and cold.

Xerxes. Impossible *. How ?

Jrtabanus. There are materials. Cork, two fingers' breadth

in thickness, covered with well-seasoned, strained, and levigated

leather, would serve the purpose both for helmet and corselet,

and often turn aside, often resist, both sword and spear.

Xerxes. My younger soldiers, especially the officers, would

take little pride in such equipment.

Artabanus. The pride of the officer ought to be in the effi-

ciency and comfort of the soldier. Latterly I have been grieved

to see vain and idle young persons introduce alterations which

wiser men laugh at, and by which the enemy only, and their

tailor, can profit. We should be more efficient if we were less

decorative.

Xerxes. Efficient ! what can excel us ?

Artabanus. Ah, my King ! Our ancestors have excelled

their ancestors in various improvements and inventions : our

children may excel us. Where is that beyond which there is

nothing ? Great would be our calamity, for great our disgrace

and shame, if barbarians in any action, however slight and partial,

should discomfit the smallest part of our armies. And there are

barbarians whose bodies are more active, whose vigilance more

incessant, whose abstinence more enduring, and whose armor is

less impedimental, than ours. I blush at some of our bravest and

best generals giving way so easily to fantastical and inexperienced

idlers, who never saw a battle even from a balcony or a tower.

Who is he that would not respect and venerate gray hairs ?

—

but, seeing such dereliction of dignity, such relaxation of duty,

such unworthy subserviency, who can ? Every soldier should be

able to swim, and should have every facility for doing it.

Corselets of the form I described would enable whole bodies of

troops to cross broad and deep rivers, and would save a great

number of pontoons, and their carriages, and their bullocks. No
shield would be necessary ; so that every soldier, Mede and

Persian, would have one hand the more out of two. Let the

barbarous nations in our service use only their own weapons ; it

is inexpedient and dangerous to instruct them in better.
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Xerxes. There is somewhat of wisdom, but not much, O
Artabanus, in thy suggestions ; had there been more, the notions

would first have occurred to me. But with the arms which our
men already bear we are perfectly a match for the Greeks, who,
seeing our numbers, will fly.

Artabanus. Whither ? From one enemy to another ? Be-
lieve me, sir, neither Athenian nor Spartan will ever fly. If he
loses this one battle, he loses life or freedom ; and he knows it.

Xerxes. I would slay only the armed. The women and
children I would in part divide among the bravest of my army,
and in part I would settle on the barren localities of my
dominions, whereof there are many.

Artabanus. Humanely and royally spoken I but did it never

once occur to an observer so sagacious, that thousands and tens

of thousands in your innumerable host would gladly occupy and
cultivate those desert places, in which an Athenian would pine

away ? Immense tracts of your dominions are scantily inhabited.

Two million men are taken from agriculture and other works of
industry, of whom probably a third would have married, another

third would have had children bom unto them from the wives

they left behind : of these thousands and tens of thousands God
only knows how many may return. Not only losses are certain

;

but wide fields must lie uncultivated, much cattle be the prey of

wild beasts throughout the empire, and more of worse depredators

who never fear the law but always the battle, and who skulk

behind and hide themselves to fall upon what unprotected

property has been left by braver men. Unless our victory and

our return be speedy, your providence in collecting stores, during

three entire years, will have been vain. Already the greater part

(four-fifths at the lowest computation) hath been consumed.

Attica and Sparta could not supply a sufficiency for two millions

of men additional, and three hundred thousand horses, two

months. Provender will soon be wanting for the sustenance of

their own few cattle ; summer heats have commenced ; autumn

is distant and unpromising.

Xerxes. Disaffection ! disaffection ! Artabanus, beware ! I

love my father's brother ; but not even my father's brother shall

breathe despondency or disquietude into my breast. Well do I

remember thy counsel against this expedition.
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Artahanus. Thou thyself for a while, O King, and before 1

gave my counsel, didst doubt and hesitate.

Xerxes. The holy Dream * enlightened me : and thou also

wert forced to acknowledge the visitation of the same. Awflil

and superhuman was the Apparition. Never had I believed that

even a deity would threaten Xerxes. A second time, when I

had begun again to doubt and hesitate, it appeared before me :

the same stately figure, the same menacing attitude, nearer and

nearer. Thou wilt acknowledge, O Artabanus, that in this

guise, or one more terrible, he came likewise unto thee.

Artabanus. Commanded by my king to enter his chamber

and to sleep in his bed, I did so. Discourse on the invasion of

Greece had animated some at supper, and depressed others.

Wine was poured freely into the cups equally of these and of

those. Mardonius, educated by the wisest of the Mages, and

beloved by all of them, was long in conference with his old

preceptor. Toward the close they were there alone. Wearied,

and fearful of offending, I retired and left them together. The
royal bedchamber had many tapers in various parts of it : by
degrees they grew more and more dim, breathing forth such

odors as royalty alone is privileged to inhale. Slumber came
over me ; heavy sleep succeeded.

Xerxes. It was thus with me, the first night and the second.

Mardonius would never have persuaded me, had dreams and

visions been less constant and less urgent. What pious man
ought to resist them ? Nevertheless, I am still surrounded and
trammelled by perplexities.

Artabanus. The powerful, the generous, the confiding,

always are ; kings especially.

Xerxes. Mardonius, I begin to suspect, is desirous of con-

quering Greece principally in order to become satrap of that

country.

[^ The first dream was in the form of " a tall and beautiful man who
stood over him and said, ' Hast thou then changed thy mind, Persian, and
wilt not thou lead forth thy host against the Greeks after commanding the
Persians to gather together their levies, &c.' " Herod., vii. 12. The king
disregarded the dream, which then appeared to him in a more threatening
form. Artabanus, when compelled to sleep in the king's chamber, sees the
same figure which threatens to put out his eyes, and he then abandons his
opposition to the expedition.]
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Artahanm. He is young ; he may be and ought to be

ambitious : but I believe him to be loyal.

Xerxes. Artabanus ! thou art the only one about me who
never spoke ill, or hinted it, of another.

Artabanus. I have never walked in the path of evil-doers,

and know them not.

Xerxes. Fortunate am I that a man so wise and virtuous hath

come over to my opinion. The Vision was irresistible.

Artabanus. It confirmed, not indeed my opinion, but the

words formerly told me by a Mage now departed.

Xerxes. What words ? Did he likewise foresee and foretell

my conquest of Hellas ?

Artabanus. I know not whether he foresaw it ; certainly he

never foretold it unto me. But wishing to impress on my tender

mind (for I was then about the age of puberty) the power apper-

taining to the Mages, he declared to me, among other wonders,

that the higher of them could induce sleep, of long continuance

and profound, by a movement of the hand ; could make the

sleeper utter his inmost thoughts ; could inspire joy or terror,

love or hatred ; could bring remote things and remote persons

near, even the future, even the dead. Is it impossible that the

Dream was one of them ? ^

Xerxes. I am quite lost in the darkness of wonder ; for

never hast thou been known to utter an untruth, or a truth dis-

paraging to the Mages. Their wisdom is unfathomable ; their

knowledge is unbounded by the visible world in which we live

:

their empire is vast even as mine. But take heed : who knows
but the gods themselves are creatures of their hands ! My hair

raises up my diadem at the awful thought

!

Artabanus. The just man, O Xerxes, walks humbly in the

presence of his God, but walks fearlessly. Deities of many
nations are within tliy tents ; and each of them is thought the

most powerful, the only true one, by his worshipper. Some, it

is reported, are jealous ; if so, the worshipper is, or may be,

[5 In Herodotus Artabanus accounts for the dream before he had seen it,

in another way. " The dreams that wander to and fro among mankind
I will tell thee ot what nature they are. . . . Whatever a man has

been thinking of during the day is wont to hover round him in the visions

of his dreams at night." Herod., vii. i6.]
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better than they are. The courts and pavilions of others are

represented by their hymners as filled with coals and smoke, and

with chariots and instruments of slaughter. These are the deities

of secluded regions and gloomy imaginations. We are now amid

a people of more lively and more genial faith.

Xerxes. I think, their gods are easy to propitiate, and worth

propitiating. The same singer who celebrated the valor of

Achilles hath described in another poem the residence of these

gods ; where they lead quiet lives above the winds and tempests

;

where frost never binds the pure illimitable expanse ; where snow

never whirls around ; where lightning never quivers ; but tem-

perate warmth and clearest light are evermore about them.

Such is the description which the sons of Hipparchus have

translated for my amusement from the singer.

Artabanus. Whatever be the quarrels in the various tents, ex-

tending many and many parasangs in every direction, there is no

quarrel or disturbance about the objects of veneration. Barbarous

are many of the nations under thee, but none so barbarous.

There may be such across the Danube and across the Adriatic,

—

old regions of fable, countries where there are Laestrigons and

Cyclops, and men turned into swine ; there may be amid the

wastes of Scythia, where Grjrphons are reported to guard day

and night treasures of gold buried deep under the rocks, and to

feed insatiably on human blood and marrow ; but none, O happy

king, within the regions, interminable as they are, under the

beneficent sway of thy sceptre.

Xerxes. The huntsman knows how to treat dogs that quarrel

in the kennel ; moreover he perceives the first symptoms of the

rabid, and his arrow is upon the string.

Ancient times and modern have seen annihilated two great armies ; the
greatest of each ; that of Xerxes and that of Napoleon. Xerxes was
neither the more ambitious of these invaders nor the more powerful, but
greatly the more provident. Three years together he had been storing

magazines in readiness for his expedition, and had collected fresh provisions

in abundance on his march. Napoleon marched where none had been or
could be collected, instead of taking the road by Dantzic, in which fortress

were ample stores for his whole army until it should reach Petersburg by
the coast. No hostile fleet could intercept such vessels as would convey
both grain and munition. The nobility of Moscow would have rejoiced at

the destruction of a superseding city, become the seat of empire. Whether
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winter came on ten days earlier or later, snow was sure to blockade and
famish the army in Moscow ; the importation of provisions (had sufficiency
existed within reach) and the march northward were equally impracticable.
Napoleon left behind him a signal example that strategy is only a con-
stituent part of ^ commander. In his Russian campaign even this was
wanting. Xerxes lost his army not so totally as Napoleon lost his : Xerxes
in great measure by the valor and skill of his enemy, Napoleon by his own
imprudence. The faith of Xerxes was in his Dream, Napoleon's in his

Star : the Dream was illusory, the Star a falling one.

VI. PERICLES AND SOPHOCLES.i

Pericles. O Sophocles ! is there in the world a city so beauti-

ful as Athens ? Congratulate me, embrace me ; the Piraeus and
the Poecil^ are completed this day.* My glory is accoraplishea

;

behold it founded on the supremacy of our fellow-citizens

!

Sophocles. And it arises, O Pericles, the more majestically

from the rich and delightful plain of equal laws. The gods have

bestowed on our statuaries and painters a mighty power, enabling

them to restore our ancestors unto us—some in the calm of

thought, others in the tumult of battle—and to present them
before our children when we are gone.

Pericles. Shall it be so ? Alas, how worthless an encum-
brance, how wearisome an impediment is life, if it separate us

from the better of our ancestors, not in our existence only, but

in our merit ! We are little by being seen among men ; because

that phasis of us only is visible which is exposed toward them and

which most resembles them : we become greater by leaving the

world, as the sun appears to be on descending below the horizon.

Strange reflection ! humiliating truth ! that nothing on earth, no

exertion, no endowment, can do so much for us as a distant day.

And deep indeed, O Sophocles, must be the impression made

upon thy mind by these masterly works of art, if they annihilate

[1 Imag. Convers., vol. ii., 1824, again 1826. Works, vol. i., 1846.

Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, vol. ii., 1876.]
* Their decorations only ; for the structures were finished before. The

propylaea of Pericles were entrances to the citadel : other works of consum-

mate beauty were erected as ornaments to the city, but chiefly in the Poeci'e,

where also was seen the Temple of Cybeld,with her statue by Phidias.
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in a manner the living ; if they lower in thee that spirit which

hath often aroused by one touch, or rather flash, the whole

Athenian people at thy tragedies, and force upon thee the cold

and ungenial belief, the last which it appears to be their nature to

inculcate, that while our children are in existence it can cease to

be among them.

Sophocles. I am only the interpreter of the heroes and

divinities who are looking down on me. When I survey them

I remember their actions, and when I depart from them I visit

the regions they illustrated.

Neither the goddesses on Ida nor the gods before Troy were

such rivals as our artists. ^schylus hath surpassed me :
* I

must excel iEschylus. O Pericles, thou conjurest up Discontent

from the bosom of Delight, and givest her an elevation of mien

and chai-acter she never knew before : thou makest every man

greater than his competitor, and not in his own eyes but m
another's. We want historians : thy eloquence will form the

style, thy administration will supply the materials. Beware, O
my friend, lest the people hereafter be too proud of their city, and

imagine that to have been born in Athens is enough

!

Pericles. And this indeed were hardly more irrational than

the pride which cities take sometimes in the accident of a man's

birth within their walls, of a citizen's whose experience was

acquired, whose virtues were fostered, and perhaps whose services

were performed elsewhere.

Sophocles. They are proud of having been the cradles of

great men, then only when great men can be no longer an in-

cumbrance or a reproach to them. Let them rather boast of

those who spend the last day in them than the first : this is

always accidental, that is generally by choice ; for, from some-

thing like instinct, we wish to close our eyes upon the world in

the places we love best,—the child in its mother's bosom, the

patriot in his countiy. When we are born we are the same as

* Sophocles gained the first prize for which he contended with ^schy-
lus, and was conscious that he had not yet deserved the superiority, which
enthusiasm on the one side and jealousy on the other are always ready to

grant a vigorous young competitor. The character of Sophocles was frank

and liberal, as was remarkably proved on the death of his last rival,

Euripides.
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others ; at our decease we may induce our friends, and oblige

our enemies, to acknowledge that others are not the same as

we. It is folly to say Death levels the whole human race : for

it is only when he hath stripped men of every thing external, that

their deformities can be clearly discovered, or their worth cor-

rectly ascertained. Gratitude is soon silent : a little while longer

and Ingratitude is tired, is satisfied, is exhausted, or sleeps.

Lastly fly off the fumes of party spirit ; the hottest and most
putrid ebullition of self-love. We then see before us and con-

template calmly the creator of our customs, the ruler of our

passions, the arbiter of our pleasures, and, under the gods, the

disposer of our destiny. What then, T pray thee, is there dead ?

Nothing more than that which we can handle, cast down, bury

;

and surely not he who is yet to progenerate a more numerous and

far better race, than during the few years it was permitted us to

converse with him.

Pericles. When I reflect on Themistocles, on Aristides, and

on the greatest of mortal men, Miltiades, I wonder how their

countrymen can repeat their names, unless in performing the office

of expiation.*

Sophocles. Cities are ignorant that nothing is more disgraceful

to them than to be the birth-places of the illustriously good, and

not afterward the places of their residence ; that their dignity

consists in adorning them with distinctions, in intrusting to them

the regulation of the commonwealth, and not in having sold a crust

or cordial to the nurse or midwife.

Pericles. O Zeus and Pallas ! grant a right mind to the

Athenians ! If, throughout so many and such eventful ages,

* There are some who may deem this reflection unsuitable to Pericles.

He saw injustice in others, and hated it : yet he caused the banishment

of Cimon, as great a man as any of the three. It is true he had after-

ward the glory of proposing and of carrying to Sparta the decree of his

recall. Let us contemplate the brighter side of his character, his elo-

quence, his wit, his clemency, his judgment, his firmness, his regularity,

his decorousness, his domesticity; let us then unite him with his prede-

cessor, and acknowledge that such illustrious rivals never met before or

since, in enmity or in friendship. Could the piety attributed to Pericles

have belonged to a scholar of Anaxagoras ? Eloquent men often talk

like religious men : and where should the eloquence of Pericles be more

inflamed by enthusiasm than in the midst of his propylsa, at the side of

Sophocles, and before the gods of Phidias ?
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they have been found by you deserving of their freedom, render

them more and more worthy of the great blessing you bestowed

on them ! May the valor of our children defend this mole for

ever ; and constantly may their patriotism increase and strengthen

among these glorious reminiscences ! Shield them from the

jealousy of surrounding States, from the ferocity of barbarian

kings, and from the perfidy of those who profess the same

religion ! Teach them that between the despot and the free all

compact is a cable of sand, and every alliance unholy ! And, O
givers of power and wisdom ! remove from them the worst and

wildest of illusions,—that happiness, liberty, virtue, genius, will be

fostered or long respected, much less attain their just ascendancy,

under any other form of government

!

Sophocles. May the gods hear thee, Pericles, as they have

always done ! or may I, reposing in my tomb, never know that

they have not heard thee

!

I smile on imagining how trivial would thy patriotism and

ideas of government appear to Chloros. And indeed much
wiser men, from the prejudices of habit and education, have

undervalued them, preferring the dead quiet of their wintry hives

to our breezy spring of life and busy summer. The countries of

the vine and olive are more subject to hail-storms than the

regions of the north ; yet is it not better that some of the frait

should fall than that none should ripen ?

Pericles. Quit these creatures ; let them lie warm and

slumber. They are all they ought to be, all they can be. But,

prythee, who is Chloros,^ that he should deserve to be named by

Sophocles ?

Sophocles. He was born somewhere on the opposite coast of

Euboea, and sold as a slave in Persia to a man who dealt largely

in that traffic, and who also had made a fortune by displaying to

the public four remarkable proofs of ability. First, by swallowing

at a draught an amphora of the strongest wine ; secondly, by

p Chloros appears to be Viscount Castlereagh, the protege of Pitt, who
is the conjuror. See Macaulay's essay on Pitt, for a description of his

eloquence, which needed to be heard to be appreciated. The former
conjuror is Fox, and there is an allusion to the quarrel between the king
and the Coalition ministry over Fox's India Bill, which ended in the fall of

the ministry.]
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standing up erect and modulating his voice like a sober man when
he was drunk ; thirdly, by acting to perfection like a drunken
man when he was sober ; and fourthly, by a most surprising trick

indeed, which it is reported he learned in Babylonia : one would
have sworn he had a blazing fire in his mouth ; take it out, and
it is nothing but a lump of ice. The king, before whom he was
admitted to play his tricks, hated him at first, and told him that

the last conjurer had made him cautious of such people, he

having been detected in filching from the royal tiara one of the

weightiest jewels ; but talents forced their way. As for Chloros,

I mention him by the name under which I knew him. He has

changed it since ; for although the dirt wherewith it was en-

crusted kept him comfortable at first, when it cracked and began

to crumble, it was incommodious.

The barbarians have commenced, I understand, to furbish their

professions and vocations with rather whimsical skirts and linings.

Thus, for instance, a chess-player is lion-hearted and ivorshtpful

;

a drunkard is serenity and highness ; a hunter of fox, badger,

polecat, fitchew, and weasel, is excellency and right honourable ;

while, such is the delicacy of distinction, a rat-catcher is con-

siderably less : he, however, is illustrious, and appears as a tail to

a comet, in the train to a legation, holding a pen between his

teeth to denote his capacity for secretary, and leading a terrier in

the right hand, and carrying a trap baited with cheese and anise-

seed in the left.

It is as creditable among them to lie with dexterity as it is

common among the Spartans to steal. Chloros, who performed

it with singular frankness and composure, had recently a cock's

feather mounted on his turban, in place of a hen's ; and the

people were commanded to address him by the title of most

noble. His brother, Alexaretes,^ was employed at a stipead of

four talents to detect an adulteress in one among the royal

wives. He gave no intelligence in the course of several months.

The king, on his return, cried angrily, " What hast thou been

doing ? hast thou never found her out ? " He answered, " Thy
servant, O King, hath been doing more than finding out an

adulteress ; he hath O King, been making one."

P I cannot identify Alexaretes. But the reference is to some scandal

connected with the Princess of Wales, afterwards Queen Caroline.]
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Pericles. I have heard the story with this difference, that the

bed-ambassador, being as scantily gifted with facetiousness as

with perspicacity, the reply was framed satirically by some other

courtier, who, imitating his impudence, had forgotten his dulness.

But about the reward of falsehood, that is wonderful when we
read that formerly the Persians were occupied many years in the

sole study of truth.

Sophocles. How difficult, then, must they have found it ! No
wonder they left it off the first moment they could conveniently.

The grandfather of Chloros * was honest ; he carried a pack upon
his shoulders, in which pack were contained the coarser linens of

Caria ; tliese he retailed among the villages of Asia and Greece,

but principally in the islands. He died. On the rumour of war
the son and grandson, then an infant, fled ; the rest is told. In

Persia, no man inquires how another comes to wealth or power,
the suddenness of which appears to be effected by some of the

demons or genii of their songs and stories. Chloros grew rich,

was emancipated from slavery, and bought several slaves himself.

One of these was excessively rude and insolent to me ; I had
none near enough to chastise him, so that I requested of his mas-
ter, by a friend, to admonish and correct him at his leisure. My
friend informs me that Chloros, crossing his legs, and drawing his

cock's feather through the thumb and finger, asked languidly who
I was ; and receiving the answer, said, " I am surprised at his

impudence ; Pericles himself could have demanded nothing more."
My friend remarked that Sophocles was no less sensible of an
affront than Pericles. " True," replied he, " but he has not the
power of expressing his sense of it quite so strongly. For an
affront to Pericles, who could dreadfully hurt me, I would have
imprisoned my whole gang, whipped tliem with wires, mutilated

them, turned their bodies into safes for bread and water, or cooled
their prurient tongues with hemlock; but no slave shall ever
shrug a shoulder the sorer or eat a leek the less for Sophocles."

Pericles. The ideas of such a man on government must be
curious ; I am persuaded he would prefer the Persian to any.

I forgot to mention that, according to what I hear this morning,
the great king has forbidden strange ships to sail within thirty

[4 The great-grandfather of Viscount Castlereagh was an alderman of
Belfast.]
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parasangs of his coasts, and has claimed the dominion of half

ours.

Sophocles. Where is the scourge with which Xerxes lashed

the ocean ? Were it not better laid on the back of a madman
than placed within his hand I

Pericles. It hath been observed by those who look deeply

into the history of physics, that all royal families become at last

insane. Immoderate power, like other intemperance, leaves the

progeny weaker and weaker, until Nature, as in compassion, covers

it with her mantle and it is seen no more ; or until the arm of

indignant man sweeps it from before him.

We must ere long excite the other barbarians to invade the

territories of this, and before the cement of his new acquisitions

shall have hardened. Large conquests break readily off from an

empire by their weight, while smaller stick fast. A wide and

rather waste kingdom should be interposed between the policied

states and Persia, by the leave of Chloros. Perhaps he would

rather, in his benevolence, unite us with the great and happy

family of his master. Despots are wholesale dealers in equality

:

and. Father Zeus ! was ever equality like this ?

Sophocles. My dear Pericles !^-do excuse a smile—is not

that the best government which, whatever be the form of it, we
ourselves are called upon to administer I

Pericles. The Piraeus and the Poecil^ have a voice of their own
wherewith to answer thee, O Sophocles ! and the Athenians

—

exempt from war, famine, tax, debt, exile, fine, imprisonment

;

delivered from monarchy, from oligarchy, and from anarchy

;

walking along their porticos, inhaling their sea-breezes, crowning

their gods daily for fresh blessings, and their children for

deserving them—reply to this voice by the symphony of their

applause. Hark ! my words are not idle. Hither come the

youths and virgins, the sires and matrons; hither come citizen and

soldier

—

Sophocles. A solecism from Peiicles I Has the most eloquent

of men forgotten the Attic language ?—has he forgotten the

language of all Greece ? Can the father of his country be

ignorant that he should have said hither comes ? for citizen and

soldier is one.

Pericles. The fault is graver than the reproof, or indeed than
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simple incorrectness of language ; my eyes misled my tongue : a

large portion of the citizens is armed.

Oh what an odor of thyme and bay and myrtle! and from what

a distance, bruised by the procession !

Sophocles. What regular and full harmony ! What a splendor

and effulgence of white dresses, painful to aged eyes and dangerous

to young

!

Pericles. I can distinguish many voices from among others.

Some of them have blessed me for defending their innocence

before the judges ; some for exhorting Greece to unanimity
;

some for my choice of friends. Ah surely those sing sweetest

!

those are the voices, O Sophocles, that shake my heart with

tenderness, a tenderness passing love, and excite it above the

trumpet and the cymbal. Return we to the gods : the crowd is

waving the branches of olive, calling us by name, and closing to

salute us.

Sophocles. O citadel of Pallas, more than all other citadels,

may the goddess of wisdom and of war protect thee ! and

never may strange tongue be heard within thy walls, unless from

captive king

!

Live, Pericles ! and inspire into thy people the soul that once

animated these heroes round us.

Hail, men of Athens ! Pass onward ; leave me : I follow.

Go : behold the gods, the demigods, and Pericles !

Artemidoros, come to my right. No : better walk between

us ; else they who run past may knock the flute out of your

hand, or push it every now and then from the lip. Have you
received the verses I sent you in the morning ?—soon enough to

learn the accents and cadences ?

Artemidoros. Actaios brought them to me about sunrise
;

and I raised myself up in bed to practise them, while he sat

on the edge of it, shaking the dust off his sandals all over the

chamber, by beating time.

Sophocles. Begin we.

The colors of thy waves are not the same
Day after day, Posiedon ! nor the same
The fortunes of the land wherefrom arose

Under thy trident the brave friend of man.
Wails have been heard from women, sterner breasts
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Have sounded with the desperate pang of grief,

Gray hairs have strown these rocks ; here ^geus cried :

" O Sun ! careering over Sipylos,

If desolation (worse than ever there

Befel the mother, and those heads her own
Would shelter when the deadly darts flew round)
Impend not o'er my house in gloom so long,

Let one swift cloud illumined by thy chariot

Sweep off the darkness from that doubtful sail !
"

Deeper and deeper came the darkness down

;

The sail itself was heard ; his eyes grew dim
;

His knees tottered beneath him, but availed

To bear him till he plunged into the deep.

Sound, fifes ! there is a youthfulness of sound

In your shrill voices : sound again, ye lips

That Mars delights in ! I wiU look no more
Into the time behind for idle goads

To stimulate faint fancies : hope itself

Is bounded by the starry zone of glory.

On one bright point we gaze, one wish we breathe,

Athens ! be ever as thou art this hour,

Happy and strong, a Pericles thy guide 1

VII. DIOGENES AND PLATO.i

Diogenes. Stop I stop ! come hither ! Why lookest thou so

scornfully and askance upon me ?

Plato. Let me go ! loose me ! I am resolved to pass.

Diogenes. Nay then, by Jupiter and this tub ! thou leavest

[1 See Landor's note at the end of the dialogue for his sources of infor-

mation. In Forster's Life of Landor, p. 312, occurs the following criticism

of this dialogue: "The truth is that Landor's recent study of Plato's

writings had been such as to substitute almost necessarily small critical

objections for a larger and wiser appreciation. He had been so bent, he
once told me, upon finding for himself what there was in the famous
philosopher, that he went daily for several weeks or months into the

Magliabecchean librai-y at Florence, and, refreshing his neglected Greek,

read the whole of the dialogues in the original from beginning to end."

Imag. Convers., vol. iv., 1829. Works, vol. i., 1846. Imag. Convers.,

Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, vol. ii., 1876.]
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three good ells of Milesian cloth behind thee. Whither wouldst

thou amble ?

Plato. I am not obliged in courtesy to tell you.

Diogenes. Upon whose errand ? Answer me directly.

Plato. Upon my own.

Diogenes. Oh, then I will hold thee yet awhile. If it were

upon another's, it might be a hardship to a good citizen, though

not to a good philosopher.

Plato. That can be no impediment to my release : you do

not think me one.

Diogenes. No, by my Father Jove !

Plato. Your father

!

Diogenes. Why not ? Thou shouldst be the last man to

doubt it. Hast not thou declared it irrational to refuse our

belief to those who assert that they are begotten by the gods,

though the assertion (these are thy words) be unfounded on

reason or probability ? ^ In me there is a chance of it : whereas

in the generation of such people as thou art fondest of frequenting,

who claim it loudly, there are always too many competitors to

leave it probable.

Plato. Those who speak against the great do not usually

speak from morality, but from envy.

Diogenes. Thou hast a glimpse of the truth in this place ; but

as thou hast already shown thy ignorance in attempting to prove

to me what a man is, ill can I expect to learn from thee what is

a great man.

Plato. No doubt your experience and intercourse will aiFord

me the information.

Diogenes. Attend, and take it. The great man is he who
hath nothing to fear and nothing to hope from another. It is he
who, while he demonstrates the iniquity of the laws, and is able

to correct them, obeys them peaceably. It is he who looks on
the ambitious both as weak and fraudulent. It is he who hath
no disposition or occasion for any kind of deceit, no reason for

being or for appearing different from what he is. It is he who
can call together the most select company when it pleases him.

Plato. Excuse my interruption. In the beginning of your
definition I fancied that you were designating your own person,

[2 TimsEus, 40.]
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as most people do in describing what is admirable ; now I find

that you have some other in contemplation.

Diogenes. I thank thee for allowing me what perhaps I do
possess, but what I was not then thinking of ; as is often the case

with rich possessors : in fact, the latter part of the description

suits me as well as any portion of the former.

Plato. You may call together the best company, by using

your hands in the call, as you did with me ; otherwise I am not

sure that you will succeed in it.

Diogenes. My thoughts are my company ; I can bring them
together, select them, detain them, dismiss them. Imbecile and

vicious men cannot do any of these things. Their thoughts are

scattered, vague, uncertain, cumbersome : and the worst stick to

them the longest ; many indeed by choice, the greater part by

necessity, and accompanied, some by weak wishes, others by vain

remorse.

Plato. Is there nothing of greatness, O Diogenes ! in ex-

hibiting how cities and communities may be governed best, how
morals may be kept the purest, and power become the most
stable ?

Diogenes. Something of greatness does not constitute the

great man. Let me however see him who hath done what

thou sayest : he must be the most universal and the most in-

defatigable traveller, he must also be the oldest creature, upon

earth.

Plato. How so ?

Diogenes. Because he must know perfectly the climate, the

soil, the situation, the peculiarities, of the races, of their allies,

of their enemies ; he must have sounded their harbors, he must

have measured the quantity of their arable land and pasture, of

their woods and mountains ; he must have asceitained whether

there are fisheries on their coasts, and even what winds are

prevalent.* On these causes, with some othei-s, depend the

bodily strength, the numbers, the wealth, the wants, the capacities,

of the people.

Plato. Such are low thoughts.

Diogenes. The bird of wisdom flies low, and seeks her food

* Parts of knowledge which are now general, but were then very rare,

and united in none.
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under hedges : the eagle himself would be starved if he always

soared aloft and against the sun. The sweetest fruit grows near

the ground, and the plants that bear it require ventilation and

lopping. Were this not to be done in thy garden, every walk and

alley, every plot and border, would be covered with runners and

roots, with boughs and suckers. We want no poets or logicians

or metaphysicians to govern us : we want practical men, honest

men, continent men, unambitious men, fearful to solicit a trust,

slow to accept, and resolute never to betray one. Experimentalists

may be the best philosophers : they are always the worst politicians.

Teach people their duties, and they will know their interests.

Change as little as possible, and correct as much.

Philosophers are absurd from many causes, but principally from

laying out unthriftily their distinctions. They set up four virtues :

fortitude, prudence, temperance, and justice. Now a man may
be a very bad one, and yet possess three out of the four. Every

cutthroat must, if he has been a cutthroat on many occasions, have

more fortitude and more pmdence than the greater part of those

whom we consider as the best men. And what cruel wretches,

both executioners and judges, have been strictly just ! how little

have they cared what gentleness, what generosity, what genius,

their sentence hath removed from the earth ! Temperance and
beneficence contain all other virtues. Take them home, Plato

;

split them, expound them ; do what thou wilt with them, if thou

but use them.

Before I gave thee this lesson, which is a better than thou ever

gavest any one, and easier to remember, thou wert accusing me of
invidiousness and malice against those whom thou callest the great,

meaning to say the powerful. Thy imagination, I am well aware,

had taken its flight toward Sicily,^ where thou seekest thy great

man, as earnestly and undoubtingly as Ceres sought her Persephone.

Faith ! honest Plato, I have no reason to envy thy worthy friend

Dionysius. Look at my nose ! A lad seven or eight years old

threw an apple at me yesterday, while I was gazing at the clouds,

and gave me nose enough for two moderate men. Instead of such
a godsend, what should I have thought of my fortune if, after

[3 Plato lived for a time at the court of Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, who
was at last expelled for his cruelty, and took refuge at Corinth, where he
became a private tutor.]
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living all my lifetime among golden vases, rougher than my hand
with their emeralds and rubies, their engravings and embossments

;

among Parian caryatides and porphyry sphinxes ; among philo-
sophers with rings upon their fingers and linen next their skin ; and
among singing-boys and dancing-girls, to whom alone thou speakest

intelligibly,—I ask thee again, what should I in reason have thought
of my fortune, if, after these facilities and superfluities, I had at

last been pelted out of my house, not by one young rogue, but by
thousands of all ages, and not with an apple (I wish I could say

a rotten one), but with pebbles and broken pots ; and, to crown
my deserts, had been compelled to become the teacher of so pro-

mising a generation ? Great men, forsooth ! thou knowest at last

who they are.

Plato. There are great men of various kinds.

Diogenes. No, by my beard, are there not

!

Plato. What ! are there not great captains, great geometri-

cians, great dialecticians ?

Diogenes. Who denied it ? A great man was the postulate.

Tiy thy hand now at the powerful one.

Plato. On seeing the exercise of power, a child cannot doubt
who is powerful, more or less ; for power is relative. All men
are weak, not only if compared to the Demiurgos, but if compared
to the sea or the earth, or certain things upon each of them, such

as elephants and whales. So placid and tranquil is the scene around
us, we can hardly bring to mind the images of strength and force,

the precipices, the abysses

—

Diogenes. Prythee hold thy loose tongue, twinkling and glitter-

ing like a serpent's in the midst of luxuriance and rankness ! Did
never this reflection of tliine warn thee that, in human life, the

precipices and abysses would be much farther from our admiration,

if we were less inconsiderate, selfish, and vile ? I will not however
stop thee long, for thou wert going on quite consistently. As thy

great men are fighters and wranglers, so thy mighty things upon
the earth and sea are troublesome and intractable incumbrances.

Thou perceivedst not what was greater in the former case, neither

art thou aware what is greater in this. Didst thou feel the gentle

air that passed us ?

Plato. I did not, just then.

Diogenes. That air, so gentle, so imperceptible to thee, is more
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powerful not only than all the creatures that breathe and live by

it ; not only than all the oaks of the forest, which it rears in an

age and shatters in a moment ; not only than all the monsters of

the sea, but than the sea itself, which it tosses up into foam, and

breaks against every rock in its vast circumference ; for it carries

in its bosom, with perfect calm and composure, the incontrollable

ocean and the peopled earth, like an atom of a feather.

To the world's turmoils and pageantries is attracted, not only

the admiration of the populace, but the zeal of the orator, the

enthusiasm of the poet, the investigation of the historian, and the

contemplation of the philosopher: yet how silent and invisible

are they in the depths of air ! Do I say in those depths and

deserts ? No ; I say at the distance of a swallow's flight,—at the

distance she rises above us, ere a sentence brief as this could be

uttered.

What are its mines and mountains ? Fragments welded up and

dislocated by the expansion of water from below ; the most part

reduced to mud, the rest to splinters. Afterwards sprang up fire

in many places, and again tore and mangled the mutilated carcass,

and still growls over it.

What are its cities and ramparts, and moles and monuments ?

Segments of a fragment, which one man puts together and another

throws down. Here we stumble upon thy great ones at their

work. Show me now, if thou canst, in history, three great

warriors, or three great statesmen, who have acted otherwise

than spiteful children.

Plato. I will begin to look for them in history when I have

discovered the same number in the philosophers or the poets.

A prudent man searches in his own garden after the plant he

wants, before he casts his eyes over the stalls in Kenkrea or

Keramicos.

Returning to your observation on the potency of the air, I am
not ignorant or unmindful of it. May I venture to express my
opinion to you Diogenes, that the earlier discoverers and distri-

buters of wisdom (which wisdom lies among us in ruins and
remnants, partly distorted and partly concealed by theological

allegory) meant by Jupiter the air in its agitated state ; by Juno
the air in its quiescent. These are the great agents, and therefore

called the king and queen of the gods. Jupiter is denominated by
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Homer the compeller of clouds : Juno receives them, and remits

them in showers to plants and animals.

I may trust you, I hope, O Diogenes ?

Diogenes. Thou mayest lower the gods in my presence, as

safely as men in the presence of Tiraon.

Plato. I would not lower them : I would exalt them.

Diogenes. More foolish and presumptuous still

!

Plato. Fair words, O Sinopean ! I protest to you my aim
is truth.

Diogenes. I cannot leadthee where of a certainty thou mayest

always find it ; but I will tell thee what it is. Truth is a point

;

the subtilest and finest ; harder than adamant ; never to be broken,

worn away, or blunted. Its only bad quality is, that it is sure to

hurt those who touch it ; and likely to draw blood, perhaps the

life-blood, of those who press earnestly upon it. Let us away

from this narrow lane skirted with hemlock, and pursue our road

again through the wind and dust, toward the great man and the

powerful. Him I would call the powerful one, who controls

the storms of his mind, and turns to good account the worst

accidents of his fortune. The great man, I was going on to

demonstrate, is somewhat more. He must be able to do this,

and he must have an intellect which puts into motion the

intellect of others.

Plato. Socrates then was your great man.

Diogenes. He was indeed ; nor can all thou hast attributed to

him ever make me think the contrary. I wish he could have

kept a little more at home, and have thought it as well worth his

while to converse with his own children as with others.

Plato. He knew himself born for the benefit of the human
race.

Diogenes. Those who are born for the benefit of the human
race go but little into it : those who are born for its curse are

crowded.

Plato. It was requisite to dispel the mists of ignorance and

error.

Diogenes. Has he done it ? What doubt has he elucidated,

or what fact has he established ? Although I was but twelve

years old and resident in another city when he died, I have taken

some pains in my inquiries about him from persons of less vanity
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and less pervei-seness than his disciples. He did not leave

behind him any true philosopher among them ; any who followed

his mode of argumentation, his subjects of disquisition, or his

course of life ; any who would subdue the malignant passions or

coerce the looser ; any who would abstain from calumny or from
cavil ; any who would devote his days to the glory of his

country, or, what is easier and perhaps wiser, to his own well-

founded contentment and well-merited repose. Xenophon,* the

best of them, offered up sacrifices, believed in oracles, consulted

soothsayers, turned pale at a jay, and was dysenteric at a magpie.

PlatoJ' He had then no courage ? I was the first to suspect

it.

Diogenes. Which thou hadst never been if others had not

praised him for it : but his courage was of so strange a quality,

that he was ready, if jay or magpie did not cross him, to fight for

Spartan or Persian. Plato, whom thou esteemest much more,

and knowest somewhat less, careth as little for portent and omen
as doth Diogenes. What he would have done for a Persian I

cannot say ; certain I am that he would have no more fought for

a Spartan than he would for his own father : yet he mortally

hates the man who hath a kinder muse or a better milliner, or a

Beat nearer the minion of a king. So much for the two disciples

of Socrates who have acquired the greatest celebrity

!

Platofi Why do you attribute to me invidiousness and
malignity, rather than to the young philosopher who is coming
prematurely forward into public notice, and who hath lately been

invited by the King of Macedon to educate his son ?

[* For Xenophon's fear of omens, cf. Anabasis. " Now that they were
fallen into this strait, both Xenophon and the rest were mucli troubled and
he could not sleep ; biit after a while he fell asleep, and dreamed that he
saw a thunder bolt fall upon his father's house, which shone with the o-lare

of it. Then in great fear he forthwith awoke, and judged the dream to be
in one way of good omen, for that amid all their trouble and danger a

great light had shone forth from Jove. But in another way he feared,

because he thought that the dream came from Jove the king
; and the

fire had shone in a circle round about him, signifying that he should never
be able to escape from the king's country, but would be hemmed in on all

sides by some difficulty."]

^ First ed. reads :
" He had courage at least. Diogenes. His courage

was," &c.]

["From "Why" to "Atliens" (ii8 lines)added in znded.]
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Dtogenes. These very words of thine demonstrate to me,
calm and expostulatory as they appear in utterance, that thou
enviest in this young man, if not his abilities, his appointment.
And prythee now demonstrate to me as clearly, if thou canst, in

what he is either a sycophant or a malignant.

Plato. Willingly.

Diogenes. I believe it. But easily, too ?

Plato. I think so. Knowing the arrogance of Philip, and
the signs of ambition which his boy (I forget the name) hath

exhibited so early, he says, in the fourth book of his Ethics

(already in the hands of several here at Athens, although in

its present state unfit for publication), that " he who deems him-

self worthy of less than his due is a man of pusillanimous and

abject mind."

Diogenes. His canine tooth, friend Plato, did not enter thy

hare's fur here.

Plato. No ; he sneered at Phocion, and flattered Philip.

He adds, " whether that man's merits be great, or small, or

middling." And he supports the position by sophistry.

Diogenes. How could he act more consistently ? Such is

the support it should rest on. If the man's merits were great,

he could not be abject.

Plato. Yet the author was so contented with his observation,

that he expresses it again a hundred lines below.

Diogenes. Then he was not contented with his observation ;

for, had he been contented, he would have said no more about it.

But, having seen lately his treatise, I remember that he varies

the expression of the sentiment, and, after saying a very foolish

thing, is resolved on saying one rather less inconsiderate : on the

principle of the hunter on the snows of Pindus, who, when his

fingers are frost-bitten, does not hold them instantly to the fire,

but dips them first into cold water. Aristoteles says, in his second

trial at the thesis, "for he who is of low and abject mind strips

himself of what is good about him, and is to a certain degree bad,

because he thinks himselfunworthy of the good."

Modesty and diffidence make a man unfit for public affairs

:

they also make him unfit for brothels : but do they therefore

make him bad ? It is not often that your scholar is lost in this

way, by following the echo of his own voice. His greatest
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fault is, that he so condenses his thouglits as to render it difficult

to see through them : he inspissates his yellow into black.

However, I see more and more in him the longer I look at him

:

in you I see less and less. Perhaps other men may have eyes of

another construction, and filled with a subtler and more ethereal

fluid.

Plato. Acknowledge at least that it argues a poverty of

thought to repeat the same sentiment.

Diogenes. It may or it may not. Whatever of ingenuity or

invention be displayed in a remark, another may be added which

surpasses it. If, after this and perhaps more, the author m a

different treatise, or in a different place of the same, throws upon

it fresh materials, surely you must allow that he rather hath

brought forward the evidence of plenteousness than of poverty.

Much of invention may be exhibited in the variety of turns and

aspects he makes his thesis assume. A poor friend may give me
to-day a portion of yesterday's repast ; but a rich man is likelier

to send me what is preferable, forgetting that he had sent me as

much a day or two before. They who give us all we want, and
beyond what we expected, may be pardoned if they happen to

overlook the extent of their liberality. In this matter thou hast

spoken inconsiderately and unwisely ; but whether the remark of

Aristoteles was intended as a slur on Phocion is uncertain. The
repetition of it makes me incline to think it was ; for few writers

repeat a kind sentiment, many an unkind one : and Aristoteles

would have repeated a just observation rather than an unjust,

unless he wished either to flatter or malign. The gods rarely

let us take good aim on these occasions, but dazzle or overcloud

us. The perfumed oil of flattery, and the caustic spirit of
malignity, spread over an equally wide surface. Here both are

thrown out of their jars by the same pair of hands at the same
moment ; the sweet (as usual) on the bad man, the unsweet (as

universal) on the good. I never heard before that they had fallen

on the hands of Phocion and of Philip. Thou hast furnished me
with the suspicion, and I have furnished thee with the supports

for it. Do not, however, hope to triumph over Aristoteles

because he hath said one thoughtless thing ; rather attempt to

triumph with him on saying many wise ones. For a philosopher

I think him very little of an impostor. He mingles too
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frequently the acute and dull ; and thou too frequently the sweet
and vapid. Try to barter one with the other, amicably ; and
not to twitch and carp. You may each be the better for some
exchanges ; but neither for cheapening one another's wares. Do
thou take my advice the first of the two ; for thou hast the most
to gain by it. Let me tell thee also that it does him no dishonor

to have accepted the invitation of Philip as future preceptor of

his newly-born child. I would rather rear a lion's whelp and
tame him, than see him run untamed about the city, especially if

any tenement and cattle were at its outskirts. Let us hope that

a soul once Attic can never become Macedonian ; but rather

Macedonian than Sicilian.

Aristoteles, and all the rest of you, must have the wadding of

straw and saw-dust shaken out, and then we shall know pretty

nearly your real weight and magnitude.

Plato. A philosopher ought never to speak in such a manner

of philosophers.

Diogenes. None other ought, excepting now and then the

beadle. However, the gods have well protected thee, O Plato,

against his worst violence. Was this raiment of thine the screen

of an Egyptian temple \ or merely the drapery of a thirty-cubit

Isis ? or peradventure a holiday suit of Darius for a bevy of his

younger concubines ? Prythee do tarry with me, or return another

day, that I may catch a flight of quails with it as they cross over

this part of Attica.

Plato. It hath always been the fate of the decorous to be

calumniated for effeminacy by the sordid.

Diogenes. Effeminacy ! By my beard ! he who could cairy all

this Milesian bravery on his shoulders might, with the help of

three more such able men, have tossed Typhoeus up to the teeth

of Jupiter.

Plato. We may serve our country, I hope, with clean faces.

Diogenes. More serve her with clean faces than with clean

hands ; and some are extremely shy of her when they fancy she

may want them.

Plato. Although on some occasions I have left Athens, I

cannot be accused of deserting her in the hour of danger.

Diogenes. Nor proved to have defended her. But better

desert her on some occasions, or on all, than praise the tyrant
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Critias/—the crudest of the thirty who condemned thy master.

In one hour, in the hour when that friend was dying, when

young and old were weeping over him, where then wert thou ?

Plato. Sick at home.

Diogenes. Sick! how long? of what malady? In such tor-

ments, or in such debility, that it would have cost thee thy life

to have been carried to the prison ? Or hadst thou no litter

;

no slaves to bear it ; no footboy to inquire the way to the public

prison, to the cell of Socrates ? The medicine he took could

never have made thy heart colder, or thy legs more inactive and

torpid in their movement toward a friend. Shame upon thee

!

scorn ! contempt ! everlasting reprobation and abhorrence !

Platofi Little did I ever suppose that, in being accused of

hardheartedness, Diogenes would exercise the office of accuser.

Diogenes. Not to press the question, nor to avoid the recrim-

ination, I will enter on the subject at large ; and rather as an

appeal than as a disquisition. I am called hardhearted ; Alci-

biades is called tender-hearted. Speak I truly or falsely ?

Plato. Truly.

Diogenes. In both cases ?

Plato. In both.

Diogenes. Pray, in what doth hardness of heart consist?

Plato. There are many constituents and indications of it

:

want of sympathy with our species is one.

Diogenes. I sympathise with the brave in their adversity and

afflictions, because I feel in my own breast the flame that bums
in theirs ; and I do not sympathize with others, because with

others my heart hath nothing of consanguinity. I no more sym-

pathize with the generality of mankind than I do with fowls,

fishes, and insects. We have indeed the same figure and the

same flesh, but not the same soul and spirit. Yet, recall to thy

memory, if thou canst, any action of mine bringing pain of body
or mind to any rational creature. True, indeed, no despot or

[' Critias—the worst of the thirty tyrants whom Thrasybulus expelled

—appears in several of Plato's dialogues, e.g,^ the Republic, the Timseus,

which is probably referred to here, the Charmides, and others. In the

Phsedo, X. 59, Plato himself says that he was not present at the death

of Socrates because he was ill.]

P From " Little" to " better " (66 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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conqueror should exercise his authority a single hour if ray arm
or my exhortations could prevail against him. Nay, more : none
should depart from the earth without flagellations, nor without
brands, nor without exposure, day after day, in the market-place
of the city where he governed. This is the only way I know
of making men believe in the justice of their gods. And if they
never were to believe in it at all, it is right that they should con-
fide in the equity of their fellow-men. Even this were imperfect

;

for every despot and conqueror inflicts much greater misery than

any one human body can suffer. Now then plainly thou seest the

extent of what thou wouldst call my cruelty. We who have

ragged beards are cruel by prescription and acclamation ; while

they who have pumiced faces and perfumed hair are called cruel

only in the moments of tenderness, and in the pauses of irritation.

Thy friend Alcibiades was extremely good-natured
;

yet, because

the people of Melos, descendants from the Lacedxmonians, stood

neutral in the Peloponnesian war, and refused to fight against

their fathers, the good-natured man, when he had vanquished and
led them captive, induced the Athenians to slaughter all among
them who were able to bear arms ; and we know that the survivors

were kept in irons until the victorious Spartans set them free.

Plato. I did not approve of this severity.

Diogenes. Nor didst thou at any time disapprove of it. Of
what value are all thy philosophy and all thy eloquence, if they

faU to humanize a bosom-friend, or fear to encounter a misguided

populace \

Plato. I thought I heard Diogenes say he had no sympathy
with the mass of mankind : what could excite it so suddenly in

behalf of an enemy ?

Diogenes. Whoever is wronged is thereby my fellow-creature,

although he were never so before. Scorn, contumely, chains,

unite us.

Plato. Take heed, O Diogenes ! lest the people of Athens
hear you.

Diogenes. Is Diogenes no greater than the people of Athens ?

Friend Plato ! I take no heed about them. Somebody or some-
thing will demolish me sooner or later. An Athenian can but

begin what an ant, or a bettle, or a worm will finish. Any one

of the three would have the best of it. While I retain the use
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of my tongue I will exercise it at my leisure and my option. I

would not bite it off, even for the pleasure of spitting it in a

tyrant's face, as that brave girl Egina did. But I would recom-

mend that, in his wisdom, he should deign to take thine prefer-

ably, which, having always honey upon it, must suit his taste

better.

Plato. Diogenes ! if you must argue or discourse with me, I

will endure your asperity for the sake of your acuteness ; but it

appears to me a more philosophical thing to avoid what is insult-

ing and vexatious, than to breast and brave it.

Diogenes. Thou hast spoken well.

Plato. It belongs to the vulgar, not to us, to fly from a man's

opinions to his actions, and to stab him in his own house for hav-

ing received no wound in the school. One merit you will allow

me : I always keep my temper ; which you seldom do.

Diogenes. Is mine a good or a bad one ?

Plato. Now must I speak sincerely ?

Diogenes. Dost thou, a philosopher, ask such a question ot

me, a philosopher ? Ay, sincerely or not at all.

Plato. Sincerely as you could wish, I must declare then your

temper is the worst in the world.

Diogenes. I am much in the right, therefore, not to keep it.

Embrace^ me: I have spoken now in thy own manner. Because

thou sayest the most malicious things the most placidly, thou

thinkest or pretendest thou art sincere.

Plato. Certainly those who are most the masters of their

resentments are likely to speak less erroneously than the passionate

and morose.

Diogenes. If they would, they might ; but the moderate are

not usually the most sincere, for the same circumspection which
makes them moderate makes them likewise retentive of what
could give offence : they are also timid in regard to fortune and
favour, and hazard little. There is no mass of sincerity in any
place. What there is must be picked up patiently, a grain or two
at a time ; and the season for it is after a storm, after the over-

flowing of banks, and bursting of mounds, and sweeping away of

landmarks. Men will always hold something back ; they must

[* From "Embrace" to "manner" added in znd ed.l
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oe shaken and loosened a little, to make them let go what is

deepest in them, and weightiest and purest.

Plato. Shaking and loosening as much about you as was
requisite for the occasion, it became you to demonstrate where
and in what manner I had made Socrates appear less sagacious

and less eloquent than he was ; it became you likewise to con-
sider the great difficulty of finding new thoughts and new expres-

sions for those who had more of them than any other men, and
to represent them in all the brilliancy of their wit and in all the

majesty of their genius. I do not assert that I have done it

;

but if I have not, what man has ? what man has come so nigh to

it ? He who could bring Socrates, or Solon, or Diogenes,

through a dialogue, without disparagement, is much nearer

in his intellectual powers to them, than any other is near to

him.

Diogenes. Let Diogenes alone, and Socrates, and Solon.

None of the three ever occupied his hours in tingeing and curl-

ing the tarnished plumes of prostitute Philosophy, or deemed
any thing worth his attention, care, or notice, that did not make
men brave and independent. As thou callest on me to show
thee where and in what manner thou hast misrepresented thy

teacher, and as thou seemest to set an equal value on eloquence

and on reasoning, I shall attend to thee awhile on each of these

matters, first inquiring of thee whether the axiom is Socratic,!"

that it is never becoming to get drunk, unless in the solemnities of

Bacchus ?*

Plato. This god was the discoverer of the vine and of its

uses.

Diogenes. Is drunkenness one of its uses, or the discovery

of a god ? If Pallas or Jupiter hath given us reason, we should

sacrifice our reason with more propriety to Jupiter or Pallas. To
Bacchus is due a libation of wine ; the same being his gift, as

thou preachest.

Another and a graver question.

Did Socrates teach thee that " slaves are to be scourged, and

p" It is only fair to Plato to point out tliat The Laws is not one of the

Socratic dialogues, and that the teachingcontained in it is avowedly Plato's

own.]
* Dialogue VJ. on The Laws [775]. '
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by no means admonished as though they were the children of the

master" ?
H

Plato. He did not argue upon government.

I Diogenes. He argued upon humanity, whereon all government

is founded : whatever is beside it is usurpation.

Plato. Are slaves then never to be scourged, whatever be

their transgressions and enormities ?

Diogenes. Whatever they be, they are less than his who
reduced them to their condition.

Plato. What ! though they murder his whole family ?

Diogenes. Ay, and poison the public fountain of the city.

What am I saying ? and to whom ? Horrible as is this crime,

and next in atrocity to parricide, thou deemest it a lighter one

than stealing a fig or grape. The stealer of these is scourged

by thee ; the sentence on the poisoner is to cleanse out the

receptacle.12 * There is, however, a kind of poisoning which, to

do thee justice, comes before thee with all its horrors, and which

thou wouldst punish capitally, even in such a sacred pei'sonage as

an aruspex or diviner: I mean the poisoning by incantation.^^ I,

and my whole family, my whole race, my whole city, may bite

the dust in agony from a truss of henbane in the well ; and little

harm done forsooth ! Let an idle fool set an image of me in

wax before the fire, and whistle and caper to it, and purr and

pray, and chant a hymn to Hecate while it melts, intreating and

imploring her that I may melt as easily,—and thou wouldst, in

thy equity and holiness, strangle him at the first stave of his

psalmody.

Plato. If this is an absurdity, can you find another ?

Diogenes. Truly, in reading thy book, I doubted at first, and

\^ Laws, vi. 777 seems the passage referred to. " Slaves ought to be
punished as they deserve, and not admonished as if they were freemen,
which will only make them conceited."]

[^2 This is a complete misunderstanding of the passage referred to.

Plato, in speaking of the laws of husbandry, says ;
*' Water is the greatest

element of nutrition in gardens, but is easily polluted. You cannot poison
the soil, or the sun, or the air, which are the other elements of nutrition

in plants, or divert them or steal them ; but all these things may very
likely happen in regard to water, which must therefore be protected by
law." Then follows a provision for securing such protection

]
* Dialogue VIII. [845].
[13 Laws, xi. 933.]
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for a long continuance, whether thou couldst have been serious

;

and whether it were not rather a satire on those busy-bodies who
are incessantly intermeddling in other people's affairs. It was
only on the protestation of thy intimate friends that I believed

thee to have written it in earnest. As for thy question, it is idle

to stoop and pick out absurdities from a mass of inconsistency and
injustice ; but another and another I could throw in, and another

and another afterward, from any page in the volume. Two i* bare,

staring falsehoods lift their beaks one upon the other, like spring

frogs. Thou sayest that no punishment decreed by the laws

tendeth to evil. What ! not if immoderate ' not if partial ?

Why then repeal any penal statute while the subject of its anim-

adversion exists ? In prisons the less criminal are placed among
the more criminal, the inexperienced in vice together with the

hardened in it. This is part of the punishment, though it

precedes the sentence ; nay, it is often inflicted on those whom
the judges acquit : the law, by allowing it, does it.

The next is, that he who is punished by the laws is the better

for it, however the less depraved. What ! if anteriorly to the

sentence he lives and converses with worse men, some of whom
console him by deadening the sense of shame, others by removing

the apprehension of punishment ? Many laws as certainly make
men bad, as bad men make many laws

;
yet under thy regimen

they take us from the bosom of the nurse, turn the meat about

upon the platter, pull the bed-clothes off, make us sleep when we
would wake, and wake when we would sleep, and never cease to

rummage and twitch us, until they see us safe landed at the grave.

We can do nothing (but be poisoned) with impunity. What is

worst of all, we must marry certain relatives and connections, be

they distorted, blear-eyed, toothless, carbuncled, with hair (if

any) eclipsing the reddest torch of Hymen, and with a hide out-

rivalling in color and plaits his trimmest saffron robe. At the

mention of this indeed, friend Plato, even thou, although resolved

to stand out of harm's way, beginnest to make a wry mouth, and

findest it difBcuIt to pucker and purse it up again, without an

[^4 The passage referred to nans as follows :
'• No penalty which the law

inflicts is designed for evil ; but always makes him who suffers it better, or

not so bad." Laws, ix. 554. Lander seems to have misunderstood the

second half of the passage.
]
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astringent store of moral sentences.i^ Hymen is truly no acquaint-

ance of thine. We know the delicacies of love which thou

wouldst reserve for the gluttony of heroes and the fastidiousness

of philosophers. Heroes, like gods, must have their own way ;

but against thee and thy confraternity of elders I would turn the

closet-key, and your mouths might water over, but your tongues

should never enter, those little pots of comfiture. Seriously, you

who wear embroidered slippers ought to be very cautious of tread-

ing in the mire. Philosophers should not only live the simplest

lives, but should also use the plainest language.
_

Poets, in employ-

ing magnificent and sonorous words, teach philosophy the better

by thus disarming suspicion that the finest poetry contains and

conveys the finest philosophy. You will never let any man hold

his right station : you would rank Solon with Homer for poetry.

This is absurd. The only resemblance is in both being eminently

wise. Pindar, too, makes even the cadences of his dithyrambics

keep time to the flute of Reason. My tub, which holds fifty-fold

thy wisdom, would crack at the reverberation of thy voice.

Plato. Farewell.

Diogmes^^ Not quite yet. I must physic thee a little with

law again before we part ; answer me one more question. In

punishing a robbery, wouldst thou punish him who steals every

thing from one who wants every thing, less severely than him who
steals little from one who wants nothing ?

Plato. No : in this place the iniquity is manifest ; not a pro-

blem in geometry is plainer.

Diogenes. Thou liedst then—in thy sleep perhaps—but thou

liedst. Differing in one page from what was laid down by thee

in another,* thou wouldst punish what is called sacrilege with

death. The magistrates ought to provide that the temples be

watched so well, and guarded so effectually, as never to be liable

[" The foregoing rules as to marriage are from Laws, xi. 924. "If a

man dies without making a will, and leaves behind him daughters, let his

brother, being the son of the same mother, having no lot, marry the

daughter and have the lot of the dead man. And if he have no brother, but

only a brother's son, in like manner, &c. " From " Hymen " to " voice "

added in znd ed.]

[1^ From " Not " to " part " not in 6rst edition ; which reads " Ha ! ha

!

thou hast cried Wolf till thou hearest him."]
* Books IX. [854] and X. [908].
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to thefts. The gods, we must suppose, cannot do it by them-
selves

; for, to admit the contrary, we must admit their indiffer-

ence to the possession of goods and chattels : an impiety so great,

that sacrilege itself drops into atoms under it. He, however,
who robs from the gods, be the amount what it may, robs from
the rich,—robs from those who can want nothing, although, like

the other rich, they are mightily vindictive against petty plunderers.

But he who steals from a poor widow a loaf of bread may deprive
her of every thing she has in the world

; perhaps, if she be bed-
ridden or paralytic, of life itself.

I am weary of this digression on the inequality of punishments;
let us come up to the object of them. It is not, O Pluto, an
absurdity of thine alone, but of all who write and of all who
converse on them, to assert that they both are and ought to be
inflicted publicly, for the sake of deterring from offence. The
only effect of public punishment is to show the rabble how bravely

it can be borne, and that every one who hath lost a toe-nail hath

suffered worse. The virtuous man, as a reward and a privilege,

should be permitted to see how calm and satisfied a virtuous man
departs. The criminal should be kept in the dark about the

departure of his fellows, which is ofi;entimes as unreluctant ; for to

him, if indeed no reward or privilege, it would be a corroborative

and a cordial. Such things ought to be taken from him, no less

carefully than the insti-uments of destruction or evasion. Secrecy

and mystery should be the attendants of punishment, and the sole

persons present should be the injured, or two of his relatives, and

a functionary delegated by each tribe, to witness and register the

execution of justice.

Trials, on the contrary, should be public in every case. It

being presumable that the sense of shame and honor is not hitherto

quite extinguished in the defendant, this, if he be guilty, is the

worst part of his punishment : if innocent, the best of his

release. From the hour of trial until the hour of return to

society (or the dust) there should be privacy, there should be

solitude.

Plato. It occurs to me, O Diogenes, that you agree with

Aristoteles on the doctrine of necessity.

Diogenesi 1 do.

Plato. How then can you punish, by any heavier chastisement
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than coercion, the heaviest offences ? Every thing being brought

about, as you hold, by fate and predestination

—

Diogenes. Stay ! Those terras are puerile, and imply a

petition of a principle : keep to the term necessity. Thou art

silent. Here then, O Plato, will I acknowledge to thee I

wonder it should have escaped thy perspicacity that free-will

itself is nothing else than a part and effluence of necessity. If

every thing proceeds from some other thing, every impulse from

some other impulse, that which impels to choice or will must act

among the rest.

Plato. Every impulse from some other (I must so take it)

under God, or the first cause.

Diogenes. Be it so : I meddle not at present with infinity or

eternity ; when I can comprehend them I will talk about them.

You metaphysicians kill the flower-bearing and fruit-bearing

glebe with delving and turning over and sifting, and never bring

up any solid and malleable mass from the dark profundity in

which you labor. The intellectual world, like the physical, is

inapplicable to profit and incapable of cultivation a little way
below the surface,—of which there is more to manage, and more
to know, than any of you will undertake.

Plato. It happens that we do not see the stars at eventide,

sometimes because there are clouds intervening, but oftener because

there are glimmerings of light : thus many truths escape us from
the obscurity we stand in ; and many more from that crepuscular

state of mind, which induceth us to sit down satisfied with our

imaginations and unsuspicious of our knowledge.

Diogenes. Keep^'' always to the point, or with an eye upon it

;

and, instead of saying things to make people stare and wonder,
say what will withhold them hereafter from wondering and
staring. This is philosophy : to make remote things tangible,

common things extensively useful, useful things extensively

common, and to leave the least necessary for the last. I have
always a suspicion of sonorous sentences. The full shell sounds
little, but shows by that little what is within. A bladder swells

out more with wind than with oil.

Plato. I would not neglect politics or morals, nor indeed
even manners ; these, however, are mutable and evanescent. The

[" From " Keep " to " within " (8 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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human understanding is immovable and for ever the same in its

principles and its constitution, and no study is so important or so

inviting.

Diogenes. Your sect hath done little in it. You are singu-
larly fond of those disquisitions in which fev/ can detect your
failures and your fallacies, and in which, if you stumble or err,

you may find some countenance in those who lost their way
before you.

Is not this school-room ofmine, which holdeth but one scholar,

preferable to that out ofwhich have proceeded so many impetuous

in passion, refractory in discipline, unprincipled in adventure, and

(worst of all) proud in slavery ? Poor creatures who run after

a jaded mule or palfrey to pick up what he drops along the road,

may be certain of a cabbage the larger and the sooner for it

;

while those who are equally assiduous at the heel of kings ahd
princes hunger and thirst for more, and usually gather less.

Their attendance is neither so certain of reward nor so honest ;

their patience is scantier, their industry weaker, their complaints

louder. What shall we say of their philosophy ? what of their

virtue ? What shall we say of the greatness whereon their

feeders plume themselves ?—not caring they indeed for the

humbler character of virtue or philosophy. We never call

children the greater or the better for wanting others to support

them ; why then do we call men so for it ? ^^ I would be servant

of any helpless man for hours together ; but sooner shall a king

be the slave of Diogenes than Diogenes a king's.

Plato. Companionship, O Sinopean, is not slavery.

Diogenes. Are the best of them worthy to be my com-
panions ? Have they ever made you wiser ? Have you ever

made them so ? Prythee, what is companionship where nothing

that improves the intellect is communicated, and where the

larger heart contracts itself to the model and dimension of the

smaller ? 'Tis a dire calamity to have a slave ; 'tis an inexpiable

curse to be one. When it befalls a man through violence he

must be pitied ; but where is pity, where is pardon, for the wretch

who solicits it, or bends his head under it through invitation ?

Thy hardness of heart toward slaves, O Plato, is just as un-

natural as hardness of heart toward dogs would be in me.

p8 From " I " to "invitation " (13 lines) added in znd ed.J
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Plato. You would have none perhaps in that condition.

Diogenes, None should be made slaves excepting those who
have attempted to make others so, or who spontaneously have

become the instruments of unjust and unruly men. Even these

ought not to be scourged every day perhaps ;
^^ for their skin is the

only sensitive part of them, and such castigation might shorten

their lives.

Plato. Which, in your tenderness and mercy, you would

not do.

Diogenes. Longevity is desirable in them, that they may be

exposed in coops to the derision of the populace on holidays, and

that few may serve the purpose.

Plato. We will pass over this wild and thorny theory into

the field of civilization in which we live ; and here I must

remark the evil consequences that would ensue if our domestics

could listen to you about the hardships they are enduring.

Diogenes. And is it no evil that truth and beneficence should

be shut out at once from so large a portion of mankind ? Is it

none when things are so perverted that an act of beneficence

might lead to a thousand acts of cruelty, and that one accent of

truth should be more pernicious than all the falsehoods that have

been accumulated since the formation of language, since the gift

of speech ? I have taken thy view of the matter ; take thou

mine. Hercules was called just and glorious, and worshipped as

a deity, because he redressed the grievances of others ; is it

unjust, is it inglorious, to redress one's own I If that man rises

high in the favor of the people, high in the estimation of the

valiant and the wise, high before God by the assertion and
vindication of his holiest law, who punishes with death such as

would reduce him or his fellow-citizens to slavery, how much
higher rises he, who, being a slave, springs up indignantly from
his low estate, and thrusts away the living load that intercepts

from him what even the reptiles and insects, what even the bushes

and brambles of the roadside, enjoy !

Plato. We began with definitions. I rejoice, O Diogenes,
that you are warmed into rhetoric, in which you will find me a

most willing auditor ; for I am curious to collect a specimen ot

[19 " Every day perhaps " added in ind ed.]
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your prowess where you have not yet established any part of your
celebrity.

Diogenes. I am idle enough for it ; but I have other things

yet for thy curiosity, other things yet for thy castigation.

Thou wouldst separate the military from the citizens, from
artisans, and from agriculturists.^^ A small body of soldiers, who
never could be anything else, would in a short time subdue and
subjugate the industrious and the wealthy. They would begin

by demanding an increase of pay ; then they would insist on

admission to magistracies ; and presently their general would
assume the sovereignty, and create new offices of trust and

profit for the strength and security of his usurpation. Soldiers,

in a free state, should be enrolled from those principally who are

most interested in the conservation of order and property ; chiefly

the sons of tradesmen in towns. First, because there is the less

detriment done to agriculture,—the main thing to be considered

in all countries ; secondly, because such people are pronest to

sedition, from the two opposite sides of enrichment and poverty ;

and lastly, because their families are always at hand, responsible

for their fidelity, and where shame would befall them thickly in

case of cowardice, or any misconduct. Those governments are

the most flourishing and stable which have the fewest idle youths

about the streets and theatres ; it is only with the sword that

they can cut the halter.

Thy faults arise from two causes principally : first, a fondness

for playing tricks with argument and witli fancy ; secondly,

swallowing from others what thou hast not taken time enough nor

exercise enough to digest.

Plato. Lay before me the particular things you accuse me of

drawing from others.

Diogenes. Thy opinions on numbers are distorted from those

of the Chaldeans, Babylonians, and Syrians ; who believe that

numbers, and letters too, have peculiar powers, independent of

what is represented by them on the surface.

Plato. I have said more, and often differently.

Diogenes. Thou hast indeed. Neither they nor Pythagoras

ever taught, as thou hast done, that the basis of the earth is an

[^ This refers to the Republic, ii. There is no suggestion of such a

division in the Laws.]
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equilateral triangle, and the basis of water a rectangular. We are

then informed by thy sagacity, that " the world has no need of

eyes, because nothing is left to be looked at out of it ; nor of

ears, because nothing can be heard beyond it ; nor of any parts

for the reception, concoction, and voidance of nutriment, because

there can be no secretion nor accretion." *

This indeed is very providential. If things were otherwise,

foul might befall your genii, who are always on active service
;

a world would not bespatter them so lightly as we mortals are

bespattered by a swallow. Whatever is asserted on things tangible

should be asserted from experiment only. Thou shouldst have

defended better that which thou hast stolen : a thief should not

only have impudence, but courage.

Plato. What do you mean ?

Diogenes. I mean that every one of thy whimsies hath been

picked up somewhere by thee in thy travels ; and each of them

hath been rendered more weak and puny by its place of conceal-

ment in thy closet. What thou hast written on the immortality

of the soul goes rather to prove the immortality of the body ;

and applies as well to the body of a weasel or an eel as to the

fairer one of Agathon or of Aster. 21 Why not at once introduce

a new religion,! since religions keep and are relished in proportion

as they are salted with absurdity, inside and out ? and all of them
must have one great crystal of it for the centre ; but Philosophy

pines and dies unless she drinks limpid water. When Pherecydes

and Pythagoras felt in themselves the majesty of contemplation,

they spurned the idea that flesh and bones and arteries should

confer it ; and that what comprehends the past and the future

should sink in a moment and be annihilated for ever. " No,"
cried they, " the power of thinking is no more in the brain than

in the hair, although the brain may be the instrument on which

* Timjcus [33].
[21 For Agathon the poet, see the Symposium. Shelley has well trans-

lated one of Plato's epigi-ams on Aster.

Thou wert the morning star among the living

Ere thy fair light had fled
;

Now, having died, thou art as Hesperus, giving
New splendour to the dead.]

t He alludes to the various worships of Egypt, and to what Plato had
learned there.
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it plays. It is not corporeal, it is not of this world ; its existence

is eternity, its residence is infinity." I forbear to discuss the

rationality of their belief, and pass on straightway to thine ; if,

indeed, 1 am to consider as one, belief and doctrine.

Plato. As you will.

Diogenes. I should rather, then, regard these things as mere
ornaments

;
just as many decorate their apartments with lyres and

harps, which they themselves look at from the couch, supinely

complacent, and leave for visitors to admire and play on.

Plato. I foresee not how you can disprove my argument on

the immortality of the soul, which, being contained in the best

of my dialogues, and being often asked for among my friends, I

carry with me.

Diogenes. At this time ?

Plato. Even so.

Diogenes. Give me then a certain part of it for my perusal.

Plato. Willingly.

Diogenes. Hermes and Pallas ! I wanted but a cubit of

it, or at most a fathom, and thou art pulling it out by the ple-

thron.

Plato. This is the place in question.

Diogenes. Read it.

Plato, (reads.) " Sayest thou not that death is the opposite

of life, and that they spring the one from the other ? " " Tes."

" What springs then from the living I
" " The dead." " And

what from the dead ?" " The living. " " Then all things alive

spring from the dead." 22

Diogenes. Why that repetition ? but go on.

Plato, (reads.) "Souls therefore exist after death in the

infernal regions."

Diogenes. Where is the therefore? where is it even as to

existence ? As to the infernal regions, there is nothing that points

towards a proof, or promises an indication. Death neither springs

from life, nor life from death. Although death is the inevitable

consequence of life, if the observation and experience of ages go

for any thing, yet nothing shows us, or ever hath signified, that

life comes from death. Thou mightest as well say that a barley-

corn dies before the germ of another barley-corn grows up from

[22 Phsdo, 71.1
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it, than which nothing is more untrue ; for it is only the pro-

tecting part of the germ that perishes, when its protection is no

longer necessary. The consequence, that souls exist after death,

cannot be drawn from the corruption of the body, even if it were

demonstrable that out of this corruption a live one could rise up.

Thou hast not said that the soul is among those dead things

which living things must spring from ; thou hast not said that

a living soul produces a dead soul, or that a dead soul produces

a living one.

Plato. No, indeed.

Diogenes. On my faith, thou hast said however things no less in-

considerate, no less inconsequent, no less unwise ; and this very

thing must be said and proved, to make thy argument of any value.

Do dead men beget children ?

Plato. I have not said it.

Diogenes. Thy argument implies it.

Plato. These are high mysteries, and to be approached with

reverence.

Diogenes. Whatever we cannot account for is in the same

predicament. We may be gainers by being ignorant if we can

be thought mysterious. It is better to shake our heads and to let

nothing out of them, than to be plain and explicit in matters of

difficulty. J do not mean in confessing our ignorance or our

imperfect knowledge of them, but in clearing them up perspicu-

ously ; for, if we answer with ease, we may haply be thought

good-natured, quick, communicative ; never deep, never sagacious
;

not very defective possibly in our intellectual faculties, yet unequal

and chinky, and liable to the probation of every clown's knuckle.

Plato. The brightest of stars appear the most unsteady and

tremulous in their light ; not from any quality inherent in them-

selves, but from the vapours that float below, and from the im-

perfection of vision in the surveyor.

Diogenes. To the stars again ! Draw thy robe round thee

;

let the folds fall gracefully, and look majestic. That sentence

is an admirable one ; but not for me. I want sense, not stars.

What then ? Do no vapors float below the others ? and is

there no imperfection in the vision of those who look at them,

if they are the same men, and look the next moment ? We
roust move on : I shall follow the dead bodies, and the be-
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nighted driver of their fantastic bier, close and keen as any
hyena.

Plato. Certainly, O Diogenes, you excel me in elucidations
and similes: mine was less obrious. Lycaon ^s became against his

will what you become from pure humanity.

Diogenes. When Humanity is averse to Truth, a fig for her

Plato. Many, who profess themselves her votaries, have made
her a less costly offering.

Diogenes. Thou hast said well, and I will treat thee gently

for it.

Plato. I may venture then, in defence of my compositions, to

argue that neither simple metaphysics nor strict logic would be

endured long together in a dialogue.

Diogenes. Few people can endure them anywhere ; but what-
ever is contradictory to either is intolerable. The business of a

good writer is to make them pervade his works, without obstruc-

tion to his force or impediment to his facility ; to divest them of
their forms, and to mingle their potency in eveiy particle. I

must acknowledge that, in matters of love, thy knowledge is twice

as extensive as mine is
;
yet nothing I ever heard is so whimsical

and silly as thy description of its effects upon the soul,^* under the

influence of beauty. The wings of the soul, thou tellest us, are

bedewed ; and certain germs of theirs expand from every part

of it.

The only thing I know about the soul is, that it makes the

ground slippery under us when we discourse on it, by virtue (I

presume) of this bedewing ; and beauty does not assist us materially

in rendering our steps the steadier.

Plato. Diogenes ! you are the only man that admires not the

dignity and stateliness of my expressions.

Diogenes. Thou -' hast many admirers ; but either they never

have read thee, or do not understand thee, or are fond of fallacies,

or are incapable of detecting them. I would rather hear the

[23 For Lycaon, see note z on ^sop and Rhodcpe, ind Conversation. In

1st ed. this passage runs :
** Lycaon became against his will what you

become from pure humanity and condescension. Diogenes. I hate those

foolish old stories ; I hate condescension ; a 6g for humanity."]
M Phsdrus, 251.1
'25 From " Thou " to " Diogenes " (94 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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murmur of insects in the grass than the clatter and trilling of

cymbals and timbrels overhead. The tiny animals I watch with

composure, and guess their business ; the brass awakes me only to

weary me : I wish it underground again, and the parchment on
the sheep's back.

Plato. My sentences, it is acknowledged by all good judges,

are well constructed and harmonious.

Diogenes. I admit it : I have also heard it said that thou art

eloquent.

Plato. If style, without elocution, can be.

Diogenes. Neither without nor with elocution is there elo-

quence where there is no ardour, no impulse, no energy, no con-

centration. Eloquence raises the whole man : thou raisest our

eyebrows only. We wonder, we applaud, we walk away, and we
forget. Thy eggs are very prettily speckled ; but those which
men use for their sustenance are plain white ones. People do not

every day put on their smartest dresses ; they are not always in

trim for dancing, nor are they practising their steps in all places.

I profess to be no weaver of fine words, no dealer in the plumes
of phraseology, yet every man and every woman I speak to

understands me.

Plato. Which would not always be the case if the occultei-

operations of the human mind were the subject.

Diogenes. If what is occult must be occult for ever, why
throw away words about it ? Employ on every occasion the

simplest and easiest, and range them in the most natural order

;

thus they will serve thee faithfully, bringing thee many hearers

and readers from the intellectual and uncorropted. All popular
orators, victorious commanders, crowned historians, and poets
above crowning, have done it. Homer, for the glory of whose
birthplace none but the greatest cities dare contend, is alike the
highest and the easiest in poetry. Herodotus, who brought into

Greece more knowledge of distant countries than any or indeed
than all before him, is the plainest and gracefulest in prose.

Aristoteles, thy scholar, is possessor of a long and lofty treasury,

with many windings and many vaults at the sides of them,
abstruse and dai'k. He is unambitious of displaying his wealth

;

and few are strong-wristed enough to turn the key of his iron

chests. Whenever he presents to his reader one full-blown
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thought, there are several buds about it which are to open in the

cool of the study ; and he makes you learn more than he teaches.

Plato. I can never say that I admire his language.

Diogenes. Thou wilt never say it ; but thou dost. His lan-

guage, where he wishes it to be harmonious, is highly so ; and
there are many figures of speech exquisitely beautiful, but simple

and unobtrusive. You see what a fine head of hair he might
have if he would not cut it so short. Is there as much true

poetry in all thy works, prose and verse, as in that ScoUon 26 ofhis
on Virtue .'

Plato. I am less invidious than he is.

Diogenes. He may indeed have caught the infection of mal-

ignity, which all who live in the crowd, whether of a court or a

school, are liable to contract. We had dismissed that question
;

we had buried the mortal and corniptible part of him, and were

looking into the litter which contains his true and everlasting

effigy : and this effigy the strongest and noblest minds will carry

by relays to interminable generations. We were speaking of his

thoughts and what conveys them. His language then, in good
truth, differs as much from that which we find in thy dialogues,

as wine in the goblet differs from wine spilt upon the table.

With thy leave, I would rather drink than lap.

Plato. Methinks such preference is contrary to your nature.

Diogenes. Ah, Plato ! I ought to be jealous of thee, finding

that two in this audience can smile at thy wit, and not one at

mine.

Plato. I would rather be serious, but that my seriousness is

provocative of your moroseness. Detract from me as much as

can be detracted by the most hostile to my philosophy, still it is

beyond the power of any man to suppress or to conceal from the

admiration of the world the amplitude and grandeur of my lan-

guage.

Diogenes. Thou remindest me of a cavern I once entered.

The mouth was spacious ; and many dangling weeds and ram-

J26
« Virtue, unattainable to mortals by aught but toil, yet the fairest

prize of life, for thy beauty, oh maiden, even to die were a blessed fate,

yea, or to endure fierce toils unresting. Such revirard thou givest to the

heart, a fruit undying fairer than gold or lineage, or soft-eyed sleep."

Aristotle, fir.]
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pant briers caught me by the hair above, and by the beard below,

and flapped my face on each side. I found it in some places

flat and sandy ; in some rather miry ; in others I bruised my
shins against little pointed pinnacles, or larger and smoother round

stones. Many were the windings, and deep the darkness.

Several men came forward with long poles and lighted torches

on them, promising to show innumerable gems, on the roof and

along the sides, to some ingenious youths whom they conducted.

I thought I was lucky, and went on among them. Most of the

gems turned out to be drops of water ; but some were a little

more solid. These however in general gave way and crumbled

under the touch ; and most of the remainder lost all their bright-

ness by the smoke of the torches underneath. The further I

went in, the fouler grew the air and the dimmer the torchlight.

Leaving it, and the youths, and the guides and their long poles,

I stood a moment in wonder at the vast number of names and

verses graven at the opening, and forbore to insert the ignoble one

of Diogenes.

The vulgar, indeed, and the fashionable do call such language

as thine the noblest and most magnificent ; the scholastic bend

over it in paleness, and with the right hand upon the breast, at

its unfathomable depth : but what would a man of plain, simple,

sound understanding say upon it ?—what would a metaphysician ?

—what would a logician ?—what would Pericles ? Truly, he

had taken thee by the arm, and kissed that broad well-perfumed

forehead, for filling up with light (as thou wouldst say) the

dimple in the cheek of Aspasia, and for throwing such a gadfly

in the current of her conversation. She was of a different sect

from thee both in religion and in love, and both her language and
her dress were plainer.

Plato. She,^^ like yourself, worshipped no deity in public ; and
probably both she and Aristoteles find the more favor with you
from the laxity of their opinions in regard to the powers above.

The indifl^erence of Aristoteles to religion may perhaps be the

reason why King Philip bespoke him so early for the tuition of
his successor ; on whom, destined as he is to pursue the conquests

of the father, moral and religious obligations might be incom-
modious.

[27 From "She" to "words" (15 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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Diogenes. Kings who kiss the toes of the most gods, and the

most zealously, never find any such incommodiousness. In courts,

religious ceremonies cover with their embroidery moral obligations

;

and the most dishonest and the most libidinous and the most san-

guinary kings (to say nothing of private men) have usually been

the most punctual worshippers.

Plato. There may be truth in these words. We however
know your contempt for religious acts and ceremonies, which, if

you do not comply with them, you should at least respect by way
of an example.

Diogenes. What ! if a man lies to me, should T respect the

lie for the sake of an example ! Should I be guilty of duplicity

for the sake of an example ? Did I ever omit to attend the

Thesmophoria,^^ the only religious rite worthy of a wise man's

attendance ? It displays the union of industry and law. Here
is no fraud, no fallacy, no filching : the gods are worshipped for

their best gifts, and do not stand with open palms for ours. I

neither laugh nor wonder at any one's folly. To laugh at it is

childish or inhumane, according to its nature ; and to wonder at

it would be a greater folly than itself, whatever it may be.

Must ^^ I go on with incoherences and inconsistences ?

Plato. I am not urgent with you.

Diogenes. Then I will reward thee the rather.

Thou makest poor Socrates tell us that a beautiful vase is in-

ferior to a beautiful horse ; and as a beautiful horse is inferior to

a beautiful maiden, in like manner a beautifiil maiden is inferior in

beauty to the immortal gods.^"

Plato. No doubt, O Diogenes !

Diogenes. Thou hast whimsical ideas of beauty : but, -under-

standing the word as all Athenians and all inhabitants of Hellas

understand it, there is no analogy between a horse and a vase.

Understanding it as thou perhaps mayest choose to do on the

occasion, understanding it as applicable to the service and utility

[2* The Thesmophoria was a festival held in honour of Demeter, the

goddess of tillage. Landor has forgotten that it was a woman's festival in

which Diogenes could have taken no part.

First ed. reads : " The only religious rite that ever was invented or ever

wiU be, &c."]

[^ From "Must "to "advantage" (76 lines) added in 2nd ed.]

[30 Hippias Major, 289.]
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of men and gods, the vase may be applied to more frequent and
more noble purposes than the horse. It may delight men in health

;

it may administer to them in sickness ; it may pour out before the

protectors of families and of cities the wine of sacrifice. But if

it is the quality and essence of beauty to gratify the sight, there

are certainly more persons who can receive gratification fi-om the

appearance of a beautiful vase than of a beautiful horse. Xerxes
brought into Hellas with him thousands of beautiful horses and
many beautiful vases. Supposing now that all the horses which
were beautiful seemed so to all good judges of their symmetry, it

is probable that scarcely one man in fifty would fix his eyes at-

tentively on one horse in fifty ; but undoubtedly there were vases

in the tents of Xerxes which would have attracted all the eyes in

the army, and have filled them with admiration. I say nothing

of the women, who in Asiatic armies are as numerous as the men,
and who would every one admire the vases, while few admired
the horses. Yet women are as good judges of what is beautiful

as thou art, and for the most part on the same principles. But,
repeating that there is no analogy between the two objects, I must
insist that there can be no just comparison : and I trast I have
clearly demonstrated that the postulate is not to be conceded.
We will nevertheless carry on the argument and examination

:

for "the beautiful virgin is inferior in beauty to the immortal
gods." Is not Vulcan an immortal god ? Are not the Furies
and Discord immortal goddesses ? Ay, by my troth are they

!

and there never was any city and scarcely any family on earth to
which they were long invisible. Wouldst thou prefer them to a
golden cup, or even to a cup from the potter's ? Would it require
one with a dance of bacchanals under the pouting rim ? would it

require one foretasted by Agathon ? Let us descend from the
deities to the horses. Thy dress is as well adapted to horseman-
ship as thy words are in general to discourse. Such as thou art

would run out of the horse's way ; and such as know thee best
would put the vase out of thine.

Plato. So then, I am a thief, it appears, not only of men's
notions, but of their vases !

Diogenes. Nay, nay, my good Plato! Thou hast however
the frailty of concupiscence for things tangible and intangible, and
thou likest well-turned vases no less than well-turned sentences •
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therefore they who know thee would leave no temptation in thy

way, to the disturbance and detriment of thy soul. Away with

the horse and vase ! we will come together to the quarters of the

virgin. Faith, my friend ! if we find her only just as beautiful as

some of the goddesses we were naming, her virginity will be as

immortal as their divinity.

Plato. I have given a reason for my supposition,

Diogenes. What is it ?

Plato. Because there is a beauty incorruptible, and for ever

the same.

Diogenes. Visible beauty ; beauty cognizable in the same sense

as of vases and of horses ; beauty that in degree and in quality can

be compared with theirs ? Is there any positive proof that the

gods possess it ?—and all of them ?—and all equally i' Are there

any points of resemblance between Jupiter and the daughter of

Acrisius ? Any between Hat^ and Heb^, whose sex being the

same brings them somewhat nearer ? In like manner thou con-

foundest the harmony of music with symmetry in what is visible

and tangible ; and thou teachest the stars how to dance to their

own compositions, enlivened by fugues and variations from thy

master-hand. This, in the opinion of thy boy-scholars, is

sublimity ! Truly it is the sublimity which he attains who is

hurled into the air from a ballista. Changing my ground, and

perhaps to thy advantage, in the name of Socrates I come forth

against thee ; not for using him as a wide-mouthed mask, stuffed

with gibes and quibbles ; not for making him the most sophistical

of sophists, or (as thou hast done frequently) the most improvi-

dent of statesmen and the worst of citizens : my accusation and

indictment is, for representing him, who had distinguished him-

self on the field of battle above the bravest and most i xperienced

of the Athenian leaders (particularly at Delion and Potidea), as

more ignorant of warfare than the worst-fledged crane that fought

against the Pygmies.

Plato. I am not conscious of having done it.

Diogenes. I believe thee ; but done it thou hast. The
language of Socrates was Attic and simple : he hated the ver-

bosity and refinement of wranglers and rhetoricians ; and never

would he have attributed to Aspasia, who thought and spoke like

Pericles, and whose elegance and judgment thou thyself hast
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commended, the chafF and litter thou hast tossed about with so

much wind and wantonness in thy dialogue of Menexenus.^^ Now,
to omit the other fooleries in it, Aspasia would have laughed to

scorn the most ignorant of her tire-women who should have

related to her the story thou tellest in her name, about the march

of the Persians round the territory of Eretria. This narrative

seems to thee so happy an attempt at history, that thou betrayest

no small fear lest the reader should take thee at thy word, and

lest Aspasia should in reality rob thee or Socrates of the glory

due for it.

Plato. Where lies the fault ?

Diogenes. If the Persians had marched, as thou describest

them forming a circle, and from sea to sea, with their hands

joined together, fourscore shepherds with their dogs, their rams,

and their bell-wethers might have killed them all, coming against

them from points well chosen. As, however, great part of the

Persians were horsemen, which thou appearest to have quite for-

gotten, how could they go in single line with their hands joined,

unless they lay flat upon their backs along the backs of their

horses, and unless the horses themselves went tail to tail, one
pulling on the other ? Even then the line would be interrupted,

and only two could join hands. A pretty piece of net-work is

here ! and the only defect I can find in it is, that it would help

the fish to catch the fisherman.

Plato. This is an abuse of wit, if there be any wit in it.

Diogenes. I doubt whether there is any ; for the only man
that hears it does not smile. We will be serious then. Such
nonsense, delivered in a school of philosophy, might be the less

derided ; but it is given us as an oration, held before an Athenian
army, to the honor of those who fell in battle. The beginning

of the speech is cold and languid ; the remainder is worse : it is

learned and scholastic.

Plato. Is learning worse in oratory than languor ?

Diogenes. Incomparably, in the praises of the dead who died
bravely, played off before those who had just been fighting in the

same ranks. What we most want in this business is sincerity

;

P Menexemis, 240. The speech in which this occurs is one which
Socrates affirms he heard Aspasia composing. It is possibly a parody on
the funeral oration ascribed to Pericles in the 2nd boolc of Thucydides.l
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what we want least are things remote from the action. Men may
be cold by nature, and languid from exhaustion, from grief itself,

from watchfulness, from pity ; but they cannot be idling and
wandering about other times and nations when their brothers and
sons and bosom-friends are brought lifeless into the city, and the

least inquisitive, the least sensitive, are hanging immovably over

their recent wounds. Then burst forth their names from the

full heart ; their fathers' names come next, hallowed with lauds

and benedictions that flow over upon their whole tribe ; then are

lifted their helmets and turned round to the spectators : for the

grass is fastened to them by their blood, and it is befitting to

show the people how they must have struggled to rise up, and to

fight afresh for their country. Without ^^ the virtues of courage

and patriotism, the seeds of such morality as is fruitful and sub-

stantial spring up thinly, languidly, and ineffectually. The images

of great men should be stationed throughout the works of great

historians.

Plato. According to your numeration the great men are

scanty ; and pray, O Diogenes ! are they always at hand ?

Diogenes. Prominent men always are. Catch them ^nd hold

them fast, when thou canst find none better. Whoever hath

influenced the downfall or decline of a commonwealth, whoever

hath altered in any degree its social state, should be brought before

the high tribunal of History.

Plato. Very mean intellects have accomplished these things.

Not only battering-rams have loosened the walls of cities, but

foxes and rabbits have done the same. Vulgar and vile men
have been elevated to power by circumstances : would you

introduce the vulgar and vile into the pages you expect to be

immortal ?

Diogenes. They never can blow out immortality. Criminals

do not deform by their presence the strong and stately edifices

in which they are incarcerated. I look above them and see

the image of Justice : I rest my arm against the plinth where the

protectress of cities raises her spear by the judgment-seat.

Thou art not silent on the vile ; but delightest in bringing

them out before us, and in reducing their betters to the same

condition.

[32 From " Without " to " people " (80 lines) added in znd ed.J
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Plato. I am no writer of history.

Diogenes. Every great writer is a writer of history, let him

treat on almost what subject he may. He carries with him for

thousands of years a portion of his times ; and indeed if only his

own effigy were there, it would be greatly more than a fragment

of his country.

In all thy writings I can discover no mention of Epaminondas,

who vanquished thy enslavers the Lacedaemonians ; nor of

Thrasybulus, who expelled the murderers of thy preceptor.

Whenever thou again dispkyest a specimen of thy historical

researches, do not utterly overlook the fact that these excellent

men were living in thy days ; that they fought against thy

enemies ; that they rescued thee from slavery ; that thou art

indebted to them for the whole estate of this interminable robe,

with its valleys and hills and wastes ; for these perfumes that

overpower all mine ; and moreover for thy house, thy grove, thy

auditors, thy admirers, and thy admired.

Plato. Thrasybulus, with many noble qualities, had great faults.

Diogenes. Great men too often have greater faults than little

men can find room for.

Plato. Epaminondas was undoubtedly a momentous man,
and formidable to Lacedasmon, but Pelopidas shared his glory.

Diogenes. How ready we all are with our praises when a cake

is to be divided,—if it is not ours !

Plato. I acknowledge his magnanimity, his integrity, his polit-

ical skill, his military services, and, above all, his philosophical

turn of mind ; but since his countrymen, who knew him best,

have until recently been silent on the transcendency of his merits,

I think I may escape from obloquy in leaving them unnoticed.

His glorious death appears to have excited more enthusiastic

acclamation than his patriotic heroism.

Diogenes. The sun colours the sky most deeply and most
diffusely when he hath sunk below the horizon ; and they who
never said, " How beneficently he shines !

" say at last, " How
brightly he set !

" They who believe that their praise gives

immortality, and who know that it gives celebrity and distinction,

are iniquitous and flagitious in withdrawing it from such exem-
Ipary men, such self-devoted citizens, as Epaminondas and
Thrasybulus.
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Great writers are gifted with that golden wand which neither

ages can corrode nor violence rend asunder, and are commanded
to point with it toward the head (be it lofty or low) which
nations are to contemplate and to revere.

Plato. I should rather have conceived from you that the

wand ought to designate those who merit the hatred of theii

species.

Diogenes. This too is another of its offices, no less obligatory

and sacred.

Plato. Not only have I particularized such faults as I could

investigate and detect, but in that historical fragment, which I

acknowledge to be mine (although I left it in abeyance between

Socrates and Aspasia), I have lauded the courage and conduct of

our people.

Diogenes. Thou recountest the glorious deeds of the Athen-
ians by sea and land, staidly and circumstantially, as if the

Athenians themselves, or any nation of the universe, could doubt

them. Let orators do this when some other shall have rivalled

them, which, as it never hath happened in the myriads of genera-

tions that have passed away, is never likely to happen in the

myriads that will follow. From Asia, from Africa,^^ fifty nations

came forward in a body, and assailed the citizens of one scanty

city : fifty nations fled from before them. All the wealth and

power of the world, all the civilization, all the barbarism, were

leagued against Athens ; the ocean was covered with their pride

and spoils ; the earth trembled ; mountains were severed, distant

coasts united. Athens gave to Nature her own again ; and equal

laws were the unalienable dowry brought by Liberty to the only

men capable of her defence or her enjoyment. Did Pericles,

did Aspasia, did Socrates foresee that the descendants of those

whose heroes and gods were at best but like them should enter

into the service of Persian satraps, and become the parasites of

Sicilian kings \

Plato. Pythagoras,^ the most temperate and retired of mortals,

entered the courts of princes.

P First ed. inserts : " From the remotest parts of Europe and from the

nearest."]

[3* The following account of Pythagoras is an inference from very

imperfectly known facts. In Pericles and Aspasia, Letter clxxviii., Landor

expresses a very different opinion of Pythagoras.]
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Diogenes. True ; he entered them and cleansed them : his

breath was lustration ; his touch purified. He persuaded the

princes of Italy to renounce their self-constituted and unlawful

authority; in effecting which purpose thou must acknowledge,

O Plato, that either he was more eloquent than thou art, or that

he was juster. If, being in the confidence of a usurper, which

in itself is among the most heinous of crimes, since they virtually

are outlaws, thou never gavest him such counsel at thy ease and

leisure as Pythagoras gave at the peril of his life, thou m this

likewise wert wanting to thy duty as an Athenian, a republican,

a philosopher. If thou ofFeredst it, and it was rejected, and after

the rejection thou yet tarriedst with him, then wert thou, friend

Plato, an importunate sycophant and self-bound slave.

Plato. I never heard that you blamed Euripides in this

manner for frequenting the court of Archel'aus.

Diogenes. I have heard thee blame him for it ; and this brings

down on thee ray indignation. Poets, by the constitution of

their minds, are neither acute reasoners nor firmly-minded.

Their vocation was allied to sycophancy from the beginning

;

they sang at the tables of the rich, and he who could not make

a hero could not make a dinner. Those who are possessed of

enthusiasm are fond of every thing that excites it ; hence poets

are fond of festivals, of wine, of beauty, and of glory. They
cannot always make their selection ; and generally they are little

disposed to make it, from indolence of character. Theirs par-

takes less than others of the philosophical and the heroic. What
wonder if Euripides hated those who deprived him of his right,

in adjudging the prize of tragedy to his competitor ? From
hating the arbitrators who committed the injustice, he proceeded

to hate the people who countenanced it. The whole frame of

government is bad to those who have suffered under any part.

Archel'aus praised Euripides's poetry : he therefore liked

Archelaus ; the Athenians bantered his poetry : therefore he

disliked the Athenians. Beside, he could not love those who
killed his friend and teacher : if thou canst, I hope thy love may
be for ever without a rival.

Plato. He might surely have found, in some republic of

Greece, the friend who would have sympathized with him.

Diogenes. He might ; nor have I any more inclination to
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commend his choice than thou hast right to condemn it. Ter-
pander and Thales and Pherecydes were at Sparta with Ly-
curgus ; and thou too, Plato, mightest have found in Greece a

wealthy wise man ready to receive thee, or (where words are

more acceptable) an unwise wealthy one. Why dost thou
redden and bite thy lip ? Wouldst thou rather give instruction,

or not give it ?

Plato. I would rather give it, where I could.

Diogenes. Wouldst thou rather give it to those who have it

already and do not need it, or to those who have it not and do
need it ?

Plato. To these latter.

Diogenes. Impart it then to the unwise ; and to those who
are wealthy in preference to the rest, as they require it most, and

can do most good with it.

Plato. Is not this a contradiction to your own precepts,

O Diogenes ? Have you not been censuring me, I need not say

how severely, for my intercourse with Dionysius ? And yet

surely he was wealthy ; surely he required the advice of a

philosopher ; surely he could have done much good with it.

Diogenes. An Athenian is more degraded by becoming the

counsellor of a king, than a king is degraded by becoming the

schoolmaster of paupers in a free city. Such people as Dionysius

are to be approached by the brave and honest from two motives

only : to convince them of their inutility, or to slay them for

their iniquity. Our fathers and ourselves have witnessed in more
than one country the curses of kingly power.^^ All nations, all

cities, all communities, should enter into one great hunt, like that

of the Scythians at the approach of winter, and should follow it

up unrelentingly to its perdition. The diadem should designate

the victim : all who wear it, all who offer it, all who bow to it,

should perish. The smallest, the poorest, the least accessible

village whose cottages are indistinguishable from the rocks around,

should offer a reward for the heads of these monsters, as for the

wolPs, the kite's, and the viper's.

[25 In the ist ed. there is a note on " power." " Speaking in the

language of the Athenians by Ungly power Diogenes means deifotic." And
on " diadem." "Darius tlien threatened Greece."]
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Thou tellest us, in thy fourth book on Polity,^^ that it matters

but little whether a State be governed by many or one, if the one

is obedient to the laws. Why hast not thou likewise told us that it

little matters whether the sun bring us heat or cold, ifhe ripens the

fruits of the earth by cold as perfectly as by heat ? Demonstrate

that he does it, and I subscribe to the proposition. Demonstrate

that kings, by their nature and education, are obedient to the

laws, bear them patiently, deem them no impediment to their

wishes, designs, lusts, violences ; that a whole series of monarchs

hath been of this character and condition, wherever a whole

series hath been permitted to continue ; that under them inde-

pendence of spirit, dignity of mind, rectitude of conduct, energy

of character, truth of expression, and even lower and lighter

things—eloquence, poetry, sculpture, painting—have flourished

more exuberantly than among the free. On the contrary, some
of the best princes have rescinded the laws they themselves in-

troduced and sanctioned. Impatient of restraint and order are

even the quiet and inert of the species.

Plato. There is a restlessness in activity : we must find

occupation for kings.

Diogenes. Open the fold to them and they will find it them-
selves : there will be plenty of heads and shanks on the morrow.
I do not see why those who, directly or indirectly, would pro-

mote a kingly government should escape the penalty of death,

whenever it can be inflicted, any more than those who decoy men
into slave-ships.

Plato. Supposing me to have done it, I have used no
deception.

Diogenes. What ! it is no deception to call people out of their

homes, to offer them a good supper and good beds if they will go
along with thee ; to take the key out of the house-door, that they

may not have the trouble of bearing the weight of it j to show
them plainly through the window the hot supper and comfortable

bed to which indeed the cook and chamberlain do beckon and
invite them, but inform them however on entering it is only

on condition that they never stir a foot beyond the supper-

['' Laws, iv. 709, &c. Plato himself points out that it is hopeless to
" find the divine love of temperate or just institutions existing . . . in a
monarchy."]
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room and bed-room ; to be conscious, as thou must be, when they

desire to have rather their own key again, eat their own lentils,

sleep on their own pallet, that thy friends the cook and
chamberlain have forged the title-deeds, mortgaged the house and
home-stead, given the lentils to the groom, made a horse-cloth of
the coverlet and a manger of the pallet ; that, on the first

complaint against such an apparent injury (for at present they

think and call it one), the said cook and chamberlain seize them
by the hair, strip, scourge, imprison, and gag them, showing them
through the grating what capital dishes are on the table for the

more deserving, what an appetite the fumes stir up, and how
sensible men fold their arms upon the breast contentedly, and

slumber soundly after the carousal.

Plato. People may exercise their judgment.

Diogenes. People may spend their money. All people have

not much money ; all people have not much judgment. It is

cruel to prey or impose on those who have little of either.

There is nothing so absurd that the ignorant have not believed

:

they have believed, and will believe for ever, what thou wouldst

teach ; namely, that others who never saw them, never are likely

to see them, will care more about them than they should care

about themselves. This pernicious fraud begins with perverting

the intellect, and proceeds with seducing and corrupting the

affections, which it transfers from the nearest to the most remote,

from the dearest to the most indifferent. It enthralls the freedom

both of mind and body ; it annihilates not only political and
moral but, what nothing else however monstrous can do, even

arithmetical proportions, making a unit more than a million.

Odious is it in a parent to murder or sell a child, even in time of

famine ; but to sell him in the midst of plenty, to lay his throat

at the mercy of a wild and riotous despot, to whet and kiss and

present the knife that immolates him, and to ask the same favor

of being immolated for the whole family in perpetuity,—is not

this an abomination ten thousand times more execrable ?

Let Falsehood be eternally the enemy of Truth, but not

eternally her mistress ; let Power be eternally the despiser of

Weakness, but not eternally her oppressor ; let Genius be

eternally in the train or in the trammels of Wealth, but not

eternally his sycophant and his pander.
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Plato. What a land is Attica ! in which the kings themselves

were the mildest and best citizens, and resigned the sceptre ;

deeming none other worthy of supremacy than the wisest and

most warlike of the immoital gods. In Attica the olive and

corn were first cultivated.

Diogenes. Like other Athenians, thou art idly fond of

dwelling on the antiquity of the people, and wouldst fain persuade

thyself not only that the first corn and olive, but even that the

first man, sprang from Attica. I rather think that what

historians call the eminration of the Pelasgians under Danaiis was

the emigration of those " shepherds," as they continued to be

denominated, who, having long kept possession of Egypt, were

besieged in the city of Aoudris by Thoutmosis, and retired by

capitulation. These probably were of Chaldaic origin. Danaiis,

like every wise legislator, introduced such religious rites as were

adapted to the country in which he settled. The ancient being

once relaxed, admission was made gradually for honoring the

brave and beneficent, who in successive generations extended the

boundary of the colonists, and defended them against the resent-

ment and reprisal of the native chieftains.

Plato. This may be ; but evidence is wanting.

Diogenes. Indeed it is not quite so strong and satisfactory as

in that piece of history where thou maintainest that " each ofus is

the half of a man."* By Neptune ! a vile man, too, or the

computation were overcharged.

Plato. We copy these things from old traditions.

Diogenes. Copy rather the manners of antiquity than the

fables ; or copy those fables only which convey the manners.

* In the Banquet. No two qualities are more dissimilar than the
imagination of Plato and the imagination of Shakspeare. The Androgyne
was probably of higher antiquity than Grecian fable. Wliencesoever it

originated, we cannot but wonder iiow Shakspeare met with it. In his
King John, the citizen of Anglers says of the Lady Blanche and of the
Dauphin :

—

" He is the half-part of a blessed man,
Left to be finished by such as she

;

And she a fair divided excellence
Whose fulness of perfection lies in him."

What is beautiful in poetry may be infantine in philosophy, and mon-
strous in physics.
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That one man was cut off another is a tradition little meriting

preservation. Any old woman who drinks and dozes could
recite to us more interecting dreams, and worthier of the

Divinity.

Surely thy effrontery is of the calmest and most philosophical

kind, that thou reraarkest to me a want of historic evidence when
I offered a suggestion ; and when thou thyself hast attributed to

Solon 37 the most improbable falsehoods on the antiquity and the

exploits of your ancestors, telling us that time had "obliterated"

these "memorable" annals. What Is obliterated at home, Solon

picks up fresh and vivid in Egypt. An Egyptian priest, the

oldest and wisest of the body, informs him that Athens was built

a thousand years before Sais, by the goddess Neithes, as they call

her, but as we, Athene, who received the seed of the city from
the Earth and Vulcan. The records of Athens are lost, and
those of Sais mount up no higher than eight thousand years.

Enough to make her talk like an old woman.
I have, in other places and on other occasions, remarked to

those about me many, if not equal and similar yet gross, absurd-

ities in thy writings.

Plato. Gently ! I know it. Several of these, supposing

them to be what you denominate them, are originally from others,

and from the gravest men.

Diogenes. Gross absurdities are usually of that parentage : the

idle and weak produce but petty ones, and such as gambol at

theatres and fairs. Thine are good for nothing : men are too

old, and children too young, to laugh at them. There is no
room for excuse or apology in the adoption of another's foolery.

Imagination may heat a writer to such a degree that he feels not

what drops from him or clings to him of his own : another's is

taken up deliberately, and trimmed at leisure. I will now proceed

with thee. I ^^ have heard it affirmed (but, as philosophers are the

affirmers, the assertion may be questioned) that there is not a

notion or idea, in the wide compass of thy works, originally thy

own.

f^TimacuSjZi, &c. Among the exploits ofthe Athenians there recounted

is the conquest of the lost land of Atlantis.]

[38 From " I " to " boast " (35 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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Plato. I have made them all mine by my manner of treating

them.

Diogenes. If I throw my cloak over a fugitive slave to steal

him, it is so short and straight, so threadbare and chinky, that he

would be recognized by the idlest observer who had seen him

seven years ago in the market-place ; but if thou hadst enveloped

him in thy versicolored and cloudlike vestiary, puffed and effuse,

rustling and rolling, nobody could guess well what animal was

under it, much less what man. And such a tissue would conceal

a gang of them as easily as it would a parsley-bed, or the study

yonder of young Demosthenes. Therefore, I no more wonder

that thou art tempted to run in chase of butterflies, and catchest

many, than T am at discovering that thou breakest their wings and

legs by the weight of the web thou throwest over them ; and that

we find the head of one indented into the body of another, and

never an individual retaining the color or character of any species.

Thou hast indeed, I am inclined to believe, some ideas of thy own:
for instance, when thou tellest us that a well-governed city ought

to let her walls go to sleep along the ground. ^^ Pallas forbid that

any city should do it where thou art, for thou wouldst surely

deflour her before the soldiers of the enemy could break in on the

same errand. The poets are bad enough ; they eveiy now and

then want a check upon them : but there must be an eternal vigi-

lance against philosophers. Yet I would not drive you all out of

the city gates, because I fain would keep the countiy parts from

pollution.

Plato. Certainly, O Diogenes, 1 cannot retort on you the

accusation of employing any language or any sentiments but your
own, unquestionably the purest and most genuine SinopSan.

Diogenes. Welcome to another draught of it, my courteous

guestj By thy own confession, or rather thy own boast, thou

stolest every idea thy voluminous books convey ; and therefore

thou wouldst persuade us that all other ideas must have an arche-

type ; and that God *" himself, the demiurgos, would blunder and
botch without one. Now cannot God, by thy good leave, gentle

[39 Laws, 778. Diogenes, mocking at Plato's idea of banishing certain

kinds of poets from his city, Republic, 398, asserts that he would banish
all philosophers.]

[""Timaeus, 28.]
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Plato ! quite as easily form a thing as conceive it ? and execute
it as readily at once as at twice ? Or hath he rather, in some
slight degree, less of plastic power than of mental ? Seriously, if

thou hast received these fooleries from the Egyptian priests, piythee,

for want of articles more valuable to bring among us, take them
back on thy next voyage, and change them against the husk of a

pistachio dropped from the pouch of a sacred ape.

Thy God is like thyself, as most men's gods are. He throws

together a vast quantity of stuff, and leaves his workpeople to cut

out and tack it together, after their own fashion and fancy.

These demons or genii are mischievous and fantastical imps : it

would have been better if they had always sitten with their hands

before them, or played and toyed with one another, like the young
folks in the garden of Acaderaus. As thou hast modified the

ideas of those who went before thee, so those who follow thee

will modify thine. The wiser of them will believe, and reasonably

enough, that it is time for the demiurgos to lay his head upon his

pillow, after heating his brains with so many false conceptions,

and to let the world go on its own way, without any anxiety or

concern.

Beside, would not thy dialogues be much better and more in-

teresting, if thou hadst given more vaiiety to the characters, and

hadst introduced them conversing on a greater variety of topics ?

Thyself and Prodicus,*! if thou wouldst not disdain to meet him,

might illustrate the nature of allegory, might explain to your

audience where it can enter gracefully, and where it must be

excluded. We should leara from you, perhaps, under whose

guidance it first came into Greece ; whether any one has men-
tioned the existence of it in the poems of Oqiheus and Musasus

(now so lost that we possess no traces of them), or whether it was

introduced by Homer, and derived from the tales and mythology

of the East. Certainly he has given us for deities such personages

as were never worshipped in our country ; some he found, I suspect,

in the chrysalis state of metaphors, and hatched them by the warmth

of his genius into allegories, giving them a strength of wing by

[41 Piodicus of Ceos was the author of the well-known Allegory of the

Choice of Heracles, which Xenophon in the Memorabilia represents Socrates

as quoting with admiration. Even Plato usually mentions Prodicus with

some sort of respect.]
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which they were carried to the summit of Olympus. Euripides

and Aristophanes might discourse upon comedy and tragedy, and

upon that species of poetry which, though the eariiest and niost

universal, was cultivated in Attica with little success until the time

of Sophocles.

Plato. You mean the Ode.
Diogenes. I do. There is hardly a comer of Greece, hardly

an islet, where the children of Pallas were not called to school

and challenged by choristers.

Plato. These disquisitions entered into no portion of my plan.

Diogenes. Rather say, ill-suited thy genius ; having laid down

no plan whatever for a series of dialogues. School-exercises,

or, if thou pleasest to call them so, disquisitions, i-equire no such

form as thou hast given to them, and they block up the inlets

and outlets of conversation, which, to seem natural, should not

adhere too closely to one subject. The most delightful parts

both of philosophy and of fiction might have opened and expanded

before us, if thou hadst selected some fifty or sixty of the wisest,

most eloquent, and most facetious, and hadst made them exert

their abilities on what was most at their command.

Plato. I am not certain that I could have given to Aris-

tophanes all his gayety and humor.

Diogenes. Art thou certain thou hast given to Socrates all

his irony and perspicacity, or even all his virtue ?

Plato. His virtue I think I have given him fully.

Diogenes. Few can comprehend the whole of it, or see

where it is separated from wisdom. Being a philosopher, he

must have known that marriage would render him less con-

templative and less happy, though he had chosen the most beauti-

ful, the most quiet, the most obedient, and most affectionate

woman in the world ; yet he preferred what he considered his

duty as a citizen to his peace of mind.

Plato. He might hope to beget children in sagacity like him-
self.

Diogenes. He can never have hoped it at all, or thought

about it as became him. He must have observed that the sons

of meditative men are usually dull and stupid ; and he might

foresee that those philosophers or magistrates whom their father

had excelled would be, openly or covertly, their enemies.
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Plato. Here then is no proof of his prudence or his virtue.

True *2 indeed is your remark on the children of the contempla-

tive ; and we have usually found them rejected from the higher

offices, to punish them for the celebrity of their fathers.

Diogenes. Why didst not thou introduce thy preceptor

arguing fairly and fully on some of these topics ? Wert thou

afraid of disclosing his inconsistencies ? A man to be quite con-

sistent must live quite alone. I know not whether Socrates would
have succeeded in the attempt ; I only know I have failed.

Plato. I hope, most excellent Diogenes, I shall not be ac-

cused of obstructing much longer so desirable an experiment.

Diogenes. I will bear with thee some time yet. The earth is

an obstruction to the growth of seed ; but the seed cannot grow

well without it. When 1 have done with thee, I will dismiss

tliee with my usual courtesy.

There are many who marry from utter indigence of thought,

captivated by the playfulness of youth, as if a kitten were never

to be a cat ! Socrates was an unlikely man to have been un-

der so sorrowful an illusion. Those among you who tell us that

he married the too handy Xantippe for the purpose of exercising

his patience, turn him from a philosopher into a fool. We should

be at least as moderate in the indulgence of those matters which

bring our patience into play, as in the indulgence of any other.

It is better to be sound than hard, and better to be hard than

callous.

Plato. Do you say that, Diogenes ?

Diogenes. I do say it ; and I confess to thee that I am grown

harder than is well for me. Thou wilt not so easily confess that

an opposite course of life hath rendered thee callous. Frugality

and severity must act upon us long and uninterruptedly before

they produce this effect : pleasure and selfishness soon produce

the other. The red-hot iron is but one moment in sending up

its fumes from the puddle it is turned into, and in losing its

brightness and its flexibility.

Plato. I *^ have admitted your definitions, and now I accede

1*2 From "True" to "fathers" (3 lines) added in 2nd ed.]

^ From '•!" to "and" (2 lines) added in 2nd ed. The following

passage refers to Diogenes's refutation of Plato's definition of Man as " a

ieatherless biped."]
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to your illustrations. But illustrations are pleasant merely ; and

definitions are easier than discoveries.

Diogenes. The easiest things in the world when they are

made ; nevertheless thou hast given us some dozens, and there

is hardly a complete or a just one on the list ; hardly one that

any wench, watching her bees and spinning on Hymettus, might

not have corrected.

Plato. As you did, no doubt, when you threw into my
school the cock you had stripped of its feathers.

Diogenes. Even to the present day, neither thou nor any of

thy scholars have detected the fallacy.

Plato. We could not dissemble that our definition was

inexact.

Diogenes. I do not mean that.

Platp. What then ?

Diogenes. I would remark that neither thou nor thy dis-

ciples found me out.

Plato. We saw you plainly enough ; we heard you too,

crying. Behold Plato^s man ?

Diogenes. It was not only a reproof of thy temerity in defini-

tions, but a trial of the facility with which a light and unjust

ridicule of them would be received.

Plato. Unjust perhaps not, but certainly rude and vulgar.

Diogenes. Unjust, I repeat it ; because thy definition was

of man as Nature formed him ; and the cock, when I threw it

on the floor, was no longer as Nature had formed it. Thou art

accustomed to lay down as peculiarities the attributes that belong,

equally or nearly, to several things or persons.

Plato. The characteristic is not always the definition, nor

meant to be accepted for it. I have called tragedy drj/ji^OTep-

Ticrarov, " most delightful to the people ;
" and -^v^^aywyiTiui-

rarov, "most agitating to the soul: " no person can accuse me
of laying down these terms as the definition of tragedy. The
former is often as applicable to rat-catching, and the latter to

cold bathing. I have called the dog <piX6ij,ahg, " fond of

acquiring information," and (piXoaoifiou, "fond of wisdom ;
" but

I never have denied that man is equally or more.

Diogenes. Deny it then, instantly. Every dog has that

property ; every man has not : I mean the p/Xo/ia^ss. The
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ipiXdgopov is false in both cases ; for words must be taken as

tliey pass current in our days, and not according to any ancient

acceptation. The author of the Margitei says :

—

IbvS' 6vt' d.v (TKaTTijpa 6eoi Biaav 6vt dporijpa

"OvT S.\Xas n ao(j>{>v.^

Here certainly the iropos has no reference to the higher and
intellectual powers, as with us, since he is placed by the poet

among delvers and ploughmen. The compound word <pi7.6-

aoipog did not exist when the author of Margites wrote ; and

the lover of wisdom, in his days, was the lover of the country.

Her aspirants, in ours, are quarrelling and fighting in the streets

about her ; and nevertheless, while they rustle their Asiatic robes

around them, leave her as destitute, as naked, and as hungry as

they found her.

Plato. Did your featherless cock render her any service ?

Diogenes. Yes.

Plato. I corrected and enlarged the definition without your

assistance.

Diogenes. Not without it : the best assistance is the first,

and the first was the detection of insufficiency and error. Thy
addition was, " that man has broad nails ;

" now art thou certain

that all monkeys have sharp and round ones ? I have heard

the contrary ; and *^ I know that the mole has them broad and

flat.

Plato. What wouldst thou say man is, and other animals

are not ?

Diogenes. I would say, lying and malicious.

Plato. Because he alone can speak ; he alone can reflect.

Diogenes. Excellent reason ! If speech be the communi-
cation of what is felt, made by means of the voice, thinkest

thou other creatures are mute ? All that have legs, I am in-

clined to believe, have voices : whether fishes have, I know not.

Thou wouldst hardly wish me to take the trouble of demon-
strating that men lie, both before their metamoiphosis into

philosophers and after
; yet perhaps thou mayst wish to hear

p4 "Him the gods made neither a digger nor a plougher nor skilled in

aught else at all."]

[« From "and" to "flat " (l lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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wherefore, if other animals reason and reflect (which is proved

in them by apprehending mischief and avoiding it, and Kke-

wise by the exertion of memory), they are not also malicious.

Plato. Having kept in their memory an evil received, many

of them evince their malice, by attacking long afterward those

who did it.

Diogenes. This is not malice, in man or beast. Malice is

ill-will without just cause, and desire to injure without any hope

of benefiting from it. Tigers and serpents seize on the unwary,

and inflict deadly wounds : tigers from sport or hunger, serpents

from fear or hurt ; neither of them from malice, neither oi them

from hatred. Dogs indeed and horses do acquire hatred in their

domestic state ; they had none originally : they must sleep under

man's roof before they share with him his high feeling ; that

high feeling which renders him the destroyer of his own kind,

and the devourer of his own heart. We are willing to consider

both revenge and envy as much worse blemishes in the character

than malice. Yet for one who is invidious there are six or seven

who are malicious, and for one who is revengefvd there are fifty.

In revenge there must be something of energy, however short-

breathed and indeterminate. Many are exempt from it because

they are idle and forgetful ; more, because they are circumspect

and timid : but nothing hinders the same people from being

malicious. Envy, abominable as we call her, and as she is,

often stands upon a richly-figured base, and is to be recognized

only by the sadness with which she leans over the emblems of

power and genius. The contracted heart of Malice can never

swell to sadness. Seeing nothing that she holds desirable, she

covets nothing ; she would rather the extinction than the pos-

session of what is amiable ; she hates high and low, bad and

good, coldly pertinacious and lazily morose.

Thou Plato, who hast cause to be invidious of not many, art

of nearly all ; and thy wit pays the fine, being rendered thereby

the poorest I know in any Athenian ambitious of it.

Plato. If the fact be thus, the reason is different.

Diogenes. What is it, then ?

Plato. That every witticism is an inexact thought ; that

what is perfectly true is imperfectly witty ; and that I have
attended more sedulously and more successfully to verity.
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Diogenes. Why not bring the simplicity of truth into the

paths of life ? Why not try whether it would look as becom-
ingly in actions as in words ; in the wardrobe and at table as in

deductions and syllogisms ! Why not demonstrate to the youth
of Athens that thou in good earnest canst be contented with
a little ?

Plato. So I could, if the times required it.

Diogenes. They will soon ; and we should at least be taught

our rudiments, before a hard lesson is put into our hands.

Plato. This makes me think again that your grammatical

knowledge, O Diogenes, is extensive. The plain and only sense

of the second verse

—

Diogenes. What second verse ? Were we talking of any

such things I

Plato. Yes, just now.

Diogenes. I had forgotten it.

Plato. How ! forgotten the Margites ? The meaning of

the words is "nor fit for anything else."

Homer in like manner uses nbuig very frequently, to indicate

mere manual skill. The spirit of inquiry, the (piXofLakg, we take

upon ourselves with the canine attributes ; we talk of indagating,

of investigating, of questing.

Diogenes. I know the respect thou bearest to the dogly

character, and can attribute to nothing else the complacency with

which thou hast listened to me since I released thy cloak. If

ever the Athenians, in their inconstancy, should issue a decree to

deprive me of the appellation they have conferred on me, rise up,

I pray thee, in my defence, and protest that I have not merited

so severe a mulct. Something I do deserve at thy hands ; having

supplied thee, first with a store of patience, when thou wert going

without any about thee, although it is the readiest viaticum and

the heartiest sustenance of human life ; and then with weapons

from this tub, wherewith to drive the importunate cock before

thee out of doors again.*"

Plato. My presence then may, after so generous and long a

hospitality, be excused.

Diogenes. Wait a little yet, to accept a few gifts and gra-

tuities at parting. The Defence of Socrates comes out some-

[*8In ist ed. the Conversation ends here.

J
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what late. The style pleases me greatly more than in any of

thy dialogues : truth is the chief thing wanting in it.

Plato. In what part ? For surely the main is well remem-
bered by all the city.

Diogenes. Socrates,*^ I am credibly informed, never called

Meletus a strange man, as thou recordest, for accusing him of

thinking the sun stone, the moon earth, instead of gods ; telling

him before the judges that such an accusation ought rather to

have been brought against Anaxagoras, whose treatise to this

purport was sold at the theatre for a drachma. Never did

Socrates say that he might fairly be laughed to scorn if he ever

had countenanced so absurd a doctrine. Now, Plato, although

in thy work on the I^aws thou art explicit in thy declaration that

the sun and moon are deities, Anaxagoras denied the fact, and

Socrates never asserted it. In this misrepresentation of thine,

regarding the friend of Pericles, there was little harm beyond the

falsehood ; for Anaxagoras was dead, and hemlock might be

growing on his grave, but could not reach his heart or even his

extremities. When I was a youngster I often tried to throw a

stone over the moon, unsuspicious that it was a goddess ; had it

been, she must be the best tempered of all in heaven, or she

would have sent the stone back on my head for my impiety.

My wonder was, that, although I clearly saw the stone ascend as

high as the moon, and somewhat higher, it always fell on this

side. The moon seemed only to laugh at me ; and so did the

girls who were reaping. Had they been philosophers, with any
true religion about them, they would have made an Oi-pheus of

me, and have torn me to pieces. But being of SinopI, not of

Athens, they thought about nothing else than merriment at an

idle pelter of the moon.
Plato. We may know more hereafter in relation to these

matters.

Diogenes. Not if philosophers are agreed that it is impious to

inquire into them, which, as thou relatest, was the opinion of
Socrates. Without sun and moon we have more gods than we
know what to do with. If the greater are unable to manage us

and keep us in order, sun and moon can help them but little. It

is long before men apply to any good the things that lie before

l« Apology, i6.]
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them. Air, fire, water, have been applied to new purposes from
age to age : poets have seen dimly some of them

; philosophers
would extinguish the little lamps they carry, but not such philo-

sophers as Anaxagoras. Common tilings, which at present are

brought into little or no use, will hereafter be applied to many

:

above other common things, common sense. Socrates calls that

forbidden which, piling up syllogism on syllogism, and exerting the

whole length of his tongue, he was unable to reach. Pythagoras,

as wise a man, Anaxagoras a wiser, were invited by Nature to in-

vestigate her secrets ; when they were advancing too boldly, she

gently pushed them back, but never threw the door abruptly in

their faces : it stands vidde open still. Socrates denounced as

impious all physical speculations ; these the religious man, the

only true phOosopher, might find manifested to him through

oracles and omens. If thy master, among his many acquire-

ments, had acquired the faculty of speaking plainly, he would have

spoken like Anaxagoras, whom, at least it must be conceded, he

never had, as thou representest, the folly, the disingenuousness,

the impudence, to decry.

Plato. Did not the priestess of Apollo declare him to be the

wisest of mankind ?
*^

Diogenes. The priestess was an old woman, and the fumes

were potent. I have never been able to find out on what occa-

sion this oracle was delivered. Oracles are consulted by those

who are the most interested. Surely not even a philosopher

would be so impudent as to ask a god whether he was the wisest

man upon earth. Nor are such the matters on which oracles are

pronounced; but future results of arduous undertakings. The
story carries a falsehood on the face of it.

Plato. You are the first that ever doubted the fact, whatever

may have been the occasion ; there is a cloud of witnesses to its

universal belief.

Diogenes. I never could see my way through a cloud of

witnesses, especially in temples. Lies are as communicative as

fleas ; and truth is as difficult to lay hold upon as air.

1^43
II Well Chaerophon, as you know, was very impetuous in all his doings,

»nd he went to Delphi and boldly asked the oracle to tell him whether

. . . there was any one wiser than I was, and the Pythian prophetess

answered that there was no man wiser." Apology, 21.]
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Plato. I feel the acuteness of the former simile ; and I wish

I could controvert the latter.

Diogenes. Consider well the probability of such a declaration

from Delphi. Would the people of Athens, religious as they

are, ever have ventured to accuse of impiety, and to condemn to

death for it, the very man whom an infallible god had so sig-

nalized ? If fifty ages and fifty nations had taken up this fable,

I would reduce it to dust under my feet.

Plato. I dare not listen to such discourse.

Diogenes. Thou shalt ; were it only for variety.

Plato. I limited my discourse to the defence of Socrates;

with such as Anaxagoras and Democritus we have nothing in

common. But, censuring Socrates as you do, you must surely

want your usual modesty, O citizen of Sinop^ !

Diogenes. Praise me then ; since, wanting it, I never took

any one's away.

Plato. Little should I now wonder to hear you call your-

self as wise as he was.

Diogenes. Could he keep at home as I do ? Could he ab-

stain from questioning and quibbling, to win the applause of boys

and pedants ? Am I not contented in my own house here, over

whose roof, standing on level ground, I cast my shadow ? I

pretend not to know the secrets of the lower regions or the

upper : I let the gods sit quiet, and they do the same by me.

Hearing that there are three Furies, I have taken the word of

the wise for it, and never have carried a link down below in

search of a fourth. He found her up here. I neither envy him

his discovery, nor wonder at the tranquillity of his death.

Wisdom is tripartite : saying, doing, avoiding.

Plato. Mine, I must acknowledge, has been insufficient in

the latter quality ; but I hope to correct my fault in future.

Diogenes. On this particular I am not incredulous. Thou
owest me too much ever to let me smell thy beard again. From
this humble and frugal house of mine thou shalt carry home
whole truths, and none mutilated ; intelligible truths, and none

ambiguous. Probably I know not a quarter of thy writings ; but,

in the number I do know, I find more incongruous scraps of

philosophy and religion, sweet, sour, and savory, thrown into one

stewing-pan, and simmering and bubbling, than my stomach con

digest or my fingers separate.
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Plato. Too encomiastic ! If I may judge by the fumes of the

garlic, the stomach is surely strong ; and, if another sense is

equally faithful, the fingers are armed at all points.

Diogenes. Well spoken and truly. I have improved thee
already

; go thy way, and carry thy whole robe safe back.

Diogenes Laertius, biographer of tlie Cynic, is among the most inelegant
and injudicious writers of antiquity

;
yet his book is highly valuable for

the anecdotes it preserves. No philosopher or other man more abounded
in shrewd wit than the philosopher of Sinope, whose opinions have been
somewhat misunderstood, and whose memory hath suffered much injustice.

One Diodes, and afterward Eubulides, mention him (it appears) as hav-

ing been expelled from Sinope for counterfeiting money ; and his bio-

grapher tells us that he has recorded it of himself. His words led astray

these authors. He says that he marked false money ; for an equivoke was
ever the darling of Diogenes, and, by the marking of false money, he
means only that he exposed the fallacies of pretenders to virtue and philo-

sophy. Had he been exiled for the crime of forgery, Alexander of

Macedon, we may well suppose, would not have visited him, would not

have desired him to ask any favour he chose, would not have declared that,

if he were not Alexander, he would fain have been Diogenes. He did not

visit him from an idle curiosity, for he had seen him before in his father's

camp on his first invasion of Greece, where he was apprehended as a spy :

and, being brought before the king, exclaimed, " I am indeed a spy : a

spy of thy temerity and cupidity, who hazardeth on the cast of a die thy
throne and life." This is related by Plutarch in his Ethics. Some men
may think forgery no very heinous crime, but all must think it an act of

dishonesty ; and kings (whose moral scale is nowhere an exact one) would
be likely to hold it in greater reprobation than anything but treason and
insurrection. Had the accusation been true, or credited, or made at the

time, the Athenians would not have tolerated so long his residence among
them, severe as he was on their manners, and peculiarly contemptuous and
contumelious toward the orators and philosophers ; Plato for instance, and

afterwards Demosthenes. Here however we may animadvert on the in-

accuracy of attributing to him the reply, when somebody asked him what
he thought of Socrates as having seen him, ^^ that he thought him a madman^^

Diogenes was but twelve years old at the death of Socrates, and did not

leave Sinope till long after. The answer, we may conceive, originated from

the description that Plato in many of his dialogues had given of his master.

Among the feults of Plato he ridiculed his affectation of new words un.

necessary and inelegant ; for instance, his coinage of TpaTe^bTTji, and

KvaBlmis, which Plato defended very frigidly, telling him that, although

he had eyes to see a cup and a table, he had not understanding for cuffeity

and tableity ; and it indeed must be an uncommon one 1 Plato himself,

the most invidious of the Greek writers, says that he was another Socrates,

but a mad one ; meaning (no doubt) that he was a Socrates when he spoke

generally, a mad one when he spoke of him. Among his hearers was
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Pliocion : a fact wliich alone would set aside the tale of his adversaries,

a tliou'.Li'ul times repeated by their readers, about his public indulgence in

certain ir.imoralities which no magistrature would tolerate.

Late in life he was taken by pirates, and sold to Xeniades the Corinth-

ian, whc/e children he educated, and who declared that a good genius had
entered his house in Diogenes. Here he died. A contest arose, to whom
among his intimates and disciples should be allowed the distinction of sup-

plying the expenses of his funeral ; nor was it settled till the fathers of his

auditors and the leaders of the people met together, and agreed to bury

him at the public charge at the gate of the Isthmus : the most remarkable

spot in Greece, by the assemblage of whose bravest inhabitants it was
made glorious, and sacred by the games in honour of her gods.

VIII. XENOPHON AND CYRUS THE YOUNGER.i

Cyrus. Xenophon, 1 have longed for an opportunity of con-

versing with thee alone, on matters in which thou excitest my
admiration. According to report thou wert the disciple of

Socrates the Mage, whom the Athenians condemned to drink

hemlock, because he had a genius of his own.
Xenophon. It is true, O Cyrus, I was.

Cyrus. Verily, O wonderful man, thou must be the best

farrier and hunter in Greece ; and, thinking on thee, I have
oftentimes wished in my heart that so deserving a country as thy

Attica, which is not destitute of wolves, polecats, and foxes, had,

for eveiy one of them, a leopard, a lion, and a tiger.

Xenophon. O son of Darius, king of kings ! the gods do not

[1 The history of Cyrus may be briefly given. Darius, King of Persia,
died, leaving two sons, Artaxerxes the elder, who succeeded him, and
Cyrus, to whom he had given a satrapy. On his father's death Artaxerxes
threw his brother into prison, and was only persuaded to spare his life

and release him by the entreaties of his mother Parysatis. The danger
and disgrace he had thus experienced determined Cyrus to attempt to
depose his brother, and for this end he collected an army of Greek
mercenaries, one of whom was Xenophon the Athenian, and invaded
Persia. He was, however, defeated and killed at Cynaxa, and the Greek
troops only affected their retreat with much difficulty under the command
of Xenophon. Besides writing an account of the expedition of Cyrus,
Xenophon also wrote a treatise concerning hunting, and two treatises on
the management of horses. (Imag. Convers., iii., 1S27. Works, i., 1S46.
Iraag. Convers., Gk'i. and Rom., 185J. Works, ii., 1S76.)]
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bestow all their gifts upon one country; or, having bestowed
them, it seemeth good unto their divine majesties that mortals

should counteract their beneficence. We no longer have those

valiant creatures among us; to which privation I attribute it

chiefly that we possess more eloquence indeed and learning than

those who have them, but less bodily activity and strength.

Cyrus. There are other and better reasons, O Xenophon, for

these things. You are unbelievers in the true religion, and have

sunk through your idleness on the bosom of false gods
;
you clasp

graven images, falling at the feet of such as have any.

Xenophon. O Cyrus, I have observed that the authors of good

make men very bad as often as they talk much about them
;

whether it be to punish us for our presumption, or merely to

laugh at us, I do not know ; nor have I ever heard my master

Socrates discourse upon the question. Ceitain it appears to me
from whatever I have read, that the powerful and the wise lose

both their power and their wisdom the moment they enter into

this dim and sacred inclosure ; just as, on entering the apartment

of the women in your country, you lay aside both slipper and

turban, and cover the head with only the extremity of the robe.

Cyrus. We will try to keep ourselves no less cool and

orderly on our argument, if thou wilt come into it with me.

And now inform me, O most excellent, on what difference in

religion or government you Greeks denominate all other nations,

and among the rest even us, barbarians ?

Xenophon. If, O Cyrus, 1 may (as I believe I may) rely on

thy wisdom, thy modesty, and moderation, I will answer the

question to the best of my abilities.

Cyrus. I, who aspire to the throne of my ancestors, cannot

be angry at the voice of truth, nor offended that a guest should

execute my wishes.

Xenophon. Courtesy and gentleness distinguish the Persians

from other moitals. They are less subject to cruelty than any

race among men, unless sceptres lie across their path. Now,
Cyrus, those things must surely be the worst of things which

render the most humane of men the most inhumane. I deviate a

little way fi-om the main question, like ray teacher, for the

pui'pose of asking a preparatory one, which may lead me back

again, and enable me to conduct thee smoothly and pleasantly.
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Pray inform me, O C5n-us, since I am about to be a leader in thy

ai-my, what are thy orders if I should happen to intercept the

concubines of any hostile satrap ?

Cyrus. O Xenophon, keep thy hands, thy eyes, thy desires,

away from them, as becomes thy gravity of wisdom and purity of

heart, expressed in a countenance where we discern and venerate

the beauty of seriousness and reserve.

Xenophon. O Cyrus, I am a hunter, and, being so, a deviser

of stratagems, and may perchance take others than concubines. I

dare not utter what labors in ray bosom : in vain fidelity excites

and urges me.

Cyrus. Speak, O best Xenophon !

Xenophon. If then destiny should cast down before me the

horse of thy brother Artaxerxes, and the chances of war, or

Mars after due sacrifice, should place him in my power,—what

is my duty ?

Cyrus. Canst not thou, having in turn with others of thy

countrymen the command of ten thousand Greeks,^ do thy duty

without consulting me in cases which, being unforeseen, are

discretionary ?

Xenophon. The fall of a king is terrible.

Cyrus. The rebound is worse. When your Saturn fell from

heaven, did any god or mortal lend a hand to raise him up

again ?

Xenophon. It were impiety to contend against Jupiter.

Cyrus. It were madness to contend against Destiny. Ac-
cording to your fables, Saturn came first ; then came Jupiter.

The same divine right of expelling and occupying will be

asserted as occasion may require. But Destiny saw the order of

things rise, and sees it continue ; and gods before her are almost

as little and weak as we are : she teaches them to repeat her

words and obliges them to execute her will. If thou hast any

wisdom, as thou surely hast, O disciple of Socrates the Mage,

never ask me another question on such a contingency. But

[2 This is a curious passage. Until some time after the death of Cyrus,

Xenophon was only a subaltern in the army. The allusion to the

generals commanding in turn seems to be due to a recollection of the

organisation in the Athenian army before the battle of Marathon. There
was no such arrangement in the army of Cyrus.]
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answer me now, I entreat thee, about the strange word barbarian,

at which (I hear) there are satraps and royalets who take offence

when you apply it to tliem.

Xenophon. Attribute not the invention of the word to us, O
Cyrus ! I have been as studious to know the derivation of it,

as thou art ; for it is not Greek. On the return of Plato (of

whom perhaps thou hast heard some mention) from Egypt, I

learned from him* that the expression was habitual with the

priests of that country ; whence we, who have borrowed much
knowledge from the Egyptians, borrowed also this term. They
apply it as we do, to all strangers indiscriminately ; but originally

it signified those only who live nearest to them, and whom on

that account, as is customary with every nation in the world, they

hated most. The Africans to the westward are called by them-

selves ber-ber, a generic name, and probably of honourable import.

Cyrus. O Xenophon, thou art indeed a treasury of wisdom
;

and in addition to it, I pray thee, do the gods, as I have heard.-

manifest to thee future events in dreams ?
^

Xenophon. Some they have truly laid open unto me.

Cyrus. Couldst not thou, O most wonderful, pray to them
(not telling them that I said anything about the matter) to give

thee one about the success of my arms ? For our own pure

religion does not allow us to expect or to pray for such an

intervention.

Xenophon. If we had an oracle near, I would consult it.

For dreams usually are confined to the eventual good or evil of

the dreamer, although there are instances to the contrary ; but in

these instances the dreams fall upon minds peculiarly gifted, and

properly fitted for their reception.

Cyrus. I have asked the Sun several times for counsel ; and

yet I never could collect out of his radiance any certain sign or

token. Only once it was attended by a lark, suddenly

" Springing from cr}'stal step to crystal step

In the bright air, where none can follow her."

• Plato says nothing on the subject ; it seems probable that in this

manner the expression came first among the Greeks, who would otherwise,

we may suppose, have taken the name of some nearer and more ferocious

tribe.

[3 See p. 74.]
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Thus one of our old poets, in a volume laid up at Persepolis,

describes her. The lark herself, and the recollection of the

lines, comforted and animated me greatly : first the bird, merry

and daring ; then the brightness of the air ; and lastly, but

principally, the words " that she was rising where none could

follow her." This must certainly mean myself; for who can

suppose that Artaxerxes at that moment saw another lark doing

the like, or remembered the same verses, which came upon me
like a voice inspired ?

Xenophon. Although larks are not strictly birds of auguiy,

like eagles and vultures, and swans and herons, and owls and

chickens, yet in this country, and against the Sun, and upon such

an occasion, the appearance hath its weight with me, O Cyrus

!

However, I would not neglect to sharpen the scimitar, and to

see that the horses be well exercised, and have plenty of oats and

barley in the manger, and that their manes be carefully combed,

lest the adversaiy think us disorderly and unprovided, and

inclined to flight. For the immortal gods have often changed

their minds upon finding us too confident and secure, or too

negligent and idle, and have enlightened ours, to our cost, with a

new and contrary interpretation of sentences uttered by their

oracles.

Cyrus. On reflecting a little, I think these oracles in general

are foolish things.

Xenophon. I wish, O blameless Cyrus, that such a word had

never overflown the enclosure of thy teeth, as the divine Homer
says.

Cyrus. I wonder, O most intelligent and thoughtfiol Xeno-
phon, that you Greeks, so few as there are of you, should

worship such a number of gods.

Xenophon. And I, O Cyrus, that you who have occasion for

so many, and particularly just at present, should adore but one.

The Sun (I would speak it without offence) is nothing but an

orb of fire ; although, as some say, of a prodigious magnitude,

hardly less than the Peloponnese.*

Cyrus. I once heard from a slave, a scholar of Democri-

tus, that it is many hundred times greater than the earth.

[ This opinion is attributed to Anaxagoras, whose lectures Socrates

had attended."!
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Xenophon. I seldom laugh, and ought never at insanity, and
least of all at tliis, Alas, poor Greek ! when he lost his freedom
he lost his sen-es. O immortal gods! may my countrymen at
no time be rediiced to that calamity, which nothing but this can
mitigate

!

Cyrus. He added that, immense as is the glorious orb, it is

only a dowdiop on the finger of God, shining from it under the
light of his countenance, as he waves his paternal blessing over
the many-peopled world.

Xenophon. This is poetry, but oriental. Strange absurdity

!

when Jupiter is barely a foot taller than I am ; as may be well

imagined by his intermingling with our women, and without
inconvenience on either side : at least I have heard of none
recorded by the priests. He has indeed a prodigious power of
limb, and his expansion at need is proportionate to his com-
pactness.

Cyrus. Give me thy sentiments, freely and entirely.

Xenophon. I cannot but marvel then, O Cyms, at the blind-

ness of the Persians. There is no other great nation, at all

known to us, that does not acknowledge a plurality and variety

of gods ; and this consent, so nearly universal, ought to convince

the ingenuous and unprejudiced. I see the worst consequences to

a government in countenancing the adoration of a single one, to

the exclusion and mortification of the rest.

Cyrus. Perhaps to such a loose fabric as a republic.

Xenophon. In a monarchy no less. Power hath here too its

gradations : the monarch, the mages, and the satraps.

Cyrus. Do not you see at once the beauty of this form ? No
government is harmonious or rational without three estates ; none
decorous or stable. The throne must have legs ; but the legs

must never stand uppermost : the king bears upon the mages, they

bear upon the floor, or people. The king reserves to himself

omnipotence ; he grants to his mages omniscience ; to his people,

in the body, omnipresence. In this manner he divides himself;

but all is one. Where power is so well poised, in case of urgency

we might impose taxes to the amount of nearly a tenth, and rarely

hear a murmur in the land. If you, the magistrates of free

Greeks, were to demand a fifteenth of the property in Attica for

the purposes of government, the people would stone you. Now
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unquestionably that regimen is the best which hath constantly the

most power over them ; as that is the best riding by which the

horse is managed the most easily and quietly, in even places and

uneven. Nothing is truer or plainer. If we had as many gods

and temples as you have, and if our deities and priests had as

good appetites, our armies must be smaller, our horses leaner, and

there would be more malignity and discord in the provinces. For

all sects, ail favorers I mean of particular gods and goddesses, are

united in one sentiment: that their deities are equally fond of

picking bones and breaking them. ,

Xenophon. Our religion is most beautiful.

Cyrus. Extremely so on the outside. In this external beauty,

as in that of women when it is extreme, there is little expression,

little sense. Our ritual is the best that can be devised for any

hot climate. In order to adore the Sun at his rising, we must

(it is needless to say) rise early. This is the time of day when

the mind and body are most active, and most labor can be per-

formed both by men and cattle. Hence agriculture flourishes

among us. Cleanliness, the consequence of our ablutions, is

another spring of activity and health. We possess large sandy

plains, which never would be cultivated unless they produced

myrrh, benzoin, lavender, and other odors ; the only sacrifices we
make to God. The ^ earth offers them to her Creator where she

hath nothing else to offer ; and he receives with a paternal smile,

in these sUent downs remote from groves, from cities and from

temples, her innocent oblations, her solitary endearments, her pure

breath. I do not complain that the Boeotians kill a bull for the

same purpose ; but a bull is that to which others beside gods and

priests could sit down at table : and the richer plains of Boeotia

would be cultivated whether Jupiter ate his roast beef or not.

Xenophon. There are many reasons, O Cyrus, politically

speaking, for your religion ; but it is not founded on immutable

truth, nor supported by indubitable miracles.

Cyrus. What things are those ?

Xenophon. I could mention several, attested by thousands.

Those of Bacchus, who traversed your country, are remembered

stiU among you ; but as Apollo is the god from whom at this

crisis we may hope a favourable oracle, I would represent to you

L'From "The" to " breath "
(5 lines) added in ind ed.]
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his infancy, his flight in the arms of Latona, and his victory over

the serpent: all as evident as that he sits above us arrayed in light,

and is worshipped by you, O Cyrus, although in ignorance of his

godhead.

Cyrus. I have heard about these things ; and since perhaps

we may consult his oracle, I will not question his power or deity

until that is over. About the event I have more curiosity than

inquietude, knowing the force of legitimacy on the minds of

men.

Why dost thou sigh, my friend ? do I appear to thee light,

irresolute, inconstant ?

Xenophon. Not thou, O Cyrus, but thy evil station. Nothing

is so restless as royalty ; not air, nor ocean, nor fire : nothing can

content or hold it. Certainties are uninteresting and sating to it

;

uncertainties are solicitous and sad. In its weakness it ruins

many, in its strength more. Thou, O Cyrus, art the most

intelligent of kings, and wilt be (let me augur it) the most potent.

Think that the immortal gods have placed thee on thy eminence

only as fheir sentinel, whose watch is long and wide, stationing thee

at the principal gate in the encampment of mankind. Great is

the good or evil that is about to flow far and near under thee.

' Cyrus. Far and near! These words, I think, are rather ill

placed, by one who was the disciple of Socrates the Mage. They
have however their meaning, their propriety, and, in thy eyes, their

right order. Thou, O Xenophon, I perceive, wouldst wish to

penetrate into my thoughts relating to the Athenians ; I have

already penetrated into theirs. I know that in sound policy you

never should let an ally whom you have served be greater than

yourselves, if you can prevent it ; and that those whom you assist,

like those whom you attack, should come off the worse for it in

the end. Individuals whom you succor in private life may some-

times be grateful ; kings never are. They will become of an

unfriendly temper toward you, were it only to prove to others,

and to persuade themselves, that they were powerful and flourishing

enough to have done without you.

If the victory should be mine, as cannot be doubted—I being

bom the son of a lung, Aitaxerxes not—there is no" danger that

so small a people as the Athenians should attempt to divide the

kingdom, or to compromise it in any way between us ; nor would
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I suffer it. But Policy is my voucher that I will assist you
against your enemies ; in such a manner however as to provide

that you shall always have some, and dangerous enough at least

to attract your notice. I say these words to you in pure con-

fidence. To a friend here speaks a friend ; to a wise man here

speaks no simple one.

Xenophon. If you would worship, O Cyrus, the gods ofGreece,

I should be the more confident of success.

Cyrus. I have indeed at times to a certain degree a faith in

auguries, in which I know the Greeks are expert : but although

your religion is in her youth, your gods are as avaricious as old

age could make them. Every religion that starts up, beyond

Persia,^ takes only as much truth to stand upon as will raise her

safely to men's purses. The Egyptian priests have extensive

lands ; Attica is poorer in soil : there it is requisite to have

oracles too and sacrifices, gold and cattle, oil and mUk, wax and

honey. If this religion should be succeeded by another, as it

must be when the fraud is laid open, the populace will follow

those enthusiasts who threw down the images of the gods, and

will help them the next morning to raise up others in the same

places, or even those elsewhere, differing but in name. Pride will

at first put on the garment of Humility ; and soon afterward will

Humility raise up her sordid baldness out of Pride's. Change in

rituals is made purely for lucre, and, under the name of Reformation,

comes only to break up a virgin turf or to pierce into an unexplored

mine. Religion with you began in veneration for those who
delivered you from robbers : it wUl end in the discovery that your

temples have been ever the dens of them. But in our hopes we
catch at straws ; the movement of a feather shakes us ; the

promise of a priest confirms us.

Let us now go to the stables : I have intelligence of a noble

tiger, scarcely three days' hard riding from us. The peasant who
found the creature shall be exalted in honor, and receive the

government of a province.

Xenophon. Is the beast a male or female, to the best of his

knowledge ?

[^"Beyond Persia" added in 2nd ed. The next sentence there reads
" Our mages and likewise the Egyptian priests had their lands : Attica,

&c."]
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Cyrus. A female : she was giving milk to her young ones.
On perceiving the countryman, she drew up her feet gently, and
squared her mouth, and rounded her eyes, slumberous with
content

; and they looked, he says, like sea-grottos, obscurely
green, interminably deep, at once awakening fear and stilling and
compressing it.

Xenophon. Fortunate he escaped her ! We might have lost

a fine day's hunting in ignorance of her lair.

Cyrus. He passed away gently, as if he had seen nothing

;

and she lay still, panting. Come, thou shalt take thy choice O
wonderful Xenophon, of my spears.

IX. ALCIBIADES AND XENOPHON.i

Xenophon. Hail, O Alcibiades ! Welcome art thou to the

Athenian who hath retired from the contentions and turmoils of
Athens, to spend his latter days among these hills and wood-
lands.

Alcibiades. Hail also, in return, O Xenophon, to thee ! Long
life, and sound health for the enjoyment of it ! Thou wast

always a lover of the chase, of which there is none within our

Attic territory ; and of whatever else is manly, of which there is

but little.

Xenophon. My old pursuits are indeed not wanting here.

We are, as thou discemest, under the ridges of Taygetos

;

which are reflected at this eventime with more than their own
grandeur on the broad Eurotas.

Alciliades. Graciously and hospitably am I received by the

most illustrious of the Adienians, under whose command it would

have been my glory to have fought. But pardon ray inten-oga-

don when I diffidently ask thee, in the name of all the gods and

P Alcibiades vfas assassinated before Cyrus started on his expedition

against Artaxerxes. Moreover he was then more than forty years of age.

Landor has accordingly founded the present Conversation on an ana-

chronism, and has assigned to Alcibiades a perpetual youth. (AthensEum,

Jan. 10, 1852. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, ii., 1876.)]
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demigods, why thou withdrewest thy right hand so suddenly and

abruptly ?

Xenophon. Wait, O Alcibiades, until the servants have

brought the salt water.

Jlcibiades. Infinite and immortal thanks, O most considerate

of mankind ! but I never drink it salt.

Xenophon. Of a certainty no such beverage is proposed to

thee. Chian wine is far preferable. But, unless I see thee duly

lustrated, I dare not touch thy hand.

Alcibiades. Thine own, O Xenophon, hath done bolder

things repeatedly. It would have prostrated the monarch of the

Medes and Persians, the king of kings.

Xenophon. Surely, had the gods so willed it. But behold,

here comes the vase of water ; here also the salt, gift of Poseidon

to the human race ; and virgin oil, strengthener and puiifier, gift

of the virgin goddess.

Alcibiades. Pleasant to the hand, after holding the bridle so

many hours in the heat of the day, are truly all these appliances

;

excepting the salt, perhaps.

Xenophon. Precisely the one thing needful. Remember, O
Alcibiades, the statues of Hermes,^ which it is believed, but

believed (I hope) erroneously, were disfigured by thee. If it be

true (and pardon my fears), lustration in this fortunate house may
be accepted in some sort as expiatory. Grant it, ye gods ! and

especially thou, O son of Maia, grant it, I beseech thee

!

Methinks the dogs are howling ominously in the courtyard.

Whether it portend good or evil will, perhaps, be manifested unto

me in my dreams this night. Meanwhile, let me propitiate the

Blessed by a libation. And now, O Alcibiades, the divine thing

having been performed, tell me, are the girls and the youths and

the philosophers as fond of thee as ever ? Do they play as

formerly with thy crisp glossy curls, so delicate and umbrageous ?

Do they attempt to make thee angry by applying the odious flute

P The mutilation in a single night of all the statues of Hermes in the

streets of Athens is one of the undiscovered crimes in history. It might
seem improbable that Alcibiades could have been foolish enough to take

part in such an action—and the bare suspicion of his guilt provoked his

exile— ;
yet considering the insolence of his character, it is not hard to

suppose him engaging in such a blasphemous freak, even at the moment
when he had just been placed in command of the Sicilian expedition.]
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to thy lips, and threatening a worse infliction on thy refusal to

blow it ? O cruel Summer that absorbest Spring ! thou deservest

that Autumn should wither all thy flowers ! Youth is a precious

thing, O Alcibiades, and I would rather be the possessor of it

than of nearly all my dogs and half my farms.

Alcibiades. Our teacher Socrates was entirely of the same
opinion in regard to its value ; but then indeed he had no land

wherewith to make the barter ; and no such an inmate and confident

as that grave, sagacious old hound, that soothsayer in the court-

yard, whose language methinks is unambiguous and impressive.

Xenophon. Thou mockest inconsiderately, I am loth to say

impiously, the admonitions sent us from above through the brute

creation. The wisest men that ever existed upon earth have

irriplicitly believed in them. If birds foretell us events, and

guide us by their voices and their flight, surely those animals

may as reasonably be listened to which have spent their

lives with us, and know our habitudes and tempers, our desires and
imperfections. But, alas ! there are men in the present times

who doubt whether an image of Pallas ever brandished a spear

;

whether Aphrodit^ ever smiled on her worshipper ; whether

Her^ ever frowned vnth indignation on the wife who had vio-

lated her vows ; whether Apollo flayed Marsyas for impious

presumption ; whether the marble brow of Zeus or Poseidon ever

sweated.

Alcibiades. Incredulous men indeed!—sheer atheists! I

myself have known miscalled philosophers who doubted, or pre-

tended to doubt, whether Pallas sprang in fiill growth and com-
plete armature from the forehead of Zeus.

Xenophon. Possibly this may be allegorical : I would neithei

say nor deny it ; nor wUlingly entertain the question. Hesita-

tion and awe become us in the presence of the gods ; resolution

and courage in presence of mortal men. Cavillers ! they might

even object to the recorded fact, that Bacchus was inclosed in

the thigh of his father for safety, and cut out from it in due

season.

Alcibiades. His father would have afforded him a residence

more commodious to both parties, had he recollected his own,

at nearly the same age, among the Nymphs of Crete. Readily

do I believe that both Zeus and Poseidon sweated : Zeus, when
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the Titans were almost as bad toward him as if they had been,

one and all, his own fathers ; and Poseidon, when the flaming

car of Apollo was within a hair's breadth of his beard. But
possibly it was only the statues that were in question, and not the

gods personally.

Xenophon. Verily, O Alcibiades, in the truly religious mind
there is no difference whatsoever. Zeus is omnipresent, but more

particularly existent within his image. And, when his votaries have

knelt before him, he sometimes hath nodded affirmatively, some-

times negatively. Aphrodit^ herself, who listens in general more

complacently, hath been known to turn quite round.

Alcibiades. What did she refuse by this extraordinary tergiver

sation ?

Xenophon. To listen.

Alcihiades. I have always found that Aphrodite is best dis-

posed toward those who are least importunate. Her ears were

as nigh to the supplicant as before. Neither would I have left

her until I had found her placable.

Xenophon. Thou speakest now discreetly and devoutly, as

becomes the scholar of Socrates.

Alcihiades. There are some, I grieve to say it, who doubt his

discretion ; many, his devotion.

Xenophon. His ^ last command ought to have given those

sceptics the most complete satisfaction in that matter. The cock,

I hope and trust, was duly sacrificed : otherwise, ye may expect

ere long another plague within your city.

Alcihiades. Certainly the offence would deserve it.

Xenophon. Asclepius is among the most beneficent of the

immortals, yet he demands his dues.

Alcihiades. Our teacher was accused of impiety, and of
corrupting the youth of Athens. Pious men have lately turned

the tide, and stand ready and alert to take ?H the youth into their

own hands and all their little sins into their own bosoms. They
come with authority, they tell us.

[3 Xenophon, Memorabilia, i. i, defends Socrates against the charge of

impiety : he says—" He frequently sacrificed in the sight of all men, both
in his own house and on the public altars." In Plato's Phsdo, ii 8, Socrates'

last words are—" Crito, I owe a cock to Asclepius ; will you remember to

pay the debt ? " This oflering was the usual one made by persons recover-

ing from an illness.]
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Xenophon. With whose ?

Alcibiades. A priest's, whom they have chosen and appointed
from their own body.

Xenophon. So ! they give the authority first, and then receive
it?

Alcibiades. It seems so. But they say that a god always
guides them in their choice.

Xenophon. Then the object of their choice must always be
pure, beneficent, and consistent. But is it possible that a mortal,

who believes in the existence of any god, should assume that

god's nature and exercise his authority ? The worst atheists are

not those who deny the existence of a deity, but those who arro-

gate to themselves the attributes. Every man must be conscious

of his daily wants and weaknesses, common alike to him and to

all his fellow creatures. And if it were in the nature of things

that his vanity should render him blind to them, or that his pre-

sumption should impel him to seize with avidity what the imbecile

or the wicked may offer, yet there are hours of repentance and
of remorse ; there are lights brought by invisible hands into the

midnight chamber ; and there is an account-book laid by them
on his breast, of insufferable weight until he rises to open it, and
even less tolerable when he peruses its contents.

Alcibiades. The world is occupied, O Xenophon, and occu-

pied almost exclusively, by knaves who deceive and by fools who
are deceived. Our nurses lull us to sleep by their cant ; other

old women take us out of their arms and prolong it by their

incantations.

Xenophon. Whether in these there be efficacy, or none, I

would not here inquire. But supposing a hierophant such as

thou hast represented to me, with power unlimited and divine,

and equal benevolence, he must be able and willing to compose
all the differences of mankind, and to diffuse universal peace and
good-will. Do those under him preach such doctrine ?

Alcibiades. Some of them do. Indeed I believe it is to be

found in the holy books, which all of them profess to read and

to be guided by. However, the universal good-will is confined

to their own peculiar sect's universality. Benevolent as they

profess themselves to be, they have been known to shut up young

persons in the dark, as we shut up quails, and to keep them all
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their lifetime in such a situation. The refractory or incredulous

they lash and famish. Those who only laugh at them, or refuse

to be handled by them, or recalcitrate at their caresses, they

threaten with Tartarus and Cerberus and Phlegethon and the

Furies.

Xenophon. Comminations such as these are against the laws.

Intimidation is not for men, but for chUdi-en ; and the parent is

the only judge in the court. Religious men show us the way to

the gods, but never drag us by the throat to them, nor fire us as

we do horses to correct the bad humors and to increase the

speed. But who and whence, O Alcibiades, are these priests ?

Alcibiades. Eg3rptian* mostly. Even Athenians are beginning

to inculcate their dogmas, together with other oriental supersti-

tions ; pretending that, as they are the most ancient, they are

also for this reason the most venerable, and that our own religion

is only a cutting or slip from theirs, much withered and dwarfed

by transplantation. Isis is striding up rapidly to the Parthenon ;

and some sagacious ones smell the sludge of the Nile, and dream
of its inundating the Ilyssus.

Xenophon. O saviour Zeus ! O protectress Pallas ! avert

this dire calamity ! Return ye also, twin sons of Leda, from
your beneficent and warning stars ! stand again on the confines of
your country and defend her ! If Athens falls, Sparta falls too.

Civilization and manliness are carried down the same torrent, and
courage makes vain efforts in the dark. Incredible ! that men
deriding the sophist, denouncing the philosopher, contemning the

institutions of our city, defying its enactments, should embrace
the most humiliating and emasculating of Egyptian superstitions

!

Alcibiades. Many have gone over into Egypt, and have
thought themselves as wise as Pythagoras, or Herodotus, or
Plato, for having made the same voyage. Some indeed have
found such favor with the priesthood of that country, as to have
received a scale of a crocodile, a taU of an ichneumon, or a feather

of an ibis. Few of them however are disposed to shave their

crowns until the hair is thinner and grayer, apprehensive that they

P Egyptian priests play in Landor's Greece the part that Roman
Catholic priests played in modern Europe as he saw it. Often when he
attacks the priests of Isis he is thinking of those of Rome.]
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might be less efficient in bringing over the flexible sex to embrace
their tenets.

Xenophon. Where priests have much influence, the gods
have little ; and where they are numerous and wealthy, the

population is scanty and miserably poor. War may be, and
certainly is, destructive ; but war, as thou well knowest, if it cuts

oiF boughs and branches, yet withers not the trunk. Priests, like

ants, corrode and corrupt whatever they enter. Consider how
potent was Egypt in the reign of her king Sesostris, when the

military, for ever in action, kept the priesthood to its own duties

and subordinate. Consider what she afterward became when the

helmet was less honored than the tonsure. Cambyses overran her

fertile regions, throwing down the images of gods and heroes,

under which it is probable Menelaus, holding the hand of

Helen, stood in amazement at their majesty and antiquity. Un-
conscious that he was about to meet another Memnon on the

banks of the Scamander, he gazed intently on the tranquil

features of the hero who had held his station for ages by the

Pyramid. No long period before the invasion of Greece, which
ended with such disaster and shame to the barbarian, the monu-
ments of Egypt, too solid to be overthrown, were mutilated and

effaced ; even the records of her ancient glory were obliterated.

The season of peace is indeed a happy season ; and son-owful is it

to see a mother and her daughters in the field all day without a

stronger arm to help them in their labor. Yes, happy is the

season of peace even to men ; but it is only when strenuous toil

hath preceded a harvest which, without industiy and forethought,

must be unproductive. Whatever nation supposes that peace is

the greatest of blessings will enjoy none ; and peace itself will

remain with it more uncertainly and precariously than any. What
hath rendered Sparta powerful and prosperous ? Not her priests,

nor even the dioscuri (with reverence be it spoken
! ), her patrons

and protectors ; but prudent kings, valiant citizens, disciplined

soldiers, dutiful wives, virtuous mothers and maidens, who breathe

courage into the heart before it beats to love.

Alcibiades. Religions that blunt the sword and emasculate

the soldier level the road for despotism. When I hear the

sound of drum and trumpet, let it not be Cybele's.

Xenophon. Powerful as is Cybele, and mother of the gods,
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the manlier Greeks erect no temples and offer no sacrifices or

prayers to her ; enough of honor to be mother of the gods.

Pallas and Ares we supplicate.

Alcibiades. Believe me, those impoitations from Egypt will

presently bring toward our market-place no welcome customers

from Macedon.

Xenophon. Philip, king of that country, is poUtic and warlike.

Alcibiades. He is reported to be given to drunkenness.

Xenophon. Drunken men often imagine vain things, and

sometimes dreadful ones. Martial ardor I have seen among

them, such, my friend, as we soberer could with difficulty ex-

tinguish. Although the Macedonians are addicted to conviviality

and indulge somewhat largely in wine, do not fancy that they

are in the daily habitude of such excesses. They rise early,

which habitual drunkards never do ; and many hours of every

day are spent in the habitual exercise of arms, not always singly,

nor by twos and threes, but oftener in divisions of the phalanx.

Sometimes the whole phalanx is ranged in order, performs its

evolutions, and remains in the field the greater part of the morn-

ing. Moreover, the king of Macedon hath archers and slingers

from among his tributaries and allies. Variety of arms hath

frequendy been disastrous to armies well disciplined, but ill pre-

pared to encounter them. We may despise the barbarians at a

distance ; but there are places and occurrences where they are

far from despicable. Be sure the faces of the Macedonians are

not always turned northward. The fountain of Dirc^ may
tremble and dry up under the hoof of the Thessalian charger

;

and he may stamp and paw, to make it sufficiendy turbid for his

draught, the clear Ismenos. Son-ow and shame and indignation

seize and agitate me when I think it possible (O ye gods avert

it
!

) that in o\a very birthplace, in the city of Theseus, of

Codrus, and of Solon, Pallas may lower her spear, and he who
shakes the earth may drop his trident. And shall these locusts

from Egypt setde in the holy places where they stood ?

Alcibiades. Nothing more likely. The schools of Pythagoras,
no longer modest, no longer taciturn, are sending over to u-s

from the middle of Italy thrifdess though busy swarms.

Xenophon. Religion and irteligion seem to prevail by turns.

Better an empty cup than a cup of poison.
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Alciliades. It appears to me, O Xenophon, who indeed have
thought but little and incuriously about the varieties of religion,

that whichever is the least intrusive and dogmatical is the best.

AH are ancient ; as ancient as man's fears and wishes : the gods
would all be kind enough if nations would not call upon them to

scatter and exterminate their enemies. Hitherto it has been our
privilege to worship them in our own way, whether in the temple
or round the domestic hearth

;
grateful to those of our family

who taught us how best to propitiate them, but indignant at any
impudent intruder from Samothrace or from Taurica who exacted
bloody sacrifices. And indeed at the present day we are not

highly pleased at the near prospect of strangers, less ferocious but

more perfidious, raising up their altar on our olive-grounds, or

tinkling their brass to attract the bees from our gardens.

Xenophon. Let every man hive his own bees in his own
garden ; let every man worship his own god in his own house

!

Alciliades. Be those, who assume to themselves the right

of controlling it, driven out with scourges from the precincts

of the city

!

Xendphon. Now, O Alcibiades, come into another room,
and, this being the supper hour, partake with me, complacently

and benignly, of our Spartan fare.

X. DEMOSTHENES AND EUBULIDES.* 1

Eubulides. You have always convinced me, O Demosthe-
nes, while you were speaking ; but I had afterward need to be

convinced again ; and I acknowledge that I do not yet be-

* A philospher of Miletus, and a dramatic poet. Demosthenes is

said to have been his scholar.

P Diogenes, Laertius, ii., lo. 4. quotes the following lines from a comic
poet connecting Eubulides with Demosthenes.

" The wrangling Eubulides the putter of dilemmas
Who coils the rhetoricians up with mind-beguiling quibbles,

Has gone and carried off with him the windy-wordy-jargon
Demosthenes was vront to use."

Lander's Eubulides is of course neither the quibbling philosopher noi

the bitter opponent of Aristotle whom Diogenes Laertius describes.

Imag. Convers., i., 1824; i., 1826. Works, i., 1846. Imag. Convers.,

Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, 1876.]
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lieve in the necessity, or indeed in the utility, of a war with

Philip.

Demosthenes. He is too powerful.

Euhulides. This is my principal reason for recommending

that we should abstain from hostilities. When you have said

that he is too powerful, you have admitted that we are too

weak ; we are still bleeding from the Spartan.

Demosthenes. Whatever I coidd offer in reply, O Eubulides,

I have already spoken in public, and I would rather not en-

large at present on it. Come, tell me freely what you think

of my speech.

Eubulides. In your language, O Demosthenes, there is, I

think, a resemblance to the Kephisos, whose waters, as you

must have observed, are in most seasons pure and limpid and

equable in their course, yet abounding in depths of which, when
we discern the bottom, we wonder that we discern it so clearly ;

the same river at every storm swells into a toiTent, without ford

or boundary, and is the stronger and the more impetuous from
resistance.

Demosthenes. Language is part of a man's character.

Eubulides. It often is artificial.

Demosthenes. Often both are. I speak not of such lan-

guage as that of Gorgias and Isocrates and other rhetoricians,

but of that which belongs to eloquence ; of that which enters

the heart however closed against it, of that which pierces like

the sword of Perseus, of that which cames us aloft and easily

as Medea her children, and holds the world below in the same
suspense.

Eubulides.^ When I had repeated in the morning to Cjmo-
balanos part of a conversation I held with you the evening

before, word for word,—my memory being very exact as you
know, and especially in retaining your phrases,—he looked at

me with a smile on his countenance, and said, " Pardon me,

O Eubulides, but this surely is not the language of Demosthe-
nes." In reality, you had then, as you often do when we are

alone together, given way to your genius, and had hazarded

an exuberance of thought, imagination, and expression, which

p From " Eubulides " to " do " (60 lines) added in 3rd ed., see note 4 on
following Conversation.]
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delighted and transported me. For there was nothing idle,

nothing incorrect, but much both solid and ornamental; as

those vases and tripods are which the wealthy and powerful
offer to the gods.

Demosthenes. Cynobalanos is a sensible man, and conver-
sant in style; but Cynobalanos never has remarked that I do
not wear among my friends at table the same short dress I

put on for the bema. A more sweeping train would be trod-

den down, and the wearer not listened to, but laughed at.

Look into the field before you. See those anemones, white,

pink, and purple, fluttering in the breeze ; and those other

flowers, whatever they are, with close-knotted spiral blossoms,

in the form of a thyrsus. Some of both species rise above the

young barley, and are very pretty ; but the farmer will root

them out as a blemish to his cultivation, and unprofitable in

sustaining his famUy. In such a manner must we treat the

undergrowth of our thoughts, pleasing as they may be at their

first appearance in the spring of life. One fellow thinks him-
self like Demosthenes, because he employs the same movement
of the arms and body ; another, for no better reason than be-

cause he is vituperative, acrid, and insolent, and, before he was
hissed and hooted from the Agora, had excited the populace

by the vehemence of his harangues. But you, who know the

face and features of Demosthenes, his joints and muscles and

whole conformation, know that Nature hath separated this

imitative animal most widely from him.

Eubulides. Mischievous as an ape, noisy as a lap-dog, and

restless as a sqtiirrel, he runs along to the extremity of every

twig, leaps over from party to party, and, shaken off from all,

creeps under the throne at Pella.

Demosthenes. Philip is the fittest ruler for his own people, but

he is better for any one else to dine with than to act or think

with. His conversation is far above the kingly : it is that of an

urbane companion, of a scholar, I was going to say of a philo-

sopher ; I will say more, of a sound unwrangling reasoner, of a

plain, intelligent, and intelligible man. But those qualities, not

being glaring, do not attract to him the insects from without.

Even the wise become as the unwise in the enchanted chambers

of Power, whose lamps make every face of the same color.
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Royalty is fed incessantly by the fuel of slavish desires, blown by

fulsome breath and fanned by cringing foDies. It melts mankind
into one inert mass, carrying off and confounding all beneath it

;

like a torrent of ^tnean lava, bright amid the darkness, and dark

again amid the light.

Eubulides. O for Cynobalanos ! how would he stare and lift

up his shoulders at this torrent

!

Demosthenes. He never can have seen me but in the Agora

;

and I do not carry a full purse into the crowd. Thither I go

with a tight girdle round my body ; in the country I walk and

wander about discinct. How I became what I am, you know
as well as I do. I was to fomi a manner, with great models on

one side of me, and Nature on the other. Had I imitated Plato

(the writer then most admired) I must have fallen short of his

amplitude ; and his sentences are seldom such as could be ad-

mitted into a popular harangue. Xenophon is elegant, but unim-
passioned, and not entirely free, I think, from affectation.

Herodotus is exempt from it : what simplicity ! what sweetness

!

what harmony ! not to mention his sagacity of inquiry and his

accuracy of description. He could not, however, form an orator

for the times in which we live ; nor ^ indeed is vigor a character-

istic or a constituent of his style. I profited more from Isasus,

from the study of whose writings, and attendance on whose
pleadings, I acquired greater strength, compression, and concen-
tration. Aristoteles and Thucydides were before me : I trembled

lest they should lead me where I might raise a recollection of
Pericles, whose plainness and conciseness and gravity they

imitated, not always with success. Lajring down these qualities

as the foundation, I have ventured on more solemnity, more
passion. I have also been studious to bring the powers of action

into play ; that great instrument in exciting the affections which
Pericles disdained. He and Jupiter could strike any head with
their thunderbolts, and stand serene and immovable ; I could
not.

Eubulides. Yoiir opinion of Pericles hath always been the

same, but I have formerly heard you mention Plato with much
less esteem than to-day.

Demosthenes. When we talk diversely of the same person or

[* From « nor " to " concentration " (5 lines) added in 3rd ed.]
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thing we do not of necessity talk inconsistently. There is much
in Plato which a wise man will commend ; there is more that

will captivate an unwise one. The irony in his Dialogues has
amused me frequently and greatly, and the more because in others
I have rarely found it accompanied with fancy and imagination.
If I however were to become a writer of dialogues, I should be
afraid of using it constantly, often as I am obliged to do it in my
orations. Woe betide those who force us into it by injustice and
presumption ! Do they dare to censure us ?—they who are

themselves the dust that sullies the wing of genius. Had I

formed my opinion of Socrates from Plato, I should call Socrates

a sophist. Who would imagine on reading Plato that his master,

instead of questioning and quibbling, had occupied his time in

teaching the uses and offices of philosophy ? There is as wide a

difference between the imputed and the real character of this

man, as there is between him who first discovered corn growing
and him who first instructed us how to grind and cleanse and
prepare it for our sustenance. We are ashamed to give a false

character of a slave, and not at all to give a falser of our betters.

In this predicament stands Plato, regarding his master, his

scholars, and his opponents.

Eubulides. Before him Pythagoras and Democritus, and
earlier stLU Pherecydes, taught* important truths, and, what is

rarer, separated them from pernicious falsehoods. Pythagoras,

who preceded Plato in Egjrpt, and from whom many of his

fancies are taken, must have been a true lover of wisdom, to have

travelled so far into countries known hardly by name in Greece.

Demosthenes. Perhaps he sought some congenial soul ; for,

if two great men are existing at the extremities of the earth, they

will seek each other.

Eubulides. Their greatness then must be of a different form

and texture firom what mankind hath usually admired. Great-

ness, as we daUy see it, is unsociable.

[^ First ed. reads : " Plierecydes . . . Demosthenes. Of the latter our

accounts are contradictory. I entertain no doubt that the knowledge, the

prudence, the authority of Pythagoras were greater than those of any

man, who, under the guidance of the gods, hath enlightened the regions of

Europa. Eubulides . He must have been," &c. Five lines below, 1st ed.

reads : " Eubulides. Greatness is unsociable. Demosthenes" &c.]
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Demosthenes. The ^ perfect loves what generates it, what pro-

ceeds from it, what partakes its essence. If you have fonned an

idea of greatness, O Eubulides, which corresponds not with this

description, efface it and cast it out. Pythagoras adapted his

institutions to the people he would enlighten and direct. What
portion of the world was ever so happy, so peaceable, so well-

governed, as the cities of southern Italy ? While they retained

his manners they were free and powerftJ ; some have since de-

clined, others are declining, and perhaps at a fiiture and not a

distant time they may yield themselves up to despotism. In a

few ages more, those flourishing towns, those inexpugnable

citadels, those temples which you might deem eternal, will be

hunted for in their wildernesses like the boars and stags.

Already there are philosophers who would remedy what they

call popular commotions by hereditaiy despotism, and who think

it as natural and reasonable as that children who cry should be

compelled to sleep : and there likewise are honest citizens who,

when they have chewed their fig and swallowed it, say, " Yes,

'twere well." What a eulogy on the human understanding, to

assert that it is dangerous to choose a succession of administrators

from the wisest of mankind, and advisable to derive it from the

weakest ! There have been free Greeks, within our memory,

who would have entered into alliance with the most iniquitous

and most insolent of usui'pers, Alexander ^ of Pherai,—a temtory

in which Theb^, who murdered her husband, is praised above

others of both sexes. O Juno ! may such marriages be frequent

in such countries

!

Look at history: where do you find in continuation three

hereditary kings, of whom one at least was not inhuman in dis-

position or weak in intellect ? Either of these qualities may
subvert a State, exposing it first to many sufferings. In our

\^ First ed. reads .• " it " for " The perfect," and at line 4. reads " out. I

admire in Pythagoras a disdain and conten;pt of dogmatism, amidst
the plenitude of power. He adapted," &c.]

[^ Alexander of Phers was during his lifetime the most powerful of

all the princes of Thessaly. During the lifetime of Epaminondas he was
reduced to the position of a subject ally of Thebes, and it is apparently to

this that Landor here refers. He was assassinated by Thebe his wife,

who had discovered that he meditated putting herself and her brothers to

death.]
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Athenian constitution, if we are weakly or indiscreetly governed,

or capriciously, which hardly can happen, the mischief is tran-

sitory and reparable: one year closes it; and the people, both
for its satisfaction and its admonition, sees that no corruption,

no transgression, in its magistrates, is unregarded or unchastised.

This of all advantages is the greatest, the most corroborative of

power, the most tutelary of morals. I know that there are

many in Thrace, and some in Sicily, who would recall my
wanderings with perfect good-humor and complacency. Demos-
thenes has not lived, has not reasoned, has not agitated his soul,

for these : he leaves them in the quiet possession of all their

moulten arguments, and in the persuasive hope of all their bright

reversions. Pythagoras could have had little or no influence on

such men : he raised up higher, who kept them down. It is

easier to make an impression upon sand than upon marble : but

it is easier to make a just one upon marble than upon sand.

Uncivilized as were the Gauls, he with his moderation and pru-

dence hath softened the ferocity of their religion, and hath made
it so contradictory and inconsistent, that the first of them who
reasons will subvert it. He did not say, " You shall no longer

sacrifice your fellow-creatures
: " he said, " Sacrifice the

criminal." Other nations do the same ; often wantonly, always

vindictively : the Gauls appease by it, as they imagine, both

society and the gods. He did not say, " After a certain time

even this outrage on Nature must cease :
" but he said,

" We have souls which pass into other creatures." ^ A belief

in the transmigration of souls would abolish by degrees our

inhumanity.

EuluUdes. But what absurdity

!

Demosthenes. Religion, when it is intended for the uncivilized,

must contain things mai-vellous, things qmte absurd to the wiser.

But I discover no absurdity in making men gentler and kinder

;

[J
First ed. reads: "creatures: our dreams prove it: if they are not

reminiscences of what has happened or been represented in our actual

life, they must be of what passed before ; for from a confusion of brain

to which some attribute them, there can arise nothing so regular and

beautiful as many of these visions which you have all experienced. A,"

&c. And 2 lines below, ist ed. reads : " inhumanity. I know nothing

else that can : in other words, I know nothing else that is worthy to be

called religion. Euhulidci," &c.]
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and I wovJd rather worship an onion or a crust of bread, than a

god who recjuires me to immolate an ox or kid to appease him.

The idea, not of having lost her daughter, but of having lost her

by a sacrifice, fixed the dagger in the gi"asp of Clytemnestra.

Let us observe, O Eubulides, the religion of our country, be it

what it may, unless it command us to be cruel or unjust. In

religion, if we are right, we do not know we are ; if we are

wrong, we would not. Above all, let us do nothing and say

nothing which may abolish or diminish in the hearts of the

vulgar the sentiments of love and awe ; on the contraiy, let us

perpetually give them fresh excitement and activity, by baring

them to the heavens. On the modifications of love it is un-

necessary to expatiate ; but I am aware that you may demand of

me what excitement is required to fear. Among its modifica-

tions or dependencies are veneration and obedience, against the

weakening of which we ought to provide, particularly in what
relates to our magisterial and military chiefs.

Eubulides. I do not conceive that Pythagoras has left behind

him in Gaul, unless at Massilia, the remembrance of his doctrines

or of his name.

Demosthenes. We hear little of the Gauls. It appears how-
ever that ^ they have not forgotten the wisdom or the services

of Pythagoras.9 The man of Samos was to some extent their

teacher. It is remarkable that they should have preserved the

appellation. Hei" was too prudent, I suspect, to trust himself

many paces beyond the newly-built walls of Massilia ; for the

[' First ed. reads :
'• that this most capricious and most cruel of

nations is building cities and establishing communities. The most
arrogant, the most ungratefiil, the most unthinking of mankind have
not," &c. At the next line, 1st ed. reads: "Pythagoras. Ask them
who vras their legislator . . . they answer you Samotes : ask them who
was Samotes, they reply, A -wise man -who came amongst us long ago from
beyond the sea : for barbarians have little notion of times, and run wildly
into far antiquity. The man," &c.]

[8 Pythagoras is a character to whom Landor frequently recurs in his
writings (see, for instance, Pericles and Aspasia, Letter clxxvii., and the
following letters). It is impossible to criticise in any reasonable space
the views held by Landor, but it may be said shortly that the identifica-
tion here and elsewhere suggested between Samotes, the legislator of the
Gauls, and Pythagoras rests upon no ancient authority.]

P" From " He " to " reply " (37 lines) added in 3rd ed.]
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ignorant and barbarous priests would be loth to pardon him the

crime of withdrawing a dependent in a proselyte.

Eubulides. The Druids, the most ferocious and ignorant of
all the priests our countrymen have anywhere discovered, fell

back farther into their woods and wilderness at seeing the white
stones of the citadel rise higher than their altars. Even these

rude altars were not of their construction, but were the work of

a much earlier race. The Phocasans and other lonians were
sufficiently well versed in policy to leave the natives unmolested

in their religion. Already does that lively and imitative people

prefer a worship in which the song and the dance and geniality

warm the blood, to one which exacts it in the windy downs and

gloomy woodlands, and spills it on the channelled stone, and

catches it diopping from the suspended wicker. Young men
crowned with flowers are likelier to be objects of aversion to the

ancient priests than to the most timorous and shy of their

disciples. The religion of blood, like the beasts of prey, will

continue to trend northward. Worshippers of Apollo, and

followers of Bromius and the Nymphs, would perish in the sun-

less oak forests ; and the Draid has no inheritance in the country

of the vine. But it becomes the quiet religion and placid wisdom
of the Greeks to leave inviolate all the institutions of the circum-

jacent people, and especially of those who wish to live among
them. By degrees they will acknowledge a superiority which

they could contend against were it asserted.

Demosthenes. Pythagoras is said to have been vigorous in

enforcing his doctrines.

Eubulides. In his school ; not beyond. They are such

indeed as we would little wish to see established in a free State,

but none ever were better adapted to prepare the road for civiliza-

tion. We find it difficult to believe in the metempsychosis.

In fact, as other things grow easy, belief is apt to glow

difficult.

Demosthenes. Where there is mysticism we may pause and

listen ; where there is argument we may contend and reply.

Democritus, whom you often mention, certainly no mystic, often

contradicts our senses. He tells us that colors have no color

;

but his arguments are so strong, his language so clear, his

pretensions so modest and becoming, I place more confidence
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in him than in others : future philosophers may demonstrate

to calmer minds what we have not the patience to investigate.*

EubuRdes. Plato hath not mentioned him.

Demosthenes. O greatness ! what art thou, and where is thy

foundation ? I speak not, Eubulides, of that which the vulgar

call greatness,—a phantom stalking forward from a saltmarsh

in Boeotia, or from a crevice in some rock of Sunion or of

Taxos ; t but the highest, the most illustrious, the most solid

among men, what is it ? Philosophy gives us arms against

others, not against ourselves ; not against those domestic traitors,

those homestead incendiaries, the malignant passions,—arms

that are brilliant on the exercise-ground, but brittle in the fight,

when the most dangerous of enemies is pressing us. Early love

was never so jealous in any one as philosophy in Plato. He
resembles his own idea of God, whose pleasure in the solitudes of

eternity is the contemplation of himself.

Eubulides. Jealousy ^l is not quite excluded from the school

opposite. Aristoteles, it has been suggested to me, when he

remarks that by the elongation of the last meniber in a sentence a

dignity is added to composition, looked toward you, who, as you

have heard the rhetoricians say, are sometimes inattentive or

indifferent to nobility of expression.

Demosthenes. When Aristoteles gives an opinion upon elo-

quence I listen with earnestness and respect : so wise a man
can say nothing inconsiderately. His own style on every occa-

sion is exactly what it should be ; his sentences, in which there

are no cracks or inequalities, have always their proper tone : for

whatever is rightly said, sounds rightly.

Ought I to speak nobly, as you call it, of base matters and

base men ? Ought my pauses to be invariably the same ? Would
Aristoteles wish that a coat of maO should be as flowing as his

gown ? Let peace be perfect peace, war decisive war ; but let

Eloquence move upon earth with all the facilities of change
that belong to the gods themselves : only let her never be idle,

* Newton has elucidated the theory of colors first proposed by De-
mocritus, the loss of whose voluminous works is the greatest that philosophy
has sustained.

f Taxos was rich in silver-mines.

["11 From " Jealousy " to " opposite " (2 lines) added in 3rd ed.]
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never be vain, never be ostentatious ; for these are indications

of debility. We, who have habituated ourselves from early

youth to the composition of sonorous periods, know that it

requires more skill to finger and stop our instrument than to

blow it. When we have gained over the ear to our party we
have other work to do, and sterner and rougher. Then comes
forward action, not unaccompanied by vehemence. Pericles

you have heard used none, but kept his arm wrapped up within

his vest. Pericles was in the enjoyment of that power which
his virtues and his abilities well deserved. If he had carried

in his bosom the fire that bums in mine, he would have kept

his hand outside. By the contemplation of men like me,

Aristoteles is what he is ; and, instead of undervaluing, I love

him the better for it. Do we not see with greater partiality

and fondness those who have been educated and fed upon our

farms, than those who come from Orchomenos or Mantinea ?

If he were now among us in Athens, what would he think of

two or three haranguers, who deal forth metaphysics by the

pailful in their addresses to the people ?

Eubulides. I heard one, a little time since, who believed he

was doing it, ignorant that the business of metaphysics is rather

to analyze than to involve. He avoided plain matter, he re-

jected idiom ; he ^^ filtered the language of the people, and made
them drink through a sieve.

Demosthenes. What an admirable definition have you given,

unintentionally, of the worst public speaker possible, and, I will

add with equal confidence, of the worst writer ! If I send to

Hymettos for a hare, I expect to distingmsh it at dinner by its

flavor as readily as before dinner by its ears and feet. The
people you describe to me soak out all the juices of our dialect.

Nothing 1^ is so amusing to me as to hear them talk on eloquence.

No disciple at the footstool is so silent and ductile as I am at

the lessons I receive ; none attends with such composure, none

departs with such hilarity.

p From " he " to " sieve " (i lines) added in 3rd ed.]

[13 From " Nothing " to "hilarity " (4 lines) added in 2nd ed. At
"hilarity '* 1st ed. inserts: "Eubulides. They could do nothing better

To come again with you into the kitchen, if they can only give us tripe,

let them give it clean. Demosthenes, I," &c.]
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I have been careful to retain as much idiom as I could, often

at the peril of being called ordinary and vulgar. Nations in a

state of decay lose their idiom, which loss is always precursory

to that of freedom. What your father and your grandfather

used as an elegance in conversation is now abandoned to the

populace, and every day we miss a little of our own, and collect

a little from strangers : this prepares us for a more intimate

union with them, in which we merge at last altogether. Every
good writer has much idiom ; it is the life and spirit of language

:

and none such ever entertained a fear or apprehension that strength

and sublimity were to be lowered and weakened by it Speak-
ing to the people, I use the people's phraseology : I temper my
metal according to the uses I intend it for. In fact, no language

is very weak in its natural course until it runs too far ; and then

the poorest and the richest are ineffectual equally. The habitude

of pleasing by flattery makes a language soft ; the fear of offend-

ing by truth makes it circuitous and conventional. Free govern-
ments, where such necessity cannot exist, will always produce
tnae eloquence.

Eubulides. We have in Athens young orators from the

schools, who inform us that no determinate and masculine

peculiarities of manner should appear in public : they would
dance without displaying their muscles, they would sing with-
out discomposing their lips.

Demosthenes. I will drag them—so help me Jupiter !—back
again to their fathers and mothers ; I will grasp their wrists so

tightly, the most perverse of them shall not break away from me.
Tempestuous times are coming. Another month, or two at

farthest, and I will throw such animation into their features and
their gestures you shall imagine they have been singing to the

di-um and horn, and dancing to dithyrambics. The dust-box
of metaphysics shall be emptied no more from the schoolroom
into the council.

I suspect I have heard the chatterer you mentioned. The
other day in the market-place I saw a vulgar and shuiBing man
lifted on a honey-barrel by some grocers and slave-merchants, and
the crowd was so dense around me I could not walk away. A
fresh-looking citizen, next me, nodded and winked in my face at

the close of every sentence. Dissembling as well as I could my
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impatieace at his importunity, " Friend," said I, « do believe me,
I understand not a syllable of the discourse."

" Ah, Demosthenes !
" whispered he, " your time is fairly gone

by ; we have orators now whom even you, with all your acuteness

and capacity, cannot comprehend."
" Whom will they convince ? " said I.

" Convince !
" cried i* my narrator ; " who has ever wished to be

persuaded against the grain in any matter of impoitance or utility ?

A child, if you tell him a horrible or a pathetic story, is anxious

to be persuaded it is true ; men and women, if you tell them one
injurious to the respectability of a neighboiu". Desire of per-

suasion rests and dies here. We listen to those whom we know
to be of the same opinion as ourselves, and we call them wise for

being of it ; but we avoid such as differ from us : we pronounce
them rash before we have heard them, and still more afterward

lest we should be thought at any time to have erred. We come
already convinced : we want sui-prise, as at our theatres ; astonish-

ment, as at the mysteries of Eleusis."

" But what astonishes, what surprises, you ?

"

" To hear an Athenian talk two hom-s together, hold us silent

and immovable as the figures of Hermes before our doors, and find

not a single one among us that can carry home with him a thought

or an expression."

" Thou art right," I exclaimed ; " he is greater than Trip-

tolemos : he not only gives you a plentiful meal out of chaff and
husks, but he persuades you that it is a savoiy repast."

" By Jupiter !
" swore aloud my friend, " he persuades us no

such thing ; but every one is ashamed of being the first to acknow-
ledge that he never was master of a particle out of what he had

listened to and applauded."

I had the curiosity to inquire who the speaker was.
" What ! do you not know Anasdestatos ? " ^^ said he, making

P* From " cried " to " erred " (lo lines) added in 2nd ed.]

[''' This is one of Lander's attacks upon Canning, under the name of

Ansdestatos. The accusation of embezzlement refers virithout doubt to

the "Lisbon job." In 1816 Canning was appointed Minister Extra-
ordinary at Lisbon for the purpose of receiving the King of Portugal on
his return from Brazil, whither he had fled during the French invasion.

The salary of the post was fixed at ;i^ 14,000 a year, and when in the end
the king refijsed to return at all, the transaction not unreasonably pro-

voked criticism.]
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a mark of interrogation upon my ribs, with a sharper elbow than

from his countenance I could have imagined had belonged to him

;

" the clever Anasdestatos who came into notice as a youth by the

celebration in verse of a pebble at the bottom of the Ilyssos ? He
forthwith was presented to Anytos, who experienced a hearty

pleasure in seducing him away from his guardians. Anytos on

his deathbed (for the gods allowed him one) recommended the

young Anaedestatos warmly to his friends : such men have always

many, and those the powerful. Fortunate had it been for our

country if he had pilfered only the verses he pronounced. His

new patrons connived at his withdrawing from the treasury no less

than six hundred talents."

" Impossible ! six hundred talents are sufficient for the annual

stipend of all our civil magistrates, from the highest to the lowest,

and of all the generals in our republic and its dependencies."
" It was before you came forward into public life, O Demos-

thenes ! but my father can prove the exactness of my statement.

The last little sip from the reservoir was seventy talents,* for a

voyage to Lesbos and a residence there of about three months, to

settle the value of forty skins of wine, owing to the Lesbians in

the time of Thrasybulos. This, I know not by what oversight,

is legible among the accounts."

Indignant at what I heard, I threatened to call him before the

people.

" Let him alone," said slowly in an undervoice my prudent

friend : " he has those about him who will swear, and adduce the

proofs, that you are holding a traitorous con^espondence with

Philip or Artaxerxes."

I began to gaze in indignation on his florid and calm coun-

tenance ; he winked again, again accosted me with his elbow, and
withdrew.

EubuMes. Happy Athenians ! who have so many great men
of so many kinds peculiar to yourselves, and can make one even

out of Anxdestatos

!

* 14 00 pounds.
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SECOND CONVERSATION,!

Eubulides. It was nearly in tliis place that we met once before,
but not so early in the day ; for then the western sun had with-
drawn from the plain, and was throwing its last rays among the

columns of the Paithenon.

Demosthenes. I think it was about the time when the question

was agitated of war or peace with the king of Macedon.
Eubulides. It was. Why do you look so cheerful on a

sudden ? Soon afterward foUowed the disastrous battle at

Cherongsa.

Demosthenes. Certainly, I derive no cheerfulness out of that.

Eubulides. Well, I believe there is little reasofl at the present

hour why we should be melancholy.

Demosthenes. If there is, I hope it lies not on the side of the

Agora.
Eubulides. You have composed your features again, and seem

to be listening ; but rather (I suspect) at your own internal

thoughts than in the expectation of mine.

Demosthenes. Let us avoid, I entreat you, my dear Eubulides,

those thorny questions which we cannot so well avoid within the

walls. Our opinions in matters of State are different ; let us

walk together where our pursuits are similar or the same.

Eubulides. Demosthenes ! it is seldom that we have con-

versed on politics, sad refuge of restless minds, averse from

business and from study.

Demosthenes. Say worse against them, Eubulides ! and I,

who am tossed on the summit of the wave, will cry out to you

to curse them deeplier. There are few men who have not been

witnesses that, on some slight divergence of incondite and unsound

opinions, they have rolled away the stone from the cavern-mouth

of the worst passions, and have evoked them up between two

friends. I, of all men, am the least inclined to make them the

subject of conversation ; and particularly when I meet a literary

man as you are, from whom I can receive, and often have re-

P Imag. Convers., iii., 1828. Works, i., 1846. Imag. Convers., Gks.

and Rom., 1853. Works, ii., 1876. The first 21 lines, "Euiuliiks" to

" same," were added in 2nd ed.]
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ceived, some useful information, some philosophical thought,

some generous sentiment, or some pleasant image. Beside,

wishing to make an impression on the public mind, I must

not let my ideas run off in every channel that lies before me :

I must not hear the words, " Demosthenes will say this or this

to-day." People ought to come toward me in expectation, and

not carrying my sentiments, crude and broken, walleted before

them.

Eubulides. There are however occasions when even politics

are delightful ; when they rejoice and exult as a stripling, or

breathe softly as an infant.

Demosthenes. Then we cannot do better than sit quiet and

regard them in sUence ; for it is such a sUence as the good

citizen and good father of a family would be unwilling to disturb.

Why do you smile and shake your head, Eubulides ?

Eubulides. Answer me, first ; had you no morning dream,

Demosthenes, a few hours ago : which dreams (they tell us) are

sure to be accomplished, or show us things that are already so ?

Demosthenes. I dream seldom.

Eubulides. Were you awakened by no voices ?

Demosthenes. I sleep soundly. Come, do not fall from philo-

sophy to divination. We usually have conversed on eloquence.

I am not reminding you of this, from the recollection that you
once, and indeed more than once, have commended me. I took

many lessons in the art from you ; and will take more, if you
please, as we walk along.

Eubulides. Be contented : none surpasses you.

Demosthenes. Many speak differently upon that subject, lying

to the public and to their own hearts, which I agitate as violently

as those incited by me to bleed in the service of our countiy. If^

among our literary men I have an enemy so rash and impudent as

to decry my writings, oi to compare them with the evanescences

of the day, I desire for him no severer punishment than the

record of his sentence. The cross will be more dm-able than

the malefactor.

Eubulides, In proportion as men approach you, they applaud

you. To those far distant and far below, you seem as little as

they seem to you. Fellows who cannot come near enough to

[2 From " If among " to " tfirow it " (lo lines) added in znd ed.')
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reverence you think they are only a stone's throw distant ; and
they throw it. Unfortunate men ! Choked by their criticisms,

which others expectorate ^ so easUy !

Demosthenes. Commiserate them more still, ignorant or

regardless as they are, that they have indented and incorpor-

ated a mark of ignominy in their names. Ay, by the dog ! (as

Socrates used to swear) and such, too, as no anger of mine
could have heated for them, no ability of mine impressed.

Eubulides.'^ There are few among the ignorant, and especially

if they are pompous and inflated, who, if we attend to them
patiently, may not amuse us by the clumsy display of some rash

opmion. I was present a few nights ago at a company where you
were mentioned

—

Demosthenes. My master in rhetoric ! dear Eubulides ! do we
correctly say " present at a company " ?

Eubulides. You and I do. We are present at many com-
panies ; we form a part of few.

Demosthenes. Continue the narrative : the objection is over-

come.

Eubulides. Willingly do I continue it, for it reminds me of

an evening in which your spirits had all their play, and soared

above the city-walls and beyond the confines of Attica. Men
whose brains are like eggs, boUed hard, thought your ideas or

your speech exuberant ; and very different was indeed your

diction from its usual economy and frugality. This conversation

of yours was repeated, the reciter employing the many metaphors

you had used. Halmuros sat next me, kicking my legs now and
then in his impatience to express that Ul-humor which urges him
on all occasions to querulousness and contradiction. At last he

sprang up, and, wiping the comers of his mouth, declared that

your mind was not rich enough for all those metaphors which an

injudicious friend had quoted as yours. I replied to him calmly,

that it was natural he should be ignorant of the fact, and

certain that he must remain so, since Demosthenes only used such

[S For " Expectorate " ist ed. reads : " spit out or bring up again."]

[^ First ed. inserts :
" Laying their hands upon me, they have touched

the idle waters of immortality ; and will mourn for it like Thetis, and

as bitterly and as vainly." From "There "to "justice "(6i lines) added in

2nd ed.; see note 6 below.]
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language when it was excited by the wit or the wisdom or the

geniality of his friends ; and I consoled him with the assurance

that a warier man might have fallen into the same pit, without the

same help of extrication. Although he saw how friendly I had
been to him, he was not pacified, but protested that many doubts

remained upon his mind. He appealed to Cliniades who sat

opposite. " I have been present," said Cliniades, " at my
father's and in other places, when Demosthenes hath scattered

among us all the ornaments of diction ; it would puzzle me to

recount, and you to remember, the names of them." "That is

a modest youth," said Halmuros in ray ear, "but rather too

zealous in partisanship."

Demosthenes. Inconsiderate and silly is the criticism of Hal-

muros. Must a pugilist, because he is a pugilist, always clench

his fist ?—may he not relax it at dinner, at wine, at the reception

of a friend ? Is it necessary to display the strength of my muscles

when I have no assailant to vanquish or intimidate ? When we
are wrestling we do not display the same, attitudes as when we
are dancing. On the sand and in the circle we contend for the

crown ; amid the modulations of flute and lyre, of tabor and
cymbal, we wear it. And it is there, among our friends and
favorites, among the elegant and refined, we draw attention to the

brightness and the copiousness and the pliancy of its constituent

parts. It is permitted me, I trust, O Eubulides, to indulge in a

flowery and flowing robe when I descend from the bema, and
relax my limbs in the cool retirement at home. If I did it in

public I should be powerless ; for there is paralysis in derision.

Plainness and somewhat of austerity ought to be habitual with the

orator. If he relinquishes them rarely, when he does relinquish

them he gains the affections of his audience by his heartiness,

waiTOth, and condescension. But sentences well measured and
well moulded are never thrown away on the meanest of the

Athenians ; and many of them perhaps are as sensible of the

variety I give to mine as the most delicate of the critics, and are

readier to do me justice.

Eubulides. It appears to be among the laws of Nature that the

mighty of intellect should be pursued and carped at by the little,

as* the solitary flight of one great bird is followed by the twittering

petulance of many smaller.

[5 From " as " to " smaller " added in 2nd ed.]
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Demosthenes. The higher and richer bank is corroded by the
stream, which is gentle to the flat and barren sand ; and philo-
sophers tell us that mountains are shaken by the vilest of the
minerals below them.

Eubulides. Here, O Demosthenes, let the parallel be broken.
And now, cannot I draw from you the avowal that you have
heard the news from Pella, brought by the messager at sunrise ?

Your derision has not deterred the people from asking, " Is Philip

dead ?

"

Demosthenes. The messager came first to my house, knowing
my habitude of early rising. My order as magistrate was that he
keep secret this visit of his to me, threatening him with the dis-

pleasure and censure of the more ancient, if ever they should dis-

cover that the intelligence reached them after. My thoughts

crowded upon me so fast and turbulently, that, no sooner had I

reached the monument of Antiope, than I stopped from exhaustion,

and sat down beneath it. Happy as I always am to meet you,

my good Eubulides, I acknowledge I never was less so than on
this occasion. For it is my practice, and ever has been, to walk
quite alone.s In my walks I collect my arguments, arrange my sen-

tences, and utter them aloud. Eloquence with me can do little else

in the city than put on her bracelets, tighten her sandals, and show
herself to the people. Her health, and vigor, and beauty, if she

has any, are the fruits of the open fields. The slowness or celerity

of my steps is now regulated and impelled by the gi-avity and pre-

cision, now by the enthusiasm and agitation, of my mind ; and the

presence of any one, however dear and intimate, is a check and

impediment to the free agency of these emotions. Thousands, I

know, had I remained in the city, would have come running up to

me with congratiJations and embraces ; as if danger could befall

us only from the hand of Philip !—another Jove, who alone upon

earth can vibrate the thunder.

Eubulides. One hour afterward I passed through them hastily,

[8 Cf. Epicurus, Leontion, and Ternissa, 3rd speech of Epicurus.

Lander's own habit of composition as he walked among the hills of Fiesole

is mentioned by Forster, Life, p. 310. It appears probable that the long

passage added in the 2nd ed. (see note 4 above) was intended to meet a

criticism made by Mr Forster on this and the last Conversation. He had

suggested that the language of Demostlienes was too figurative.]
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and saw and heard them wandering and buzzing along the streets

in every direction.

Demosthenes. Leaving to us the country and fresh air, and,

what itself is the least tranquil thing in Nature, but is the most potent

tranquillizer of an excited soul, the sea. To-day I avoid the

swarm : to-morrow I strike my brass and collect it.

How soon, O Eubulides, may this ancient hive be subverted,

and these busy creatures lie under it extinct

!

EubulidesJ That greatest and most fortunate event, the death

of Philip, seems at one moment in the course of our conversation

to have given you more than your ordinary vigor, and at another

(as now again) to have almost toi"pefied you.

Demosthenes. Inattention and taciturnity are not always proofs

of incivility and disrespect. I was revolving in my rnind what I

might utter as we went along, less unworthy of your approbation

than many things I have spoken in public, and with great anxiety

that they should be well received.

There is then one truth, O Eubulides, far more important than

every other ; far more conducive to the dm'ation of States, to the

glory of citizens, to the adornment of social life, to the encourage-

ment of arts and sciences, to the extension of the commerce and

intercourse of nations, to the foundation and growth of colonies,

to the exaltation and dominion of genius, and indeed to whatever

is desirable to the well-educated and the free.

Eubulides. Enounce it.

Demosthenes. There is, I repeat it, one truth above all the

rest ; above all promulgated by the wisdom of legislators, the zeal

of orators, the enthusiasm of poets, or the revelation of gods : a

truth whose brightness and magnitude are almost lost to view by
its stupendous height. If I never have pointed it out, knowing

it as I do, let the forbearance be assigned not to timidity but to

prudence.

Eubulides. May I hope at last to hear it ?

Demosthenes. I must conduct you circuitously, and interrogate

you beforehand, as those do who lead us to the mysteries.

You have many sheep and goats upon the mountain, which

were lately bequeathed to you by your nephew Timocles. Do
you think it the most advantageous to let some mastiff, with no-

J7
From " Eubulidci " to " dead " C79 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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body's chain or collar about his neck, run among them and devour
them one after another, or to prepare a halter and lay poison and
a trap for him ?

Eubulldes. Certainly here, O Demosthenes, you are not leading
me into any mysteries. The answer is plain : the poison, trap,

and halter are ready.

Demosthenes. Well spoken. You have several children and
grandchildren

; you study economy in their behalf: would you
rather spend twenty drachmas for fuel than three for the same
quantity of the same material ?

Eubulldes. Nay, nay, Demosthenes ; if this is not mystery, it

is worse. You are like a teacher to whom a studious man goes

to learn the meaning of a sentence, and who, instead of opening
the volume that contains it, asks him gravely whether he has learned

his alphabet. Prythee do not banter me.
Demosthenes. Tell me then which you would rather,—make

one drunken man sober for ever, or ten thousand men drunk for

many years ?

Eubulldes. By all the gods ! abstain from such idle questions.

Demosthenes. The solution of this, idle as you call it, may
save you much more than the twenty drachmas. O Eubulides

!

we have seen, to our sorrow and ignominy, the plain of Cheronaa
bestrewn with the bodies of our bravest citizens : had one
barbarian fallen, they had not. Rapine and licentiousness are the

precursors and the followers of even the most righteous war. A
single blow against the worst of mortals may prevent them.

Many years and much treasure are usually required for an un-

certain issue, beside the stagnation of traffic, the prostration of

industry, and innumerable maladies arising from towns besieged

and regions depopulated. A moment is sufficient to avert all

these calamities. No usurper, no invader, should be permitted to

exist on earth. And on whom can the vengeance of the gods

be expected to descend, if it descend not on that guilty wretch

who would rather that ten thousand innocent, ten thousand

virtuous, citizens should perish, than that one iniquitous and

atrocious despot should be without his daily bath of blood ? A
single brave man might have followed the late tyrant into Sc5rthia,

and have given his carcass to the vulture ; by which heroic deed

we should have been spared the spectacle of Greece in mourning.
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What columns, what processions, would have been decreed to

this deliverer, out of the treasure we may soon be condemned to

pay, whether as tribute or subsidy, to our enslaver

!

Euhdides. No, no ! Praises to the immortals ! he is dead.*

Demosthenes. Philip has left the world. But regard not, O
my friend, the mutual congratulations, the intemperate and in-

tempestive joy, of the Athenians with any other sentiment than

pity ; for while Alexander lives, or Alexander's successor, while

any king whatever breathes on any of our confines, Philip is not

dead.

Euhulides. Raise, up thy brow, O Demosthenes ! raise up

again that arm, hanging down before thee as if a flame from

heaven had blasted it! Have we not seen it in its godlike

strength, terrible even in beneficence, like Neptune's, when the

horse sprang from under his trident ? Take courage ! give it

!

Inspire it in a bieath from the inner and outer Keramicus

to the Parthenon, from the temple of the Eumenides to the

gates of the Pirseus. What is the successor of Philip ?—a mad
youth.

Demosthenes. Does much mischief require much wisdom ?

Is a firebrand sensible; is a tempest prudent? It is a very

indifferent rat or weasel that hath not as much courage as

Alexander, and more prudence : I say nothing of temperance, in

which even inferior beasts, if there be any such, are his betters.

We know this ; the knowledge of it does not insure our quiet,

but rather is a reason, at least the latter part of it, why we can

trust in him for none.

If men considered the happiness of others, or their own ; in

fewer words, if they were rational or provident,—no State would
be depopulated, no city pillaged, not a village would be laid in

ashes, not a farm deserted. But there always have been, and

always will be, men about the despot, who persuade him that

terror is better than esteem ; that no one knows whether he is

reverenced or not, but that he who is dreaded has indubitable

[8 It is vforth noting this added passage for the defence of Tyrranicide

contained in it. In his letters Landor often advocates the ass:issination

of Napoleon, and the arguments attributed to Demosthenes probably
represent his own views on the question. Unfortunately political

assassins are rarely infallible and far-sighted statesmen.]
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proofs of it, and is regarded by mortals as a god. By pampering
this foible in the prince, they are admitted to come closer and
closer to him ; and from the indulgence of his corrupted humors
they derive their wealth and influence. Every man in the world
would be a republican, if he did not hope from fortune and favor
more than from industry and desert; in short, if he did not
expect to carry oflp sooner or later, from under another system,

what never coiJd belong to him rightfully, and what cannot (he
thinks) accrue to him from this. To suppose the coijtrary would
be the same as to suppose that he would rather have a master in

his house than friend, brother, or son ; and that he has both more
confidence and more pleasure in an alien's management of it than

in his own, or in any person's selected by his experience and
deputed by his choice.

Eubulides. Insanity to imagine it

!

Demosthenes. In religions and governments, O Eubulides,

there are things on which few men reason, and at which those

who do reason shrink and shudder. The worthless cling upon
these lofty follies, and use them as the watchtowers of Ambition.

We too are reproved by them in turn for like propensities : and
truly I wish it could be said that every human motive were

ingenuous and pure. We cannot say anything similar. Come,
let us own the worst : we are ambitious. But is it not evident

of us orators in a republic, that our ambition and the scope of it

must drop together when we no longer can benefit or forewarn

our citizens ? In kingdoms, the men are most commended and
most elevated who serve the fewest, and who, serving the fewest,

injure the most ; in republics, those who serve the many and injure

none. The loss of this privilege is the greatest loss humanity can

sustain. To you, because I ponder and meditate, I appear dejected.

Clearly I do see indeed how much may soon cease to be within

my power ; but I possess the confidence of strength within me, and
the consciousness of having exerted it for the glory of my coun-

try and the utility of mankind. Look at that olive before us.

Seasons and iron have searched deeply into its heart ; yet it shakes

its berries in the air, promising you sustenance and light. In

olives it is common to see remaining just enough of the body to

support the bark ; and this is often so perforated, that, if near the

ground, a dog or sheep may pass through. Neither the vitality
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nor the fecundity of the tree appears in the least to suffer by it.

While I remember what I have been, I never can be less.

External power affects those only who have none intrinsically.

I have seen the day, Eubulides, when the most august of cities

had but one voice within her walls ; and when the stranger on
entering them stopped at the silence of the gateway, and said,

" Demosthenes is speaking in the assembly of the people."

This is an ambition which no other can supplant or reach.

The image of it stands eternally between me and kings, and

separates me by an immeasurable interval from their courts and

satraps. I swear against them, in the name of our country, in the

name of PaUas-Athen^ and of all the gods, amid the victims that

have fallen by them and are about to fall, everlasting hatred

!

Go now to the city, Eubulides, and report my oath. Add,
that you left me contemplating in solitude the posture of our

affairs, reluctant to lay before the Athenians any plan or project

until I have viewed it long and measured it conectly ; and to

deliver any words to them, whether of counsel or comfort or

congratulation, unworthy of so sedate and circumspect a people.

Eubulides. How gravely and seriously you speak ! Do you
think of them so highly ?

Demosthenes. I have said it
; go, repeat it.

XI. ^SCHINES AND PHOCION.i

Mschines. O Phocion, again I kiss the hand that hath ever

raised up the unfortunate

!

Phocion. I know not, iEschines, to what your discourse

would tend.

[1 This is a Conversation between two of those Athenian statesmen vfho
bitterly opposed the policy of Demosthenes—^schines probably from
corrupt motives, and Phocion from a sincere contempt for his own
countiymen. In integrity Phocion stood far above the other statesmen
of his time. He was never even accused of having received bribes. He
was the best Athenian general of his time, and, when Philip attacked
Byzantium, his skill enabled the Athenians to raise the siege. But in
spite of his character for rough honesty and his military ability, it is

certain that his "antipatriotic bias" Hid much to make Philip's policy
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Mschines. Yesterday, when the malice of Demosthenes
would have turned against me the vengeance of the people,

by pointing me out as him whom the priestess of Apollo had
designated in declaring the Athenians were unanimous, one
excepted,—did you not ciy aloud, 1 am the man : I approve of
nothing you do ? That I see you again, that I can express to

you my gratitude,—these are your gifts.

Phocion. And does Mschines then suppose that I should

not have performed my duty, whether he were alive or dead ?

To have removed from the envy of an ungenerous rival, and
from the resentment of an inconsiderate populace, the citizen

who possesses my confidence, the orator who defends my
countiy, and the soldier who has fought by my side,—was
among those actions which are always well repaid. The line

is drawn across the account : let us close it.

Mschines. I am not insensible, nor have ever been, to the

afflicted ; my compassion hath been excited in the city and in

the field : but when have I been moved, as I am now, to

weeping ? Your generosity is more pathetic than pity ; and at

your eloquence, stem as it is, O Phocion, my tears gush like

those warm fountains which burst forth suddenly from some
convulsion of the earth.

Immoi-tal gods ! that Demades and Polyeuctus ^ and Demos-
thenes should prevail in the council over Phocion ! that even

their projects for a campaign shoiJd be adopted, in preference

to that general's who hath defeated Philip in every encounter,

and should precipitate the war against the advice of a politician

by whose presages, and his only, the Athenians have never been

deceived.

Phocion. It is true, I am not popular.

more effective than it could fiave been, liad the advice of Demostlienes

always prevailed. The anecdote with which this Conversation begins is

given in Plutarch's Life of Phocion g.v., but there is no mention of

jEschines in connection with the incident. (Imag. Convers., i., 1824.

2nd series, i., 1826. Works, i., 1846. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom.,

1853. Works, ii., 1876.)]

P Demades and Polyeuctus were Athenian orators contemporary with

Demosthenes. Of the latter almost nothing is known. The former is

always represented as a shifty and venal politician, but in eloquence

superior even to Demosthenes, and far excelling him in the power of

extemporary speech.]
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^schines. Become so

!

Phoc'ion. It has been frequently and with impunity in my
power to commit base actions, and I abstained : would my friend

advise me at last to commit the basest of all ?—to court the ^

suffrages of people I despise !

jEsch'mes. You court not even those who love and honor yovu

Thirty times and oftener have you been chosen to lead our armies,

and never once were present at the election. Unparalleled glory!

when have the gods shown any thing similar among men ? Not

Aristides nor Epaminondas, the most virtuous of mortals,—not

Miltiades nor Cimon, the most glorious in their exploits,—enjoyed

the favor of Heaven so uninterruptedly. No presents, no solicita-

tions, no flatteries, no concessions : you never even asked a vote,

however duly, customarily, and gravely.

Phoclon. The highest price we can pay for any thing is to ask

it ; and to solicit a vote appears to me as unworthy an action

as to solicit a place in a will : it is not ours, and might have been

another's.

JEsch'mes.'^ A question unconnected with my visit now obtrudes

itself; and indeed, Phocion, I have remarked heretofore that an

observation from you hath made Athenians, on several occasions,

forget their own business and debates, and fix themselves upon

it. What is your opinion on the right and expediency of making

wUls?

Phocion. That it is neither expedient nor just to make them

;

and that the prohibition would obviate and remove (to say nothing

of duplicity and servility) much injustice and discontent,—the

two things against which every legislator should provide the most

cautiously. General and positive laws should secure the order of

succession, as far as unto the grandchildren of brother and sister

;

beyond and out of these, property of every kind should devolve

to the commonwealth. Thousands have remained unmarried,

that, by giving hopes of legacies, they may obtain votes for public

offices ; thus being dishonest and making others so, defrauding

the community of many citizens by their celibacy, and deteriorat-

ing many by their ambition. Luxury and irregular love have

produced in thousands the same effect. They care neither about

P First ed. reads: *' the favour of men I abominate and despise.")

\} From " JEichives " to " public affairs " (76 lines') added in 2nd ed.]
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offspring rior about ofRces, but gratify the most sordid passions at

their country's most ruinous expense. If those two descriptions

of citizens were prohibited from appointing heirs at their option,

and obliged to indemnify the republic for their inutility and nullity,

at least by so insensible a fine as tliat which is levied on them
after death, the members would shortly be reduced to few ; and
much of distress and indigence, much of dishonor and iniquity,

would be averted from the people of Athens.

Mschines, But services and friendships

—

Phocion. —are rewarded by friendships and services.

JEschtnes. You have never delivered your opinion upon this

subject before the people.

Phocion. While passions and minds are agitated, the fewer

opinions we deliver before them the better. We have laws

enough ; and we should not accustom men to changes. Though
many things might be altered and improved, yet alterations in

State-matters, important or unimportant in themselves, are

weighty in their complex and their consequences. A little car

in motion shakes all the houses of a street ; let it stand quiet,

and you or I could almost bear it on our foot : it is thus with

institutions.

JEschines. On wills you have excited my inquiry rather than

satisfied it : you have given me new thoughts, but you have also

made room for more.

Phocion. ^schines, would you take possession of a vineyard

or olive-ground which nobody had given to you ?

JEschines. Certainly not.

Phocion. Yet if it were bequeathed by will, you would ?

^schines. Who would hesitate I

Phocion. In many cases the just man.

^schines. In some indeed.

Phocion. There is a parity in all between a will and my
hypothesis of vineyard or olive-ground. Inheriting by means of

a wUl, we take to ourselves what nobody has given.

JEschines. Quite the contrary : we take what he has given

who does not deprive himself of any enjoyment or advantage by

his gift.

Phocion. Again I say, we take it, JEschines, from no giver

at all ; for he whom you denominate the giver does not exist: he
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who does not exist can do nothing, can accept nothing, can
exchange nothing, can give nothing.

JEsch'mes. He gave it while he was living, and while he
had these powers and faculties.

Phoc'ton. If he gave it while he was living, then it was not

what lawyers and jurists and legislators call a will or testament,

on which alone we spoke.

jEschines. True ; I yield.

Phocion, The absurdities we do not see are more numerous
ind greater than those we discover ; for truly there are few
imaginable that have not crept from some corner or other into

common use, and these escape our notice by familiarity.

JEschines. We pass easily over great inequalities, and smaller

shock us. He who leaps down resolutely and with impunity

from a crag of Lycabettos * may be lamed perhaps for life by
missing a step in the descent from a temple.

Again, if you please, to our first question.

Phocion. I would change it willingly for another, if you had
not dropped something out of which I collect that you think me
too indifferent to the administration ofpublic affairs. Indifference

to the welfare of our country is a crime ; but when our country is

reduced to a condition in which the bad are preferred to the

good, the foolish to the wise, hardly any catastrophe is to be
deprecated or opposed that may shake them from their places.

JEschines. In dangerous and trpng times they fall naturally

and necessarily, as flies drop out of a cm-tain let down in winter.

Should the people demand of me what better I would propose
than my adversaries, such are the extremities to which their

boisterousness and levity have reduced us, I can return no answer.
We are in the condition of a wolf biting off his leg to escape
from the trap that has caught it.

Phocion. Calamities have assaulted mankind in so great a
variety of attacks, that nothing new can be devised against them.
He who would strike out a novelty in architecture commits a
folly in safety ; his house and he may stand : he who attempts it

in politics carries a torch, from which at the first narrow passage
we may expect a conflagration. Experience is our only teacher
both m war and peace. As we formerly did against the

* Called aftervfards Ankesmos.
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Lacedemonians and their allies, we might by our naval superiority

seize or blockade the maritime towns of Philip ; we might
conciliate Sparta, who has outraged and defied him ; we might
wait even for his death, impending from drunkenness, lust,

ferocity, and inevitable in a short space of time from the vengeance
to which they expose him at home. It is a dangerous thing for

a monarch to corrupt a nation yet uncivilized; to corrupt a
civilized one is the wisest thing he can do.

Mschines. I see no reason why we should not send an

executioner to release him from the prison-house of his crimes,

with his family to attend him. Kings play at war unfairly wdth

republics : they can only lose some earth and some creatures they

value as little, while republics lose in every soldier a part of them-

selves. Therefore no wise republic ought to be satisfied, unless

she bring to punishment the criminal most obnoxious, and those

about him who may be supposed to have made him so,—his

counsellors and his courtiers. Retaliarion is not a thing to be

feared. You ^ might as reasonably be contented with breaking

the tables and chairs of a wretch who hath murdered your

children, as with slajring the soldiers of a despot who wages war
against you. The least you can do in justice or in safety is to

demand his blood of the people who are under him, tearing in

pieces the nest of his brood. The Locrians have admitted only

two new laws in two hundred years ; because he who proposes

to establish or to change one comes with a halter round his throat,

and is strangled if his proposition is rejected. Let wars, which

ought to be more perilous to the adviser, be but equally so : let

those who engage in them perish if they lose—I mean the

principals—and new wars will be as rare among others as new
laws among the Locrians.

Phocion. Both laws and wars are much addicted to the

process of generation. Philip, I am afraid, has prepared the

Athenians for his government ; and yet I wonder how, in a free

State, any man of common sense can be bribed.^ The corrupter

would only spend his money on persons of some calculation and

reflection : with how little of either must those be endowed, who
do not see that they are paying a perpetuity for an annuity!

[0 From " You " to « brood " (6 lines) added in 3rd ed.]

[" Machines was certainly in the pay of Philip.]
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Suppose that they, amid suspicions both from him in whose favor

and from those to whose detriment they betray, can enjoy every

thing they receive, yet what security have their children and

dependents? Property is usually gained in hope no less of

bequeathing than of enjoying it ; how certain is it that these will

lose more than was acquired for them ! If they lose their

country and their laws, what have tliey ? The bribes of monarchs

will be discovered by the receiver to be like pieces of furniture

given to a man who, on returning home, finds that his house, in

which he intended to place them, has another master. 1 can

conceive no bribery at all seductive to the most profligate, short

of that which establishes the citizen bribed among the members ofa

hereditary aristocracy, which in the midst of a people is a kind of

foreign iState where the spoiler and traitor may take refuge.

Now Philip is not so inhuman as, in case he should be the

conqueror, to inflict on us so humiliating a punishment Our
differences with him are recent, and he marches from policy, not

from enmity. The Lacedemonians did indeed attempt it, in the

imposition of the thirty tyrants ; but such a monstrous state of

degradation and of infamy roused us from our torpor, threw under

us and beneath our view all other wretchedness, and we recovered

(I wish we could retain it as easily!) our independence. What
depresses you ?

JEschines. Oh I could I embody the spirit I receive from
you, and present it in all its purity to the Athenians, they would
surely hear me with as much attention as that invoker and vio-

later of the gods, Demosthenes, to whom my blood would be the

most acceptable libation at the feasts of Philip. Pertinacity and
clamorousness, he imagines, are tests of sincerity and truth

;

although we know that a weak orator raises his voice higher than

a powerful one, as the lame raise their legs higher than the sound.

He' censures me for repeating my accusation ; he talks of taut-

ology and diffuseness ; he who tells us gravely that a man had
lived many years, and—what then ?—that he was rather old when
he died !

* Can any thing be so ridiculous as the pretentions of
this man, who, because I employ no action, says action is thejirst,

the second, the third requisite of oratory ; while he himself is the

17 From " He " to " died " (4 lines) added in 3i-d ed.]
* 'E/3iw9e iroXXa ir^ km ijv Trpeff^vrepos ore ireXevTa,
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most ungraceful of our speakers, and, even in appealing to the

gods, begins by scratching his head ?

Phocion. This is surely no inattention or indifference to the

powers above. Great ^ men lose somevifhat of their greatness by
being near us ; ordinary men gain much. As we are drawing
nigh to humble buildings, those at a distance beyond them sink

below ; but we may draw so nigh to the grand and elevated as to

take in only a small part of the whole. I smile at reflecting on
the levity with which we contemporaries often judge of those

authors whom posterity will read with most admiration : such is

Demosthenes. Differ as we may from him in politics, we must

acknowledge that no language is clearer, no thoughts more
natural, no words more proper, no combinations more unex-
pected, no cadences more diversified and harmonious. Accus-
tomed to consider as the best what is at once the most simple and
emphatic, and knowing that what satisfies the understanding con-

ciliates the ear, I think him little if at all inferior to Aristoteles

in style, though in wisdom he is as a mote to a sunbeam ; and
superior to my master Plato, excellent as he is,—gorgeous indeed,

but becomingly, like wealthy kings. Defective however and faulty

must be the composition in prose, which you and I with our

uttermost study and attention cannot understand. In poetry it is

not exactly so ; the greater share of it must be intelligible to the

multitude : but in the best there is often an undersong of sense,

which none beside the poetical mind, or one deeply versed in its

mysteries, can comprehend. Euripides and Pindar have been

blamed by many, who perceived not that the arrow drawn against

them fell on Homer. The gods have denied to Demosthenes

many parts of genius ; the urbane, the witty, the pleasurable, the

pathetic. But, O -flischines ! the tree of strongest fibre and

longest duration is not looked up to for its flower nor for its

leaf.

Let us praise whatever we can reasonably : nothing is less

P From " Great " to " whole " (5 lines) added in 2nd ed. At the loth

line of this speech, ist ed. reads: "No language is more forcible, more
clear, no combinations of words more novel, no sequency of sentences

more diversified, more admirably pitched and concerted. Accustomed,"

&c. At line 18, ist ed. reads: " becomingly, as wealthy monarchs are,

and truly a magnificent piece of the gods' work in their richest materials.

At line 26, from " The" to "leaf" (5 lines) added in 3rd ed.]
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laborious or irksome, no office is less importunate or nearer a

sinecure. Above others praise those who contend with you for

glory, since they have already borne their suffrages to your

judgment by entering on the same career. Deem it a peculiar

talent, and what no three men in any age have possessed, to give

each great citizen or great writer his just proportion of applause.

A barbarian king or his eunuch can distribute equally and fairly

beans and lentils ; but I perceive that ^schines himself finds a

difficulty in awarding just commendations.

A few days ago an old woman who wrote formerly a poem
on Codrus,^ such as Codrus with all his self-devotion would hardly

have read to save his country, met me in the street, and taxed me
with injustice towards Demosthenes.

" You do not know him," said she ; " he has heart, and some-

what of genius ; true, he is singular and eccentric ;
yet I assure

you I have seen compositions of his that do him credit. We ^*

must not judge of him fi-om his speeches in public ; there he is

violent : but a billet of his, I do declare, is quite a treasure."

JEschines. What answer of yours could be the return for

such silliness ?

Phocion. " Lady !
" replied I, " Demosthenes is fortunate to

be protected by the same cuirass as Codrus.

"

The commendations of these people are not always what you
would think them, left-handed and detractive ; for singular must
every man appear who is different from the rest : and he is most
different from them who is most above them. If the clouds were
inhabited by men, the men must be of other form and features

than those on earth, and their gait would not be the same as upon
the grass or pavement. Diversity no less is contracted by the

habitations, as it were, and haunts, and exercises, of our minds.

Singularity, when it is natural, requires no apology ; when it is

affected, is detestable. Such is that of our young people in bad

[s Codnis, son of Melanthus, the last king of Athens, sacrificed his life

for his country. For when the Corinthians and Argives marched into
Attica, the Oracle of Delphi foretold that they should conquer if they
saved Codrus aUve. But he, knowing this, dressed himself as -i peasant
and provoking certain soldiers of the enemy to a quarrel, was slain by
them, whereupon the invaders returned home.]
pTrom "We" to "Phocion" (6 lines) added in 2nd ed.; at the 3rd

line of Phocion's speech, "The " to "for" added in md ed.]
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handwriting. On my expedition to Byzantion, the city decreed
that a cloak should be given me worth forty drachmas ; and,
when I was about to return, I folded it up carefully in readiness

for any service in which I might be employed hereafter. An
officer, studious to imitate my neatness, packed up his in the same
manner, not without the hope perhaps that I might remark it

;

and my servant, or his, on our return, mistook it. I sailed for

Athens ; he, with a detachment, for Heraclea, whence he wrote
to me that he had sent my cloak, requesting his own by the first

conveyance. The name was quite illegible, and the carrier, who-
ever he was, had pursued his road homeward. I directed it then,

as the only safe way, if indeed there was any safe one, to the officer

luho -writes worst at Heraclea.

Come, a few more words upon Demosthenes. Do not, my
friend, inveigh against him, lest a part of your opposition be attri-

buted to envy. How many arguments is it worth to him if you
appear to act from another motive than principle ! True, his

eloquence is imperfect : what among men is not ? In his repartees

there is no playfulness, in his voice there is no flexibility, in his

action there is neither dignity nor grace ; but how often has he

stricken you dumb with his irony ! How often has he tossed you

from one hand to the other with his interrogatories ! Concen-

trated ^^ are his arguments, select and distinct and orderly his topics,

ready and unfastidious his expressions, popular his allusions, plain

his illustrations, easy the swell and subsidence of his periods, his

dialect purely Attic. Is this no merit ? Is it none in an age of

idle rhetoricians, who have forgotten how their fathers and mothers

spoke to them ?

jEscMnes.^^ But what repetitions !

Phocion. If a thing is good it may be repeated ; not indeed

too frequently nor too closely, nor in words exactly the same.

The repetition shows no want of invention : it shows only what

is uppermost in the mind, and by what the writer is most agitated

and inflamed.

jE-schines. Demosthenes tells us himself, that he has prepared

fifty-six commencements for his future speeches : how can he

P First ed. reads : " interrogatories 1 What harmony of periods, what
choice of expressions, hov7 popular," &c., omits " easy " to " periods."]

[12 From " Michincs " to " own " (50 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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foresee the main subject of them all ? They are indeed all invec-

tives against Philip ; but does Demosthenes imagine that Philip

is not greatly more fertile in the means of annoyance than any

Athenian is in the terms of vituperation ? And which gives most

annoyance ? Fire and sword ravage far and wide : the tongue

cannot break through the shield nor extinguish the conflagration ;

it brings down many blows, but heals no wounds whatever.

Phocion. I perceive, in the number of these overtures to the

choruses of the Furies, a stronger argument of his temerity than

your acuteness hath exposed. He must have believed that Philip

could not conquer us before he had time enough to compose and

deliver his fifty-six speeches. I differ from him widely in ray

calculation. But, returning to your former charge, I would

rather praise him for what he has omitted, than censure him for

what he has repeated.

JEsch'mes. And I too.

Phocion. Those words were spoken in the tone of a com-
petitor rather than that of a comrade, as you soon may be.

Mschmes. I am jealous then ? Did I demonstrate any

jealousy of him when I went into the Peloponnese,!^ to second and
propel the courage his representations of the common danger had
excited ?—where I beheld the youths of Olynthus, sent as slaves

and donatives to his partisans, in that country of degenerate and
dastard Greeks ! What his orations had failed to bring about, my
energy and zeal, my sincerity and singleness of aim, effected.

The Athenians there followed me to the temple of Agraulos, and
denounced in one voice the most awful imprecations against the

Peloponnesians corrupted by the gold of Macedon.
Phocion. You have many advantages over your rival ; let him

have some over you. There are merits which appear demerits to

vulgar minds and inconsiderate auditors. Many, in the populace

of hearers and readers, want links and cramps to hold together the

thoughts that are given them, and cry out if you hurry them on
too fast. You must leap over no gap, or you leave them behind

and startle them from following you. With them the pioneer is

a cleverer man than the commander. I have observed in Demos-
thenes and Thucydides that they lay it down as a rule, never to

[13 This refers to the best part of the life of jEschines before he had
taken bribes from Philip.]
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say what they have reason to suppose would occur to the auditor

and reader in consequence of any thing said before ; knowing every

one to be more pleased and more easily led by us when we bring

foi-ward his thoughts indirectly and imperceptibly, than when we
elbow and outstrip them with our own. The sentences of your

adversary are stout and compact as the Macedonian phalanx,

animated and ardent as the sacred band of Thebes. Praise him,

-ffischines, if you wish to be victorious ; if you acknowledge you

are vanquished, then revile him and complain. In composition I

know not a superior to him ; and in an assembly of the people he

derives advantages from his defects themselves, from the violence

of his action and from the viJgarity of his mein. Permit him to

possess these advantages over you ; look on him as a wrestler,

whose body is robust, but whose feet rest upon something slippery:

use your dexterity, and reserve your blows. Consider him, if less

excellent as a statesman, citizen, or soldier, rather as a genius or

demon ; who, whether beneficent or malignant, hath, from an

elevation far above us, launched forth many new stars into the

firmament of mind.

Msch'tnes. Oh that we had been bom in other days ! The
best men always fall upon the worst.

Phocion. The gods have not granted us, jEschines, the choice

of being born when we would : that of dying when we would,

they have. Thank them for it, as one among the most excellent

of their gifts ; and remain i* or go, as utility or dignity may require.

Whatever can happen to a wise and virtuous man from his worst

enemy, whatever is most dreaded by the inconsiderate and

irresolute, has happened to him frequently from himself; and not

only without his inconvenience, but without his obsei-vation. We
are prisoners as often as we bolt our doors, exiles as often as we
walk to Munychia, and dead as often as we sleep. It would be

a folly and a shame to argue that these things are voluntaiy, and

that what our enemy imposes are not ; they should be the more

if they befall us from necessity, unless necessity be a weaker

reason than caprice. In fine, iEschines, I shall then call the

times bad when they make me so ; at present they are to be

borne, as must be the storm that follows them.

P'' First ed, reads: "and wait not for horn or herald: a wiiistle is

liere a signal. W^hatever," &c.]
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XII. ALEXANDER AND THE PRIEST OF
HAMMON.i

Alexander. Like my father, as ignorant men called King
Philip, I have at all times been the friend and defender of the

gods.

Priest. Hitherto it was rather my belief that the gods may
befriend and defend us mortals ; but I am now instnicted that a

king of Macedon has taken them under his shield. Philip, if

report be true, was less remarkable for his devotion.

Alexander. He was the most religious prince of the age.

Priest. On what, O Alexander, rests the support of such an

exalted title ?

Alexander. Not only did he swear more frequently and more
awfully than any officer in the army, or any priest in the temples,

but his sacrifices were more numerous and more costly.

Priest. More costly ? It must be either to those whose ruin

is consummated, or to those whose ruin is commenced ; in other

words, either to the vanquished, or to those whose ill-foitune is

of earlier date,—the bom subjects of the vanquisher.

Alexander. He exhibited the surest and most manifest proof

of his piety when he defeated CEnomarchus, general of the

Phocians, who had dared to plough a piece of ground belonging

to Apollo.

Priest. Apollo might have made it as hot work for the

Phocians who were ploughing his ground, as he formerly did at

P The authorities which Landor has used in this and the following
Conversation are Arrian and Plutarch's Life of Alexander. Arrian's

account is as follows : (iii. 4).
'

' After this Alexander was seized with
the desire to visit Ammon in Lybya to consult the oracle there, which was
said to be a very trustworthy one. Both Perseus and Heracles were
believed to have gone there. . . . And Alexander always looked upon
himself as a rival of both these heroes and as being of the same lineage,

inasmuch as he alleged that he was the son of Ammon just as they were
fabled to be sons of Jove. In this mind therefore he set out for Ajnmon
in order that he might discover his own case accurately, or at least say
that he had done so." The oracle returned a favourable answer. (Imag.
Convers.jVol. iv., 1829. Works, i., 1846. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom.,
1853. Works, 1876. In ist ed. this Conversation begins with "To come
at once to the point," at line 56.)]
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Troy to those unruly Greeks who took away his priest's daughter.^

He shot a good many mules, to show he was in earnest, and
would have gone on shooting both cattle and men until he came
at last to the offender.

Alexander. He instructed kings by slaying their people before

their eyes ; surely he would never set so bad an example as strik-

ing at the kings themselves. Philip, to demonstrate in the presence

of all Greece his regard for Apollo of Delphi, slew six thousand,

and threw into the sea three thousand, enemies of religion.

Priest. Alexander! Alexander! the enemies of religion are

the cruel, and not the sufferers by cruelty. Is it unpardonable in

the ignorant to be in error about their gods, when the wise are in

doubt about their fathers ?

Alexander. I am not ; Philip is not mine.

Priest. Probable enough.

Alexander. Who then is, or ought to be, but Jupiter himself?

Priest. The priests of Pella are abler to return an oracle on

that matter than we of the Oasis.

Alexander. We have no oracle at Pella.

Priest. If you had, it might be dumb for once.

Alexander. I am losing my patience.

Priest. I have given thee part of mine, seeing thee but

scantily provided ;
yet, if thy gestures are any signification, it sits

but awkwardly upon thy shoulders.

Alexander. This to me !—the begotten of a god ! the bene-

factor of all mankind

!

Priest. Such as Philip was to the three thousand, when he

devised so magnificent a bath for their recreation. Plenty of

pumice ! rather a lack of napkins I

Alexander. No trifling ! no false wit

!

Priest. True wit, to every man, is that which falls on

another.

Alexander. To come at once to the point : I am ready to

prove that neither Jason nor Bacchus, in their memorable

P See p. I. For the Sacred War referred to in this passage see Crete's

History, c. Ixxxvii. The quarrel was originally between Thebes and the

Phocians. Philip intervened, and after experiencing some defeats,

destroyed the Phocian army and used his victory in the barbarous

fashion described below.]
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expeditions, did greater service to mankind than I have done,

and am about to do.

Priest. Jason ^ gave them an example of falsehood and in-

gratitude ; Bacchus made them drunk : thou appearest a proper

successor to these worthies.

Alexander. Such insolence to crowned heads ! such levity on

heroes and gods

!

Priest. Hark ye, Alexander ! we priests are privileged.

Alexander. I, too, am privileged to speak of my own great

actions ; if not as liberator of Greece and consolidator of her

disjointed and jarring interests, at least as the benefactor of

Egypt and of Jupiter.

Priest. Here, indeed, it would be unseemly to laugh ; for it

is evident on thy royal word that Jupiter is much indebted to

thee ; and equally evident, from the same authority, that thou

wantest nothing from him but his blessing,—unless it be a public

acknowledgment that he has been guilty of another act of bastardy,

more becoming his black curls than his gi-ay decrepitude.

Alexander. Amazement ! to talk thus of Jupiter !

Priest. Only to those who are in his confidence : a mistress,

for instance, or a son, as thou sayest thou art.

Alexander. Yea, by my head, and by my sceptre, am I.

Nothing is more certain.

Priest. We will discourse upon that presently.

Alexander.^ Discourse upon it this instant

!

Priest. How is it possible that Jupiter should be thy father,

when

—

Alexander. When what?

Priest. Couldst not thou hear me on ?

Alexander. Thou askest a foolish question.

Priest. I did not ask whether I should be acknowledged the

son of Jupiter.

Alexander. Thou, indeed

!

Priest. Yet, by the common consent of mankind, lands and
tenements are assigned to us, and we are called " dmine," as

[3 First ed. reads: "Jason fleeced them," a pun afterwards omitted.

In Alexander's answer, ist ed. omits "Such insolence to crowned
heads."]

['' From " Alixander" to " farther" (17 lines) added in 2nd ed.l
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their children ; and there are some who assert that the gods
themselves have less influence and less property on earth than
we.

Alexander. AH this is well ; only use your influence for your
benefactors.

Priest. Before we proceed any faither, tell me in what
manner thou art or wilt ever be the benefactor of Egypt.

Alexander. The same exposition will demonstrate that I shall

be likewise the benefactor of Jupiter. It is ray intention to

build a city,^ in a situation very advantageous for commerce : of
course the frequenters of such a mart will continually make
offerings to Jupiter.

Priest. For what ?

Alexander, For prosperity.

Priest. Alas ! Alexander, the prosperous make few offerings

;

and Hermes has the dexterity to intercept the greater part of

them. In Egypt there are cities enow already : I should say too

many ; for men prey upon one another when they are penned
together close.

Alexander. There is then no glory in building a magnificent

city?

Priest. Great may be the glory.

Alexander. Here at least thou art disposed to do me justice.

Priest. I never heard until this hour that among thy other

attainments was architecture.

Alexander. ScomfiJ and insolent man ! dost thou take me for

an architect ?

Priest. I was about to do so ; and certainly not in scorn, but

to assuage the feeHng of it.

Alexander. How ?

Priest. He who devises the plan of a great city—of its

streets, its squares, its palaces, its temples—must exercise much
reflection and many kinds of knowledge ; and yet those which

strike most the vulgar, most even the scientific, require less care,

less knowledge, less beneficence, than what are called the viler

parts, and are the most obscure and unobserved : the construction

of the sewers ; the method of exempting the aqueducts from the

encroachment of their impurities ; the conduct of canals for fresh

[^ Alexandria.]
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air in every part of the house, attempering the summer heats ; the

exclusion of reptiles ; and even the protection from insects. The
conveniences and comforts of life, in these countries, depend on

such matters.

Alexander. My architect, I doubt not, has considered them

maturely.

Priest. Who is he ?

Alexander. I will not tell thee ; the whole glory is mine : I

gave the orders, and first conceived the idea.

Priest. A hound upon a heap of dust may dream of a fine

city, if he has ever seen one ; and a madman in chains may dream

of building it, and may even give directions about it.

Alexander. I will not bear this !

Priest. Were it false, thou couldst bear it ; thou wouldst call

the bearing of it magnanimity : and wiser men would do the

same for centuries. As such wisdom and such greatness are not

what I bend my back to measure, do favor me with what thou

wert about to say when thou begannest, " nothing is more
certain

;

" since I presume it must appertain to geometry, of

which I am fond.

Alexander. I did not come hither to make figures upon
the sand.

Priest. Fortunate for thee, if the figure thou wilt leave

behind thee could be as easily wiped out.

Alexander. What didst thou say ?

Priest. I was musing.

Alexander. Even the building of cities is in thy sight neither

glorious nor commendable.

Priest. Truly, to build them is not among the undertakings

I the most applaud in the powerful ; but to destroy them is the

very foremost of the excesses I abhor. All the cities of the earth

should rise up against the man who ruins one. Until this

sentiment is predominant, the peaceful can have no protection, the

virtuous no encouragement, the brave no countenance, the

prosperous no security. We priests communicate one with
another extensively; and, even in these solitudes, thy exploits

against Thebes ^ have reached and shocked us. What hearts must

[6 « The great Emathian conqueror bid spare
The house of Pindarus, when temple and tower
Went to the ground."—Milton.]
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lie in the bosoms of those who applaud thee for preserving the

mansion of a deceased poet in the general ruin, while the relatives

of the greatest patriot that ever drew breath under heaven,—of
the soldier at whose hospitable hearth thy father learned all that

thou knowest and much more, of Epaminondas (dost thou hear

me ?),—were murdered or enslaved. Now begin the demonstra-
tion than which "nothing is more certain."

Alexander. Nothing is more certain, or what a greater

number of witnesses are ready to attest, than that my mother

Olympias—who hated Philip—was pregnant of me by a serpent.

Priest. Of what race ?

Alexander. Dragon.

Priest. Thy mother Olympias hated Philip,—a well-made

man, young, courageous, libidinous, witty, prodigal of splendor,

indifferent to wealth ; the greatest captain, the most jovial com-
panion, and the most potent monarch in Europe !

Alexander. My father Philip, I would have thee to know

—

I mean reputed father—was also the greatest politician in the

world.

Priest. This indeed I am well aware of; but I did not

number it among his excellences in the eyes of a woman : it

would have been almost the only reason why she should have

preferred the serpent the head of the family. We live here, O
Alexander, in solitude

;
yet we are not the less curious, but on

the contrary the more, to learn what passes in the world around.'

Olympias then did really fall in love with a serpent ? and she

was induced

—

Alexander. Induced ! do serpents induce people ? They
coil and climb and subdue them.

Priest. The serpent must have been dexterous

—

Alexander. No doubt he v/as.

Priest. But women have such an abhorrence of serpents, that

Olympias would surely have rather run away.

Alexander. How could she ?

F First ed inserts: "and I assure you neither our records nor those of

our brothers in Egypt, ancient as they are, go far enough back to show

us an instance of any signal politician who was not also a signal cucliold.

Thou hast unwittingly thrown in a strong argument in favour of thy

divinity. Nevertheless, we must ponder upon it."]
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Priest. Or called out.

Alexander. Women never do that, lest somebody should hear

them.

Priest. All mortals seem to bear an innate antipathy to this

reptile.

Alexander. Mind, mind, what thou sayest ! Do not call my
father a reptile

!

Priest. Even thou, with all thy fortitude, wouldst experience

a shuddering at the sight of a serpent in thy bedclothes.

Alexander. Not at all. Beside, I do not hesitate in my
belief, that on this occasion it was Jupiter himself. The priests

in Macedon were unanimous upon it.

Priest. When it happened ?

Alexander. When it happened no one mentioned it, for fear

of Philip.

Priest. What would he have done ?

Alexander. He was choleric.

Priest. Would he have made war upon Jupiter ?

Alexander. By my soul ! I know not ; but I would have

done it in his place. As a son, I am dutiful and compliant ; as

a husband and king, there is not a thunderbolt in heaven that

should deter me from my rights.

Priest. Did any of the priesthood see the dragon, as he was

entering or retreating from the chamber ?

Alexander. Many saw a great light in it.

Priest. He would want one.

Alexander. This seems like irony : sacred things do not

admit it. What thousands saw, nobody should doubt. The
sky opened, lightnings flew athwart it, and strange voices were

heard.

Priest. Juno's the loudest, I suspect.

Alexander. Being a king, and the conqueror of kings, let

me remind thee, surely I may be treated here with as much
deference and solemnity as one priest uses toward another.

Priest. Certainly with no less, O king ! Since thou hast

insisted that I should devise the best means of persuading the

world of this awful verity, thou wilt excuse me in thy clemency,

if ray remarks and inteirogatories should appear prolix.

Alexander. Remark any thing ; but do not interrogate and
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press me : ^ kings are unaccustomed to it. I will consign to thee
every land from the centre to the extremities of Africa; the

Fortunate Isles will I also give to thee, adding the Hyperborean :

I wish only the consent of the religious who officiate in this

temple, and their testimony to the world in declaration of my
parentage.

Priest. Many thanks ! we have all we want.

Alexander. I cannot think you are trae priests then ; and
if your oath on the divinity of my descent were not my object,

and therefore not to be abandoned, I should regret that I had

offered so much in advance, and should be provoked to deduct

one half of the Fortunate Isles, and the greater part of the

Hyperborean.

Priest.^ Those are exactly the regions, O king, which our

moderation would induce us to resign. Africa, we know, is

worth little ;
yet we are as well contented with the almonds,

the dates, the melons, the figs, the fresh butter, the stags, the

antelopes, the kids, the tortoises, and the quails about us, as we
should be if they were brought to us after fifty days' journey

through the desert.

Alexander. Really now, is it possible that, in a matter so

evident, your oracle can find any obstacle or difficulty in pro-

claiming me what I am ?

Priest. The difficulty (slight it must be acknowledged) is

this : our Jupiter is horned.

Alexander. So was my father.!"

Priest. The children of Jupiter love one another : this we
believe here in Libya.

Alexander, And rightly : no affection was ever so strong

as that of Castor and Pollux. I myself feel a genuine love for

them, and greater still for Hercules.

Priest. If thou hadst a brother or sister on earth, Jove-born,

thou wouldst embrace the same most ardently ?

Alexander. As becomes my birth and heart.

[8 First ed.: "Ask anything: but do not press me. Kings are not used

to it."]

[» In the list of foods in this speech ist ed. omits " the stags," and adds

" the young boars " after " liids."]

P" First ed. ends this speech with "Not indeed while he played the

dragon, but before and after."]
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Priest. O Alexander! may thy godlike race never de-

generate !

Alexander. Now indeed the Powers above do inspire thee !

Priest. Jupiter, I am commanded by him to declare, is

veiily thy father.

Alexander. He owns me then ! he owns me ! What sac-

rifice worthy of this indulgence can I offer to him ?

Priest. An obedient mind, and a camel-load ot nard and

amomum for his altar.

Alexander. I smell here the exquisite perfume of benzoin.

Priest. It grows in our vicinity. The nostrils of Jupiter

love changes ; he is consistent in all parts, being Jupiter. He
has other sons and daughters in the world, begotten by him
under the same serpentine form, although unknown to com-
mon mortals.

Alexander. Indeed

!

Priest. I declare it unto thee.

Alexander. I cannot doubt it then.

Priest. Not all, indeed, of thy comeliness in form and
features, but awful and majestic. It is the will of Jupiter, that,

like the Persian monarchs, whose sceptre he hath transferred to

thee, thou maniest thy sister.

Alexander. Willingly. In what land upon earth liveth she

whom thou designest for me ?

Priest. The Destinies and Jupiter himself have conducted
thee, O Alexander, to the place where thy nuptials shall be
celebrated.

Alexander. When did they so ?

Priest. Now ; at this very hour.

Alexander. Let me see the bride, if it be lawful to lift up
her veil.

Priest. Follow me.

Alexander. The steps of this cavern are dark and slippeiy

;

but it terminates, no doubt, like the Eleusinian, in pure light

and refreshing shades.

Priest. Wait here an instant ; it will grow lighter.

Alexander What do I see yonder ?

Priest. Where \

Alexander Close under the wall, rising and lowering, regu-
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larly and slowly, like a long weed on a quiet river,il when a

fragment hath dropped into it from the bank above.

Priest. Thou descriest, O Alexander, the daughter of

Jupiter, the watchful virgin, the preserver of our treasures.

Without her they might be carried away by the wanderers of
the desert ; but they fear, as they shoiJd do, the daughter of

Jupiter.

Alexander. Hell and Furies ! What hast thou been saying ?

I heard little of it. Daughter of Jupiter !

Priest. Hast thou any fancy for the silent and shy maiden ?

I wiU leave you together

—

Alexander. Orcus and Erebus !

Priest. Be discreet ! Restrain your raptures until the rites

are celebrated.

Alexander. Rites ? Infernal pest ! Oh horror ! abomination !

A vast, panting snake !

Priest. Say " dragon," O king ! and beware how thou

callest horrid and abominable the truly begotten of our lord thy

father.

Alexander. What means this, inhuman traitor ? Open the

door again ; lead me back ! Are my conquests to terminate in

the jaws of a reptile ?

Priest. Do the kings of Macedon call their sisters such

names ?

Alexander. Let me out, I say !

Priest. Inconstant man ! 1 doubt even whether the mar-

riage hath been consummated. Dost thou question her wor-

thiness ? Prove her, prove her ! We have certain signs and

manifestations that Jupiter begat this powerful creature, thy

elder sister. Her mother hid her shame and confusion in the

desert, where she still wanders, and looks with an evil eye on every

thing in the form of man. The poorest, vilest, most abject of

the sex holdeth her head no lower than she.

Alexander. Impostor

!

Priest. Do not the sympathies of thy heart inform thee that

this solitary queen is of the same lineage as thine ?

Alexander. What temerity ! what impudence ! what deceit

!

Priest. Temerity ! How so, Alexander ? Surely man

[" In.ist ed. this speech ends at "river."]
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cannot claim too near an affinity to his Creator, if he will but

obey him, as I know thou certainly wilt in this tender alliance.

Impudence and deceit were thy other accusations ; how little

merited ! I only traced the collateral branches of the genea-

logical tree thou pointedst out to me.
Alexander. Draw back the bolt ! let me pass ! stand out

of my way ! Thy hand upon my shoulder ? Were my sword

beside me, this monster should lick thy blood.

Priest. Patience, O king ! The iron portal is in my hand
;

if the hinges turn, thy godhead is extinct. No, Alexander, no !

it must not be.

Alexander. Lead me then forth ! I swear to silence.

Priest. As thou wilt.

Alexander. I swear to friendship ; lead me but out again.

Priest. Come ; although I am much interested in the happi-

ness of his two children whom I serve

—

Alexander. Persecute me no longer ; in the name of Jupiter !

Priest. I can hardly give it up. To have been the maker

of such a match,—what felicity ! what glory ! Think once

more upon it. There are many who could measure themselves

with thee, head to head ; let me see the man who will do it

with your child at the end of the year, if thou embracest with

good heart and desirable success this daughter of deity.

Alexander. Enough, my friend. I have deserved it ; but we
must deceive men, or they will either hate us or despise us.

Priest. Now thou talkest reasonably. I here pronounce thy

divorce. Moreover, thou shalt be the son of Hammon in

Libya, of Mithras in Persia, of Philip in Macedon, of Olympian

Jove in Greece ; but never for the fiiture teach priests new
creeds.

Alexander. How my father Philip would have laughed over

his cups at such a stoiy as this !

Priest. Alexander, let it prove to thee thy folly.

Alexander. If such is my folly, what is that of others ?

Thou wilt acknowledge and proclaim me the progeny of Jupiter i"

Priest. Ay, ay.

Alexander. People must believe it.

Priest. The only doubt will be among the shrewder, whether,

being so extremely old, and having left off his pilgrimages so
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many years, he could have given our unworthy world so spirited

an offspring as thou art.

Come and sacrifice.

Alexander. Priest, I see thou art a man of courage ; hence-

forward we are in confidence. Take mine with my hand ;
give

me thine. Confess to me, as the first proof of it, didst thou

never shrink back from so voracious and intractable a monster as

that accursed snake ?

Priest. We caught her young, and fed her on goat's milk,

as our Jupiter himself was fed in the caverns of Crete.

Alexander. Tour Jupiter ! that was another.

Priest. Some people say so ; but the same cradle serves

for the whole fanuly,—the same story will do for them all.

As for fearing this young personage in the treasiiry-vault, we
fear her no more, son Alexander, than the priests of Egypt

do his holiness the crocodile-god. The gods and their peda-

gogues are manageable to the hand that feeds them.

Alexander. Canst thou talk thus ?

Priest. Of false gods ; not of the true one.

Alexander. One ! are there not many ? Some dozens ?

some hundreds ?

Priest. Not in our vicinity ;
praised be Hammon ! And,

plainly to speak, there is nowhere another, let who will have

begotten him,—whether on cloud or meadow, feather-bed or

barn-floor,—worth a salt locust or a last year's date-fruit.

These are our mysteries, if thou must needs know them ; and

those of other priesthoods are the like.

Alexander, my boy, do not stand there with thy arms folded

and thy head aside, pondering. Jupiter the Ram for ever

!

Alexander. Glory to Jupiter the Ram !
^^

Priest. Thou stoppest on a sudden thy prayers and praises

to Father Jupiter. Son Alexander, art thou not satisfied?

What ails thee, drawing the back of my hand across thine eyes ?

Alexander. A little dust flew into them as the door opened.

Priest. Of that dust are the sands of the desert and the

kings of Macedon.

p2 In 1st ed. the Conversation ends here.]
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XIII. ARISTOTELES AND CALLISTHENES.i

jiristoteks. 1 rejoice, O Callisthenes, at your return ; and
the more, as I see you in the dress of your country ; while

others, who appear to me of the lowest rank by their language

and physiognomy, are arrayed in the Persian robe, and mix the

essence of rose with pitch.

Callisthenes. I thank the gods, O Aristoteles, that I em-
brace you again ; that ray dress is a Greek one and an old one

;

ihat the conquests of Alexander have cost me no shame, and
have encumbered me with no treasures.

Aristoteles. Jupiter ! what then are those tapestries, for I

will not call them dresses, which the slaves are canying after you,

in attendance (as they say) on your orders.

Callisthenes. They are presents from Alexander to Xeno-
crates ; by which he punishes, as he declared to the Macedonians,
both me and you. And I am well convinced that the punish-

ment will not terminate here ; but that he, so irascible and
vindictive, will soon exercise his new dignity of godship by
breaking our heads, or, in the wisdom of his providence, by
removing them an arm's length from our bodies.

P Any affection there may ever have been between Aristotle and his
former pupil Alexander seems not to have long survived the change that
came over that king's character after his conquest of Persia. Arrian and
Plutarch alilce agree that Alexander soon adopted the luxurious habits of
the East, and insisted on being treated with the ceremonious adulation
used in an Eastern Court. Callisthenes, the philosopher and historian,
was almost alone among his followers in openly protesting against the
change in Alexander's habits. Arrian says that his criticisms were made
rudely and tactlessly, but it is not necessary to suppose this to understand
that offence was thus given to the subject of them. A petty conspiracy
among the pages was seized as a pretext for accusing Callisthenes o£
treason, and he was put to death in a cruel and disgraceful fashion. In
all probability he was innocent of the charge, but in this Conversation
Landor represents Aristotle as urging him to kill Alexander. After the
discovery of the plot the king appears to have been convinced that
Aristotle had been the instigator of the attempt ; in a letter to Antipater,
preserved by Plutarch, Alexander clearly threatens Aristotle, and Dioges
Laertius, in his life of that philosopher, says that the king then sent
valuable gifts to his rival Xenocrates, who had succeeded Plato as the head
of the Academy. (Imag. Convers., ii., 1824. Imag. Convers., ii., 1826.
Works, 1846. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, 1876.)]
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Arimteles. On this subject we must talk again. Xenocrates ^

is indeed a wise and virtuous man ; and although I could wish
that Alexander had rather sent him a box of books than a bale

of woollen, I acknowledge that the gift could hardly have been
better bestowed.

Callisthenes. You do not appear to value very highly the

learning of this philosopher.

Aristoteles. To talk and dispute are more the practices of the

Platonic school than to read and meditate. Talkative men
seldom read. This is among the few truths which appear the

more strange the more we reflect upon them. For what is

reading but silent conversation ? People make extremely free

use of their other senses ; and I know not what difficulty tliey

could find or apprehend in making use of their eyes, particularly

in the gratification of a propensity which they indulge so pro-

fusely by the tongue. The fatigue, you would think, is less

;

the one organ requiring much motion, the other little. Added
to which, they may leave their opponent when they please, and

never are subject to captiousness or personality. In open con-

tention with an argumentative adversary, the worst brand a victor

imposes is a blush. The talkative man blows the fire himself

for the reception of it ; and we cannot deny that it may likewise

be suffered by a reader, if his conscience lies open to reproach.

Yet even in this case, the stigma is illegible on his brow ; no one

triimiphs in his defeat, or even freshens his wound, as may some-

times happen, by the warmth of sympathy. All men, you and

I among the rest, are more desirous of conversing with a great

philosopher, or other celebrated man, than of reading his works.

There are several reasons for this ; some of which it would be

well if we could deny or palliate. In justice to ourselves and

him, we ought to prefer his writings to his speech, for even the

wisest say many things inconsiderately ; and there never was one

of them in the world who ever uttered extemporaneously three

sentences in succession, such as, if he thought soundly and

maturely upon them afterward, he would not in some sort modify

and correct. Effrontery and hardness of heart are the character-

istics of every great speaker I can mention, excepting Phocion ;

and if he is exempt from them, it is because eloquence—in

[2 From " Xenocrates " to " Aristoteles " (ill lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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which no one ever excelled or ever will excel him—is secondary

to philosophy in this man, and philosophy to generosity of spirit.

On the same principle as impudence is the quality of great

speakers and disputants, modesty is that of great readers and

composers. Not only are they abstracted by their studies from

the facilities of ordinary conversation, but they discover from

time to time things of which they were ignorant before, and on

which they had not even the ability of doubting. We, my
Callisthenes, may consider them not only as gales that refresh us

while they propel us forward, but as a more compendious engine

of the gods, whereby we are brought securely into harbour, and

deeply laden with imperishable wealth. Let us then strive day

and night to increase the number of these beneficent beings, and

to stand among them in the sight of the living and the future.

It is required of us that we give more than we received.

Callisthenes. O my guide and teacher ! you are one of the

blessed few at whose hands the gods may demand it : if they had
intended to place it in my duties, they would have chosen me a

different master. How small a part of what I have acquired

from you (and to you I owe all of knowledge and viasdom I

possess) shall I be able to transmit to others

!

Aristoteles. Encourage better hopes. Again I teU you, it

is required of us, not merely that we place the grain in a garner,

but that we ventilate and sift it ; that we separate the full from
the empty, the faulty from the sound ; and that, if it must form

the greater, it do not form the more elegant part of the enter-

tainment our friends expect from us. I am now in the decline

of life ; to shove me from behind would be a boyish trick : but

wherever I fall 1 shall fall sofdy, the gods having placed me in a

path out of which no violence can remove me. In youth our

senses and the organs of them wander ; in the middle of life they

cease to do it ; in old age the body itself, and chiefly the head,

bends over and points to the earth which must soon receive it, and
partakes in some measure of its torpor.

Callisthenes. You appear to be fresh and healthy, and your

calmness and indifference to accidents are the effects of philo-

sophy rather than of years.

Aristoteles. Plato is older by twenty, and has lost nothing of
juvenility but the color of his hair. The higher delights of the
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mind are in this, as in every thing else, very different in their

effects from its seductive passions. These cease to gratify us the

sooner, the earlier, we indulge in them ; on the contrary, the

earlier we indulge in thought and reflection the longer do they
last, and the more faithftilly do they serve us. So far are they

from shortening or debilitating our animal life, that they

prolong and strengthen it greatly. The body is as much at

repose in the midst of high imaginations as in the midst of

profound sleep. In imperfect sleep it wears away much, as also

in imperfect thoughts ; in thoughts that cannot rise from the

earth and sustain themselves above it. The object which is in a

direct line behind a thing seems near ; now nothing is in a more
direct line than death to life : why should it not also be considered,

on the first sight, as near at hand ? Swells and depressions,

smooth ground and rough, usually lie between ; the distance may
be rather more or rather less ; the proximity is certain. Alex-
ander, a god, descends from his throne to conduct me.

Callisthenes. Endurance on the part of the injured is more
pathetic than passion. The intimate friends of this conductor

will quan-el over his ^ carcass while yet warm, as dogs over a dish

after supper ! How different are our conquests from his ! how
different our friends !—not united for robbery and revelry, but

joyous in discovery, calm in meditation, and intrepid in research.

How often, and throughout how many ages, shall you be a refuge

from such men as he and his accomplices ! How often will the

studious, the neglected, the deserted, fly toward you for compen-

sation in the wrongs of fortune, and for solace in the rigor of

destiny ! His judgment-seat is covered by his sepulchre ; after

one year hence no appeals are made to him : after ten thousand

there will be momentous questions—not of avarice or litigation,

not of violence or fraud, but of reason and of science—brought

before your judgment-seat and settled by your decree. Dyers

and tailors, carvers and gilders, grooms and trumpeters, make

greater men than God makes ; but God's last longer, throw them

where you will.

Aristoteles. Alexander hath really punished me by his gifts to

[3 Every edition, with the exception of the 1876 edition, reads "his"

for "our "'here. With some hesitation I have restored "his" in the

present edition.]
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Xenocrates ; for he obliges rae to send him the best tunic I have

:

and you know that in my wardrobe I am, as appears to many,

unphilosophically splendid. There are indeed no pearls in this

tunic ; but golden threads pursue the most intricate and most

elegant design, the texture is the finest of Miletus, the wool is the

softest of Tarentum, and the purple is Hermionic. He will sell

Alexander's dresses, and wear mine ; the consequence of which

will be imprisonment or scourges.

Callisthenes. A provident god forsooth in his benefits is our

Alexander

!

Arhtoteles. Much to be pitied if ever he returns to his senses !

Justly do we call barbarians the wretched nations that are governed

by one man ; and among them the most deeply plunged in barbar-

ism is the ruler. Let us take any favorable specimen : Cyrus

for instance, or Cambyses, or this Alexander ; for however much
you and I may despise him, seeing him often and nearly, he will

perhaps leave behind him as celebrated a name as they. He is

very little amid philosophers, though very great amid monarchs.

Is he not undoing with all his might what every wise man, and

indeed every man in the order of things, is most solicitous to do ?

— namely, doth he not abolish kindly and affectionate intercourse ?

doth he not draw a line of distinction (which of all follies and

absurdities is the wildest and most pernicious) between fidelity and

truth ? In the hour of distress and misery the eye of every

mortal turns to friendship ; in the hour of gladness and conviviality

what is our want ?—it is friendship. When the heart overflows

with gratitude, or with any other sweet and sacred sentiment,

what is the word to which it would give utterance ?

—

my friend.

Having thus displaced the right feeling, he finds it necessary to

substitute at least a strong one. The warmth which should have

been diffused from generosity and mildness must come from the

spiceman, the vintner, and the milliner ; he must be perfumed,

he must be drunk, he must toss about shawl and tiara. You
would imagine that his first passion, his ambition, had an object

;

yet, before he was a god, he prayed that no one afterward might

pass the boundaries of his expedition, and he destroyed at Abdera,

and in other places, the pillars erected as memorials by the

Argonauts and by Sesostris.
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Callisthenes.^ I have many doubts upon the Argonauts. We
Greeks are fond of attributing to ourselves all the great actions of

remote antiquity ; we feign that Isis, Daughter of Inachus, taught

the Egyptians laws and letters. It may be questioned whether
the monuments assigned to the Argonauts were not really those

of Sesostris, or Osiris, or some other eastern conqueror ; and even

whether the tale of Troy be not, in part at least, translated.

Miny principal names, evidently not Grecian, and the mention

of a language spoken by the gods (meaning their representatives

and officials), in which the rivers and other things are professed

to be called differently from what they were called among men,

are the foundations of my query. The Hindus, the Egyptians,

and probably the Phrygians (a very priestly nation), had their

learned language quite distinct from the vulgar.*

Aristoteles.^ W^e will discuss this question another time. Per-

haps you were present when Alexander ran around the tomb of

Achilles in honor of his memory : if Achilles were now living,

or any hero like him, Alexander would swear his perdition.

Neither his affection for virtue nor his enmity to vice is pure or

rational. Observation has taught me that we do not hate those

who are worse than ourselves because they are worse, but because

we are liable to injury from them, and because (as almost always

is the case) they are preferred to us ; whUe those who are better

we hate purely for being so. After their decease, if we remit

our hatred, it is because then they are more like virtue in the

abstract than virtuous men, and are fairly out of our way.

Cattisthenesfi Disappointment made him at all times outrageous.

What is worse, he hated his own virtues in another ; as dogs

growl at their own faces in a mirror. The courage of Tyre, and

many other cities, provoked not admiration but cruelty. Even

his friends were unspared ; even Clitus and Parmenio.

[^ In 1st and md eds. this speech, with slight alterations, appears as a

note.]
* The Galliamhic of Catullus may be a relic (the only one) of Phrygian

poetry. He resided in the country, and may have acquired the language

;

but his translation came through the Greek.

[' From "Aristoteles " to " time " added in 3rd ed.]

[6 From "Callisthenes" to "that" (18 lines) added in 3rd ed. CHtus

Alexander killed with his own hand in a fit of drunken fury. Parmenio he

caused to be assassinated under pretext of a treasonable plot against himself.]
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Aristoteles. Cruelty, if we consider it as a crime, is the

greatest of all ; if we consider it as a madness, we are equally

justifiable in applying to it the readiest and the surest means of

suppression. Bonds may hold the weak ; the stronger break

them, and strangle the administrator. Cruelty quite destroys our

sympathies, and, doing so, supersedes and masters our intellects.

It removes from us those who can help us, and brings against us

those who can injure us. Hence it opposes the great principle of

our nature, self-preservation, and endangers not only our well-

being, but our being. Reason is then the most perfect when it

enables us in the highest degree to benefit oiir fellow-men ; reason

is then the most deranged when there is that over it which dis-

ables it. Cruelty is that. As for the wisdom of Alexander, I

do not expect from a Macedonian, surrounded ^ by flatterers and

drinkers, the prudence of an Epaminondas or a Phocion ; but

educated by such a father as Philip, and having with him in his

army so many veteran captains, it excited no small ridicule in

Athens when it was ascertained that he and Darius, then equally

eager for combat, missed each other's army in Cilicia.

Callisthenes. He has done great things, but with great means ;

the generals you mention overcame more difEculties with less,

and never were censured for any failure from deficiency of
foresight.

Aristoteles. There is as much difference between Epaminondas
and Alexander, as between the Nile and a winter torrent. In
this there is moie impetuosity, foam, and fuiy, more astonish-

ment from spectators ; but it is followed by devastation and
barrenness. In that there is an equable, a steady, and perennial

course, swelling from its ordinaiy state only for the benefit of
mankind, and subsiding only when that has been secured.

I have not mentioned Phocion so often as I ought to have
done ; but now, Callisthenes, I will acknowledge that I consider

him as the greatest man upon earth. He foresaw long ago what
has befallen our country ; and while others were proving to you
that your wife, if a good woman, should be at the disposal of
your friend,^ and that if you love your children you shoidd procure

[' From " surrounded " to " drinkers " (2 lines) added in 3rd ed.]

[' First ed. reads : " next neighbour " for " friend." This introduces
a criticism of Plato's Republic]
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them as many fathers as you can, Phocion was practising all the

domestic and all the social duties.

Calllsthehes. I have often thought that his style resembles

yours. Are you angry ?

Aristoteles. I will not dissemble to you that mine was formed
upon his. Polieuctus, by no means a friend to him, preferi'ed it

openly to that of Demosthenes, for its brevity, its comprehensive-

ness, and its perspicuity. There is somewhat more of pomp and

solemnity in Demosthenes, and perhaps of harmony ; but his ^

warmth is on many occasions the warmth of coarseness, and his

ridicule the roughest part of him ; while in Phocion there is the

acuteness of Pericles, and, wherever it is requisite, the wit of

Aristophanes. He conquered with few soldiers, and he con-

vinced with few words. I know not what better description I

could give you, either of a great captain or a great orator.

Now imagine for a moment the mischief which the system of

Plato, just alluded to, would produce,—that women should be

common. We hear that among the Etrurians they were so, and

perhaps are yet ; but of what illustrious action do we read ever

performed by that ancient people ? A thousand years have

elapsed without a single instance on record of courage or gener-

osity. With us one word, altered only in its termination,

signifies both father and country : can he who is ignorant of the

one be solicitous about the other ? Never was there a tme

patriot who was not, if a father, a kind one ; never was there a

good citizen who was not an obedient and reverential son.

Strange, to be ambitious of pleasing the multitude, and indifferent

to the delight we may afford to those nearest us,—our parents

and our children ! Ambition is indeed the most inconsiderate of

passions, none of which are considerate ; for the ambitious man,

by the weakest inconsistency, proud as he may be of his faculties,

and impatient as he may be to display them, prefers the opinion

of the ignorant to his own. He would be what others can

make him, and not what he could make himself without them.

Nothing in fact is consistent and unambiguous but virtue.

Plato would make wives common, to abolish selfishness,—the

mischief which above others it would directly and immediately

[9 For Phocion and Polieuctus see "-ffischines and Phocion," notes i

and 2. From "his" to "while" (2 lines) added in 3rd ed.]
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bring forth. There is no selfishness where there is a wife and

family : the house is lighted up by the mutual charities : every

thing achieved for them is a victory, every thing endured for them

is a triumph. How many vices are suppressed, that there may be

no bad example ! how many exertions made, to recommend and

inculcate a good one! Selfishness then is thrown out of the

question. He would perhaps render man braver by his exercises

in the common field of affections. Now bravery is of two kinds

;

the courage of instinct and the courage of reason. Animals have

more of the former, men more of the latter ; for I would not

assert, what many do, that animals have no reason, as 1 would not

that men have no instinct. Whatever creature can be taught

must be taught by the operation of reason upon reason, small as

may be the quantity called forth or employed in calling it, and

however harsh may be the means. Instinct has no operation but

upon the wants and desires. Those who entertain a contrary

opinion are unaware how inconsequently they speak when they

employ such expressions as this, "We are taught by instinct."

Courage, so necessary to the preservation of States, is not weak-

ened by domestic ties, but is braced by them. Animals protect

their young while they know it to be theirs, and neglect it when
the traces of that memory are erased. Man cannot so soon lose

the memory of it, because his recollective faculties are more com-
prehensive and more tenacious ; and because, whUe in the brute

creation the parental love, which in most is only on the female

side, lessens after the earlier days, his increases as the organs of

the new creature are developed. There is a desire of property in

the sanest and best men, which Nature seems to have implanted

as conservative of her works, and which is necessary to encourage

and keep alive the arts. Phidias and our friend Apelles would
never have existed as the Apelles and Phidias they appear, if pro-

perty (I am ashamed of the solecism which Plato now forces on

me) were in common. A part of his scheme indeed may be ac-

complished in select and small communities, holden together by

some religious bond,—as we find among the disciples of Pytha-

goras ; but he never taught his followers that prostitution is a virtue,

much less that it is the summit of perfection. They revered him,

and deservedly, as a father. As what father ? Not such as Plato

would fashion ; but as a parent who had gained authority over his
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children by his assiduous vigilance, his tender and peculiar care, in

separating them as far as possible from whatever is noxious in an

intercourse with mankind.
To complete the system of selfishness, idleness, and licentious-

ness—the worshipftJ i" triad of Plato-—nothing was wanting but to

throw all other property where he had thrown the wives and
children. Who then should curb the rapacious ? who should

moderate the violent ? The weaker could not work, the stronger

would not. Food and raiment would fail ; and we should be

reduced to something worse than a state of Nature, into which

we can never be cast back, any more than we can become children

again. Civilization suddenly retrograde generates at once the

crimes and vices not only of its various stages, but of the state

anterior to it, without any of its advantages, if it indeed have any.

Plato would make for ever all the citizens, what we punish with

death a single one for being once. He is a man of hasty fancy

and indistinct i^ reflection ; more different from Socrates than the

most violent of his adversaries. If he had said that in certain

cases a portion of landed property should be divided among the

citizens, he had spoken sagely and eqmtably. After a long war,

when a State is oppressed by debt, and when many who have borne

arms for tlieir country have moreover consumed their patrimony in

its service,— these, if they are fathers of families, should receive

allotments from the estates of others who are not, and who either

were too young for warfare, or were occupied in less dangerous

and more lucrative pursuits. It is also conducive to the public good

that no person should possess more than a certain and definite extent

of land, to be limited by the population and produce ; else the

freedom of vote and the honesty of election must be violated, and

the least active members of the community will occupy those places

which require the most activity. This is peculiarly needful in

mercantile States, like ours, that every one may enjoy the prospect

of becoming a landholder, and that the money accruing from the

sale of what is cuitailed on the larger properties may again fall

into commerce. A State may eventually be reduced to such dis-

tresses by war, even after victories, that it shall be expedient to de-

prive the rich of whatever they possess beyond the portion requisite

[10 First ed. reads : " republican " for " worshipful."]

[11 For "indistinct" ist ed. reads; "slow."]
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for the decent and frugal sustenance of a family. This extremity-

it is difficult to foresee ; nor do I think it is arrived at until the

industrious and well-educated, in years of plenty, are unable

by all their exertions to nourish and instruct their children,—

a

speculative case, which it cannot be dangerous or mischievous to

state ; for ceitainly, when it occurs, the sufferers will appeal to

the laws and forces of Nature, and not to the schools of rhetoric

or philosophy. No situation can be imagined more painful or

more abominable than this ; while many, and indeed most, are worse

than that whereunto the wealthier would be reduced in amending

it ; since they would lose no comforts, no conveniences, no grace-

fiJ and unincumbering ornaments of life, and few luxuries,—which

would be abundantly compensated, to the generality of them, by

smoothing their mutual pretensions, and by extinguishing the rest-

less spirit of their rivalry.

Callistheties. The visions of Plato have led to reason : I

marvel less that he should have been so extravagant, than that he

should have scattered on that volume so litde of what we admire

in his shorter Dialogues.

Arhtoteles. I respect his genius, which however has not

accompanied all his steps in this discussion ; nor indeed do I

censure in him what has been condemned by Xenophon, who
wonders that he should attribute to Socrates long dissertations on

the soul and other abstruse doctrines, when that singularly acute

reasoner discoursed with his followers on topics only of plain

utility. For it is requisite that important things should be attri-

buted to important men ; and a sentiment would derive but small

impoitance from the authority of Crito or Phaedo. A much
gi-eater fault is attributable to Xenophon himself, who has not

even preserved the coarse features of nations and of ages in his

Cyropiedta.'^'^ A small circle of wise men should mark the rise of

mind, as the Egyptian priests marked the rise of their river, and

should leave it chronicled in their temples. Cyrus should not

discourse like Solon.

Callisthenes. You must likewise then blame Herodotus.

Arhtoteles. If I blame Herodotus, whom can I commend ?

P^ The "CyropEEdia" of Xenophon is more like a novel with a
purpose than a serious biography. It is a treatise upon education
disguised as an account of the youth of the elder Cyrus.]
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He reminds me of Homer by his facility and his variety, and by
the suavity and fulness of his language. His view of histoiy was,
nevertheless, like that of the Asiatics, who write to instruct and
please. Now truly there is little that could instruct, and less that

could please, us in the actions and speeches of barbarians, from
among whom the kings alone come forth distinctly. Delightful
tales and apposite speeches are the best things you could devise

;

and many of these undoubtedly were current in the East, and
were collected by Herodotus ; some, it is probable, were invented

by him. It is of no importance to the world whether the greater

part of historical facts, in such countries, be true or false ; but

they may be rendered of the highest, by the manner in which a

writer of genius shall represent them. If history were altogether

true, it would be not only undignified but unsightly
;

great orators

would often be merely the mouth-pieces of prostitutes, and great

captains would be hardly more than gladiators or buffoons. The
prime movers of those actions which appal and shake the world

are generally the vilest things in it ; and the historian, if he dis-

covers them, must conceal them or hold them back.

Callisthenes. Pray tell me whether, since I left Athens, your

literary men are busy.

Aristoteles. More than ever ; as the tettinx chirps loudest in

time of drought. Among them we have some excellent writers,

and such as (under PaDas) will keep out the Persian tongue from

the Pirsus. Others are employed in lucrative offices ; are made
ambassadors and salt-surveyors, and whatever else is most desirable

to common minds, for proving the necessity of more effectual

(this is always the preamble) and less changeful laws, such as those

of the Medes and Indians. Several of our orators, whose grand-

fathers were in a condition little better than servile, have had our

fortunes and lives at their disposal, and are now declaiming on the

advantages of what they call "regular government." You would

suppose they meant that perfect order which exists when citizens

rule themselves, and when every family is to the republic what

every individual is to the family ; a system of mutual zeal and

mutual forbearance. No such thing : they mean a goveniment with

themselves at the head, and such as may insure to them impunity

for their treasons and peculations. One of them a short time ago

was deputed to consult with Metanyctius, a leading man among the
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Thracians, in what manner and by what instalments a sum of money,

lent to them by our republic, should be repaid. Metanyctius burst

into laughter on reading the first words of the decree. "Dine with

me," said he, " and we will conclude the business when we are

alone." The dinner was magnificent; which in such business is the

best economy : few contractors or financiers are generous enough to

give a plain one. " Your republic," said Metanyctius, " is no

longer able to enforce its claim ; and we are as little likely to

want your assistance in fiiture, as you would be inclined to

afford it. A seventh of the amount is at my disposal : you shall

possess it. I shall enjoy about the same emolument for my
fidelity to my worthy masters. The return of peace is so

desirable, and regular government so divine a blessing,—added to

which, your countrymen are become of late so indifferent

to inquiry into what the factious call abuses,—that I pledge

my experience you wUl return amid their acclamations and

embraces."

Our negotiator became one of the wealthiest men in the city,

although wealth is now accumulated in some families to such an

amount as our ancestors, even in the age of Croesus or of Midas,

would have deemed incredible. For wars drive up riches in

heaps, as winds drive up snows, making and concealing many
abysses. Metanyctius was the more provident and the more
prosperous of the two. I know not in what king's interest he

was, but probably the Persian's ; be this as it may, it was resolved

for the sake of good understanding (another new expression) to

abolish the name of republic throughout the world. This

appeared an easy matter. Our negotiator rejoiced in the promise

exacted from him, to employ his address in bringing about a

thing so desirable : for republic sounded in his ears like retribution.

It was then demanded that laws should be abolished, and that

kings should govern at their sole discretion. This was better,

but more difficult to accomplish. He promised it however ; and
a large body of barbarian troops was raised in readiness to invade

our territory, when the decree of Alexander reached the city,

ordering that the States both of Greece and Asia should retain

their pristine laws. The conqueror had found letters and
accounts which his loquacity would not allow him to keep

secret; and the negotiator, whose opinion (a very common one)
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was that exposure alone is ignominy, at last severed ^^ his weason
with an ivory-handled knife.

Callisthenes. On this ivory the goddess of our city wUl
look down with more complacency than on that whereof her

own image is composed ; and the blade should be preserved with

those which, on the holiest of our festivals, are displayed to us

m the handful of mjrrde, as they were carried by Harmodius and
Aristogiton. And now tell me, Aristoteles, for the question

much interests me, are you happy in the midst of Macedonians,

Illyrians, and other strange creatures, at which we wonder when
we see their bodies and habiHments like ours ?

AAstoteles. Dark reflections do occasionally come, as it were

by stealth, upon my mind ; but philosophy has power to dispel

them. I care not whether the dog that defends my house and

family be of the Laconian breed or the Molossan ; if he steals

my bread or bites the hand that offers it, I strangle him or cut

his throat, or engage a more dexterous man to do it, the moment
I catch him sleeping.

Callisthenes. The times are imfavourable to knowledge.

Aristoteles. Knowledge and vidsdom are different. We may
know many things without an increase of wisdom ; but it would

be a contradiction to say that we can know anjrthing new with-

out an increase of knowledge. The knowledge that is to be

acquired by communication is intercepted or impeded by tyranny.

I have lost an ibis, or perhaps a hippopotamus, by losing the

favor of Alexander ; he has lost an Aristoteles. He may deprive

me of Ufe ; but, in doing it, he must deprive himself of all he has

ever been contending for, of glory : and even a more reasonable

man than he wiU acknowledge that there is as much difference

between life and gloi-y as there is between an ash-flake from the

brow of Etna and the untamable and eternal fire within its centre.

I may lose disciples ; he may put me out of fashion ; a tailor's lad

can do as much. He may forbid the reading of my works ; less

than a tailor's lad can do that. Idleness can do it, night can do it,

sleep can do it ; a sunbeam rather too hot, a few hailstones, a few

[^ In this speech Metanyctius is Metternich, and the ambassador

Castlereagh. In ist ed. the 8 lines from " severed " to " Aristogiton " are

only represented by asterisks. This omission was probably one of those

insisted upon by the publisher, see Life, p. 237.]
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drops of rain, a call to dinner. By his wealth and power he

might have afforded me opportunities of improving some branches

of science, which I alone have cultivated with assiduity and
success. Fools may make wise men wiser more easUy than wise

men can make them so. At all events, Callisthenes, I have

prepared for myself a monument, from which, perhaps, some
atoms may be detached by time, but which will retain the

testimonials of its magnificence and the traces of its symmetry,

when the substance and site of Alexander's shall be for-

gotten. Who knows but that the very ant-hill whereon I stand

may preserve its figure and contexture when the sepulchre of this

Macedonian shall be the solitary shed of a robber, or the manger

of mules and camels ? * If I live, I wUl leave behind me the

history of our times, from the accession of Philip to the decease

of Alexander. For our comet must disappear soon ; the moral

order of the world requires it. How happy and glorious was
Greece at the commencement of the period ! how pestilential was
the folly of those rulers who rendered, by a series of idle irritations

and untimely attacks, a patient for Anticyra, the arbiter of the

universe

!

I will now return with you to Plato, whose plan of government,
by the indulgence of the gods, has lain hitherto on their knees, f

Callisthenes. I was unwilling to interrupt you ; otherwise

I should have remarked the bad consequences of excluding the

poets from his commonwealth ; not because they are in general

the most useftd members of it, but because we should punish

a song more severely than a larceny. There are verses in

Euripides such as every man utters who has the tooth-ache ; and
all expressions of ardent love have the modulation and emphasis of
poetry. What a spheristerion is opened here to the exercise of
informers! We should create more of these than we should
drive out of poets. Judges would often be puzzled in deciding
a criminal suit ; for, before they could lay down the nature of the
crime, they must ascertain what are the qualities and quantities of

* Chrysostom, in his 25th homily, says, that neither the tomb of Alex-
ander nor the day of his death was known. IIou, e^Tr^ fioL, to (7ij/xa

A\c^dv5poii ; dei^oi/ /ior Kal e/ir^ tt)v rnxipav Ka9' fiv fTeXeu'rijtre.

t The Homeric expression for " remaining to be decreed by them. " Qeuv
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a dithyrambic. Now, Aristoteles, I suspect that even you cannot
do this ; for I obsei"ve in Pindar a vast variety of commutable
feet,—sonorous, it is true, in their cadences, but irregular and
unrestricted. You avoid, as all good writers do carefully, what-
ever is dactylic, for the dactyl is the bindweed of prose ; but

I know not what other author has trimmed it with such frugal

and attentive husbandry.* One^* alone, in writing or conversation,

* Callisthenes means the instance where another dactyl, or a spondee,

follows it ; in which case only is the period to be called dactylic. Cicero
on one occasion took it in preference to a weak elision, or to the concur-

rence of two cssei:—
" Quinctus Mutius augur

ScEEVola multa ; ac . .
."

He judged rightly ; but he could easily have done better. Longinus
says that dactyls are the noblest of feet and the most adapted to the sublime.

He adduces no proof, although he quotes a sentence of Demosthenes as

resembling the dactylic :

—

ToL/ro TO \l/'q<pt(T/xa tov Tore ttj TroXet TTeptaravTa

KivSvvov TrapeKdeiv eiroi'qaev Cunrep ve<pos.

Here is plenty of alliteration, but only one dactyl ; for tovto to is not one,

being followed by ^. The letter t recurs nine times in fifteen syllables.

A dactyl succeeded by a dichoree, or by a trochee with a spondee at the

close, is among the sweetest of pauses ; the gravest and most majestic is

composed of a dactyl, a dichoree, and dispondee. He, however, will soon

grow tiresome who permits his partiality to any one close to be obtrusive

or apparent.

The remark attributed to Callisthenes, on the freedom of Aristoteles

from pieces of verse in his sentences, is applicable to Plato, and surprisingly,

if we consider how florid and decorated is his language. Among the

Romans, T. Livius is the most abimdant in them ; and among the Greeks

there is a curious instance in the prefatory words of Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus, $uVews St] vdfios, diraai Kotvos, 6v ovdeU KaroKvaei xP^^os, dpx^i-v

ad tCjv tjttovujv rods KpeirTovas.

These words appear to have been taken from some tragedy : the last

constitute a perfect iambic ; and the preceding, with scarcely a touch, assume

the same appearance. The diction, too, is quite poetical : airaai koipos

. . . KaTokvffei, &c.

"A-jrafft Koipos iffTL ttjs ^uffetos pofios,

°0c . . . oiSds . . . KUToKvcTei xpovos,

^Apx'EW dei Twv Tyrroviiiv roi)S KpdrTovas,

In the Gorgias of Plato is the same idea in nearly the same words.

A^Xoi S^ Tavra iroWaxov '6tl o&tios ^ei, Kal H rois dXKoLS ^wots, Kal Toiv

d.v8piinrii!v iv SKais TOis iroXeo-i Kal yhicriv, Sri oBtui to SUaiov KeKpiTai, tov

KpeiTTiij TOV ^TTovos dox^iP Kal irXeov ^eiv.

P* From " One alone " to " bed " (6 lines) added in 2nd ed. Following

6 lines added in 3rd ed.]
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would subject a man to violent suspicion of bad citizenship ; and

he who should employ it twice in a page or an oration would be

deemed so dangerous and desperate a malefactor, that it might be

requisite to dig a pitfall or to lay an iron trap for him, or to noose

him in his bed.

ylristoteks. Demosthenes has committed it in his first Philippic,

where two dactyls and a spondee come after a timiultuous con-

course of syllables, many sounding alike. 'Ov&i yap ovrog

Tccpa TYiV avTov puf/^riv tocoutov i'Trrjv^rjrai oeov 'jrapa rriv

ijfitripav afj.e'Xiiav. Here are seven dactyls ; the same number

is nowhere else to be found within the same number of words.

Callisthenes. Throughout your works there is certainly no

period that has not an iambic in it. Now our grammarians tell

us that one is enough to make a verse, as one theft is enough to

make a thief; an informer, then, has only to place it last in his

bill of indictment, and not Minos himself could absolve you.

Aristoteles. They will not easily take me for a poet.

Callisthenes. Nor Plato for any thing else ; he would be like

a bee caught in his own honey.

Aristoteles. I must remark to you, Callisthenes, that among
the writers of luxuriant and florid prose, however rich and

fancifiil, there never was one who wrote good poetry. Imagina-

tion seems to start back when they would lead her into a narrower

walk, and to forsake them at the first prelude of the lyre. Plato

has written much poetry, of which a few epigrams alone are re-

membered. He burned his iambics, but not until he found that

they were thoroughly dry and withered. If ever a good poet

should excel in prose, we who know how distinct are the

qualities, and how great must be the comprehension and the

vigor that unites them, shall comtemplate him as an object of

wonder, and almost of worship. It is remarkable in Plato that

he is the only florid writer who is animated. He will always be

admired by those who have attained much learning and little

precision, from the persuasion that they understand him, and that

others do not ; for men universally are ungratefiJ toward him who
instructs them, unless, in the hours or in the intervals of instruc-

tion, he present a sweet cake to their self-love.

Callisthenes. I never saw two men so different as you
and he.
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Ar'tstoteles. Yet many of those sentiments in which we appear
most at variance can be drawn together until they meet. I had
represented excessive wealth as the contingency most dangerous
to a. republic ; he took the opposite side, and asserted that ex-
cessive poverty is more.* Now, wherever there is excessive
wealth, there is also in the train of it excessive poverty ; as,

where the sun is brightest, the shade is deepest. Many republics

have stood for ages while no citizen among them was in very

great affluence, and while, on the contrary, most were very poor

;

but none hath stood long after many, or indeed a few, have

grown inordinately wealthy. Riches cause poverty, then irritate,

then corrupt it ; so throughout their whole progress and action

they are dangerous to the State. Plato defends his thesis with

his usual ingenuity ; for, if there is nowhere a worse philosopher,

there is hardly anywhere a better writer. He says, and truly,

that the poor become wild and terrible animals, when they no
longer can gain their bread by their trades and occupations ; and
that, laden to excess with taxes, they learn a lesson from
Necessity which they never would have taken up without her.

Upon this all philosophers—all men of common sense, indeed

—

think alike. Usually, if not always, the poor are quiet while there

is among them no apprehension of becoming poorer,—that is, while

the government is not oppressive and unjust; but the rich are

often the most satisfied while the government is the most unjust

and oppressive. In civil dissensions, we find the wealthy lead

forth the idle and dissolute poor against the honest and in-

dustrious ; and generally with success : because the numbers are

greater in calamitous times ; because this party has ready at hand

the means of equipment ; because the young and active, never

prone to reflection, are influenced more by the hope of a speedy

fortune than by the calculation of a slower ; and because there are

few so firm and independent as not to rest wUlingly on patronage,

ori* so blind and indifferent as not to prefer that of the most

potent.

* It is evident that Aristoteles wrote his Polity after Plato, for he
animadverts on a false opinion of Plato's in the prooemium

; but many
of the opinions must have been promulgated by both before the publica-

tion of their virorks.

ps From "or" to "indifferent" added in 3rd ed.]
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In writing on government, we ought not only to search for

what is best, but for what is practicable. Plato has done neither
;

nor indeed has he searched at all : instead of it he has thought it

sufficient to stud a plain argument with an endless variety of bright

and prominent topics. Now diversity of topics has not even the

merit of invention in every case : he is the most inventive who
finds most to say upon one subject, and renders the whole of it

applicable and usefol. Splendid things are the most easy to find,

and the most difficult to manage. If I order a bridle for my
horse, and he of whom I order it brings me rich trappings in

place of it, do I not justly deem it an importunate and silly

answer to my remonstrances, when he tells me that the trappings

are more costly than the bridle ?

Be assured, my Callisthenes, I speak not from any disrespect

to a writer so highly and so justly celebrated. Reflecting with

admiration upon his manifold and extraordinary endowments, I

wish the more earnestly he always had been exempt from con-

temptuousness and malignity. We have conversed heretofore on

his conduct toward Xenophon, and indeed toward other disciples

of Socrates ; whom ^^ the same age and the same studies, and

whom the counsels and memory of the same master, should have

endeared to him. Toward me indeed he is less blameable. I

had collected the documents on which I formed an exact account

of the most flourishing States, and of the manners, laws, and

customs by which they were so, being of opinion that no know-
ledge is of such utility to a commonwealth. I had also, as you

remember, drawn up certain rules for poetry ; taking my examples

from Homer principally, and from our great dramatists. Plato

immediately forms a republic in the clouds, to overshadow all

mine at once, and descends only to kick the poets through the

streets. Homer, the chief object of my contemplation, is the

chief object of his attack. I acknowledge that poets of the

lower and middle order are in general bad members of society

;

but the energies which exalt one to the higher, enable him not

only to adorn but to protect his country. Plato says the gods

are degraded by Homer ; yet Homer has omitted those light

['"From "whom" to "blameable" added in 3rd ed. The most
important of the documents of which Aristotle here speaks, his account

of the constitution of Athens, has now been discovered.]
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and ludicrous tales of them, which rather suit the manners of
Plato than his. He thought about the gods, I suspect, just as

you and I do, and cared as little how Homer treated them
;

yet,

with the prison of Socrates before his eyes, and his own
Dialogues under them, he had the cruelty to cast forth this

effusion against the mild Euripides. His souls and their occu-
pancy of bodies are not to be spoken of with gravity ; and, as I

am inclined for the present to keep mine where it is, I wiU be
silent on the subject.

Callisthenes. I must warn you, my friend and teacher, that

your Macedonian pupU is likely to interrupt your arrangements in

that business. I am informed, and by those who are always

credible in such assertions, that, without apologies, excuses, and
protestations, Aristoteles will follow the shades of Clitus and
Parmenio. There is nothing of which Alexander is not jealous

;

no, not ev«?n eating and drinking. If any great work is to be

destroyed, he must do it with his own hands. After he had
burned down the palace of Cjrrus, the glory of which he envied

a strumpet, one Polemarchus thought of winning his favor by de-

molishing the tomb : he wept for spite, and hanged him.

Latterly i' he has been so vain, mendacious, and irrational, as to

order not only suits of armor of enormous size, but even mangers

commensurate, to be buried in certain parts where his battles

were fought; that, when in after ages they happen to be dug up,

it may appear that his men and horses were prodigious. If he

had sent the report before him, he would have been somewhat
less inconsiderate ; for it might among weak barbarians have

caused terror and submission. But, by doing as he did, he

would leave a very different impression from what he designed,

if indeed men regarded it at all ; for no glory could arise from

conquering with such advantages of superior force. They who
are jealous of power are so from a consciousness of strength;

[1' See Dryden's "Alexander's Feast," and Plutarch's Life of Alexander

for the story that Alexander was incited to order the destruction of

Persepolis by the courtezan Thais. Arrian asserts more probably that

Alexander's determination was due to a feeling that Persepolis was the

chief town in all Persia, and thus a fit object for a striking punishment.

He makes no mention of Thais. Polymachus was the name of the

officer put to death for the alleged oflence of destroying the tpmb of

the great Cyrus.]
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they who are jealous of wisdom are so from a consciousness of
wanting it. Weakness has its fever—but you appear grave and
thoughtful.

Ar'istoteles. The barbarians no more interest me than a shoal

of fishes would do.

CalTisthenes. I entertain the same opinion.

Aristoteks. Of their rulers equally ?

Callisthenes. Yes, certainly ; for among them there can be

no other distinction than in titles and in dress. A Persian and

a Macedonian, an Alexander and a Darius, if they oppress the

liberties of Greece, are one.

Aristoteks. Now, Callisthenes ! if Socrates and Anytos were

in the same chamber ; if the wicked had mixed poison for the

virtuous, the active in evil for the active in good ; and some
Divinity had placed it in your power to present the cup to either,

and, touching your head, should say, " This head also is devoted

to the Eumenides if the choice be wrong,"—what would you
resolve ?

Callisthenes. To do that by command of the god, which I

would likewise have done without it.

Aristoteks. Bearing in mind that a myriad of conquerors is

not worth the myriadth part of a wise and virtuous man, return,

Callisthenes, to Babylon, and see that your duty be performed.

XIV. EPICURUS,* LEONTION, AND TERNISSA.

Leontion. Your situation for a garden, Epicurus, is, I think,

very badly chosen.

Epicurus. Why do you think so, my Leontion ?

* Cicero viras an opponent of Epicurus, yet in his treatise On Friendship
he says : " De qua Epicurus quidem ita dicit ; omnium renim quas ad beats

vi-uendum sapientia comparaverit, nihil esse majus amicitia ; nihil uberius
nihil jucundius." This is oratorical and sententious ; he goes on, praising
the founder and the foundation : " Neque vero hoc oratione soliim sed
multo magU vita et moribui comprobavit. Quod quam magnum sit, fictSE

veterum fabulse declarant, in quibus tarn multis tamque variis ab ultima
antiquitate repetitis, tria vix amicorum paria reperiuntur, ut ad Orestem
pervenias profectus a Theseo. At vero Epicurus una in domo, et ea quidem
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Leontion. First, because it is more than twenty stadia * from
the city.

Epicurus. Certainly, the distance is inconvenient, my charming
friend ; it is rather too far oiF for us to be seen, and rather too
near for us to be regretted. Here however I shall build no villa,

nor anything else ; and the longest time we can be detained is

from the rising to the setting sun. Now, pray, your other reason

why the spot is so ineligible ?

Leontion. Because it commands no view of the town or of

the harbor, unless we mount upon that knoll, where we could

scarcely stand together ; for the greater part is occupied by those

three pinasters, old and horrible as the three Furies. Surely you
will cut them down.

Epicurus. Whatever Leontion commands. To me there is

this advantage in a place at some distance from the city. Having
by no means the full possession of my faculties where I hear

unwelcome and intrusive voices, or unexpected and irregular

sounds that excite me involuntarily to listen, I assemble and
arrange my thoughts with freedom and with pleasure in the fresh

air, under the open sky ; and they are more lively and vigorous

and exuberant when I catch them as I walk about, and commune
with them in silence and seclusion.

Leontion. It always has appeared to me that conversation

brings them forth more readily and plentiously ; and that the

ideas of one person no sooner come out than another's follow

them, whether from the same side or from the opposite.

Epicurus. They do ; but these are not the thoughts we keep

for seed : they come up weak by coming up close together. In

the countiy the mind is soothed and satisfied ; here is no restraint

angusta, quam magnos quantaque amoris conspiratione consentientes tenuit

amicorum greges. QitodJit etiam nunc ah Epicurm.^^ Certain It is, that

moderation, forbearance, and what St Paul calls charity, never flourished in

any sect of philosophy or religion so perfectly and so long, as among the

disciples of Epicurus.

Cicero adds in another work : " De sanctitate, de pietare adversus Deos
libros scripsit Epicurus ; at quomodo in his loquitur? ut Coruncanium aut

Scasvolam Pontifices Maximos te audire dicas."

Seneca, whose sect was more adverse, thus expresses his opinion :
" Mea

quidem ista sententia (et hoc nostris invitis popularibus dicam) sancta

Epicurum et recta prsecipere, et, si propius accesseris, tristia."

* Two miles and a half.
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of motion or of posture. These things—little and indifferent as

they may seem—are not so ; for the best tempers have need of

ease and liberty, to keep them in right order long enough for the

purposes of composition. And many a froward axiom, many an

inhumane thought, hath arisen from sitting inconveniently, from

hearing a few unpleasant sounds, from the confinement of a

gloomy chamber, or from the want of symmetry in it. We are

not aware of this, until we find an exemption fi-om it in gi'oves,

on promontories, or along the sea-shore, or wherever else we meet

Nature face to face, undisturbed and solitary.^

Ternhsa? You would wish us then away ?

Epicurus. I speak of solitude ; you of desolation.

Ternissa. O flatterer ! is this phOosophy ?

Epicurus. Yes ; if you are a thought the richer or a moment
the happier for it.

Ternissa. Write it down, then, in the next volume you

intend to publish.

Leontion. I interpose and controvert it. That is not philo-

sophy which serves only for one.

Epicurus. Just criterion ! I will write down your sentence

instead, and leave mine at the discretion of Ternissa. And now,

my beautiful Ternissa, let me hear your opinion of the situation

I have chosen. I perceive that you too have fixed your eyes on

the pinasters.

Ternissa.^ I will tell you in verses ; for I do think these are

verses, or nearly :

—

I hate those trees that never lose their foliage

;

They seem to have no sympathy with Nature

;

"Winter and summer are alike to them.

The broad and billowy summits of yon monstrous trees, one
would imagine, were made for the storms to rest upon when they

P Cf. Demosthenes and Eubulides, 2nd Conversation.]

P This Conversation was a favourite of Landor's. The characters in

it are partly historical but much idealised. Ternissa is almost entirely a
creation of Landor's fancy. Her real name was Themisto, see Menander
and EpicuiTis, 2nd Conversation. Now there was a real Themista, the
wife of Leonteus, who was an intimate friend of Epicurus. This
character probably suggested Ternissa to Landor's mind, but only the
names are alike. (Imag. Convers., ii., 1819. Works,!., 1846. Imag.
Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, ii., 1876.)]

[3 From " Ternissa " to " nearly " added in 2nd ed.]
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are tired of raving. And what bark ! It occurs to me, Epicurus,
that I have rarely seen climbing plants attach themselves to

these trees, as they do to the oak, the maple, the beech, and
others.

Leontion. If your remark be true, perhaps the resinous are not
embraced by them so frequently because they dislike the odor of
the resin, or some other property ofthe juices ; for they, too, have
their affections and antipathies no less than countries and their

climes.

Ternissa. For shame ! what would you with me ?

Epicurus. I would not interrupt you while you were speaking,

nor while Leontion was replying ; this is against my rules and

practice. Having now ended, kiss me, Ternissa

!

Ternissa. Impudent man ! in the name of Pallas, why should

I kiss you ?

Epicurus. Because you expressed hatred.

Ternissa. Do we kiss when we hate ?

Epicurus. There is no better end of hating. The sentiment

should not exist one moment ; and if the hater gives a kiss on

being ordered to do it, even to a tree or a stone, that tree or stone

becomes the monument of a fault extinct.

Ternissa. I promise you I never will hate a tree again.

Epicurus. I told you so.

Leontion. Nevertheless, I suspect, my Ternissa, you wiU often

be surprised into it. I was very near sapng, " I hate these rude

square stones !
" Why did you leave them here, Epicurus p

Epicurus. It is true, they are the greater part square, and

seem to have been cut out in ancient times for plinths and columns

;

they are also rude. Removing the smaller, that I might plant

violets and cyclamens and convolvuluses and strawberries, and

such other herbs as growing willingly in dry places, I left a few

of these for seats, a few for tables and for couches.

Leontion. Delectable couches

!

Epicurus. Laugh as you may, they will become so when they

are covered with moss and ivy, and those other two sweet plants

whose names I do not remember to have found in any ancient

treatise, but which I fancy I have heard Theophrastus call

" Leontion " and " Ternissa."

Ternissa. The bold, insidious, false creature

!
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Epicurus. What is that volume, may 1 venture to ask,

Leontion ? Why do you blush ?

Leontion. I do not blush about it.

Epicurus. You are offended then, my dear girl.

Leontion. No, nor offended. I will tell you presently what

it contains. Account to me first for your choice of so strange a

place to walk in : a broad ridge, the summit and one side barren,

the other a wood of rose-laurels impossible to penetrate. The

worst of all is, we can see nothing of the city or the Parthenon,

unless from the very top.

Epicurus. The place commands, in my opinion, a most perfect

view.

Leontion. Of what, pray ?

Epicurus. Of itself; seeming to indicate that we, Leontion,

who philosophize, should do the same.

Leontion. Go on, go on ! say what you please : I will not

hate any thing yet. Why have you torn up by the root all these

little mountain ash-trees ? This is the season of their beauty :

come, Temissa, let us make ourselves necklaces and armlets, such

as may captivate old Sylvanus and Pan
;
you shall have your

choice. But why have you torn them up ?

Epicurus. On the contrary, they were brought hither this

morning. Sosimenes is spending large sums of money on an

olive-ground, and has uprooted some hundreds of them, of all

ages and sizes. I shall cover the rougher part of the hill with

them, setting the clematis and vine and honey-suckle against them,

to unite them.

Ternissa. Oh what a pleasant thing it is to walk in the green

light of the vine-leaves, and to breathe the sweet odor of their

invisible flowers

!

Epicurus. The scent of them is so delicate that it requires a

sigh to inhale it ; and this, being accompanied and followed by

enjoyment, renders the fragrance so exquisite. Ternissa, it is

this, my sweet friend, that made you remember the green light of

the foliage, and think of the invisible flowers as you would of

some blessing from heaven.

Ternissa. I see feathers flying at certain distances just above

the middle of the promontory : what can they mean ?

Epicurus. Cannot you imagine them to be feathers from the
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wings of Zethes and Calais, who came hither out of Thrace to

behold the favorite haunts of their mother Oreithyia ? From
the precipice that hangs over the sea a few paces from the pinasters

she is reported to have been carried off by Boreas ; and these

remains of the primeval forest have always been held sacred on
that belief.

Leontion. The story is an idle one.

Ternissa. O no, Leontion ! the story is very true.

Leontion. Indeed ?

Ternissa. I have heard not only odes, but sacred and most

ancient hymns, upon it ; and the voice of Boreas is often audible

here, and the screams of Oreithyia.

Leontion. The feathers then really may belong to Calais and

Zethes.

Ternissa. I don't believe it; the winds would have carried

them away.

Leontion. The gods, to manifest their power as they often

do by miracles, could as easily fix a feather eternally on the most

tempestuous promontory, as the mark of their feet upon the flint.

Ternissa. They could indeed ; but we know the one to a

certainty, and have no such authority for the other. I have seen

these pinasters from the extremity of the Piraeus, and have heard

mention of the altar raised to Boreas : where is it ?

Epicurus. As it stands in the centre of the platform, we
cannot see it fi-om hence ; there is the only piece of level ground

in the place.

Leontion. Ternissa intends the altar to prove the truth of the

story.

Epicurus. Ternissa is slow to admit that even the young can

deceive, much less the old ; the gay, much less the serious.

Leontion. It is as wise to moderate our belief as our desires.

Epicurus. Some minds require much belief, some thrive on

little. Rather an exuberance of it is feminine and beautiful.

It acts differently on different hearts ; it troubles some, it con-

soles others : in the generous it is the nurse of tenderness and

kindness, of heroism and self-devotion ; in the ungenerous it

fosters pride, impatience of contradiction and appeal, and, like

some waters, what it finds a dry stick or hollow straw, it leaves

a stone
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Ternissa. We want it chiefly to make the way of death an

easy one.

Epicurus. There is no easy path leading out of life, and few
are the easy ones that lie within it. I would adorn and smoothen

the declivity, and make my residence as commodious as its situa-

tion and dimensions may allow ; but principally I would cast

underfoot the empty fear of death.*

Ternissa. Oh ! how can you ?

Epicurus. By many arguments already laid down : then by
thinking that some perhaps, in almost every age, have been

timid and delicate as Ternissa ; and yet have slept soundly, have

felt no parent's or friend's tear upon their faces, no throb against

their breasts : in short, have been in the calmest of all possible

conditions, while those around were in the most deplorable and
desperate.

Ternissa. It would pain me to die, if it were only at the idea

that any one I love would grieve too much for me.
Epicurus. Let the loss of our friends be our only grief, and

the apprehension of displeasing them our only fear.

Leontion. No apostrophes ! no interjections ! Your argiraient

was unsound ; your means futile.

Epicurus. Tell me then, whether the horse of a rider on
the road should not be spurred forward if he started at a shadow.

Leontion. Yes.

Epicurus. I thought so : it would however be better to

guide him quietly up to it, and to show him that it was one.

Death is less than a shadow : it represents nothing, even im-
perfectly.

Leontion. Then at the best what is it ? why care about it,

think about it, or remind us that it must befall us ? Would
you take the same trouble, when you see my hair entwined with
ivy, to make me remember that, although the leaves are green

and pliable, the stem is fragile and rough, and that before I go

[4 Epicurus, in his letter to Menoecos, says—"Accustom yourself there-

fore to regard death as something that concerns you not at all ; seeing that

all good and evil exist alone in the perception of them ; and death is the
loss of all perception. . . . Therefore that most terrible of all dread
evils, death, can touch us not at all, seeing that while we live, death is

away from us, and when we die, we are then away from him." Diog.
Laert., x.]
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to bed 1 shall have many knots and entanglements to extricate ?

Let me have them ; but let me not hear of them until the time
is come.

Epicurus. I would never think of death as an embarrassment,
but as a blessing.

Temissa. How ! a blessing ?

Epicurus. What, if it makes our enemies cease to hate us ?

what, if it makes our friends love us the more ?

Leontion. Us ? According to your doctrine, we shall not

exist at all.

Epicurus. I spoke of that which is consolatory while we
are here, and of that which in plain reason ought to render us

contented to stay no longer. You, Leontion, would make
others better ; and better they certainly will be, when their

hostilities languish in an empty field, and their rancor is tired

with treading upon dust. The generous affections stir about us

at the dreary hour of death, as the blossoms of the Median
apple swell and diffuse their fragrance in the cold.

Ternissa. I cannot bear to think of passing the Styx, lest

Charon should touch me ; he is so old and wilful, so cross and

ugly.
_

Epicurus. Temissa ! Temissa ! I would accompany you

thither, and stand between. Would not you too, Leontion ?

Leontion. I don't know.

Ternissa. Oh ! that we could go together

!

Leontion. Indeed

!

Ternissa. All three, 1 mean—I said—or was going to say

it. How ill-natured you are, Leontion, to misinterpret me ; I

could almost cry.

Leontion. Do not, do not, Temissa ! Should that tear drop

from your eyelash you would look less beautiful.

Epicurus. Whenever^ I see a tear on a beautiful young face,

twenty of mine run to meet it. If it is well to conquer a world,

it is better to conquer two.

Ternissa. That is what Alexander of Macedon wept be-

cause he could not accomplish.

Epicurus. Teraissa ! we three can accomplish it ; or any

one of us.

[* From " Whenever " to " Eficurui " (l lines) added in 2nd ed.J
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Ternhsa. How I pray !

Epicurus. We can conquer this world and the next ; for

you will have another, and nothing should be refused you.

Termssa. The next by piety : but this, in what manner ?

Epicurus. By indifference to all who are indifferent to us

;

by taking joyfully the benefit that comes spontaneously ; by

wishing no more intensely for what is a hair's breadth beyond

our reach than for a draught of water from the Ganges ; and

by fearing nothing in another life.

Termssa. This, O Epicurus ! is the grand impossibility.

Epicurus. Do you believe the gods to be as benevolent and

good as you are ? or do you not ?fi

Ternissa. Much kinder, much better in every way.

Epicurus. Would you kill or hurt the sparrow that you

keep in your little dressing-room with a string around the leg,

because he hath flown where you did not wish him to fly ?

Ternissa. No ! it would be cruel ; the string about the leg

of so little and weak a creature is enough.

Epicurus. You think so ; I think so ; God thinks so. This

I may say confidently : for whenever there is a sentiment in

which strict justice and pure benevolence unite, it must be his.

Ternissa. O Epicurus ! when you speak thus

—

Leontion. Well, Ternissa, what then ?

Ternissa. When Epicurus teaches us such sentiments as

these, I am grieved that he has not so great an authority with

the Athenians as some others have.

Leontion. You wUl grieve more, I suspect, my Ternissa, when
he possesses that authority.

Ternissa. What will he do ?

Leontion. Why turn pale ? I am not about to answer that

he will forget or leave you. No ; but the voice comes deepest

from the sepulchre, and a great name hath its root in the dead
body. If you invited a company to a feast, you might as well

place round the table live sheep and oxen, and vases of fish and
cages of quails, as you would invite a company of friendly

['' In the letter already quoted, Epicurus says—"The man who deprives
men of their belief in God is not so impious as he who attributes to God
the passions of men."]
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hearers to the philosopher who is yet living.* One would
imagine that the iris of our intellectual eyes were lessened by the

glory of his presence, and that, like eastern kings, he could be
looked at near only when his limbs are stiff, by waxlight, in

closed curtains.

Epicurus. One of whom we know little leaves us a ring or

other token of remembrance, and we express a sense of pleasm-e

and of gratitude ; one of whom we know nothing writes a book,

the contents of which might (if we would let them) have done
us more good and might have given us more pleasxu'e, and we
revile him for it. The book may do what the legacy cannot

;

it may be pleasurable and serviceable to others as well as our-

selves : we would hinder this too. In fact, all other love is

extinguished by self-love : beneficence, humanity, justice, philo-

sophy, sink under it. While we insist that we are looking for

Truth, we commit ^ a felsehood. It never was the first object

with any one, and with few the second.

Feed unto replenishment your quieter fancies, my sweetest

little Ternissa ! and let the gods, both youthfd and aged, both

gentle and boisterous, administer to them hourly on these sunny

downs : what can they do better ?

Leontion. But those feathers, Temissa, what god's may they

be ? since you will not pick them up, nor restore them to Calais

nor to Zethes.

Ternissa. I do not think they belong to any god whatever

;

and shall never be persuaded of it unless Epicurus says it is so.

Leontion. O unbelieving creature ! do you reason against

the immortals ?

Ternissa. It was yourself who doubted, or appeared to doubt,

the flight of Oreithyia. By admitting too much we endanger

our religion. Beside, I think I discern some upright stakes at

equal distances, and am pretty sure the feathers are tied to them

by long strings.

* Seneca quotes a letter of Epicurus, in which his friendship with

Metrodorus is mentioned, with a remark that the obscurity in which

they had lived—so great indeed as to let them rest almost unheard oi

in the midst of Greece—was by no means to be considered as an

abatement of their good fortune [Senec. Epist., 79. 15.].

P First ed. reads: "we lie the most deeply. It," &c.]
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Epicurus. You have guessed the truth.

Ternissa. Of what use are they there ?

Epicurus, If you have ever seen the foot of a statue broken

off just below the ankle, you have then, Leontion and Ternissa,

seen the form of the ground about us. The lower extremities of

it are divided into small ridges, as you will perceive if you look

around ; and these are covered with com, olives, and vines. At
the upper part, where cultivation ceases, and where those sheep

and goats are grazing, begins my purchase. The ground rises

gradually unto near the summit, where it grows somewhat steep,

and terminates in a precipice. Across the middle I have traced

a line, denoted by those feathers, from one dingle to the other

;

the two terminations of my intended garden. The distance is

nearly a thousand paces, and the path, perfectly on a level, will

be two paces broad, so that I may walk between you ; but an-

other could not join us conveniently. From this there wiU be

several circuitous and spiral, leading by the easiest ascent to the

summit ; and several more, to the road along the cultivation

underneath : here will however be but one entrance. Among ^

the projecting fragments and the massive stones yet standing of

the boundary-wall, which old pomegranates imperfectly defend,

and which my neighbor has guarded more effectively against

invasion, there are hillocks of crumbling mould, covered in some

places with a variety of moss ; in others are elevated tufts, or

dim lab3mnths, of eglantine.

Ternissa. Where will you place the statues ? for undoubt-

edly you must have some.

Epicurus. I wUl have some models for statues. Pygmalion

prayed the gods to give life to the image he adored : I wUl not

pray them to give marble to mine. Never may I lay my wet

cheek upon the foot under which is inscribed the name of

Leontion or Ternissa

!

Leontion. Do not make us melancholy ; never let us think

that the time can come when we shall lose our friends. Glory,

literature, philosophy have this advantage over friendship : re-

move one object from them, and others fill the void ; remove

one from friendship, one only, and not the earth, nor the unlver-

P First ed. reads : " entrance. Wild pomegranates and irregular tufts

nf gorse unite their forces against invasion. Tirnissa," &c.]
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sality of worlds, no, nor the intellect that soars above and com-
prehends them, can replace it

!

Epicurus. Dear Leontion ! always amiable, always graceful

!

How lovely do you now appear to me ! what beauteous action

accompanied your words

!

Leontion. I used none whatever.

Epicurus. That white arm was then, as it is now, over the

shoulder of Ternissa ; and her breath imparted a fresh bloom to

your cheek, a new music to your voice. No friendship is so

cordial or so delicious as that of girl for girl ; no hatred so

intense and immovable as that of woman for woman. In youth

you love one above the others of your sex ; in riper age you hate

all, more or less, in proportion to similarity of accomplishments

and pursuits,—which sometimes (I wish it were oftener) are bonds

of union to man. In us you more easily pardon faults than

excellencies in each other. Your tempers are such, my beloved

scholars, that even this truth does not ruffle them ; and such is

your affection, that I look with confidence to its unabated ardor

at twenty.

Leontion. Oh, then I am to love Ternissa almost fifteen

months

!

Ternissa. And I am destined to survive the loss of it three

months above four years !

Epicurus. Incomparable creatures ! may it be eternal ! In

loving ye shall follow no example
; ye shall step securely over the

iron rule laid down for others by the Destinies, and you forever

be Leontion, and you Ternissa.

Leontion. Then indeed we should not want statues.

Ternissa. But men, who are vainer creatures, would be good
for nothing without them : they must be flattered, even by the

stones.

Epicurus, '^tvj true. Neither the higher arts nor the civic

virtues can flourish extensively without the statues of illustrious

men. But gardens are not the places for them. Sparrows woo-
ing on the general's truncheon (unless he be such a general as one

of ours in the last war),* and snails besliming the emblems of the

poet, do not remind us worthily of their characters. Porticos

[^ The war between Perdeccas and the Athenians after the death of

Alexander the Great.]
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are their proper situations, and those the most frequented. Even
there they may lose all honor and distinction, whether from the

thoughtlessness of magistrates or from the malignity of rivals.

Our own city, the least exposed of any to the effects of either,

presents us a disheartening example. When the Thebans

in their jealousy condemned Pindar to the payment of a fine for

having praised the Athenians too highly, our citizens erected a

statue of bronze to him.

Leontion. Jealousy of Athens made the Thebans fine him

;

and jealousy of Thebes made the Athenians thus record it.

Epicurus. And jealousy of Pindar, I suspect, made some poet

persuade the archons to render the distinction a vile and worth-

less one, by placing his effigy near a king's,—one Evagoras of

Cyprus.
_

Ternissa. Evagoras, I think I remember to have read m the

inscription, was rewarded in this manner for his reception of

Conon, defeated by the Lacedemonians.^"

Epicurus. Gratitude was due to him, and some such memorial

to record it. External reverence should be paid unsparingly to

the higher magistrates of every country who perform their offices

exemplarily
;

yet they are not on this account to be placed in

the same degree with men of primary genius. They never exalt

the human race, and rarely benefit it ; and their benefits are local

and transitory, while those of a great writer are universal and

eternal.

If the gods did indeed bestow on us a portion of their fire,

they seem to have lighted it in sport and left it ; the harder task

and the nobler is performed by that genius who raises it clear and

glowing from its embers, and makes it applicable to the purposes

that dignify or delight our nature. I have ever said " Reverence

the rulers." Let then his image stand ; but stand apart from

Pindar's. Pallas and Jove ! defend me from being carried down
the stream of time among a shoal of royalets, and the rootless

weeds they are hatched on !

Ternissa. So much piety would deserve the exemption, even

though yom- writings did not hold out the decree.

po After the disastrous defeat of the Athenians at Aegospotami, the

remnant of the Athenian fleet under Conon was hospitably received by
Evagoras, whom the Athenians rewarded in the manner described.]
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Leontion. Child, the compliment is ill turned : if you are

ironical, as you must be on the piety of Epicurus, Atticism
requires that you should continue to be so, at least to the end of
the sentence.

Ternissa. Irony is my abhorrence. Epicurus may appear less

pious than some others, but I am certain he is more ; otherwise the

gods would never have given him

—

Leontion. What ? what ? let us hear !

Ternissa. Leontion

!

Leontion. Silly girl ! Were there any hibiscus or broom
growing near at hand, I would send him away and whip you.

Epicurus. There is fem, which is better.

Leontion. I was not speaking to you : but now you shall

have sometliing to answer for yourself. Although you admit

no statues in the countiy, you might at least methinks have

discovered a retirement with a fountain in it : here I see not

even a spring.

Epicurus. Fountain I can hardly say there is ; but on the

left there is a long crevice or chasm, which we have never yet

visited, and which we cannot discern until we reach it. This is

full of soft mould, veiy moist, and many high reeds and canes

are growing there ; and the rock itself too diips with humidity

along it, and is covered with more tufted moss and more varie-

gated lichens. This crevice, with its windings and sinuosities,

is about foui' hundred paces long, and in many parts eleven,

twelve, thirteen feet wide, but generally six or seven. I shall

plant it wholly with lilies of the valley, leaving the irises which

occupy the sides as well as the clefts, and also those other

flowers of paler pui"ple, from the autumnal cups of which we
collect the saffron ; and forming a naiTow path of such turf as I

can find there, or rather following it as it creeps among the

bays and hazels and sweet briar, which have fallen at different

times from the summit and are now grown old, with an infinity

of primroses at the roots. There are nowhere twenty steps

without a projection and a turn, nor in any ten together is the

chasm of the same width or figure. Hence the ascent in its

windings is easy and imperceptible quite to the termination, where

the rocks are somewhat high and precipitous : at the entrance

they lose themselves in privet and elder, and you must make youi
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way between them through the canes. Do not you remember
where I carried you both across the muddy hollow in the foot-

path ?

Ternusa. Leontion does.

Epicurus. That place is always wet ; not only in this month
of Puanepsion,* which we are beginning to-day, but in mid-
summer. The water that causes it comes out a little way above

it, but originates from the crevice, which I will cover at top with

rose-laurel and mountain-ash, with clematis and vine ; and I will

intercept the little rill in its wandering, draw it from its conceal-

ment, and place it like Bacchus under the protection of the

nymphs, who will smile upon it in its marble cradle, which ^^ at

present I keep at home.
Ternhsa. Leontion, why do you turn away your face ?

have the nymphs smiled upon you in it ?

Leontion. I bathed in it once, if you must know, Temissa !

Why now, Temissa, why do you turn away yours ? have the
nymphs frowned upon you for invading their secrets ?

Temissa. Epicurus, you are in the right to bring it away
from Athens, from under the eye of Pallas : she might be angry.

Epicurus. You approve of its removal then, my lovely
friend ?

Ternissa. Mightily. {^Aside.") I wish it may break in

pieces on the road.

Epicurus. What did you say ?

Ternissa. I wish it were now on the road, that I might try

whether it would hold me—I mean with my clothes on.

Epicurus. It would hold you, and one a span longer. I
have another in the house ; but it is not decorated with fauns
and satyrs and foliage, like this.

Leontion. I remember putting my hand upon the frightfial

satjrr's head, to leap in : it seems made for the purpose. But
the sculptor needed not to place the naiad quite so near he
must have been a very impudent man ; it is impossible to look for

a moment at such a piece of workmanship.

* The Attic month of Puanepsion had its commencement in the latter
days of October ; its name is derived from -miava, the legumes which were
offered in sacrifice to Apollo at that season.

pi From "which " to "home " added in ind ed.]
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Ternissa. For shame ! Leontion !—why, what was it ? I
do not desire to know.

Epicurus. I don't remember it.

Leontion. Nor I neither ; only the head.

Epicurus. I shall place the satyr toward the rock, that you
may never see him, Ternissa.

Ternissa. Very right ; he cannot turn round.

Leontion. The poor naiad had done it, in vain.

Ternissa. All these laborers will soon finish the plantation, if

you superintend them, and are not appointed to some magistrature.

Epicurus. Those who govern us are pleased at seeing a

philosopher out of the city, and more stUl at finding in a season

of scarcity forty poor citizens, who might become seditious, made
happy and quiet by such employment.

Two evils, of almost equal weight, may befall the man of

erudition : never to be listened to, and to be listened to always.

Aware of these, I devote a large portion of my time and labors

to the cultivation of such minds as flourish best in cities, where

my garden at the gate, although smaller than this, we find

sufficiently capacious. There I secure my listeners ; here ray

thoughts and imaginations have their free natural current, and

tarry or wander as the will invites : may it ever be among
those dearest to me !—those whose hearts possess the rarest and

divinest faculty, of retaining or forgetting at option what ought

to be forgotten or retained.

Leontion. The whole ground then wiU be covered with trees

and shrubs ?

Epicurus. There are some protuberances in various parts of

the eminence, which you do not perceive till you are upon them

or above them. They are almost level at the top, and overgrown

with fine grass ; for they catch the better soil brought down in

small quantities by the rains. These are to be left unplanted

;

so is the platform under the pinasters, whence there is a prospect

of the city, the harbor, the isle of Salamis, and the territory of

Megara. " What then !
" cried Sosimenes, " you would hide

from your view my young olives, and the whole length of the

new wall I have been building at my own expense between us

!

and, when you might see at once the whole of Attica, you will

hardly see more of it than I could buy."
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Leontion. I do not perceive the new wall, for which Sosi-

menes, no doubt, thinks himself another Pericles.

Epicurus. Those old junipers quite conceal it.

Ternissa. They look warm and sheltering ; but I like the

rose-laurels much better : and what a thicket of them here

is!

Epicurus. Leaving all the larger, I shall remove many
thousands of them ; enough to border the greater part of the

walk, intermixed with roses.

Ternissa.'^^ Do, pray, leave that taller plant yonder, of which

I see there are several springing in several places out of the rock

:

it appears to have produced on a single stem a long succession of

yellow flowers ; some darkening and fading, others running up

and leaving them behind, others showing their little faces im-

perfectly through their light green veils.

Leontion. Childish girl ! she means the mullein ; and she

talks about it as she would have talked about a doll, attributing

to it feelings and aims and designs. I saw her stay behind to

kiss it ; no doubt, for being so nearly of her own height.

Ternissa. No, indeed, not for that ; but because I had broken

off one of its blossoms unheedingly, perhaps the last it may bear,

and because its leaves are so downy and pliant ; and because

nearer the earth some droop and are decaying, and remind me of

a parent who must die before the tenderest of her children can do

without her.

Epicurus. I will preserve the whole species ; but you must

point out to me the particular one as we return. There is an in-

finity of other plants and flowers, or weeds as Sosimenes calls

them, of which he has cleared his olive-yard, and which I shall

adopt. Twenty of his slaves came in yesterday, laden with

hyacinths and narcissuses, anemones and jonquils. " The curses

of our vineyards," cried he, " and good neither for man nor

beast. I have another estate infested with lilies of the valley : I

should not wonder if you accepted these too."

" And with thanks," answered I.

The whole of his remark I could not collect : he turned aside,

and (I believe) prayed. I only heard " Pallas "—"Father"

—

" sound mind "—" inoffensive man "—" good neighbour." As
[i" From "Ternissa" to "return' (i8 lines) added in znd ed.]
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we walked together I perceived him looking grave, and I could

not resist my inclination to smile as I turned my eyes toward
him. He observed it, at first with unconcern, but by degrees

some doubts arose with him, and he said, " Epicurus, you have

been throwing away no less than half a talent on this sorry piece

of mountain, and I fear you are about to waste as much in labor

:

for nothing was ever so terrible as the price we are obliged to pay

the workmen, since the conquest of Persia and the increase of

luxury in our city. Under three obols none will do his day's

work. But what, in the name of all the deities, could induce

you to plant those roots, which other people dig up and throw

away ?
"

" I have been doing," said I, " the same thing my whole life

through, Sosimenes !

"

" How !
" cried he ; "I never knew that."

"Those very doctrines," added I, "which others hate and

extirpate, I inculcate and cherish. They bring no riches, and

therefore are thought to bring no advantage ; to me, they

appear the more advantageous for that reason. They give us

immediately what we solicit through the means of wealth. We
toU for the wealth first ; and then it remains to be proved

whether we can purchase with it what we look for. Now, to

carry our money to the market, and not to find in the market

our money's worth, is great vexation
;
yet much greater has

already preceded, in running up and down for it among so many
competitors, and through so many thieves."

After a while he rejoined, " You really, then, have not over-

reached me?"
" In what, my friend ? " said I.

" These roots," he answered, " may perhaps be good and

saleable for some purpose. Shall you send them into Persia ? or

whither ?

"

" Sosimenes, I shall make love-potions of the flowers."

Leontion. O Epicurus ! should it ever be known in Athens

that they are good for this, you will not have, with all your

fences of prunes and pomegranates, and precipices with briar

upon them, a single root left underground after the month of

Elaphebolion.*

* The thirteenth of Elaphebolion was the tenth of April.
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Epicurus. It is not everyone that knows the preparation.

Leontion. Everybody will tiy it.

Epicurus. And you, too, Temissa ?

Ternissa. Will you teach me ?

Epicurus. This, and anything else I know. We must walk
together when they are in flower.

Ternissa. And can you teach me, then ?

Epicurus. I teach by degrees.

Leontion. By very slow ones, Epicurus ! I have no patience

with you ; tell us directly.

Epicurus. It is very material what kind of recipient you bring

with you. Enchantresses use a brazen one ; silver and gold are

employed in other arts.

Leontion. I will bring any.

Ternissa. My mother has a fine golden one. She will lend

it me ; she allows me every thing.

Epicurus. Leontion and Ternissa, those eyes of yours

brighten at inquiry, as if they canied a light within them for

a guidance.

Leontion. No flattery

!

Ternissa. No flattery ! Come, teach us

!

Epicurus. Will you hear me through in silence ?

Leontion. We promise.

Epicurus. Sweet girls ! the calm pleasures, such as I hope

you will ever find in your walks among these gardens, will

improve your beauty, animate your discourse, and correct the

litde that may hereafter rise up for correction in your disposi-

tions. The smiling ideas left in our bosoms from our infancy,

that many plants are the favorites of the gods, and that others

were even the objects of their love,—having once been invested

with the human foi"m, beautiful and lively and happy as your-

selves,—give them an interest beyond the vision
; yes, and a

station—let me say it—on the vestibule of our affections.

Resign your ingenuous hearts to simple pleasures ; and there is

none in man, where men are Attic, that will not follow and
outstrip their movements.

Ternissa. O Epicurus

!

Epicurus. What said Ternissa ?

Leontion. Some of those anemones, I do think, must be still
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in blossom. Temissa's golden cup is at home; but she has
brought with her a little vase for the philter—and has filled it to

the brim.—Do not hide your head behind my shoulder, Ter-
nissa ; no, nor in my lap.

Epicurus. Yes, there let it lie,—the lovelier for that tendril

of sunny brown hair upon it. How it falls and rises ! Which
is the hair ? which the shadow ?

Leontion. Let the hair rest.

Epicurus. I must not, perhaps, clasp the shadow

!

Leontion. You philosophers are fond of such unsubstantial

things. Oh, you have taken my volume ! This is deceit.

You live so little in public, and entertain such a contempt

for opinion, as to be both indifferent and ignorant what it is

that people blame you for.

Epicurus. I know what it is I should blame myself for, if

I attended to them. Prove them to be wiser and more disin-

terested in their wisdom than I am, and I will then go down
to them and listen to them. When I have well considered a

thing, I deliver it,—regardless of what those think who neither

take the time nor possess the faculty of considering any thing

well, and who have always lived far remote from the scope of

our' speculations.

Leontion. In the volume you snatched away from me so

slily, I have defended a position of yours which many philo-

sophers turn into ridicule ; namely, that politeness is among the

virtues. I wish you yourself had spoken more at large upon the

subject. 1^

Epicurus. It is one upon which a lady is likely to display

more ingenuity and discernment. If philosophers have ridiculed

my sentiment, the reason is, it is among those virtues which in

general they find most difficult to assume or counterfeit.

Leontion. Surely life runs on the smoother for this equability

and polish ; and the gratification it affords is more extensive than

is afforded even by the highest virtue. Courage, on nearly all

[33 Epicurus wrote a treatise, " On the virtues," which is lost. Cicero,

"De Finibus," ii., i6. 15, alludes to the four virtues of Epicurus as

"Wisdom, courage, justice, and temperance." The opinion here attri-

buted to Epicurus is due to Landor; nor is Leontion known to have

written the book here described.]
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occasions, inflicts as much of evil as it imparts of good. It may
be exerted in defence of our country, in defence of those who
love us, in defence of the harmless and the helpless ; but those

against whom it is thus exerted may possess an equal share of it.

If they succeed, then manifestly the ill it produces is greater than

the benefit ; if they succumb, it is nearly as great. For many of

their adversaries are first killed and maimed, and many of

their own kindred are left to lament the consequences of the

aggression. '

i

Epicurus. You have spoken first of courage, as that virtue

which attracts your sex principally.

Ternissa. Not me ; I am always afraid of it. I love those

best who can tell me the most things I never knew before,

and who have patience with me, and look kindly while they

teach me, and almost as if they were waiting for fresh questions.

Now let me hear directly what you were about to say to

Leontion.

Epicurus. I was proceeding to remark that temperance comes

next ; and temperance has then its highest merit when it is the

support of civility and politeness. So that I think I am right and

equitable in attributing to politeness a distinguished rank, not

among the ornaments of life, but among the virtues. And you,

Leontion and Ternissa, will have leaned the more propensely

toward this opinion, if you considered, as I am sure you did, that

the peace and concord of families, friends, and cides are preserved

by it ; in other terms, the harmony of the world.

Ternissa. Leontion spoke of courage, you of temperance

,

the next great virtue, in the division made by the philosophers, is

justice.

Epicurus. Temperance includes it ; for temperance is imper-

fect if it is only an abstinence from too much food, too much
wine, too much conviviality or other luxury. It indicates every

kind of forbearance. Justice is forbearance from what belongs to

another. Giving to this one rightly what that one would hold

wrongfully is justice in magistrature, not in the abstract, and is

only a part of its office. The perfectly temperate man is also

the perfectly just man ; but the perfectly just man (as philo-

sophers now define him) may not be the perfectly temperate

one. I include the less in the greater.
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Leontion. We i* hear of judges, and upright ones too, being

immoderate eaters and drinkers.

Epicurus. The Lacedemonians are temperate in food and

courageous in battle ; but men lilce these, if they existed in

sufficient numbers, would devastate the universe. We alone, we
Athenians, with less military skill perhaps, and certainly less

rigid abstinence from voluptuousness and luxury, have set before

it the only grand example of social government and of polished

life. From us the seed is scattered ; from us flow the streams

that irrigate it ; and ours are the hands, O Leontion, that

collect it, cleanse it, deposit it, and convey and distribute it

sound and weighty through every race and age.^^ Exhausted as

we are by war, we can do nothing better than lie down and doze

while the weather is fine overhead, and dream (if we can) that

we are aflluent and free.

O sweet sea-air ! how bland art thou and refreshing ! breathe

upon Leontion ! breathe upon Ternissa ! bring them health

and spirits and serenity, many springs and many summers, and

when the vine-leaves have reddened and rustle under their

feet!

These, my beloved girls, are the children of Eternity : they

played around Theseus and the beauteous Amazon ; they gave to

Pallas the bloom of Venus, and to Venus the animation of Pallas.

Is it not better to enjoy by the hotu" their soft, salubrious influence,

than to catch by fits the rancid breath of demagogues ; than to

swell and move under it without or against our will ; than to

acquire the semblance of eloquence by the bitterness of passion,

the tone of philosophy by disappointment, or the credit of

prudence by distrust ? Can fortune, can industry, can desert

itself, bestow on us any thing we have not here ?

Leontion. And when shall those three meet? The gods

have never united them, knowing that men would put them

asunder at their first appearance.

Epicurus. I am glad to leave the city as often as possible,

full as it is of high and glorious reminiscences,!^ ^nd am inclined

much rather to indulge in quieter scenes, whither the Graces and

P'' First ed. reads : " We have seen judges, and upright ones too,

inordinate eaters and immoderate drinkers."]

p5 See end of Conversation for passages cancelled in the znd ed.]
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Friendship lead me. I would not contend even with men able

to contend with me. You, Leontion, I see, think differently,

and have composed at last your long-meditated work against the

philosophy of Theophrastus.i"

Leontion. Why not ? he has been praised above his merits.

Epicurus. My Leontion ! you have inadvertently given me
the reason and origin of all controversial writings. They flow

not from a love of truth or a regard for science, but from envy

and ill-will. Setting aside the evil of malignity—always hurtful

to ourselves, not always to others—there is weakness in the argu-

ment you have adduced. When a writer is praised above his

merits in his own times, he is certain of being estimated below

them in the times succeeding. Paradox is dear to most people :

it bears the appearance of originality, but is usually the talent of

the superficial, the perverse, and the obstinate.

Nothing is more gratifying than the attention you are bestow-

ing on me, which you always apportion to the seriousness of my
observations. But,i^ Leontion ! Leontion ! you defend me too

earnestly. The roses on your cheeks should derive their bloom

from a cooler and sweeter and more salubrious fountain. In

what mythology (can you tell me, Temissa ?) is Friendship the

mother of Anger ?

Ternissa. I can only tell you that Love lights Anger's torch

very often.

Leontion. I dislike Theophrastus for his affected contempt of

your doctrines.

Epicurus. Unreasonably, for the contempt of them ; reason-

ably, if affected. Good men may differ widely from me, and

wise ones misunderstand me ; for, their wisdom having raised up

to them schools of their own, they have not found leisure to

converse with me ; and from others they have received a partial

P' Leontion's book against Theophrastus, with whom Epicurus had a

controversy, is mentioned by many authorities. Cicero (De Nat. Deorum,
i,, 33) praises its style, but hints that it was a piece of audacity in her to

write it ; an opinion which Pliny also expresses (Praefat. Nat. Hist., 19),

adding that the book gave rise to the saying concerning a man choosing

the tree for his own hanging. Theophrastns was the successor of

Aristotle in his school of philosophy, and a man ot remarkable

eloquence.]

[1' From " But " to " often " (7 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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and inexact report My opinion is, that certain things are in-

different and unworthy of pursuit or attention, as lying beyond
our research and almost our conjecture ; which things the gener-

ality of philosophers (for the generality are speculative) deem of
the first importance. Questions relating to them I answer eva-

sively, or altogether decline. Again, there are modes of living

which are suitable to some and unsuitable to others. What I

myself follow and embrace, what I recommend to the studious,

to the irritable, to the weak in health, would ill agree with the

commonality of citizens. Yet my adversaries cry out, " Such is

the opinion and practice of Epicurus !
" For instance, I have

never taken a wife, and never will take one ; but lie from among
the mass, who should avow his imitation of my example, would
act as wisely and more religiously in sapng that he chose celi-

bacy because Pallas had done the same.

Leontion. If Pallas had many such votaries she would soon

have few citizens to supply them.

Epicurus. And extremely bad ones, if all followed me in

retiring from the offices of magistracy and of war. Having seen

that the most sensible men are the most unhappy, I could not

but examine the causes of it ; and, finding that the same sensi-

bility to which they are indebted for the activity of their intellect

is also the restless mover of their jealousy and ambition, I would
lead them aside from whatever operates upon these, and throw

under their feet the terrors their imagination has created. My
philosophy is not for the populace nor for the proud : the

ferocious will never attain it ; the gentle will embrace it, but will

not call it mine. I do not desire that they should : let them

rest their heads upon that part of the pillow which they find the

softest, and enjoy their own dreams unbroken.

Leontion. The old are all against you, for^^ the name of plea-

sure is an affront to them : they know no other kind of it than

that which has flowered and seeded, and of which the witheied

stems have indeed a ruefiii look. What we call dry they call

sound ; nothing must retain any juice in it : their pleasure is in

chewing what is hard, not in tasting what is savory.

P* First ed. reads: "you. Epicurui. The name . . . rueful look.

Leontion. They would controvert your positions. Eficurus. Unhappily,"

&c.]
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Epicurus. Unhappily the aged are retentive of long-acquired

maxims, and insensible to new impressions, whether from fancy

or from truth : in fact, their eyes blend the two together. Well

might the poet tell us,

—

Fewer the gifts that gnarled Age presents

To elegantly-handed Infancy,

Than elegantly-handed Infancy

Presents to gnarled Age. From both they drop

;

The middle course of life receives them all,

Save the light few that laughing Youth runs off with.

Unvalued as a mistress or a flower.

Leontion. It^^ is reported by the experienced that our last

loves and our first are of equal interest to us.

Ternissa. Surely they a^re. What is the difference ? Can

you really mean to say , O Leontion, that there are any inter-

mediate ? Why do you look aside ? And you too refiise to

answer me so easy and plain a question !

Leontion {to Epicurus). Although you teach us the necessity

of laying a strong hand on the strong affections, you never pull

one feather from the wing of Love.

Epicurus. I am not so irreligious.

Ternissa. I think he could only twitch it just enough to make

the gentle god turn round, and smile on him.

Leontion. You know little about the matter, but may live to

know all. Whatever we may talk of torments, as some do,

there must surely be more pleasure in desiring and not possessing

than in possessing and not desiring.

Epicurus. Perhaps so : but consult the intelligent. Certainly

there is a middle state between love and friendship, more delight-

ful than either, but more difficult to remain in.

Leontion. To be preferred to all others is the supremacy of

bliss. Do not you think so, Ternissa ?

Ternissa. It is Indeed what the wise and the powerful and

the beautiful chiefly aim at : Leontion has attained it.

Epicurus. Delightful, no doubt, is such supremacy ; but far

more delightful is the certainty that there never was any one

quite near enough to be given up for us. To be preferred is

hardly a compensation for having been long compared. The

P' From " It " to " me " (49 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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breath of another's sigh bedims and hangs pertinaciously about the

image we adore.

Leontion. When Friendship has taken the place of Love she

ought to make his absence as little a cause of regret as possible ;

and it is gracious in her to imitate his demeanor and his words.

Epicurus. I can repeat them more easily than imitate them.

Ternissa. Both of you, until this moment, were looking

grave ; but Leontion has resumed her smiles again on hearing

what Epicurus can do. I wish you would repeat to me, O
Epicurus, any words so benign a god hath vouchsafed to teach

you ; for it would be a convincing proof of your piety, and I

could silence the noisiest tongue in Athens with it.

Leontion. Simpleton ! we were speaking allegorically.

Ternissa. Never say that ! I do believe the god himself hath

conversed with Epicurus. Tell me now, Epicurus, tell me your-

self, has not he ?

Epicurus. Yes.

Ternissa. In his own form ?

Epicurus. Very nearly : it was in Temissa's.

Ternissa. Impious man ! I am ashamed of you.

Leontion. Never did shame burn brighter !

Ternissa. Mind Theophrastus, not me

!

Leontion. Since, in obedience to your institutions, O Epicurus,

I must not say I am angry, I am offended at least with Theo-
phrastus for having so misrepresented your opinions, on the

necessity of keeping the mind composed and tranquil, and remote

from every object and every sentiment by which a painful

sympathy may be excited. In order to display his elegance of

languagCj^" he runs wherever he can lay a censure on you, whether

he believes in its equity or not.

Epicurus. This is the case with all eloquent men, and all

disputants. Truth neither warms nor elevates them, neither

obtains for them profit nor applause.

Ternissa. I have heard wise remarks very often and very

warmly praised.

Epicurus. Not for the truth in them, but for the grace, or

because they touched the spring of some preconception or some

passion. Man is a hater of truth, a lover of fiction.

P" First ed. reads : " language and comprehension of tliought, he."]
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Leontion. How ^i then happens it that children, when you have

related to them any story which has greatly interested them, ask

immediately and impatiently, is it true ?

Epicurus. Children are not men nor women ; they are almost

as different creatures, in many respects, as if they never were to be

the one or the other : they are as unlike as buds are unlike flowers,

and almost as blossoms are unlike fruits. Greatly are they better

than they are about to be, unless Philosophy raises her hand above

them when the moon is coming on, and shelters them at one

season from the heats that would scorch and wither, and at another

from the storms that would shatter and subvert them. There are

nations, it is reported, which aim their arrows and javelins at the

sun and moon, on occasions of eclipse, or any other offence

;

but I never have heard that the sun and moon abated their

course through the heavens for it, or looked more angrily when
they issued forth again to shed light on their antagonists. They
went onward all the while in their own serenity and clearness,

through unobstructed paths, without diminution and without delay:

it was only the little world below that was in darkness. Philo-

sophy lets her light descend and enter wherever there is a passage

for it ; she takes advantage of the smallest crevice, but the rays

are rebutted by the smallest obstruction. Polemics can never be

philosophers or phUotheists ; they serve men ill, and their gods no
better ; they mar what is solid in earthly bliss by animosities and
dissensions, and intercept the span of azure at which the weary
and the sorrowfrd would look up.

Theophrastus is a writer of many acquirements and some
shrewdness, usually judicious, often somewhat witty, always

elegant ; his thoughts are never confused, his sentences are never
incomprehensible. If Aristoteles thought more highly of him
than his due, surely you ought not to censure Theophrastus with
severity on the supposition of his rating me below mine ; unless

you argue that a slight error in a short sum is less pardonable than

in a longer. Had Aristoteles been living, and had he given the

same opinion of me, your friendship and perhaps my self-love

might have been wounded ; for, if on one occasion he spoke too

favorably, he never spoke imfavorably but with justice. This is

among the indications of orderly and elevated minds ; and here

[21 From " How " to " ribaldry " (44 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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stands the barrier that separates them from the common and the

waste. Is a man to be angry because an infant is fretful ? Is a

philosopher to unpack and throw away his philosophy, because an

idiot has tried to overturn it on the road, and has pursued it with
gibes and ribaldry ?

Leontion. Theophrastus would persuade us that, according to

your system, we not only should decline the succor of the

wretched, but avoid the sympathies that poets and historians would
awaken in us. Probably for the sake of introducing some idle

verses, written by a friend of his, he says that, following the

guidance of Epicurus, we should altogether shun the theatre ; and

not only when Prometheus and CEdipus and Philoctetes are intro-

duced, but even when generous and kindly sentiments are pre-

dominant, if they partake of that tenderness which belongs to pity.

I know not what Thracian lord^^ recovers his daughter from her

ravisher ; such are among the words they exchange j^
Father. Insects that dwell in rotten reeds, inert

Upon the surface of a stream or pool,

Then rush into the air on meshy vans,

Are not so different in their varying lives

As we are.—Oh t what father on this earth,

Holding his child's cool cheek within his palms

And kissing his fair front, would wish him man ?

—

Inheritor of wants and jealousies,

Of labor, of ambition, of distress,

And, cruellest of all the passions, lust.

Who that beholds me, persecuted, scorned,

A wanderer, e'er could think what friends were mine,

How numerous, how devoted ? with what glee

Smiled my old house, with what acclaim my courts

Rang from without whene'er my war-horse neighed ?

Daughter. Thy fortieth birthday is not shouted yet

By the young peasantry, vrith rural gifts

Aid nightly fires along the pointed hills.

Yet do thy temples glitter with gray hair

Scattered not thinly : ah, what sudden change t

Only thy voice and heart remain the same :

No ! that voice trembles, and that heart (I feel).

While it would comfort and console me, breaks.

Epicui~us. I would never close my bosom against the feelings

of humanity ; but I would calmly and well consider by what

r22 pji-st ed. reads : " lord or hero, after the loss of his dignity and

fortune, recovers."]
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conduct of life they may enter it with the least importunity and

violence. A consciousness that we have promoted the happiness

of others, to the uttermost of our power, is certain not only to

meet them at the threshold, but to bring them along with us, and

to render them accurate and faithfU prompters, when we bend

perplexedly over the problem of evil figured by the tragedians. If

indeed there were more of pain than of pleasure in the exhibitions

of the dramatist, no man in his senses would attend them twice.

All the imitative arts have delight for the principal object : the

first of these is poetry ; the highest of poetry is tragic.

Leontion. The epic has been called so.

Epicurus. Improperly ; for the epic has much more in it of

what is prosaic. Its magnitude is no argument. An Egyptian

pjn'anaid contains more materials than an Ionic temple, but requires

less contrivance, and exhibits less beauty of design. My simile

is yet a defective one ; for a tragedy must be carried on with an

unbroken interest, and, undecorated by loose foliage or fantastic

branches, it must rise, like the palm-tree, with a lofty unity.

On these matters I am unable to argue at large, or perhaps

correctly ; on those however which I have studied and treated

my terms are so explicit and clear, that Theophrastus can never

have misunderstood them. Let me recall to your attention but

two axioms.

Abstinence from low pleasures is the only means of meriting or

of obtaining the higher.

Kindness in ourselves is the honey that blunts the sting of un-

kindness in another.

Leontion. Explain to me then, O Epicurus, why we suffer so

much from ingratitude.

Epicurus. We fancy we suffer from ingratitude, while in

reality we suffer from self-love. Passion weeps while she says,

" I did not deserve this from him ;
" Reason, while she says it,

smoothens her brow at the clear fountain of the heart. Permit

me also, like Theophrastus, to borrow a few words from a

poet.

Ternissa. Borrow as many such as any one will entrust to you,

and may Hermes prosper your commerce ! Leontion may go to

the theatre then ; for she loves it.
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Epicurus. Gills ! be the bosom friends of Antigone and Ismene ;
^^

and you shall enter the wood of the Eumenides without shudder-
ing, and leave it without the trace of a tear. Never did you ap-
pear so graceful to me, O Ternissa,—no, not even after this walk
do you,—as when I saw you blow a fly from the forehead of
Pmloctetes in the propylea. The wing, with which Sophocles
and the statuary represent him, to drive away the summer insects

in his agony, had wearied his flaccid arm, hanging down beside

him.

Ternissa. Do you imagine then I thought him a living man ?

Epicurus. The sentiment was both more delicate and more
august from being indistinct. You would have done it, even if he

had been a living man ; even if he could have clasped you in his

arms, imploring the deities to resemble you in gentleness, you would
have done it.

Ternissa. He looked so abandoned by all, and so heroic, yet

so feeble and so helpless ! I did not think of turning around to see

if any one was near me ; or else perhaps

—

Epicurus. If you could have thought of looking around, you
would no longer have been Ternissa. The gods would have

transfoimed you for it into some tree.

Leontion. And Epicurus had been walking under it this day,

perhaps.

Epicurus. With Leontion, the partner of his sentiments. But
the walk would have been earlier or later than the present hour

;

since the middle of the day, like the middle of certain fruits, is

good for nothing.

Leontion. For dinner surely ?

Epicurus. Dinner is a less gratification to me than to many

:

I dine alone. 2*

Ternissa. Why ?

Epicurus. To avoid the noise, the heat, and the intermixture

both of odors and of occupations. I cannot bear the indecency

p Antigone and Ismene, the two daughters of Oedipus, are two of the

characters in Sophocles' Oedipus Coloneios. They go with their father

in all his wanderings, and guide his steps towards the grove of the

Eumenides, where alone he could die. The sufferings of die wounded
Philoctetes, abandoned on the island of Lemnos, are described in another

of the tragedies of Sophocles.]

[^ See Menander and Epicurus, 2nd Conversation.]
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of speaking with a mouth in which there is food. I careen my
body (since it is always in want of repair) in as unobstructed a

space as I can, and I lie down and sleep awhile when the work is

over.

Leonlton. Epicurus ! although it would be very interesting, no

doubt, to hear more of what you do after dinner

—

[aside to him)

now don't smile : I shall never forgive you if you say a single word

—yet I would rather hear a litde about the theatre, and whether

you think at last that women should frequent it ; for you have

often said the contrary.

Epicurus. I think they should visit it rarely ; not because it

excites their affections, but because it deadens them. To me
nothing is so odious as to be at once among the rabble and among
the heroes, and, while I am receiving into my heart the most ex-

quisite of human sensations, to feel upon my shoulder the hand of

some inattentive and insensible young officer.

Leontion. Oh very bad indeed ! horrible !

Ternissa. You quite fire at the idea.

Leontion. Not I : I don't care about it.

Ternissa. Not about what is very bad indeed ? quite horrible ?

Leontion. I seldom go thither.

Epicurus. The theatre is delightful when we erect it in our

own house or arbor, and when there is but one spectator.

Leontion. You must lose the illusion in great part, if you only

read the tragedy, which I fancy to be your meaning.

Epicurus, I lose the less of it. Do not imagine that the

illusion is, or can be, or ought to be, complete. If it were
possible, no Phalaris or Perillus could devise a crueller torture.

Here are two imitations ; first, the poet's of the sufferer

;

secondly, the actor's of both : poetry is superinduced. No man
in pain ever uttered the better part of tiie language used by
Sophocles. We admit it, and willingly, and are at least as much
illuded by it as by anything else we hear or see upon the stage.

Poets and statuaries and painters give us an adorned imitation of
the object, so skilfully treated that we receive it for a correct

one. This is the only illusion they aim at : this is the perfection

of their arts.

Leontion. Do you derive no pleasure from the representation

of a consummate actor i
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Epicurus. High pleasure ; but liable to be overturned in an
instant; pleasure at the mercy of any one who sits beside me.
Rarely does it happen that an Athenian utters a syllable in the

midst of it ; but our city is open to the inhabitants of all the

world, and all the world that is yet humanized a woman might

walk across in sixty hours. There are even in Greece a few

remaining still so barbarous, that I have heard them whisper in

the midst of the finest scenes of our greatest poets.

Leontion. Acorn-fed Chaonians !
^^

Epicurus. I esteem all the wise ; but I entertain no wish to

imitate all of them in every thing. What was convenient and

befitting in one or other of them, might be inconvenient and

unbefitting in me. Great names ought to bear us up and carry

us through, but never to run away with us. Peculiarity and

solitariness give an idea to weak minds of something grand, authori-

tative, and god-like. To be wise indeed, and happy and self-

possessed, we must often be alone ; we must mix as little as we
can with what is called society, and abstain rather more than

seems desirable even from the better few.

Ternissa. You have commanded us at all times to ask you

any thing we do not understand ; why then use the phrase " what

is called society " ? as if there could be a doubt whether we are

in society when we converse with many.

Epicurus. We may meet and converse with thousands : you

and Leontion and myself could associate with few. Society, in

the philosophical sense of the word, is almost the contrary of what

it is in the common acceptation.

Leontion. Now go on with your discourse.

Epicurus. When we have once acquired that intelligence of

which we have been in pursuit, we may relax our minds, and lay

the produce of our chase at the feet of those we love.

Leontion. Philosophers seem to imagine that they can be

visible and invisible at wUl ; that they can be admired for the

display of their tenets, and unobserved in the workings of their

spleen. None of those whom I remember, or whose writings I

have perused, was quite exempt from it. Among the least

\^ First ed. reads : " Chaonians I they must have suffered great pain

in the intestines."]
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malicious is Theophrastus : could he find no other for so little

malice but you ?

Epicurus. The origin ^6 of his dislike to me was my opinion

that perspicuity is the piime excellence of composition. He and

Aristoteles and Plato talk diffusely of attending to harmony, and

clap rhetorical rules before our mouths in order to produce it.

Natural sequences and right subordination of thoughts, and that

just proportion of numbers in the sentences which follows a

strong conception, are the constituents of true harmony. You are

satisfied with it and dwell upon it ; which you would vainly hope

to do when you are forced to turn back again to seize an idea or

to comprehend a period. Let us believe that opposition, and

even hard words, are (at least in the beginning) no certain proofs

of hatred ; although, by requiring defence, they soon produce

heat and animosity in him who hath engaged in so unwise a war-

fare. On the other hand, praises are not always the unfailing

signs of liberality or of justice. Many are extolled out of enmity

to others, and perhaps would have been decried had those others

not existed. Among the causes of my happiness, this is one : I

never have been stimulated to hostility by any in the crowd that

has assailed me. If in my youth I had been hurried into this

weakness, I should have regretted it as lost time, lost pleasure, lost

humanity.

Leontion. We may expose what is violent or false in any

one ; and chiefly in any one who injures us or our friends.

Epicurus. We may.

Leontion. How then ?

Epicurus. By exhibiting in ourselves the contrary. ^^ Such
vengeance is legitimate and complete. I found in my early

days, among the celebrated philosophers of Greece, a love of

domination, a propensity to imposture, a jealousy of renown, and

a cold indifference to simple truth. None of these qualities

P^ There is a fragment of Theophrastus in which he is criticising the

style of Epicurus and accusing him of allowing metrical passages to creep

into his prose. Landor was probably thinking of Cicero, " De Finibus,"

i., 5. Cicero contrasts Epicurus with Plato, Aristotle, and Theophrastus,
and praises him for the clearness of his style and its freedom from
ornament.]

[^ First ed. reads ; " contrary. Ternissa. Such vengeance is legiti-

mate and complete. Epicurus. I.," etc.]
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leads to happiness ; none of them stands within the precincts

of Virtue. I asked myself," " What is the most natural and the
most universal of our desires ? " I found it was, to be happy.

Wonderful I thought it, that the gratification of a desire which
IS at once the most universal and the most natural, should be
the seldomest attained. I then conjectured the means ; and I

found that they vary, as vary the minds and capacities of men ;

that, however, the principal one lay in the avoidance of those

very things which had hitherto been taken up as the instruments

of enjoyment and content : such as military commands, political

offices, clients, hazardous ventures in commerce, and extensive

property in land.

Leontion. And yet offices, both political and military, must

be undertaken ; and clients will throng about those who exer-

cise them. Commerce too wUl dilate with Prosperity, and

Frugality will square her farm by lopping off the angles of the

next.

Epicurus. True, Leontion ! nor is there a probability that

my opinions will pei-vade the heart of Avarice or Ambition :

they will influence only the unoccupied. Philosophy hath led

scarcely a single man away from commands or magistracies,

until he hath first tried them. Weariness is the repose of the

politician, and apathy liis wisdom. He fancies that nations are

contemplating the great man in his retirement, while what

began in ignorance of himself is ending in forgetfulness on the

part of others. This truth at last appears to him ; he detests

the ingratitude of mankind ; he declares his resolution to carry

the earth no longer on his shoulders ; he is taken at his word

:

and the shock of it breaks his heart.

Ternissa. Epicurus, I have been listening to you with even

more pleasure than usual, for you often talk of love, and such

other things as you can know nothing about ; but now you have

gone out of your way to defend an enemy, and to lead aside

Leontion from her severity toward Theophrastus.

Epicurus. Believe me, my lovely friends, he is no ordinary

man who hath said one wise thing gracefully in the whole of

his existence : now several such are recorded of him whom
Leontion hath singled out from my assailants. His style is

excellent.
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Leontlon. The excellence of it hath been exaggerated by

Aristoteles, to lower our opinion of Plato's.

Epicurus. It may be : I cannot prove it, and never heard it.

Leontion. So blinded indeed is this great master of rhetoric

—

Epicurus. Pardon the rudeness of my interruption, dear

Leontion. Do not designate so great a man by a title so con-

temptible. You are nearly as humiliating to his genius as those

who call him the Stagyrite : and those are ignorant of the wrong

they do him ; many of them are his disciples and admirers, and

call him by that name in quoting his authority. Philosophy,

until he came among us, was like the habitations of the Troglo-

dytes ; vast indeed and wonderful, but without construction,

without arrangement : he first gave it order and system. I do

not rank him with Democritus, who has been to philosophers

what Homer has been to poets, and who is equally great in

imagination and in reflection ; but no other has left behind him

so many just remarks on such a variety of subjects.

Within one Olympiad three men have departed from the

world, who carried further than any other three that ever dwelt,

upon it reason,^^ eloquence, and martial glory,—Aristoteles,

Demosthenes, and Alexander. Now tell me which of these

qualities do you admire the most ?

Leontion. Reason.

Epicurus. And rightly. Among the three characters, the

vulgar and ignorant will prefer Alexander ; the less vulgar and

ignorant will prefer Demosthenes ; and they who are removed

to the greatest distance from ignorance and vulgarity, Aristoteles.

Yet, although he has written on some occasions with as much
purity and precision as we find in the Orations of Pericles, many
things are expressed obscurely ; which is by much the greatest

fault in composition.

Leontion. Surely you do not say that an obscurity is worse

than a defect in grammar.

Epicurus. I do say it ; for we may discover a truth through

such a defect, which we can not through an obscurity. It is

better to find the object of our researches in ill condition than

not to find it at all. We may purify the idea in our own bath,

p First ed. reads :
" reason, patriotism, and ferocity : Aristoteles," &c.

Two lines below, from " Now " to " humor " (21 lines) added in 2nd ed."]
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and adorn it with our own habiliments, if we can but find it,

though among the slaves or clowns ; whereas, if it is locked up
from us in a dark chamber at the top of the house, we have
only to walk downstairs again, disappointed, tired, and out of

himior.

But you were saying that something had blinded the philo-

sopher.

Leontion. His zeal and partiality. Not only did he prefer

Theophrastus to every one who taught at Athens ; not only did

he change his original name, for one of so high an import as to

signify that he would elevate his language to the language of the

gods,—but he fancied and insisted that the very sound of Theo-

phrasius is sweet,* of Tyrtamus harsh and inelegant.

Epicurus. Your ear, Leontion, is the better arbitress of

musical sounds, in which (I speak of words) hardly any two

agree. But a box on the ear does not improve the organ ; and

I would advise you to leave inviolate and untouched all those

peculiarities which rest on friendship. The jealous, if we suffered

them in the least to move us, would deserve our commiseration

rather than our resentment ; but the best thing we can do with

them is to make them the comedians of our privacy. Some have

recently started up among us, who, when they have published to

the world their systems of philosophy, or their axioms, or their

paradoxes, and find nevertheless that others are preferred to them,

persuade their friends and scholars that enormous and honible

injustice hath been done toward them. By degrees they cool,

however, and become more reasonable ; they resign the honor of

invention, which always may be contested or ascertained, and

invest themselves with what they style much greater, that of

learning. What constitutes this glory, on which they plume

themselves so joyously and gaudily I Nothing else than the

reading of those volumes which we have taken the trouble to

* Tupra/ios 5' iKcCKuTO irpdrepov & 0c6(f>pa(7Tos, iMeruivofiaae S' ivrov i

'ApLaT0T€\7]s Qeoippaarov &fw, fi^v ^evyojv rriv rov Trporepov ivofJuiTOS

Ktt,KO<j>oivlav, Hpu Sk to;' t^s ^pdffeas ivTOv l^ijXov i'n-iirrj/i.aii'Ofiepos.—
Strabo, xiii.

[Theophrastus was formerly known by the name of Tyrtamus, but

Aristotle altered his name to Theophrastus ; both to avoid the harshness

of his former name and to mark at the same time the splendour

of his eloquence

—

Translation.]
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write. A multitude of authors, the greater part of them inferior

in abilities to you who hear me, are the slow constructors of
reputations which they would persuade us are the solidest and
the highest. We teach them all they know, and they are as

proud as if they had taught us. There are not indeed many of
these parasitical plants at present sucking us, and resting their

leafy slendemess upon us ; but whenever books become more
numerous, a new species will arise from them, to which philo-

sophers and historians and poets must give way ; for, intercepting

all above, it will approximate much nearer to the manners and
intellects of the people. At last what is most Attic in Athens
will be canvassed and discussed in their booth ; and he who now
exerciseth a sound and strong judgment of his own will indiffer-

ently borrow theirs, and become so corrupted with it, as ever

afterward to be gratified to his heart's content by the impudent
laconism of their oracular decisions. These people are the

natural enemies of greater ; they can not sell their platters of
offal while a richer feast is open to the public, and while lamps
of profuser light announce the invitation. I would not augur
the decay of philosophy and literature : it was retarded by the

good example of our ancestors. The seven wise men, as they
are called, lived amicably, and, where it was possible, in inter-

course. Our seventy wiser (for we may reckon at least that

number of those who proclaim themselves so) stand at the

distance of a porcupine's shot, and, like that animal, scatter

their shafts in every direction, with more profiision than force,

and with more anger than aim.

Hither, to these banks of serpolet, to these strawberries ^9 whose
dying leaves breathe a most refreshing fragrance, to this ivy
from which Bacchus may have crowned himself, let us retire at

the voice of Discord. Whom should we contend with ?—the
less i it were inglorious ; the greater ? it were vain. Do we
look for Truth i she is not the inhabitant of cities, nor delights

in clamor ; she steals upon the calm and meditative as Diana
upon Endymion, indulgent in her chastity, encouraging a modest,
and requiting a faithful, love.

Leontion. How Ternissa sighs after Truth !

[29 " Strawberry leaves dying, which yield a most excellent cordial
emell." Bacon's Essay on Gardens.]
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Epicurus. If Truth appeared in daylight among mortals, she

would surely resemble Ternissa. Those white and lucid cheeks,

that youth which appears more youthful (for unless we are near
her we think her yet a child), and that calm open forehead

—

Leontion. Malicious girl ! she conceals it

!

Epicurus. Ingenious girl ! the resemblance was, until now,
imperfect. We must remove the veil ourselves ; for Truth,
whatever the poets may tell us, never comes without one,

diaphanous or opaque.

If those who differ on speculative points would walk together

now and then in the country, they might find many objects that

must unite them. The same bodily feeling is productive in some
degree of the same mental one. Enjoyment from sun and air,

from exercise and odors, brings hearts together that schools and
council-chambers and popular assemblies have stood between for

years.

I hope Theophrastus may live to walk with us among these

bushes when they are shadier, and to perceive that all questions,

but those about the way to happiness, are illiberal or mechanical,

or infantine or idle.

Ternissa. Are geometry and astronomy idle ?

Epicurus. Such idleness as theirs a wise man may indulge

in, when he has found what he was seeking ; and, as they abstract

the mind from what would prey upon it, there are many to whom
1 would recommend them earlier, as their principal and most

serious studies.

We will return to Theophrastus. He has one great merit

in style ; he is select and sparing in the use of metaphors : that

man sees badly who sees every thing double. He wants novelty

and vigor in his remarks both on men and things ; neither his

subject nor his mind is elevated. Here however let me observe,

my fair disciples, that he and some others, of whom we speak in

common conversation with little deference or reserve, may perhaps

attract the notice and attention of the remotest nations in the

remotest times. Suppose him to have his defects (all that you

or any one have ever supposed in him), yet how much greater is

his intellect than the intellect of any among those who govern the

world ! If these appeared in the streets of Athens, you would

run to look at them, and ask your friends whether they had seen
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them pass. If you can not show as much reverence to Theo-
phrastus, the defect is yours. He may not be what his friends

have fancied him ; but how great must he be to have obtained the

partiality of such friends ! How few are greater ! how many
millions less

!

Leont'wnfi'^ A slender tree, with scarcely any heart or pith in

it, ought at least to have some play of boughs and branches : he,

poor man, is inert. The leaves just twinkle, and nothing more.

Epicurus. He writes correctly and observantly. Even bad

writers are blamed unjustly when they are blamed much. In

comparison with many good and sensible men, they have evinced

no slight degree of intelligence
;

yet we go frequently to those

good and sensible men, and engage them to join us in our con-

tempt and ridicule of one who not only is v/iser than they are,

but who has made an effort to entertain or to instruct us, which

they never did.

Terntssa. This is inconsiderate and ungrateful.

Epicurus. Trxily and humanely have you spoken. Is ^^ it not

remarkable that we are the fondest of acknowledging the least

favorable and the least pleasurable of our partialities ? Whether
in hatred or love, men are disposed to bring their conversation

very near the object, yet shrink at touching the fairer. In hatred

their sensibility is less delicate, and the inference comes closer

;

in love they readily give an arm to a confidant, almost to the

upper step of their treasury.

Leontion. How unworthy of trust do you represent your

fellow men ! But you began by censuring me. In my treatise

I have only defended your tenets against Theophrastus.

Epicurus. I am certain you have done it with spirit and

eloquence, dear Leontion ; and there are but two words in it I

would wish you to erase.

Leontion. Which are they ?

Epicurus. Theophrastus and Epicurus. If you love me, you
will do nothing that may make you uneasy when you grow older

;

nothing that may allow my adversary to say, " Leontion soon

forgiSt her Epicurus." My maxim is, never to defend my
systems or paradoxes ; if you undertake it, the Athenians will

P° From " Leontion " to " observantly " (4 lines) added in 2nd ed.]

[31 From " Is " to " mc " (10 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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insist that I impelled you secretly, or that my philosophy and my
friendship were inefFectual on you.

Leontion. They shall never say that.

Epicurus.^^ I would entreat you to dismiss altogether things
quite unworthy of your notice, if your observations could fall on
any subject without embellishing it. You do not want these

thorns to light your fire with.

Leontion. Pardon the weak arm that wOuld have defended
what none can reach.

Epicurus. I am not unmoved by the kindness of your inten-

tions. Most people, and philosophers too among the rest, when
their own conduct or opinions are questioned, are admirably

prompt and dexterous in the science of defence ; but when
another's are assailed, they parry with as ill a grace and faltering

a hand as if they never had taken a lesson in it at home. Seldom
will they see what they profess to look for ; and, finding it, they

pick up with it a thorn under the nail. They canter over the

solid turf, and complain that there is no corn upon it ; they

canter over the com, and curse the ridges and fun-ows. All

schools of philosophy, and almost all authors, are rather to be

frequented for exercise than for freight ; but this exercise ought

to acquire us health and strength, spirits and good-humor.

There is none of them that does not supply some truth useful

to every man, and some untruth equally so to the few that are able

to wrestle with it. If there were no falsehood in the world,

there would be no doubt ; if there were no doubt, there would

be no inquiry ; if no inquiry, no wisdom, no knowledge, no

genius : and Fancy herself would lie muiBed up in her robe,

inactive, pale, and bloated. I wish we could demonstrate the

existence of utility in some other evils as easily as in this.

Leontion. My remarks on the conduct and on the style of

Theophrastus are not confined to him solely. I have taken at

last a general view of our literature, and traced as far as I am
able its deviation and decline. In ancient works we sometimes

see the mark of the chisel ; in modern we might almost suppose

that no chisel was employed at all, and that every thing was done

by grinding and rubbing. There is an ordinariness, an indistinct-

ness, a generalization, not even to be found in a flock of sheep.

[32 From " Eficurus " to " reach " (6 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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As most reduce what is sand into dust, the few that avoid it run

to a contrary extreme, and would force us to believe that what
is original must be unpolished and uncouth.

Epicurus. There have been in all ages, and in all there will

be, sharp and slender heads made purposely and peculiarly for

creeping into the crevices of our nature. While we contemplate

the magnificence of the universe, and mensurate the fitness and

adaptation of one part to another, the small philosopher hangs

upon a hair or creeps within a wrinkle, and cries out shrilly from

his elevation that we are blind and superficial. He discovers a

wart, he prys into a pore ; and he calls it knowledge of man.

Poetry and criticism, and all the fine arts, have generated such

living things, which not only will be coexistent with them, but

will (I fear) survive them. Hence history takes alternately the

form of reproval and of panegyric ; and science in its pulverised

state, in its shapeless and colorless atoms, assumes the name of

metaphysics. We find no longer the rich succulence of Hero-
dotus, no longer the strong filament of Thucydides, but thoughts

fit only for the slave, and language for the rustic and the robber.

These writings can never reach posterity, nor serve better authors

near us ; for who would receive as documents the perversions of

venality and party i' Alexander we know was intemperate, and

Philip both intemperate and perfidious : we require not a volume

of dissertation on the thread of history, to demonstrate that one

or other left a tailor's bill unpaid, and the immorality of doing

so ; nor a supplement to ascertain on the best authorities which
of the two it was. History should explain to us how nations

rose and fell, what nurtured them in their growth, what sustained

them in their maturity ; not which orator ran swiftest through

the crowd from the right hand to the left, which assassin was too

strong for manacles, or which felon too opulent for crucifixion.

Leontion. It is better, I own it, that such writers should

amuse our idleness than excite our spleen.

Terntssa. What is spleen ?

Epicurus. Do not ask her ; she cannot tell you. The spleen,

Temissa, is to the heart what Arimanes is to Oromazes.
Ternissa. I am little the wiser yet. Does he ever use such

hard words with you i'

Leontion, He means the evil Genius and the good Genius,
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in the theogony of the Persians ; and would perhaps tell

you, as he hath told me, that the heart in itself is free from
evil, but very capable of receiving and too tenacious of
holding it.

Epicurus. In our moral system, the spleen hangs about the
heart and renders it sad and sorrowful, unless we continually keep it

in exercise by kind offices, or in its proper place by serious

mvestigation and solitary questionings. Otherwise, it is apt to

adhere and to accumulate, until it deadens the principles of sound
action, and obscures the sight.

Ternissa. It must make us very ugly when we grow old.

Leontion. In youth it makes us uglier, as not appertaining to

It : a little more or less ugliness in decrepitude is hardly worth
considering, there being quite enough of it from other quarters :

I would stop it here, however.

Temissa. Oh, what a thing is age !

Leontion. Death without death's quiet. ^^ But we will converse

upon it when we know it better.

Epicurus. My beloved ! we will converse upon it at the

present hour, while the harshness of its features is indiscernible

not only to you, but evfen to me, who am much nearer to it.

Disagreeable things, like disagreeable men, are never to be spoken

of when they are present. Do we think, as we may do in such

a morning as this, that the air awakens the leaves around us only

to fade and perish ? Do we, what is certain, think that every

note of music we ever heard, every voice that ever breathed into

our bosoms and played upon its instrument, the heart, only wafted

us on a little nearer to the tomb ? Let the idea not sadden but

compose us. Let us yield to it, just as season yields to season,

hour to hour ; and with a bright serenity, such as Evening is

invested with by the departing Sun.

What ! are the dews falling, Ternissa ? Let them not yet,

my lovely one !

Ternissa. You soothe me, but to afflict me after
; you teach

me, but to grieve.

Epicurus. At what just now ?

[33 First ed. reads : " quiet. Epicurus. We will converse upon it when
we know it better." Then from " Epicurus " to " tenderness " (240 lines)

added in 2nd ed. See note 34.]
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Ternhsa. You are many years in advance of us, and may leave

us both behind.

Epicurus. Let not the fault be yours.

Leontion. How can it .'

Epicurus. The heart, O Leontion, reflects a ftiller and a

fairer image of us than the eye can.

Ternissa. True, true, true !

Leontion. Yes; the heart recoraposes the dust within the

sepulchre, and evokes it ; the eye, too, even when it has lost

its brightness, loses not the power of reproducing the object

it delighted in. It sees, amid the shades of night, like the gods.

Epicurus. Sobs, too ! Ah, these can only be suppressed by

force.

Leontion. By such ! She will sob all day before she is

corrected.

Ternissa. Loose me. Leontion makes me blush.

Leontion. I ?

Ternissa. It was you, then, false Epicurus ! Why are you
not discreeter ? I wonder at you. If I could find my way
home alone, 1 would go directly.

Leontion. Take breath first.

Ternissa. Oh, how spitefiJ ! Go away, tormenting girl, you
shall not kiss me.

Leontion. Why ? did he ?

Ternissa. No, indeed ! as you saw. What a question

!

Kiss me ? for shame ; he only held me in his arms a little. Do
not make him worse than he is.

Leontion. I wonder he ventured. These little barks are very
dangerous. Did you find it an easy matter to keep on your feet,

Epicurus ?

Epicurus. We may venture, in such parties of pleasure, on
waves which the sun shines on ; we may venture on affections

which, if not quite tranquil, are genial to the soul. Age alone
interposes its chain of icy mountains, and the star above their

summit soon droops behind. Heroes and demigods have
acknowledged it. Recite to me, O Ternissa, in proof of this,

the scene of Peleus and Thetis.^

[3* This scene is printed as a separate dialogue in Imag. Convers., v.,

1813. The sea-goddess Thetis, wife of Peleus and mother of Achilles'
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Teriiissa. You do not believe in goddesses ; and I do not
believe in age.

Leontion. Whosoever fears neither, can repeat it.

Epicurus. Draw, each of you, one of these blades of grass I

am holding, and the drawer of the shortest shall repeat it.

Ternissa. O Epicurus ! have you been quite fair ?

Epicurus. Why doubt me ?

Ternissa. Mine, I see, is the shortest. I drew out from

your closed hand the blade which stood above the other.

Epicurus. Such grasses, like such men, may deceive us.

Ternissa. Must I begin ? You both nod. Leontion, you
are poetical : I can only feel poetry. I cannot read it tolerably

;

and I am sure to forget it if I trust to memory. Beside, there

is something in the melody of this in particular which I sadly

fear will render me inarticulate.

Epicurus. I will relieve you from half your labor, by re-

presenting the character of Peleus.

Ternissa. Let me down.

Epicurus. The part will never permit it.

Ternissa. I continue mute then. Be quiet. I cannot speak

a syllable unless I am on my feet again.

Leontion. She will be mute a long while, like the Pythoness,

and speak at last.

Ternissa. Mischievous creature ! as if you could possibly tell

what is passing in my mind. But will not you, Epicurus, let me
fall, since it must (I see) be repeated so ? Shall I begin ? for I

am anxious to have it over.

Leontion. Why don't you ? we are as anxious as you are.

Ternissa [as Thetis). " O Peleus ! O thou whom the gods

conferred on me for all my portion of happiness—and it was (I

thought) too great

—

Epicurus [as Peleus). " Goddess ! to me, to thy Peleus, Oh
how far more than goddess! why^^ then this sudden silence? why
these tears ? The last we shed were when the Fates divided us,

knowing the doom which hung over her son if he went to the Siege of

Troy, had in vain hidden him in the island of Scyros. At the news of

his departure his parents meet and mourn together over his fate. There
is a verse rendering of this scene in Hellenics, 2nd ed., 1859.]

r3B Prom " why " to " silence," and three lines below, from " he " to
" waters " added in ?nd ed.l
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saying the Earth was not thine, and the brother of Zeus, he the

ruler of the waters, had called thee. Those that fall between

the beloved at parting are bitter, and ought to be : woe to him
who wishes they were not ! but those that flow again at the re-

turning light of the blessed feet should be refreshing and divine

as morn.

Ternissa [as Thetis). " Support me, support me in thy arms,

once more, once only. Lower not thy shoulder from my cheek,

to gaze at those features that (in times past) so pleased thee.

The sky is serene ; the heavens frown not on us : do they then

prepare for us fresh sorrow ? Prepare for us ! ah me ! the word
of Zeus is spoken ; our Achilles is discovered ; he is borne

away in the black hollow ships of Aulis, and would have flown

faster than they sail, to Troy.
" Surely there are those among the gods, or among the

goddesses, who might have forewarned me : and they did not

!

Were there no omens, no auguries, no dreams, to shake thee

from thy security ? no priest to prophesy ? And what pastures

are more beautiful than Larissa's ? what victims more stately ?

Could 2^ the soothsayers turn aside their eyes from these ?

Epicurus (as Peleus). " Approach with me and touch the

altar, O my beloved ! Doth not thy finger now impress the soft

embers of incense ^. how often hath it burned, for him, for thee !

And the lowings of the herds are audible for their leaders, from
the sources of Apidanus and Enipeus to the sea-beach. They ^^

may yet prevail.

Ternissa (as Thetis). " Alas ! alas ! Priests can foretell

but not avert the future ; and all they can give us are vain

promises and abiding fears.

Epicurus (as Peleus). "Despond not, my long-lost Thetis!

Hath not a god led thee back to me ? why not hope then he

will restore our son ? Which of them all hath such a boy
offended ?

Ternissa (as Thetis). " Uncertainties—worse than uncer-

tainties—overthrow and overwhelm me.

Epicurus (as Peleus). "There is a comfort in the midst of

ps From " Could " to " these " added in znd ed.]

P From " they " to " alas !
" (3 lines) added in 2nd ed. From

" Priests " to " fears " ist ed. puts into the mouth of Peleus.]
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every uncertainty, saving those which perplex the gods and con-
found the godlike, Love's. Be comforted ! not by my kisses,

but by my words. Achilles may live till our old age. Ours !

Had I forgotten thy divinity ? forgotten it in thy beauty I

Other mortals think their beloved paitake of it then mostly when
they are gazing on their charms ; but thy tenderness is more
than godlike ; and never have I known, never have I wished to

know, whether aught in our inferior nature may resemble it.

Ternissa^^ [as Thetis). "A mortal so immutable ! the Powers
above are less.

Epicurus [as Peleus). "Time without grief would not have
greatly changed me.

Ternissa [as Thetis'). "There is a loveliness which youth
may be without, and which the gods want. To the voice of
compassion not a shell in all the ocean is attuned ; and no tear

ever dropped upon Olympus. Thou lookest as fondly as ever,

and more pensively. Have time and grief done this ? and they
alone ? my Peleus ! Tell me again, have no freshly fond
anxieties ?

—

Epicurus [as Peleus). " SmUe thus ! Oh smile anew and
forget thy sorrows. Ages shall fly over my tomb, while thou

art flourishing in imperishable youth, the desire of gods, the ^^

light of the depths of Ocean, the inspirer and sustainer of ever-

flowing song.

Ternissa [as Thetis). " I receive thy words, I deposit them
in my bosom, and bless them. Gods may desire me : I have

loved Peleus. Our union had many obstacles ; the envy of

mortals, the jealousy of immortals, hostility and persecution

from around, from below, and from above.** When we were

happy they parted us ; and again they unite us in eternal grief.

Epicurus [as Peleus). "The wish of a divinity is power-

fuller than the elements, and swifter than the light. Hence

'38 From " Ternissa " to " sorrows " (13 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
"39 From " the " to " song " (2 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
"*^ First ed. reads : " above. Remember these : and they will make

thee silent ; they will repress thy idle consolations. How cruel we once

thought them! O that they could have been more afflicting 1 Then
might our loss ... no never never could it . . , have been less severe.

I see him/' &c.]
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thou (what to me is impossible) mayest see the sweet Achilles

every day, every hour.

Ternissa [as Thetis). "How few! alas how few! I see

him in the dust, in agony, in death : I see his blood on the

flints, his yellow hair flapping in its current, his hand unable to

remove it from his eyes. I hear his voice ; and it calls not

upon me ! Mothers are soon forgotten ! It is weakness to

love the weak ! I could not save him ! He would have left

the caverns of Ocean,*i and the groves and meadows of Elysium,

though resounding with the songs of love and heroism, for a

field of battle.

Epicurus (as Peleus). " He may yet live many years. Troy

hath been taken once already.

Ternissa (as Thetis). " He must perish ; and at Troy ; and

now.

Epicurus (aj Peleus). "The now of the gods is more than

life's duration : other gods and other worlds are formed within

it. If, indeed, he must perish at Troy, his ashes will lie softly

on hers. Thus fall our beauteous son ! thus rest Achilles !

Ternissa [as Thetis). "Twice nine years have scarcely yet

passed over his head, since ' O the youth of ^mathia ! O the

swift, the golden-haired Peleus !
' were the only words sounded

in the halls of Tethys. How many shells were broken for their

hoarseness ! how many reproofs were heard by the Tritons for

interrupting the slumbers—of those who never slept ! But they

feigned sound sleep : and joy and kindness left the heaits of

sisters. We *^ loved too well for others to love us.

" Why do I remember the day ? why do I remind thee of

it ?—my Achilles dies ! it was the day that gave me my
AchUles ! Dearer he was to me than the light of heaven,

before he ever saw it : and how much dearer now ! when,

bursting forth on earth like its first dayspring, all the loveliness

of Nature stands back, and grows pale and faint before his. He
is what thou wert when I first beheld thee. How can I bear

again so great a deprivation ?

[*i First ed. reads :
" the caverns of Ocean, the halls of Pluto, the groves,"

&c. Peleus replies ;
" He . . . years. Why should I repeat it ? Troy

hath been taken once already, and may still resist more than one war."]
[*" From " We " to " « " added in 2nd ed. In 1st ed. the speech of

Thetis ends at " grows pale and faint before his."]
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Epicurus [as Peleus). " Oh, thou art fallen ! thou art fallen

through my embrace, when I thought on him more than on
thee. Look up again ; look, and forgive me. No : thy for-

giveness I deserve not—but did I deserve thy love ? Thy
solitude, thy abasement, thy ^^ parental tears, and thy fall to the

earth are from me ! Why doth aught of youth linger with

me ? why not come age and death ? The monster of Calydon

made (as thou knowest) his first and most violent rush against

this arm ; no longer fit for war, no longer a defence to the

people. And is the day, too, come when it no longer can

sustain my Thetis ?

Ternissa (aj Thetis). " Protend it not to the skies! invoke

not, name not, any deity ! I fear them all. Nay, lift me not

thus above thy head, O Peleus ! reproaching the gods with

such an awful look ; with a look of beauty which they will not

pity, with a look of defiance which they may not brook.

Epicurus {as Peleus). "Doth not my hand enclasp that

slender foot, at which the waves of Ocean cease to be tumultuous,

and the children of ^olus to disturb their peace ! Oh, if in

the celestial coolness of thy cheek, now resting on my head,

there be not the breath and gift of immortality ; Oh, if Zeus

hath any thunder-bolt in reserve for me,—^let this, my beloved

Thetis, be the hour !

"

Leontion. You have repeated it admirably ; and you well

deserve to be seated as you are, on the only bank of violets in

this solitary place. Indeed you must want repose. Why do

you continue to look sad ? It is all over. Ah my silly com-
fort ! That may be the reason.

Ternissa. I shall be very angry with him for the way (if you

saw it) in which he made me slip down : and I should have been

so at the time, if it would not have hurt the representation.

Yes, indeed, you may expect it, sir !

Epicurus. I shall always say, " at any hour but this."

Ternissa. Talk reasonably ; and return to your discourse on

age. I wish you had a little more of its prudence and propriety.

Epicurus. And what else !

Ternissa. Oh ! those are quite enough.

[^ From " Thy " to " tears " added in 2nd ed. And in the next line,

" why " to " death " (2 lines) also added.]
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Epicurus. There we agree. And now for obedience to your

wishes. Peleus, you observe, makes no complaint that age is

advancing on him ; death itself is not unwelcome ; for he had

been happier than he could ever hope to be again. They who
have long been wretched wish for death ; they who have long

been fortunate, may with equal reason : but it is wiser in each

condition to await it than to desire it.

Ternlssa. I love to hear stories of heroic men, in whose

bosoms there is left a place for tenderness.

Leontion said that even bad writers may amuse our idle hours :

alas ! even good ones do not much amuse mine, unless ^* they

record an action of love or generosity. As for the graver, why
cannot they come among us and teach us, just as you do ?

Epicurus. Would you wish it ?

Ternissa. No, no ! I do not want them : only I was imag-

ining how pleasant it is to converse as we are doing, and how
sorry I should be to pore over a book instead of it. Books
always make me sigh, and think about other things. Why do
you laugh, Leontion ?

Epicurus. She was mistaken in saying bad authors may amuse

our idleness. Leontion knows not then how sweet and sacred

idleness is.

Leontion. To render it sweet and sacred, the heart must

have a little garden of its own, with its umbrage and fountains

and perennial flowers,—a careless company ! Sleep is called

sacred as well as sweet by Homer ; and idleness is but a step

from it. The idleness of the wise and virtuous should be both,

it being the repose and refreshment necessary for past exertions

and for future ; it punishes the bad man, it rewards the good

:

the deities enjoy it, and Epicurus praises it. I was indeed wrong
in my remark ; for we should never seek amusement in the foibles

of another, never in coarse language, never in low thoughts.

When the mind loses its feeling for elegance, it grows comipt and
grovelling, and seeks in the crowd what ought to be found at home.

Epicurus. Aspasia believed so, and bequeathed to Leontion,

with every other gift that Nature had bestowed upon her, the

power *5 of delivering her oracles from diviner lips.

[*** From " unless " to " graver " (2 lines) added in 2nd ed.l

[^' First ed. reads :
" power and authority of stamping her thoughts

with this more beautiful effigy."]
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Leontion. Fie ! Epicurus ! It is well you hide my face for

me with your hand. Now take it away: we cannot walk in

this manner.

Epicurus. No word could ever fall from you without its

weight ; no breath from you ought to lose itself in the common
air.

Leontion. For shame ! What would you have ?

Ternissa. He knows not what he would have nor what he

would say. I must sit down again. I declare I scarcely under-
stand a single syllable. Well, he is very good, to tease you no
longer. Epicurus has an excellent heart ; he would give pain

to no one ; least of all to you.

Leontion. I have pained him by this foolish book, and he

would only assure me that he does not for a moment bear me
malice. Take the volume : take it, Epicurus, tear it in pieces.

Epicurus. No, Leontion ! I shall often look with pleasure

on this trophy of brave humanity : let me kiss the hand that

raises it

!

Ternissa. I am tired of sitting : lam quite stiff: when shall

we walk homeward ?

Epicurus. Take my arm, Ternissa

!

Ternissa. Oh ! I had forgotten that I proposed to myself a

trip as far up as the pinasters, to look at the precipice of Oreithjda.

Come along ! come along ! how alert does the sea-air make us

!

I seem to feel growing at my feet and shoulders the wings of

Zethes or Calais.

Epicurus. Leontion walks the nimblest to-day.

Ternissa. To display her activity and strength she runs

before us. Sweet Leontion, how good she is ! but she should

have stayed for us : it would be in vain to try to overtake her.

No, Epicurus ! Mind ! take care ! you are crushing these

little oleanders—and now the strawberry plants—the whole heap.

Not I, indeed. What would my mother say, if she knew it ?

And Leontion ? she will certainly look back.

Epicurus. The fairest of the Eudaimones never look back

:

such are the Hours and Love, Opportunity and Leontion.

Ternissa. How could you dare to treat me in this manner ?

I did not say again I hated any thing.

Epicurus. Forgive me

!
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Ternlssa. Violent creature

!

Epicurus. If tenderness is violence. Forgive me ; and say

you love me.

Ternissa. All at once ? could *^ you endure such boldness ?

Epicurus. Pronounce it ! whisper it

!

Ternissa. Go, go. Would it be proper ?

Epicurus. Is that sweet voice asking its heart or me ? let the

worthier give the answer.

Ternissa. O Epicurus ! you are very, very dear to me, and

are the last in the world that would ever tell you were called so.

l^ First ed.iezds: "Ternhsa. All at once? £ficurus. Pronounce it!

whisper 1 Ternissa. Can I ? Ought I ? Epicurus," &c.]

[15 After "age" ist ed. inserts: " Therefor, and not from any other cause,

altho we have been leagued of late years with barbarians, whose wills

and pleasures we have looked to and consulted, and altho the upstarts

who manage our affairs are at the beck of their satraps, and shield-bearers,

and cup-bearers, we have not been deprived altogether of our liberties,

whatever may have been deducted (for our advantage, no doubt) from
the unwieldiness of our estates. Gravity, too, and religion are still potent

and prevalent. Those who harangue to us at the great market place,

while one hand is filching our purses, lift up the other to the immortal
gods, imploring from their beneficence, that the poorest man in Athens
may sit down at dinner with a drachma in his strong box under him.

Leontion. The very man does this, I hear, who has taken especial care

that no strong box among us shall be without a chink at the bottom ; the

very man who asked and received a gratuity from the colleague he had
betrayed, belied, and thrown a stone at, for having proved him in the

great market place a betrayer and a liar.

Epicurus. You have now answered indirectly but forcibly those who
blame me for abstaining from public business. What can be imagined
more disgraceful and ignominious, than to sit below such a fellow in the

council . . . unless it be to sit beside him? or what more idle and unavailing

than, in the present state of our politics, to oppose him ! Exhausted as

we are by war, we can do nothing better than lie down and doze, while
the weather is fine overhead, and dream (if we can) that we are rich and
free. Our managers are so very modest, they never attempt to reward or

to praise any excellent citizen in his life time ; so very prudent, they
reserve such encouragement for him alone who always wanted it ; so very
munificent, they give it him all at once, at the hour he is most
prest and calls loudest for it. Such is the fervour and purity of their

patriotism, they abandon their promises, they violate their oaths, they
betray their friends and colleagues, for the improvement of our
constitution. Such and so operative is the force of public good, beyond
what it ever was formerly, that even a fugitive slave, a writer of epigrams
on walls and of songs on the grease of platters, for attempting to cut the

throat of a fellow in the same household, who soon afterward was more
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successful in doing it liimself, is not only called our citizen but elected by
a large proportion oi the tribes as the most worthy to administer our
affairs. He has nothing now to acquire but a little purity of language,
and somewhat of order and ratiocination. Unhappily, one of the last
things he uttered before the judges, showed his want in all its nakedness:
it was a eulogy on a drunken old woman, the companion of soldiers and
sailors, and lower and viler men , one whose eyes, as much as can be seen
of them, are streaky fat floating in semi-liquid rheum : he called her the

pr'tde^ the I'tfe^ and ornament of polished society.

Lsontian. Strange collocation of terms, and stranger application

!

Ternusa. I should have said, if indeed it could be said of such a person,
the ornament, pride, and life.

Leontion. Hardly a Boeotian bullock driver would wedge in life between
pride and ornament.

Epicurus. There are minds in which every thing like is disorderly,

coarse, proportionless, and false. This blunderer would not have dis-

covered his error even if you had pointed it out, but he would have hired
from the public treasury and for the public good some dozen of idle

vagabonds to persecute and insult you."]

P° First ed. reads :
" reminiscences : for beside the sufferance of

displeasure and disgust, I might do great injury, and bring much contumely
on my country ; since, if ever I complained of a rudeness offered to any
of my family, male or female, the person who committed it would be
appointed the next day to some lucrative situation. This I have
experienced on a late occasion at the hands of Kenos. To peculate, to

prevaricate, to abandon friends, to betray colleagues, to forswear associates,

any one of these formerly was enough to sink a steersman of state in the

depth ol infamy. Appeals to the glory, the equity, the fair name of

such a character, are now too much, too daring, they arouse his choler

with his conscience, and, while he is venting in public the whole vocabu-

lary of virtue, fill him up to the throat again with animosity and indignation.

Altho' there are many who may be amused at the vagaries and flights,

and circuitions of profligacy, and at the baseness of those who watch it

from their soft warm benches, with mutual encouragement to louder and
louder expressions of admiration, I am inclined," &c.]

XV. EPICURUS AND METRODORUS.i
Epicurus. Welcome, old friend, welcome ! Sit down by me.

Menandei came to visit me this morning. He battled with the

P Metrodorus was the favourite disciple of Epicurus. He first met his

master at Lampsacus, and when Epicurus returned to Athens followed him
thither, and thereafter never left him but once only in all his life.

Seneca says that he married Leontion, but the latter part of this Conversa-

tion shows that Landor did not agree with Seneca. Metrodorus died

before Epicurus, leaving two children, whom in his will Epicurus

recommends to the care of his friends. (Works, ii., 1876.)]

I, R
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Sun for the encounter ; the earliest of the stars appears to have

guided you.

Metrodorus. If I now could wish any thing, I might wish

that I had met him here.

Epicurus. He brought with him his usual affability and good-

humour, with as much of wit and wisdom as friendship stands in

need of; and now comes the only other I desired to see, the

quieter Metrodorus.

Metrodorus. Menander is true and faithful. He is not com-

posed of such light materials as to be shaken off his pedestal by

popular applause. Acknowledging the claims of friendship, he

discharges them readOy and completely.

Epicurus. He visits me seldom, but never unwillingly or in

haste to go away.

Metrodorus. This is scarcely to be numbered among his various

merits, although he is courted no less by the powerful than by the

people, and loves conviviality.

Epicurus. Some are well fitted for conviviality, others for

public life, others for discussion, others (much the fewer) for

retirement. They are no philosophers who lay down strictly one

rule and regulation for all. Exercise, which is needful for health,

is not conducive to it at eveiy hour or for every man. Weak
plants perish in the sunshine, stronger spring up to meet it. Men-
ander is one of these. You and I shall never say as many wise

things as he hath said, nor pour them into so many or so willing ears.

Compare the apothegms of Euripides with his, and then you may
compare the heavy old iron coinage of Sparta with the golden

of our city,—sharp, well-rounded, and fresh and lustrous from the

mint
Metrodorus. Beside, the one comes often from those who

have no reason or right to utter it, the other never. Menander
knows and observes the character of the times : Euripides jumbles

in his loose leather bag a coinage which thereby loses much of its

weight, together with the distinctness of the figures which it should

represent.

Epicurus. Observing his allusions from past ages to the present,

it must not be forgotten that there are remarks which are applic-

able to almost all times, and moral and political features transmitted

from generation to generation. Similar characters will reappear
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in similar circumstances, and reproduce similar events. Manners
vary much oftener and much more widely than vices and virtues.

Metrodorus. Homer hath represented the civilization of

Europe far lower than of Asia. Priam, Hector, Glaucus,
Sarpedon, excel the heroes and demigods, and even the gods,
of our continent.

Epicurus. I wish you had been here with Menander and me,—^not, indeed, this morning, but a few months ago, that you might
have listened to his discourse when he compared the wisdom of
past ages with ours. Few men are less enthusiastic, none more
liberal, none more discerning in the distribution of praise.

Metrodorus. Yet every man has preferences, if not prejudices

;

I never heard from Menander to what authors he was most
inclined.

Epicurus. Homer and Herodotus.

Metrodorus. I should have fancied that Thucydides would
have taken the second place with him, for the style of Thucy-
dides much resembles his in terseness. Added to which, he
cherishes the love of those institutions under which he, like our-

selves, was bom and educated.

Epicurus. On the side of Herodotus there was also a simil-

arity. Hereodotus, like Menander, was too wise, too even-

tempered, to run headlong into the poisonous thorns of party, or

the pei"plexing entanglements of State Machineiy.

Metrodorus. But he mingles truth with fable.

Epicurus. They who do it not in their writings do it in their

lives. All history is fabulous.

Metrodorus. Surely we know many facts, and may reason-

ably believe many others.

Epicurus. We know few perfectly, and must sift the rest.

Point out to me the historian who can explain all the motives to

all the actions performed by Pericles, the wisest ruler that ever

ruled any portion of mankind
;

yet there are citizens now living

whose fathers held offices in his administration, and who must

often have heard his merits brought into discussion and debate.

Epaminondas, who comes nearest to him, is less ambiguous.

That he is unequalled in strategy is now denied since Alexander

of Macedon made wider conquests. When men are thrown on

the ground and trampled on, they lose their senses, and, if able
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to calculate at all, miscalculate the stature of those who stand

over them. The architect who constructed the city of Alex-

andria is held in lower estimation than the destroyer who burned

Persepolis. Teachers will teach the young this pernicious false-

hood, confounding high and low, right and wrong, in many
lands, for many generations. Converse with any ten citizens on

the merits of Demosthenes, and you will find yourself in the

minority. Yet, in elevation of soul, and ability to raise others

up to it, inasmuch as they had breath within them to bear the

elevation, no mortal, not even Solon, ever approached him.

Metrodorus. Wonderful, then, that the wicked should have

prevailed ! Here is, indeed, a strong argument that the gods

take no interest in the affairs of men.

Epicurus. It is asserted, and become approved, that " truth

is powerfld and will prevail." I would rather believe in the

idlest tale about the gods than in this. When is truth to prevail ?

Did it ever i' In tangible matters, in experimental, we have

found much truth, and shall find more ; but while the passions

and desires of men exist, proportionately so long will tnith hide

her face from them, or show it partially, as one ashamed.

Metrodorus. The passions are more powerful and more im-

mortal than the gods. If the gods speak, which they rarely do,

the passions drown their voices. Religious men acknowledge

this ; hypocrites and profligates alone deny it.

Epicurus. Religion is in danger of exhaustion and demise by

overworking on credulity. Our Athenians are the most devout

of men ;
yet they are reluctant to admit among their Jupiters the

Libyan ram,^ or his foundling kid, pastured on the mountains of

Macedonia. The soldiers of that country walk daUy up to the

Parthenon, yet continue they so obtuse that they laugh in our

faces when we open to them the most holy of our mysteries.

Although they hold Pallas in veneration, it appears to diminish

rather than to increase, when their arch-priest informs them that

our virgin goddess sprang, armed from head to foot in full stature,

from her father's forehead, and without apertwe made in it

;

furthermore, if she was married to as many as Venus was, none

of them could extract from her a particle of her virginity. Nay,

she might bear child after child, and still retain it, just as safe and

P See Conversation between Alexander and the Priest of Hammon.]
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sound as when she herself was one. Moreover, there are

certain priests in countries far distant from Athens,^ who never
heard about the forehead, and who substitute another miracle,

affirming that our protectress was endowed with virginity by
hereditary descent ; that it was the mother's long after the

daughter's birth, and that between them, with sacerdotal co-

operation, they select a number of favorites on whom the same
privilege is conferred. Several of the gods have changed
or modified their nature ; others in their senility have been

wheedled into adoptions. Silenus stood his ground (if riding an

ass may be called so) age after age ; at last comes forward a

more drunken rival and swings him off the saddle. Surely the

son of Jupiter Hammon has a better right to the favor of the

nymphs. This latest god had a short life and a merry one,

although, having lived like a lion, he died like a rat. His pre-

decessors sailed upon clouds, which dissolved under them, ex-

hibiting here and there the imaginary form of plants and animals,

driven forth to fresh pasturage. The goat of Ida will suckle new
Jupiters when the elder is starved to death upon Olympus.

Metrodorus. People hate us mortally when we drive their

fears away from them ; they have been so long accustomed to

handle the mask, and to clap it before their feces, that, if we
snatch it off, they are comfortless, inconsolable, and ferocious.

Pomps and ceremonies will always draw after them the masses of

mankind. There is an outcry against us for atheism ; do the

outcryers know the full meaning of the word ? Let them be

informed that atheists are to be classed under three heads

:

disbelievers in anj gods ; believers in a dozen or a score of them,

but apart from human cares and concerns ; and believers that they

mix in them somewhat too freely and indiscriminately, believers

who find them guilty of cruelty, jealousy, vengeance, and injustice.

These we shall rather call dystheists than atheists. Men in all

nations and in all times have displayed more zeal and ability in

pulling down the gods to their own level than in raising them-

selves ever so little toward the gods.

Epicurus. It is better that a thing or agent do not exist at

all, than exist for evil. A god cannot be corporeal. Surely

[3 That is to say in modern Rome. At this point the scene shifts to

modem Europe, from Athens to England.]
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he needs no part of our configuration, and can be reduced to none

of our necessities and infirmities.

Metrodorus. Priests bring the substance and mould the form

;

and the gods in return give them the corn-field out of which

they were digged. They can show you the charter and the seal.

Sterile as is the soil of Attica, there are priests upon it (as I

hear from those who uphold their dignity) drawing from the

sweat of the laborer many hundred talents annually ; it has even

been reported that some of them have an income equivalent to

what supports all the veteran soldiers whom the calamities of oui

last war have spared alive, though mutilated.

Epicurus. Be no such visionary, Metrodorus, as to imagine

that hierax, a bird of prey, has any relationship to hierateia.^ Do
not believe that any free State ever bore this domination, or that

the policy of any conqueror would permit it. Religion must be

clothed in superhuman splendor, that the eyes may be taken off

from the heart. If the heart could be looked into and consulted,

the temples would not be destroyed, but every house would
become one. Domestic duties would supersede street processions,

and prayer would be no longer a commodity for sale. God
wanted no archetype for man, and man wanted none for God.
Concerning these matters we have conversed and written, but not

for the multitude. To the multitude we can only say, " Be
patient, temperate, forbearing, helpful. Practise these duties, and

you will be the happier ; neglect them, and you will suffer.

Your wrath is effectually the wrath of the gods; they can inflict

no heavier curse than you thereby are inflicting on yourselves."

Metrodorus. Many, O Epicurus, have received from you, and
have profited by, this doctrine ; but grosser minds require gi'osser

nourishment. The very most we can reasonably hope is, that

the authority of priests shall never supersede the authority of

magistrates, or be employed in aiding the oppressor, instead of
comforting and strengthening the oppressed.

Epicurus. Republics have at no time endured this ignominy,

nor in ours has a perfidious and ferocious conqueror imposed it.

Metrodorus. Well I know that, even with me, you are

averse to the discussion of politics, as the matter most likely to

disturb the equipoise of the mind ; but we are living at a time

[^ Hierax—a hawfk. Hierateia—a priesthood.]
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when our very existence as a nation is involved in them. The
aristocracy placed at the side of Philip the most able, and indeed
the only able one, of our generals. His probity and his pre-

judices clung together.

Epicurus. Unhappy Phocion ! Unhappy Athens ! When
Thebes fell the earth recoiled ; nothing stood upright but

Demosthenes. Thousands at his voice rose up again from the

dust only to fall for ever on the plain of Choeroneia.

Metrodorus. Institutions are now established for the benefit

of a few families. Instead of a Theseus, a Cecrops, a Codrus,

and a Solon, what bestial men are now become our governors !

Epicurus. Philip left a successor who inherited all his vices,

little of his sagacity, which in a prince is sometimes equivalent to

a virtue. But Philip might have been the benefactor, not only of

his own people, but also of many others. Perhaps, as a politician,

it was reasonable in him to attempt a conquest of Boeotia, and

the whole coast as far as Byzantium, and beyond. Yet even

that is doubtfU ; for although the city is the best adapted to

commerce of any in Europe, it might on that very account

become his capital, and thereby have changed the character and

counteracted the interests of the Macedonians. It would, how-
ever, have preserved to him a barrier against the Scythians, who,

whenever they become as unwise as we are, will attempt to extend

their prodigiously vast territory, and go hunting in pursuit of

riches and luxuries. I do not wonder, nor am I displeased, at

finding you inattentive to my discourse.

Metrodorus. Pardon me, pardon me ; my thoughts were

wandering far from public affairs, and (may I confess it) even

from this quiet scene. I came late to you that your other

friends might have been gone away, and that I might confer with

you privately.

Epicurus. On what subject ?

Metrodorus. I hardly dare lay it before you.

Epicurus. Speak confidently. There are many things of

which I am utterly ignorant, much as I may have thought about

them. You will presently find it out.

Metrodorus. Never was I less bold in asking a question.

Would you advise me to marry.

Epicurus. Ceitainly not. You are richer in virisdom than in
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the ordinary means of living ; do not throw away that, and the

credit it gives you. Perhaps there may be a trifle of dower

;

but, O Metrodorus, there is much, very much, which a father

has no power of giving with his daughter.

Metrodorus. I expect no dower, or very little ; for Phadi-

mus has two sons, and another daughter, who is lame and

helpless. It is this, besides my knowledge of his poverty and

probity, which makes me desirous of acceding to his wishes.

Epicurus. To marry his daughter ?

Metrodorus. Even so. Believe me (indeed 1 know you do)

I never once thought of what might lie within his competence of

bestowing on his child. You snule.

Epicurus. With your sagacity, great as it is, you have not

comprehended me. What the father is unable to give, the

daughter may be eqiially unable. You are my elder by several

years, O Metrodorus,* and can hardly hope to live long enough

to superintend the education of a family. If you are happy now,
continue so ; if unhappy, avoid the chance of being so more and

more. The head beginning to bend under the weight of years

droops irrecoverably at a small addition falling on it suddenly and

unexpectedly. When a man utters the commonest, the most
ancient, the most eternal of exclamations, Ho'w could I ever have

been such a fool ! we may be sure that others have already said

the same thing of him, and not with the same dejection.

Pleasures are soon absorbed ; they soon evaporate in the heat of

youth, and leave no traces behind them ; but sorrows lay waste

what they overflow, and we have neither time nor art to remove
the obstruction and counteract the sterility.

Metrodorus. O Epicurus ! Are we not all of us desirous to

communicate with a friend our anxiety and our content ? Should

we not participate and exchange them ?

Epicurus. Communicate jom happiness freely ; confine your

discontent within your own bosom. There chastise it ; be sure

it deserves its chastisement.

Metrodorus. In my proposed change of life I see nothing to

reprehend, and little to fear.

Epicurus. On the sea before you the venture is a costly one
;

* He married late, and left young children, recommended by the kindest

of philosophers to the care of their mutual friends.
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the wrecks frequent. Let those hoist the sails who know how
to reef them. At our time of life, Metrodorus, the comeliness
of form and featm-e has left us. Nature ordains that these should
attract the other sex towards us. It may be that in earlier days
they made an impression which years have not effaced. Is it

so, my friend, with you ?

Metrodorus. No, indeed; but she loves me because her

father loves me, and, let me add, because you do.

Epicurus. Such a contract of marriage is not sealed with a

wax which soon loses its impression.

Metrodorus. Blessings on the man who made her heart docile

and virtuous ! 'twas you.

Epicurus. I do not remember to have seen her. Is she

young and personable ?

Metrodorus. Alas ! she is young ; her twenty-fifth year is

commencing. I never heard that she is handsome ; she may be.

But, O Epicurus, if you could see her spin 1 if you could taste

(as I hope you wOl soon do at our wedding-feast) the delicious

rye-bread she makes ! I do assure you that, with the barley and
millet in it, it is as white as my hand.

Epicurus. Here, my old friend, we are within the range of

probabilities.

Metrodorus. O Epicurus ! I am transported at the prospect

of my happiness. When she loses her father, she will find

me.

Epicurus. Now say I to you, Metrodorus, what I never said

to another : I deliver to yom keeping the most obtruse and the

most dubious of my doctrines. Never divulge it.

Metrodorus. Impart it first

Epicurus. Marry ! Good, generous Metrodorus, in thy

heart lies thy wisdom ; nor there only : the vase is capacious,

but the luxuriant plant overruns the marge on every side.

Metrodorus. You ponder, even after the delivery of your

sentence.

Epicurus. There are two things which, beyond all others,

both experienced and inexperienced should alike be slow to

recommend.

Metrodorus. Have you stated them in any of your writings ?

Epicurus. I often have reflected, but never have written,
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upon them. The two things are medicine and matrimony.
What is good for this patient is inapplicable to that. How many
have murdered both stranger and friend by advising a medicament
which to others may perhaps have been salutary ! How many
have found, under the saffron strewn thinly in the path of
Hymen, the pungent and crooked and entangling thorn ! Incon-
siderate, and worse than inconsiderate, is inducing the unwary to

deviate from a path which lies open and smooth before him, and
where he is walking on contentedly. The manied soon discover

each other's faults and imperfections ; soon lose sight of what
attracted them ; and the eyes sometimes droop, sometimes wander.
The bride too frequently sheds her petals in the porch ; the wife

treads upon them, and they are swept away. Instead of lute

and lyre, sounds are presently heard within the house louder than
the cymbal, but unlike it, unless in clashing. It will not be thus
with you, my Metrodorus ; therefore to you say I

—

marry

!

marry 1

XVI. MENANDER AND EPICURUS.i

Menander. Another year ! another year ! my old friend

!

To the garden ! to the garden once more, said I to myself, as the
dawn entered my chamber.

Epicurus. Sit down by me
; you seem fatigued.

Menander. The sun is now ascending the heavens at full

speed. I prefer the white dapples of his horses, such as I saw
when we were starting together, to their fume and foam which I
now feel about me. Ah, Epicuras ! I wish I was as thin as you
are. A few stadions make me drag my heels after me with a
chain about them.

Epicurus. If you were as thin and angular as I am, the arts

would have lost a rich ornament. Your statue, in a sitting

posture, is the most beautiful and the most characteristic of any in

our city. There is ease in thoughtfulness, and pleasantry in

wisdom; there is also a warm day, like the present, in the
attitude.

[1 Works, ii., 1876.]
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Menander. The gods be gracious to me ! but they have
scarcely left breath enough in my body to walk twenty more paces.

Epicurus. And why should you ?

Menander. To gather another cyclamen. Since the last,

Actene has bequeathed to you, I hear, the greater part of her

property : just as if her wishes that you would espouse her

Temissa had been accomplished.

Epicurus. We were bom in the same Olympiad, if not in the

same Archonate. Thramites, her husband, was willing and
desirous that I should educate their daughter. He often brought

her with him to hear me, while she was yet a child. Unlearned

as he was, he had collected many books, some in Athens, some
in Miletus, some on the borders of the Nile. Being a merchant,

he was obliged to take in payment these occasionally; and he

consulted me what authors the little girl should read. Never was

I more puzzled ; at last I recommended JEsoph Fables and the

Histories of Herodotus ; but under my tiiition. The pious

mother stealthily interfered, but I dissembled my knowledge of

this interference. Temissa was admonished by me to obey her

in all things, especially in regard to the gods.

Menander. You astonish me.

Epicurus. My good Menander ! obedience to parents, in all

things lawful, is the most sacred of duties, and the earliest to be

taught. We know not what the gods may hereafter give us, or

intend for us ; but we do know that they have given us

parents. We do know that parents love us instinctively, and

that one of them hath suffered much for us ere she knew us.

Gratitude then—^which is the better part of religion, and worth

all the rest, even of the purer—draws us towards the sources of

our existence.

Menander. Leontion has related to me that her friend Temissa

was averse to study.

Epicurus. The fault, if there is any fault in it, is mine. I

would not perplex, or suffer her to be perplexed, by systems of

what we call philosophy. But we often read together a few

pages of Natural History, from the entertaining and instmctive

pages of Aristoteles.

Menander. What is become of the numerous volumes collected

by her father !
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Epicurus. They are sold, and carried to Alexandria.

Menander. Actene, it is said, bequeathed them all to you,

together with the rest of her property.

Epicurus. She did.

Menander. And you sold them ?

Epicurus. No, indeed ; but in ray small house there is no

room for books or property. It could, however, hold a

porphyry vase large enough for a child to bathe in ; and two

additional volumes, one the Odyssea, the other the poems of

Simonides.

Menander. Dissemble no more your love of poetry ; one of

these contains the most imaginative, the other the purest, the

tenderest, the most elegant.

Epicurus. The Odyssea was my delight in boyhood.

Menander. Simonides must have drawn forth some of your

earliest and your latest tears.

Epicurus. For which reason I was resolved they should draw
forth none more precious. Two years before the death of

Ternissa, I found her with these pages in her hands. " Temissa,"

sdd I, " give me the smile that does not sparkle so." The
sparkle ran down her cheeks, the smile left it. " Give me that

book." She gave it, and I took it home. Within the hour I

returned, carrying the Odyssea with me. She was sitting alone,

not expecting me, yet looking as one expectant. " Thank you,"

said she, " thank you, Epicurus ! It was silly in me to shed a tear

;

me who am so happy." The happy one sighed ; the wise one

was confounded. " Temissa," said I, " we will make an ex-
change. Here is a book containing more true tenderness than

yoxu"'s does, together with trials of endurance, victory over vain

wishes, reward for fidelity, and return to domestic peace." One
deeper sigh ensued.

Menander. Long treasured in the bosom of Epicurus, it now
breathes sofdy on his friends.

Epicurus. Seven years, nearly eight, has that shadow gone
among those other shadows which vanish in succession from the

earth. Can you tell me, could I ever tell myself, whether she has

left me more of pain or pleasure ? It seems to me that I thought
of her, while she was living, with less of tenderness than I do now.
Often with anxiety then, now with none. Memory grows more
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and more merciful ; and the harrow roots up the weeds for whole-
some seeds to grow.

Menander. When we met in this garden last year, we threw
away on politics as much time as we could have counted a

hundred in, and been better employed in doing it. Leontion
tells me that you no longer are communicative with her about her
younger friend. Hardly then can I expect that you wUl be more
so with me, desirous as I am of hearing whatever I can learn

about one who brought to you so much happiness.

Epicurus. Incredulous as you must be, Leontion was jealous.

No wonder you laugh.

Menander. Incredulity is not much addicted to laughter.

Four years are somewhat more than an Olympiad in the days of

women. Such, if I remember, was about the difference in theirs;

and Leontion must now have seen the lugubrious flight of thirty

years. She speaks of you with reverence, which a man beyond
fifty must do his best to bear. I suspect that my seated figure

would hardly have procured for me such an expression. And
now, may I ask of you whether you possess any little statue of
the sweet Temissa ?

Epicurus. None.

Menander. My question, I fear, is imprudent, and offends.

Epicurus. Fear no such a thing. Whatever is interesting to

me is interesting to my friend.

Menander. The spring, I remember, waited for Ternissa, and

would not go without her.

Epicurus. We crowned her with some of the flowers she had

cherished. Maternal fondness, not without an apprehension that

her beauty might attract the Macedonian,^ kept her within the

house, when the fresh air might have been beneficial to her

health.

Menander. O Epicurus ! in my own despite, and in despite

of my piety, you drive me again into politics. Never have I

cursed the Macedonians so heartily for the shame and sorrow

they have inflicted on us, as for the few of them which darkened

the house of Ternissa. And now let me repeat to you a few

[2 The Macedonian is probably Demetrius Pohorketes ; at any rate the

charge does not damage the reputation acquired by him at the time when
he was in possession of Athens.]
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verses which are neither comic nor consolatory ; nor such perhaps

as will ever be sung at the festivals of those barbarians. They are

more applicable to the people of Attica, and some others

:

Ye whom your earthly gods condemn to heave

The stone of Sisyphus uphill for ever,

Do not, if ye have heard of him, believe,

As your forefathers did, that he was clever.

Strength in his arm, and wisdom in his head,

He would have hurl'd his torment higher still.

And would have brought them down with it, instead

Of thus turmoiling at their wanton will.

Epicurus. Methinks it would have been more godlike if they

had inspired him to break the stone, and had kept him to mend
the roads with it. But such imaginations are as ill adapted to our

garden as iron benches would be, offering us rest, and giving us

uneasiness and disquiet. If hereabout are only a few tufts of
smooth and soft grass, we need not however peer into every

quarter for the sharpest flints to set our feet on. If we have

no images of njmiphs and naiads, let us at least be exempt from

such as represent the stronger animals tearing and devouring the

weaker.

Menander. We have numerous artists chiselling in this school,

who thrive prodigiously.

Epicurus. Verily the stones are broken small enough, but the

other party will never do the business, with their present overseers.

You have taken me for a moment out of the chamber in which I

loved to linger.

Menander. If there is no indiscretion in the request, I would
entreat to enter it with you again ; for I much admire the chamber
of that powerful and innocent girl, and I have often been desirous

of seeing it reflected by you in some calm later hour : the hour is

now come.

Epicurus. There is cheerfulness in the sunshine, but there is

somewhat in the dusk beyond the best of cheerfulness. Light
was withdi-awn from me with Ternissa ; but it is not in the glare

of day that we see the stars, and feel the coolness of the heavens.

In the mom of life we are alert, we are heated in its noon, and
only in its decline do we repose.
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Menander. But you in eveiy stage of it have been temperate
and serene.

Epicurus. None are; but some greatly more than others.

Abstinence from public life, and from general society, has given

me leisure for thought and meditation. Metrodorus and you are

the only men I have admitted to familiarity.

Menander. Never were two more different.

Epicurus. In habitudes and pursuits. You propel your thoughts

mto action, and throw wisdom into the gaping mouth of the laugh-

ing multitude. Metrodorus turns his little fish on the gridiron over

a handful of charcoal, puts it between two slices of black bread

and two rows of ready teeth, swallows a large cupfiJ of fresh water,

and sleeps soundly after it.

Menander. I doubt whether Temissa would have been con-

tented with his repast.

Epicurus. She preferred her mother's, and even mine, although

I seldom offered to her more than a small basketfU of well-ripened

fruit, which she usually carried home with her ; because the figs

of this garden, especially the green and the yellow, were in favor

with her mother.

Menander. And now tell me, if not disagreeable to you, how
it happened that her mother, so fond of her, never thought of

emplojdng a sculptor to retain her youth and beauty.

Epicurus. Earlier, she might never have thought of losing her

;

later, when I suggested that it should be done in the meridian

of her health and loveliness, she laughed at my enthusiasm

:

" Time enough yet," said she. O Menander ! what miseries in

all ages have these three words produced ! how many duties have

they caused to be unfulfilled ! how many keen regrets have they

excited ! When the mother saw, or fancied she saw, that her

girl's slender form grew slenderer, she sent for the same sculptor

who had been so successful in me. Temissa was never dis-

obedient to her mother, but she now was incompliant. Was it

that I might be sent for to give ray opinion ? I was sent for,

and went. Several days had passed since I had seen her. She

was now sitting on the bedside, in a close yellow tunic, not

reaching the gray sandals. " See how thin she is," said Actene.

I stopped the hand that was on the shoulder ! Ternissa smiled

approvingly. " Do you desire my bust, O Epicunis ? " " Bust ?
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child ! statue we want." She opened her eyes wide, turned

them away from us, caught up her pillow, buried her face in it,

and said, almost inaudibly, " O mother, mother !
" " We wUl

have Ternissa," said I, " we will have no statue, no bust." She

turned round languidly, and kissed my hand and cheek; then,

turning to her mother, she said to her, " Thank for me, bless

for me, Epicurus." Little thought I, and little thought Actene,

that our beloved one was so soon about to leave us. My visits

had been frequent, but irregular. Usually I went to the house at

noon, when the citizens and soldiers were at dinner or asleep

;

and the distance was short Actene told me that one day,

shortly after the customary hour, she found her cliild weak and

fevered, and could not refrain from telling her. The reply was,

" I may be weak and feverish, but Epicurus is wiser than either

of us ; and, if he were not confident and certain of my speedy

recovery, he would not have been absent from us three whole

days." Indeed I was unaware of any danger. The first day

Actene sent her maid for me, and I met her on the road. On
my first inquiry, she told me her young mistress had recovered

all her freshness, and had gained more. I found it true. The
morning was excessively hot. I kissed her forehead ; she took

my hand and kissed it. " Remember the strawberries," said she,

and a faint blush and fainter smile played momentarily over her

cheek. " The blossoms must be dropping fast, and the fruit

must be setting : water it for me ; I cannot go and help you."

She sighed, leaned forward, and I caught her in my arms.

" Kind heart" said Actene to me : she might have said, broken

one. Inconsiderate ! inconsistent ! When Ternissa had for

ever ceased to weep, I wept.

SECOND CONVERSATION.!

Epicurus. Menander ! can it be Menander I see before me ?

Ah ! indeed it is ; for no other man alive would press so heartily

the hand of an old friend.

Menander. Do not lose your philosophy in your emotion,

my Epicurus.

P Fraser'i Magazine, April 1856. Works, ii., 1876.]
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Epicurus. I would lose it any day on such a bargain. There
is no danger of any man carrying his best affections to excess,

provided they be not adulterated with worse.

Menander. Do you know what day it is ?

Epicurus. I know it, and was thinking of it when you
entered the garden.

Menander. Alas ! my Epicurus, on this very day we behold

the middle of our centenary.

Epicurus, True ; but why alas ? We may do wiser things,

and utter wiser, than we ever have yet done or uttered. Even

you may ; although I always have thought you, beyond all com-

parison, the wisest man Greece ever gave birth to.

Menander. Is such an opinion as consistent with philosophy

as with friendship ?

Epicurus. I do not always weigh my words before I utter

them ; but I always weigh my thoughts before I turn them out

into words. Among the most celebrated of our philosophers,

as they were pleased to call themselves, I have found little else

than clever quibbles and defence of pernicious falsehoods. I

should have called Demosthenes the wisest of mankind, he being

at once the most acute, the most eloquent, the most virtuous, the

mosi patriotic. But this last virtue, which was perhaps the most

prominent of them, induces me to think him defective in solidity

of wisdom. He defended the Commonwealth when he stood

alone was this rational ?

Menander. He defended my father : and then also he stood

alone.

Epicurus. But there he knew his power of persuasion and

his probability of gaining the cause. Against the Macedonian

no chance remained. And now, Menander, let me ask you a

question. Did you ever in the course of your life hear me con-

verse with you, or any man, so long on politics ?

Menander. Never : and I may with equal confidence ask of

you the same question in regard to me. There is only one

government worth defending, and even that government is

neither worth anxiety nor productive of it. Here it lies : with

me under a loose and flowing robe, with you under one shorter

and more succinct. Leontion, and that pretty little Themisto,

whom Leontion used to call Terenlssa, and she herself and you
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Terntssa, never agitated to more than a sunny ripple your gentle

and fond bosom. Glycera with me was more mischievously

playful, and dipped her vi^and more deeply.

Epicurus. Are you never discomposed, O Menander, at

seeing those coarser images and grosser follies which you de-

scribe with such accuracy and in such diversity ?

Menander. Not at all ; nor indeed do I see the hundredth

part of them. Imagination is quite as fond of comedy as of

the tragic or epic.

Epicurus. But you must sometimes have walked in unseemly

and uncleanly places.

Menander. Rarely and unwillingly. Others have lived and

labored for me. Precious stones are embedded in sterile rocks,

and pearls in foul putridity. I do not gather them, although I

polish, wear, and display them.

Leontion more than once has puzzled and perplexed me by
the intricacies of her discourse, and by attempting to lead me
into abstruse investigations ; Glycera, on the contrary, is so

simple, I would not say silly, that I pick up from her incessantly

fresh ideas, or the nutriment of them, without her ever perceiv-

ing or suspecting it, which would render her intolerably vain.

The sweetness of her temper would not let her be arrogant if

she found me out, but she would become less girlish. If we
would caress, we must stoop.

Epicurus. Leontion is age-ing a little. Death had pity on
Temissa, and crowned her in her spring of youth. There is

only one cypress in this garden : under it, surrounded by straw-

berries, lies Temissa. O Menander ! how these plants, planted

by her, cooled my cheek ; how nearly they comforted my heart,

the first moment I threw myself upon them !

Menander. And there are those who eulogize, and also those

who rebuke, the apathy of Epicurus !

Epicurus. Both are right. The passion of love may be
indulged by good citizens, the sentiment by the wise recluse.

Temissa died on my bosom, and died happy ; less happy would
she have been had I died on hers. She bequeathed me this

thought for the assuagement of my grief; it were ungrateful to

renounce or to forget it.

Menander. Leontion, with her usual affability and polite-

ness, congratulates me always on the success of my comedies.
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Epicurus. Then you must meet often ; for although you
sometimes are less popular than your competitor, you excel him
invariably.

Menander. I asked Polemon 2 whether he never blushed at the

preference given to him over me.
" What is a blush," said Polemon, " -when it is to be divided

among so many ?
"

Epicurus. I never heard of this reply.

Menander. I doubt whether he repeated it to any one : I

have not until now.
Epicurus. You retain your equanimity on your defeat, as

indeed I might have expected you would do.

Menander. Surely it is the least you might have expected

from me, when our defeats and failures affect with no small

pleasure so many of our friends. They receive a great satis-

faction in meeting us with their condolences, and in lifting up

their eyes at the injustice of the world.

As you never go to the theatre, and are contented to hear

from me the philosophy I throw occasionally on the stage, I

will repeat to you a couple of verses from my successful oppo-

nent ; not that in this matter we are opponents at all, neither

of us being in the sad category here described :

—

There are two miseries in human life :

To live without a friend, and with a wife.

Such are the expressions of Misogamos. When they were re-

ported to Diogenes on his death-bed at Corinth, he raised him-

self upon his elbow, and said, " I am no conjectural critic, but

I suspect the young poet wrote dog, not friend, unless he in-

tended a sjmonyme."

Polemon writes admirably, and possesses the advantage of

studying his own personages. Neither you nor I are much
disposed to mingle with the people, or to face them on any

occasion.

Epicurus. It is what beyond all things I have the most

avoided, unless it be to sit down at dinner with several others.

P Polemon, or Philemon as he is more usually called, was another

comic dramatist, and Menander's most dangerous rival in their contests

for the prize for comedy.]
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Loud language, discharges of it across the table, the smell of
meat intermixed with it, and often both of them together in the

same mouth at the same time, would be to me such a penalty

as your graver brethren of the buskin never have inflicted on
the most criminal in the infernal regions.

Menander. Many thanks to you, Epicurus, for giving me the

frame-work of a new comedy. What think you of some such

title as The Deipnosophists ?

Epicurus. Our Macedonians would delight in it; but it

requires the exertion of your whole genius to make it palatable

to our Demos. Something of the Attic is yet left in Attica.

Menander. The Demos could swallow fare even less delicate,

set before them by Aristophanes. Observe, whatever may be

ray self-complacency, I lay no claim to equality with the most
harmonious and facetious of poets. Ages will pass away, and
crops of follies will spring up season after season, and be mowed
dovifn again ; but never will comedian arise to the level of this

Hymettian lark, building the nest upon the ground, and soaring

in fiill song among the Clouds.

Epicurus. I have conversed with few poets familiarly
; you

are the only one I ever encountered free from invidiousness and
self-conceit. Aristophanes, in his Birds, has turned into well-

merited ridiciile the framers of imaginary commonwealths. If

any such could be introduced into our country, they who sigh at

all would sigh for the return of the Macedonians. To me the

fresh air of this elevated garden is a perennial foimtain of delight

;

you must breathe the breath of the people.

Menander. I confess to you, I enjoy it.

Epicurus. May you never lose your enjoyment, or experience

a diminution of it. Every man should enjoy what he can enjoy
innocently, and without trespassing upon others. You have
written more than any man, and better than any. Even in

Homer there are tedious passages, and long ones ; but I question

whether the most fastidious critic would expunge twenty verses

from your hundred thousand.

Menander. Gently ! gently ! Hundred thousand

!

Epicurus. You have composed nearly a hundred comedies :

each contains at least a thousand verses ; some contain many
more.
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Menander. Is it possible ?

Epicurus. Possible is it that any poet in existence has never

counted the lines he wrote ?

Menander. Jocularity made me insensible to labor, and I

never counted the seeds I scattered from my sack over so exten-

sive a field.

I wonder whether the greatest of our poets, since Homer,
could have felt the same degree of pleasure, ^schylus, I am
inclined to believe, is almost as inventive as even Homer himself.

We have no other poet who either has displayed much invention

or much discrimination and truth of character. Poor ^schylus !

what must he have suffered while he and his Prometheus were

under the vulture, and creatures more ferocious than vultures

stood taunting round about ! He had his task to do, and he did

it—how grandly

!

I do not believe you care very much about poetry ?

Epicurus. Perhaps it is because I am as ignorant of it. I

confess to you that, when I used to read tragedies, they affected

me more than I thought desirable. I collect from your come-

dies what are the manners of the Athenians, and I read of them

more complacently than I could, live among them. We are

pleased in pictures with what would displease us in real life.

Menander. May I walk up to the cypress ?

Epicurus. Yes, if you promise me that you will not break off

a particle.

Menander. I promise ; let us go.

Epicurus. Menander ! go alone. You are among the few I

would ever walk a hundred paces with, and thither not even with

you. Gather as many strawberries as you can find, for the day

is hot, and they are refreshing. The few violets have ceased to

blossom, but there is another flower which Temissa transplanted

from among the rocks into this little mound : it was her favorite,

and I cannot but fancy that it returns me the odor of her cool,

sweet face. It is the white cyclamen : you may gather one

flower, but not give it away when you go home.

Menander. Parsimonious man ! I will obey, however*

Epicurus. So soon returned ?

Menander. There is no inscription.

Epicurus. Ah, yes there is.
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Menander. I did not see it

Epicurus. It is not well you should. The cypress, the

cyclamen, the violet, will outlast it. Pui-e, tender love wrote it

where none shall find it.

I often bring her image before me ;
gentle, serene, impassive.

Menander! my Menander! Life has much to give us, and

Death has little to take away; therefore the one is to be

cherished, the other neither to be deplored nor feared. While

we retain our memory, we also retain, if we are wise and

virtuous, the best of our affections ; when we lose it, we lose to-

gether with it the worst of our calamities. Sleep, every night,

deprives men of that faculty which it is (inconsiderately!)

thought an evil to lose in the last days of life.

Menander. Franlcly do I confess to you, Epicurus, that I

would rather lose my memory than my teeth. One of these

losses carries its own remedy with it: we know not, or know
but imperfectly, that it is gone ; of the other loss we are reminded

at least twice a day, and we curse the impotence of cookery.

At present I am spared my maledictions : I carry my arms

stoudy in high polish, especially when I celebrate the inter-

marriage of young kid with old Chian. There are among us

some who, on their return from Persia and Babylonia, have

introduced loud music into dinner-parties. Can you imagine

anything more barbarous ? A festivsJ ought to be a solemnity,

and a dinner-party is a festival. During the meal there ought to

be silence ; after it music as much as you please : it dilutes the

grossness of conversation, and corrects its insipidity. Added to

which, there is somewhat in music which breathes an aroma over

the wine.

Epicurus. Of this you can judge better than I can, who
drink water only ; and I would rather see kid upon the mountain

than upon the table. Yet I also have my delicacies: I am much
addicted to sweet and light cakes flavored with rosewater, and

to whatever is composed of fruit and cream, not excluding from

my hospitable board any quail or partridge that may alight upon

it. I do not perceive, my Menander, that the advance of age

has produced any material difference in our tempers and dis-

positions.

Menander. O my friend, you have always been readier to
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scrutinize your own heart than your neighbor's. Perhaps I

never exhibited in your presence the imperfections of mine

;

indeed in your company I never was inclined to be impetuous

or impatient. Bad men grow worse by keeping, as bad wines

do. The unwise are rendered more morose by years, the wise

more temperate and gentle. You, who are the essence of tran-

quillity, are unchanged for the worse or the better ; while other

philosophers indulge their pride, their arrogance, their resentments

toward those nearest them, reserving all their good qiialities for

the gods. Tranquillity is enjoyment, and it is folly to look for

it elsewhere. The passions drive it from the house : it is

hazarded in society; it is lost in crowds. Philosophy will

always bring it to us, if she knows where to find us and we wUl

wait for her ; but we must not behave like children who fight

for the ball. She avoids contention, and never scolds or

wrangles; never puzzles with a maze of thorny interrogations,

in which Truth is farther out of sight at every turn, and the

artificer of the clipped hedge shows us no way out of the

lab3ninth.

You are among the few, or I should rather have said you

stand the foremost and most distinct, of those who walk quietly

with her and converse unostentatiously. It is not pride which

withholds you from turning round upon the captious and casting

them at your feet.

Epicurus. I never answer an adversary.

Menander. You confer enough of honor by hearing him.

Epicurus. Even this honor I have no right to claim.

Menander. But there are extravagances which you might

correct without exciting your bile (if you have any in you) by

the least of intercourse.

Epicurus. I suspect, my good Menander, that you enjoy the

follies of men in our rotten State as flies enjoy frniit in its decay.

Menander. What can we do with such men as those about

us better than laugh at them ?

Epicurus. Nothing with them, but much by keeping apart.

If they laugh at each other for their weaknesses and their vices,

these, countenanced and cherished by pleasantry, will become

habitual and will increase.

Menander. If I exhorted them to be virtuous, they would
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ask me what virtue is. My father would have answered, that

patriotism is a main part of it ; and for such an assertion no

Demosthenes could have saved him from the sword of the

executioner.^ One wise man took the poison presented to him
by the cup-bearer of the State ; another saved the State that

ceremonial. Things are not so bad but we are still permitted

to laugh ; if we wept, we should be called to a strict account

for every tear.

Epicurus. It would be folly to shed one. There are virtu-

ous men among us who feel sorely the ignominy of living under

the domination of the stranger. Inconsiderate ! Is this, which

is now unavoidable, so low a condition as it is to be defrauded of

freedom by those in whom we trusted, and to be unable or

unwilling to make them responsible for their misdeeds ?

Menander. No slave is clever enough to tie his own hands

behind him : only they who call themselves free have acquired

this accomplishment.

Epicurus. I live unmolested in my retirement. My philo-

sophy does not irritate or excite. I have what I want of it for

home-consumption, and am willing, but not anxious, that others

should take the rest.

Menander. This indeed is true philosophy, yours exclusively.

Socrates had a barking stomach for controversy and quibble

;

Xenophon was half traitor, Plato complete sycophant. Perverse-

ness actuated one, vanity the other : one left Philosophy outside

the camp ; the other left; her a prostitute in the palace. Far
away from both, the graver and better Aristoteles was induced to

be the guide of a wild youth, but unwilling and unable to be the

keeper of a madman ; the gods have given to Epicurus more than

Epicurus could find among the gods.

Epicurus. Smile, my friend, as you will about them, they

P Diopeithes, the fether of Menander, had been sent to the Chersonese
by the Athenians in command of a body of troops intended to oppose any
attempt which Philip might make in that quarter. These troops appear
to have made some incursions on to Philip's territory in revenge for
similar incursions of the Macedonians. Philip complained to the
Athenians of the conduct of Diopeithes, and the Macedonian party at
Athens endeavoured to procure the punishment of the general.
Demosthenes protested against such a course in his speech " On the
Chersonese."]
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have given him a calm conscience, a spirit averse to disputation,

and a friend to enjoy his garden with him uninterrupted ; a friend
even dearer than sohtude.*

XVII. LUCIAN AND TIMOTHEUS.i

Timotheus. I am delighted, my Cousin Lucian, to observe

how popular are become your Dialogues of the Dead. Nothing
can be so gratifying and satisfactory to a rightly disposed mind as

the subversion of imposture by the force of ridicule. It hath

scattered the crowd of heathen gods -as if a thunderbolt had
fallen in the midst of them. Now, I am confident you never

would have assailed the false religion, unless you were prepared

for the reception of the true. For it hath always been an indica-

tion of rashness and precipitancy, to throw down an edifice before

you have collected materials for reconstruction.

Lucian. Of all metaphors and remarks, I believe this of yours,

my good Cousin Timotheus, is the most trite, and, pardon me if I

add, the most untrue. Surely we ought to remove an error the

instant we detect it, although it may be out of our competence to

[* At the close of these two Conversations may fitly come the epigram
Menander wrote on his friend Epicurus, comparinghim with Themistocles,
the liberator of Athens from the Persians. " Hail, ye two sons of

Neocleides. One saved his country from slavery ; the other saved her
from ignorance and thoughtlessness."]

P The argument against the destructive criticism of received ideas,

which is here put into the mouth of Timotheus, was one which Landor
took pleasure in refuting. Perhaps in this dialogue Lucian is more of a

mouthpiece for the author's own ideas tJian is usually the case with the

characters in the Conversations. But Lucian's attitude towards
Christianity is fairly described. His allusions to them (for instance, in

the description of the death of Peregrinus) show him to have been rather

amused than edified by the new creed. That Timotheus is a fair picture

can hardly be said. There are some dozen early Christian bishops,

saints, and martyrs of that name. Which of them Landor had in mind,
or if he had any of them, the editor must profess himself incompetent to

determine. But if we suppose an anachronism, in that case it may be

suggested that Timotheus is the wrangling and intriguing bishop of

Alexandria (379 a.d.), best known for his attack upon Gregory Nazianzen.

(Works, ii., 1846. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, ii.,

1876.^]
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state and establish what is right. A lie should be exposed as

soon as bom : we are not to wait until a healthier child is

begotten. Whatever is evil in any way should be abolished.

The husbandman never hesitates to eradicate weeds, or to bum
them up, because he may not happen at the time to carry a sack

on his shoulder with wheat or barley in it. Even if no wheat or

barley is to be sown in future, the weeding and burning are in

themselves beneficial, and something better will spring up.

Timotheus. That is not so certain.

Lucian. Doubt it as you may, at least you wUl allow that the

temporary absence of evil is an advantage.

Timotheus. I think, O Lucian, you would reason much better

if you wotJd come over to our belief.

Lucian. I was unaware that belief is an encourager and guide

to reason.

Timotheus. Depend upon it, there can be no stability oftruth,

no elevation of genius, without an unwavering faith in our holy

mysteries. Babes and sucklings who are blest with it stand

higher, intellectually as well as morally, than stiff unbelievers and

proud sceptics.

Lucian. I do not wonder that so many are firm holders of
this novel doctrine. It is pleasant to grow wise and virtuous at

so small an expenditure of thought or time. This saying of

yours is exactly what I heard spoken with angry gravity not

long ago.

Timotheus. Angry ? no wonder ! for it is impossible to keep

our patience when troths so incontrovertible are assailed. What
was your answer ?

Lucian. My answer was : If you talk in this manner, my
honest friend, you will excite a spirit of ridicule in the gravest

and most satumine men, who never had let a laugh out of their

breasts before. Lie to me, and welcome ; but beware lest your
own heart take you to task for it, reminding you that both anger

and falsehood are reprehended by all religions, yours included.

Timotheus. Lucian ! Lucian ! you have always been called

profane.

Lucian. For what ? for having turned into ridicule the gods
whom you have turned out of house and home, and are reducing

to dust?
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Timotheus. Well ; but you are equally ready to turn into

ridicule the true and holy.

Lucian. In other words, to turn myself into a fool. He who
brings ridicule to bear against truth finds in his hand a blade
without a hilt. The most sparkling and pointed flame of wit
flickers and expires against the incombustible walls of her
sanctuary.

Timotheus. Fine talking ! Do you know, you have really

been called an atheist ?

Lucian. Yes, yes ; I know it well. But, in fact, I believe

there are almost as few atheists in the world as there are

Christians.

Timotheus. How ! as few ? Most of Europe, most of Asia,

most of Africa is Christian.

Lucian. Show me five men in each who obey the commands
of Christ, and I will show you five hundred in this very city who
observe the dictates of Pythagoras. Every Pythagorean obeys

his defunct philosopher ; and almost every Christian disobeys his

living God. Where is there one who practises the most import-

ant and the easiest of his commands, to abstain from strife ?

Men easily and perpetually find something new to quarrel about

;

but the objects of affection are limited in number, and grow up

scantily and slowly. Even a small house is often too spacious for

them, and there is a vacant seat at the table. Religious men
themselves, when the Deity has bestowed on them every thing

they prayed for, discover, as a peculiar gift of Providence, some
fault in the actions or opinions of a neighbor ; and run it down,
crying and shouting after it, with more alacrity and more clamor

than boys would a leveret or a squirrel in the play-ground. Are
our years and our intellects, and the word of God itself, given us

for this, O Timotheus ?

Timotheus. A certain latitude, a liberal construction

—

Lucian. Ay, ay ! These " liberal constructions " let loose

all the worst passions into those " certain latitudes." The priests

themselves, who ought to be the poorest, are the richest ; who
ought to be the most obedient, are the most refractory and

rebellious. All trouble and all piety are vicarious. They send

missionaries, at the cost of others, into foreign lands, to teach

observances which they supersede at home. I have ridiculed the
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puppets of all features, all colors, all sizes, by which an impudent

and audacious set of impostors have been gaining an easy livelihood

these two thousand years.

Timotheus. Gently ! gently ! Ours have not been at it yet

two hundred. We abolish all idolatry. We know that Jupiter

was not the father of gods and men ; we know that Mars was

not the Lord of Hosts ; we know who is : we are quite at ease

upon that question.

Lucian. Are you so fanatical, my good Timotheus, as to

imagine that the Creator of the world cares a fig by what appella-

tion you adore him ?—^whether you call him on one occasion

Jupiter, on another Apollo ? I will not add Mars or Lord of

Hosts ; for, wanting as I may be in piety, I am not, and never

was, so impious as to call the Maker the Destroyer : to call him
Lord of Hosts who, according to your holiest of books, declared

so lately and so plainly that he permits no hosts at all ; much less

will he take the command of one against another. Would any
man in his senses go down into the cellar, and seize first an

amphora from the right, and then an amphora from the left, for

the pleasure of breaking them in pieces, and of letting out the

wine he had taken the trouble to put in. We are not contented

with attributing to the gods our own infirmities : we make them
even more wayTA^ard, even more passionate, even more exigent

and more malignant ; and then some of us try to coax and cajole

them, and others run away from them outright^

Timotheus. No wonder ; but only in regard to yours : and
even those are types.

Lucian. There are honest men who occupy their lives in

discovering types for all things.

Timotheus. Truly and rationally thou speakest now. Hon-
est men and wise men above their fellows are they, and the

greatest of all discoverers. There are many types above thy
reach, O Lucian !

Lucian. And one which my mind, and perhaps yours also,

can comprehend. There is in Italy, I hear, on the border of a
quiet and beautiftil lake,* a temple dedicated to Diana; the

priests of which temple have mui'dered each his predecessor for

unrecorded ages.

• The lake of Nemi,
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Timotheus. What of that ? They were idolaters.

Lucian. They made the type, however : take it home with
you, and hang it up in your temple.

Timotheus. Why ! you seem to have forgotten on a sudden
that I am a Christian : you are talking of the heathens.

Lucian. True ! true ! I am near upon eighty years of age,

and to my poor eyesight one thing looks very like another.

Timotheus. You are too indifferent.

Lucian. No indeed ! I love those best who quarrel least,

and who bring into public use the most civility and good-
humor.

Timotheus. Our holy religion inculcates this duty especially.

Lucian. Such being the case, a pleasant story wUl not be

thrown away upon you. Xenophanes, my townsman of Samo-
sata, was resolved to buy a new horse : he had tried him, and
liked him well enough. I asked him why he wished to dispose

of his old one, knowing how sure-footed he was, how easy in his

paces, and how quiet in his pasture. " Veiy true, O Lucian,"

said he ; " the horse is a clever horse : noble eye, beautiful

figure, stately step ; rather too fond of neighing and of shuffling a

little in the vicinity of a mare ; but tractable and good tempered."
" I would not have parted with him then," said I. "The fact

is," replied he, " my grandfather, whom I am about to visit, likes

no horses but what are Saturnized. To-morrow I begin ray

journey : come and see me set out." I went at the hour

appointed. The new purchase looked quiet and demure ; but

he also pricked up his ears, and gave sundry other tokens of

equinity, when the more interesting part of his fellow-creatures

came near him. As the morning oats began to operate, he grew
more and more unruly, and snapped at one friend of Xenophanes,

and sidled against another, and gave a kick at a third. " AH in

play ! all in play !
" said Xenophanes ;

" his nature is more of a

lamb's than a horse's." However, these mute salutations being

over, away went Xenophanes. In the evening, when my lamp

had just been replenished for the commencement of my studies, my
friend came in striding as if he still were across the saddle. " I am
apprehensive, O Xenophanes," said I, " your new acquisition has

disappointed you." "Not in the least," answered he. "I do

assure you, O Lucian, he is the very horse I was looking out
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for." On my requesting him to be seated, he no more thought

of doing so than if it had been in the presence of the Persian

king. I then handed my lamp to him, telling him (as was true)

it contained all the oil I had in the house, and protesting I should

be happier to finish my Dialogue in the morning. He took the

lamp into my bedroom, and appeared to be much refreshed on his

return. Nevertheless, he treated his chair with great delicacy

and circumspection, and evidently was afraid of breaking it by

too sudden a descent I did not revert to the horse ; but he

went on of his own accord. " I declare to you, O Lucian, it is

impossible for me to be mistaken in a palfrey. My new one is

the only one in Samosata that could carry me at one stretch to

my grandfather's." " But has he ? " said I, timidly. " No ;

he has not yet," answered my friend. " To-morrow then, I am
afraid, we really must lose you." "No," said he; "the horse

does trot hard ; but he is the better for that : I shall soon get

used to him." In fine, my worthy friend deferred his visit to

his grandfather ; his rides were neither long nor frequent ; he was
ashamed to part with his purchase, boasted of him every where

;

and, humane as he is by nature, could almost have broken on the

cross the quiet, contented owner of old Bucephalus.

Timotheus. Am I to understand by this, O Couoin Lucian,

that I ought to be contented with the impurities of paganism ?

Lucian. Unless you are very unreasonable. A moderate man
finds plenty in it.

Timotheus. We abominate the deities who patronize them,

and we hurl down the images of the monsters.

Lucian. Sweet cousin ! be tenderer to my feelings ! In such

a tempest as this, my spark of piety may be blown out Hold
your hand cautiously before it, until I can find my way. Be-
lieve me, no deities (out of their own houses) patronise immorality;

none patronize unnJy passions, least of all the fierce and ferocious.

In my opinion, you are wrong in throwing down the images of
those among them who look on you benignly : the others I give up
to your discretion. But I think it impossible to stand habitually

in the presence of a sweet and open countenance, graven or

depicted, without in some degree partaking of the character it

expresses. Never tell any man that he can derive no good,
in his devotions, from this or from that : abolish neither hope nor

gratitude.
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Timotheus. God is offended at vain efforts to recresent
him.

^

Lucian. No such thing, my dear Timotheus. If you knew
him at all, you would not talk of him so irreverently. He is

pleased, I am convinced, at every effort to resemble him, at every
virish to remind both ourselves and others of his benefits. You
cannot think so often of him without an effigy.

Timotheus. What likeness is there in the perishable to the

unperishable ?

Lucian. I see no reason why there may not be a similitude.

All that the senses can comprehend may be represented by any
material : clay or fig-tree, bronze or ivory, porphyry or gold.

Indeed, I have a faint remembrance that, according to your sacred

volumes, man was made by God after his own image. If so,

man's intellectual powers are worthily exercised in attempting to

collect all that is beautiful, serene, and dignified, and to bring him
back to earth again by showing him the noblest of his gifts, the

work most like his own. Surely he cannot hate or abandon those

who thus cherish his memory, and thus implore his regard.

Perishable and imperfect is every thing human ; but in these very

qualities I find the best reason for striving to attain what is least

so. Would not any father be gratified by seeing his child attempt

to delineate his features? And would not the gratification be

rather increased than diminished by his incapacity ? How long

shall the narrow mind of man stand between goodness and

omnipotence ? Perhaps the effigy of your ancestor, Isknos, is

unlike him : whether it is or no, you cannot tell ; but you keep

it in your hall, and would be angry if anybody broke it to pieces

or defaced it. Be quite sure there are many who think as much
of their gods as you think of your ancestor, Isknos, and who see

in their images as good a likeness. Let men have their own way,

especially their way to the temples. It is easier to drive them out

of one road than into another. Our judicious and good-humored

Trajan has found it necessary on many occasions to chastise the

law-breakers of your sect, indifferent as he is what gods are

worshipped, so long as their followers are orderly and decorous.

The fiercest of the Dacians never knocked off Jupiter's beard, or

broke an arm of Venus ; and the emperor will hardly tolerate in

those who have received a liberal education what he would punish
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in barbarians. Do not wear out his patience ; try rather to imitate

his equity, his equanimity, and forbearance.

Timotheus. I have been listening to you with much attention,

O Lucian, for I seldom have heard you speak with such gravity.

And yet, O Cousin Lucian, I really do find in you a sad

deficiency of that wisdom which alone is of any value. You talk

of Trajan ! what is Trajan ?

Lucian. A beneficent citizen, an impartial judge, a sagacious

i-uler ; the comrade of every brave soldier, the friend and associate

of every man eminent in genius throughout his empire, the empire

of the world. All arts, all sciences, all philosophies, all

religions, are protected by him. Wherefore his name will flourish,

when the proudest of these have perished in the land of Egypt.

Philosophies and religions wUl strive, struggle, and suffocate one

another. Priesthoods, I know not how many, are quarrelling and

scuffling in the street at this instant, all calling on Trajan to come

and knock an antagonist on the head ; and the most peaceful of

them, as it wishes to be thought, proclaiming him an infidel for

turning a deaf ear to its imprecations. Mankind was never so

happy as under his guidance ; and he has nothing now to do but

to put down the battles of the gods. If they must fight it out, he

wiU insist on our neutrality.

Timotheus. He has no authority and no influence over us in

matters of faith. A wise and upright man, whose serious thoughts

lead him forward to religion, will never be turned aside from it by
any worldly consideration or any human force.

Lucian. True : but mankind is composed not entirely of the

upright and the wise. I suspect that we may find some, here and
there, who are rather too fond of novelties in the furniture of

temples ; and I have observed that new sects are apt to warp,

crack, and split, under the heat they generate. Our homely old

religion has run into fewer quarrels, ever since the Centaurs and
Lapiths 2 (whose controversy was on a subject quite compre-
hensible), than yours has engendered in twenty years.

Timotheus. We shall obviate that inconvenience by electing a

[2 " And on the same temple of Theseus (at Athens) is graven the
strife between the Centaurs and Lapithje (which arose at the marriage
feast of Pirithous) ; there is Theseus who has just slain a centaur ; but
among the rest the fray still goes on." Pausanias, i., 17.5.]
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supreme pontiff to decide all differences. It has been seriously

thought about long ago ; and latterly we have been making out
an ideal series down to the present day, in order that our suc-

cessors in the ministry may have stepping-stones up to the foun-
tain-head. At first the disseminators of our doctrines were
equal in their commission ; we do not approve of this any longer,

for reasons of our own.

Lucian. You may shut, one after another, all our other

temples ; but, I plainly see, you will never shut the temple of

Janus. The Roman empire will never lose its pugnacious char-

acter while your sect exists. The only danger is, lest the fever

rage internally and consume the vitals. If you sincerely wish

your religion to be long-lived, maintain in it the spirit of its con-

stitution, and keep it patient, humble, abstemious, domestic, and
zealous only in the services of humanity. Whenever the higher

of your priesthood shall attain the riches they are aiming at, the

people will envy their possessions and revolt from their impos-

tures. Do not let them seize upon the palace, and shove their

God again into the manger.

Timotheus. Lucian ! Lucian ! I call this impiety !

Lucian. So do I, and shudder at its consequences. Caverns

which at first look inviting, the roof at the aperture green with

overhanging ferns and clinging mosses, then glittering with native

gems and with water as sparkling and pellucid, freshening the air

all around,—these caverns grow darker and closer, until you find

yourself among animals that shun the daylight, adhering to the

walls, hissing along the bottom, flapping, screeching, gaping,

glaring, making you shrink at the sounds, and sicken at the

smells, and afraid to advance or retreat.

Timotheus. To what can this refer ? Our caverns open on
verdure, and terminate in veins of gold.

Lucian. Veins of gold, my good Timotheus, such as your

excavations have opened and are opening, in the spirit of ava-

rice and ambition, will be washed (or as you would say purified)

in streams of blood. Arrogance, intolerance, resistance to

authority and contempt of law, distinguish your aspiring sectarians

from the other subjects of the empire.

Timotheus. Blindness hath often a calm and composed coun-

tenance ; but, my cousin Lucian, it usually hath also the advan-
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tage of a cautious and a measured step. It hath pleased God to

blind you, like all the other adversaries of our faith ; but he has

given you no staff to lean upon. You objfect against us the very

vices from which we are peculiarly exempt.
Luc'tan. Then it is all a stoiy, a fable, a fabrication, about

one of your earlier leaders cutting off with his sword a servant's

ear ? If the accusation is true, the offence is heavy. Foi" not

only was the wounded man innocent of any provocation, but he
is represented as being in the service of the High Priest at Jeru-

salem. Moreover, from the direction and violence of the blow,

it is evident that his life was aimed at. According to law, you
know, my dear cousiri, all the party might have been condemned
to death as accessories to an attempt at murder. I am unwiUiiig

to think so unfavorably of your sect ; nor indeed do I see the

possibility that, in such an outrage, the principal could be par-

ioned. For any man btit a soldier to go about armed is against

the Roman law, which, on that head, as on many others, is

borrowed frorh the Athenian ; and it is incredible that in any
civilized country so barbarous a practice can be tolerated.

Travellers do indeed relate that, in certain parts of India, there

are princes at whose courts even civilians are armed. But
traveller hath occasionally the same signification as liar, and India

as falle. However, if the practice really does exist in that

remote and rarely visited countiy, it must be in some region of it

very far beyond the Indus or the Ganges ; for the nations situ-

ated between those rivers are, and were in the reign of Alexander
and some thousand years before his birth, as civilized as the

Europeans : nay, incomparably more courteous, more industrious,

and more pacific,—the three grand criterions.

But answer my question : is there any foundation for so mis-
chievous a report ?

Timotheus. There was indeed, so to say, an ear, or some-
thing of the kind, abscinded

;
probably by mistake. But High

Priests' servants are prepense to follow the swaggering gait of
their masters, and to carry things with a high hand, in suchwise
as to excite the choler of the most quiet. If you knew the
character of the eminently holy man who punished the atrocious

insolence of that bloody-minded wretch, you would be sparing

of your animadversions. We take him for our model.
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Lucian, I see you do.

Timotheus. We proclaim him Prince of the apostles.

Lucian. I am the last in the world to question his princely

qualifications ; but, if I might advise you, it should be to follow
in preference him whom you acknowledge to be an unerring
guide ; who delivered to you his ordinances with his own hand,
equitable, plain, explicit, compendious, and complete ; who com-
mitted no violence, who countenanced no injustice, whose com-
passion was without weakness, whose love was without frailty,

whose life was led in humility, in purity, in beneficence, and at

the end laid down in obedience to his Father's will.

Timotheus. Ah, Lucian ! what strangely imperfect notions !

All that is little.

Lucian. Enough to follow.

Timotheus. Not enough to compel others. I did indeed

hope, O Lucian ! that you would again come fonvard with the

irresistible arrows of your wit, and unite with us against our

adversaries. By what you have just spoken, I doubt no longer

that you approve of the doctrines inculcated by the blessed

founder of our religion.

Lucian. To the best of my understanding.

Timotheus. So ardent is my desire for the salvation of your
precious soul, O my cousin ! that I woiJd devote many hours of
every day to disputation with you, on the principal points of our

Christian controversy.

Lucian. Many thanks, my kind Timotheus ! But I think

the blessed founder of your religion very strictly forbade that

there should be any points of controversy. Not only has he
prohibited them on the doctrines he delivered, but on every thing

else. Some of the most obstinate might never have doubted of

his divinity, if the conduct of his followers had not repelled them
from the belief of it. How can they imagine you sincere when
they see you disobedient I It is in vain for you to protest that

you worship the God of Peace, when you are found daily in the

courts and market-places with clenched fists and bloody noses.

I acknowledge the full value of your offer ; but really I am as

anxious for the salvation of your precious time, as you appear to

be for the salvation of my precious soul
;

particularly since I am
come to the conclusion that souls cannot be lost, and that time can.
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Ttmotheus. We mean by salvation exemption from eternal

torments.

Lucian. Among all my old gods and their children, morose as

some of the senior are, and mischievous as are some of the junior,

I have never represented the worst of them as capable of inflict-

ing such atrocity. Passionate and capricious and unjust are several

of them ; but a skin stripped oflP the shoulder, and a liver tossed

to a vulture, are among the worst of their inflictions.

Ttmotheus. This is scoffing.

Lucian. Nobody but an honest man has a right to scoff at

any thing.

Ttmotheus. And yet people of a veiy difl^erent cast are usually

those who scoff the most.

Lucian. We are apt to push forward at that which we are

without,—the low-bom at titles and distinctions, the silly at wit,

the knave at the semblance of probity. But I was about to

remark, that an honest man may fairly scoff at all philosophies and

religions which are proud, ambitious, intemperate, and contradic-

tory. The thing most adverse to the spirit and essence of them

all is falsehood. It is the business of the philosophical to seek

truth ; it is the office of the religious to worship her : under what

name, is unimportant. The falsehood that the tongue commits

is slight in comparison with what is conceived by the heart, and

executed by the whole man, throughout life. If, professing love

and charity to the human race at large, I quarrel day after day

with ray next neighbor ; if, professing that the rich can never see

God, I spend in the luxuries of my household a talent monthly

;

if, professing to place so much confidence in his word, that, in

regard to worldly weal, I need take no care for to-morrow, I

accumulate stores even beyond what would be necessary, as

though I quite distrusted both his providence and his veracity

;

if, professing that " he who giveth to the poor lendeth to the

Lord," I question the Lord's security, and haggle with him
about the amount ofthe loan ; if, professing that I am their steward,

I keep ninety-nine parts in the hundred as the emolument of my
stewardship,— how, when God hates liars and punishes defrauders,

shall I, and other such thieves and hypocrites, fare hereafter ?

Ttmotheus. Let us hope there are few of them.

Lucian, We cannot hope against what is : we may however
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hope that in future these will be fewer ; but never while the over-

seers of a priesthood look for offices out of it, taking the lead in

politics, in debate, and strife. Such men bring to ruin all religion,

but their own first, and raise unbelievers not only in divine pro-

vidence, but in human faith.

Timotheus. If they leave the altar for the market-place, the

sanctuary for the senate-house, and agitate party questions instead

of Christian verities, everlasting punishments await them.

Lucian. Everlasting ?

Timotheus. Certainly : at the very least. I rank it next to

heresy in the catalogue of sins ; and the Church supports my
opinion.

Lucian. I have no measure for ascertaining the distance

between the opinions and practices of men : I only know that

they stand widely apart in all countries on the most important

occasions ; but this newly-hatched word heresy, alighting on my
ear, makes me rub it. A beneficent God descends on earth in

the human form, to redeem us from the slavery of sin, from the

penalty of our passions : can you imagine he wUl punish an error

in opinion, or even an obstinacy in unbelief, with everlasting

torments ? Supposing it highly criminal to refuse to weigh a

string of arguments, or to cross-question a herd of witnesses, on a

subject which no experience hath warranted and no sagacity can

comprehend ; supposing it highly criminal to be contented with

the religion which our parents taught us, which they bequeathed to

us as the most precious of possessions, and which it would have

broken their hearts if they had foreseen we should cast aside,—yet

are eternal pains the just retribution of what at worst is but

indifference and supineness ?

Timotheus. Our religion has clearly this advantage over yours

:

it teaches us to regulate our passions.

Lucian. Rather say it tells us. I believe all religions do the

same ; some indeed more emphatically and primarily than others

;

but that indeed would be incontestably of divine origin, and acknow-

ledged at once by the most sceptical, which should thoroughly

teach it. Now, my friend Timotheus, I think you are about

seventy-five years of age.

Timotheus. Nigh upon it.

Lucian. Seventy-five years, according to my calculation, are
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equivalent to seventy-five gods and goddesses in regulating our

passions for us, if we speak of the amatory, which are always

thought in every stage of life the least to be pardoned.

Timolheus. Execrable

!

Luc'ian. I am afraid the sourest hang longest on the tree.

Mimnermus says,—

*

In early youth we often sigh

Because our pulses beat so high
;

All this we conquer, and at last

We sigh that we are grown so chaste

Timotheus. Swine

!

Luc'tan. No animal sighs oftener or louder. But, my dear

cousin, the quiet swine is less troublesome and less odious than the

grumbling and growling and fierce hyena, which will not let the

dead rest in their gi-aves. We may be merry with the follies and

even the vices of men, without doing or wishing them harm

:

punishment should come from the magistrate, not from us. If we
are to give pain to any one because he thinks differently from us,

we ought to begin by inflicting a few smart stripes on ourselves
;

for both upon light and upon grave occasions, if we have thought

much and often, our opinions must have varied. We are always

fond of seizing and managing what appertains to others. In the

savage state all belongs to all. Our neighbours the Arabs, who
stand between barbarism and civilization, waylay travellers and
plunder their equipage and their gold. The wilier marauders in

Alexandiia start up from under the shadow of temples, force us

to change our habiliments for theirs, and strangle us with fingers

dipped in holy water if we say they sit uneasily.

Timotheus. This is not the right view of things.

Luc'tan. That is never the right view which lets in too much
light. About two centuries have elapsed since your religion

was founded. Show me the pride it has humbled ; show me the

cruelty it has mitigated ; show me the lust it has extinguished or

repressed. I have now been living ten years in Alexandria ; and
you never will accuse me, I think, of any undue partiality for the

system in which I was educated : yet, from all my observation, I

find no priest or elder, in your community, wise, tranquil, firm,

and sedate, as Epicunis, and Cameades, and Zeno, and Epictetus

;

* Query, wliere'i
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or indeed in the same degree as some who were often called forth

into political and military Ufe,—Epaniinondas, for instance, and
Phocion.

Timotheus. I pity them from my soul : they were ignorant of
the truth : they are lost, my cousin ! take my word fpj- if, they are

lost men.

Luctan. Unhappily, they are. I wish we had them back again

;

or that, since we have lost them, we could at least find among us

the virtues they left for our example.

Timotheus. Alas, my poor cousin ! you too are blind : you do
not understand the plainest words, nor comprehend those verities

which are the most evident and palpable. Virtues ! if the poor

wretches had any, they were false ones.

Lucian. Scarcely ever has there been a politician, jn any free

state, without much falsehood and duplicity.' I Jiave named the

most illustrious exceptions. Slender and irregular lines of a darker

color run along the bright blade that decides the fate of nations,

and may indeed be necessary to the perfection of its temper. The
great warrior hath usually his darker lines of character, necessary

(it may be) to constitv^te his greatness. No two men possess the

same quantity of the same virtues, if they fiave many or much.

We want some which do not far outstep us, and which we may
follow with the hope of reaching ; we want others to elevate, and

others to defend us. The order of things would be less beautiful

without this variety. Without the ebb and flow of pur passions,

but guided and moderated by a beneficent light above, the ocean

of life would stagnate ; and zeal, devotion, eloquence, would become

dead carcasses, collapsing and wasting on unprofitable sands. The
vices of some men cause the virtues of others, as corruption is the

parent of fertility.

Timotheus. O my cousin ! this doctrine is diabolical.

Lucian. What is it ?

Ttmotheus. Diabolical : a strong expression in daily use aniong

us. We turn it a little frpnj its origin.

Lucian. Timotheus, I love to sit by the side of a clear water,

although there is nothing in it but naked stones. Do not take the

trouble to muddy the stream of language for my benefit : I am not

about to fish in it.

Tftnolhcuf. Well ; we will speak about things which come nearer
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to your apprehension. I only wish you were somewhat less indiffer-

ent in your choice between the true and the false.

Lucian. We take it for granted that what is not true must be

false.

Timotheus. Surely we do.

Lucian. This is erroneous.

Timotheus. Are you grown captious ? Pray explain.

Lucian. What is not true, I need not say, must be untrue : but

that alone is false which is intended to deceive. A witness may
be mistaken, yet you would not call him a false witness unless he

asserted what he knew to be false.

Timotheus. Quibbles upon words !

Lucian. On words, on quibbles, if you please to call distinc-

tions so, rests the axis of the intellectual world. A winged word
hath stuck ineradicably in a million hearts, and envenomed every

hour throughout their hard pulsation ; on a winged word hath hung
the destiny of nations ; on a winged word hath human wisdom been

willing to cast the immortal soul, and to leave it dependent for all

its future happiness. It is because a word is unsusceptible of ex-

planation, or because they who employed it were impatient of any,

that enormous evils have prevailed, not only against our common
sense, but against our common humanity. Hence the most per-

nicious of absurdities, far exceeding in folly and mischief the wor-
ship of three-score gods : namely, that an implicit faith in what
outrages our reason, which we know is God's gift and bestowed

on us for our guidance,—that this veak, blind, stupid faith is surer

of his favor than the constant practice of every human virtue.

They at whose hands onr prodigious lie, such as this, hath been
accepted, may reckon on their influence in the dissemination of
many smaller, and may turn them easily to their own account.

Be sure they will do it sooner or later. The fly floats on the

surface for a while, but up springs the fish at last and swallows it.

Timotheus. Was ever man so unjust as you are ? The
abominable old priesthoods are avaricious and luxurious ; ours is

willing to stand or fall by maintaining its ordinances of fellowship

and frugality. Point out to me a priest of our religion whom
you could, by any temptation or entieaty, so far mislead that he
shall reserve for his own consumption one loaf, one plate of
lentils, while another poor Christian hungers. In the meanwhile
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the priests of Isis are proud and wealthy, and admit none of the

indigent to their tables. And now, to tell you the whole truth,

my Cousin Lucian, I come to you this morning to propose that

we should lay our heads together, and contrive a merry dialogue

on these said priests of Isis. What say you ?

Lucian. These said priests of Isis have already been with
me, several times, on a similar business in regard to yours.

Timotheus. Malicious wretches ! What slyness ! what
perfidy

!

Lucian. Beside, they have attempted to persuade me that

your religion is borrowed from theirs, altering a name a little, and
laying the scene of action in a comer, in the midst of obscurity

and ruins.

Timotheus. The wicked dogs ! the hellish liars ! We have

nothing in common with such vile impostors. Are they not

ashamed of taking such unfair means of lowering us in the

estimation of our fellow-citizens ? And so, they artfully came to

you, craving any spare gibe to throw against us ! They lie open

to these weapons,—^we do not : we stand above the malignity,

above the strength, of man. You would do justly in turning

their own devices against them : it would be amusing to see how
they would look. If you refuse me, I am resolved to write a

Dialogue of the Dead, myself, and to introduce these hypocrite'

in it.

Lucian. Consider well first, my good Timotheus, whether

you can do any such thing with propriety ; I mean to say judici-

ously in regard to composition.

Timotheus. I always thought you generous and open-hearted,

and quite inaccessible to jealousy.

Lucian. Let nobody ever profess himself so much as that

;

for, although he may be insensible of the disease, it lurks within

him, and only waits its season to break out. But really, my
cousin, at present I feel no symptoms : and, to prove that I am
ingenuous and sincere with you, these are my reasons for

dissuasion. We believers in the Homeric fanuly of gods and

goddesses believe also in the locality of Tartarus and Elysium.

We entertain no doubt whatever that the passions of men and

demigods and gods are nearly the same above ground and below
;

and that AchiDes would dispatch his spear through the body of
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any shade who would lead Briseis too far among the myrtles, or

attempt to throw the halter over the ears of any chariot-horse

belonging to him in the meads of asphodel. We admit no doubt

of these verities, delivered down to us from the ages when Theseus

and Hercules had descended into Hades itself. Instead of a few

stadions in a cavern, with a bank and a bower at the end of it,

under a very smaO portion of pur diminutive Hellas, you Christians

possess the whole cavity of the earth for punishment, and the

whole convex of the sky for felicity.

Timotheus. Our passions are burnt out amid the fires of

purification, and our intellects are elevated to the enjoynient of

perfect intelligence.

Lucian. How silly then and incongruous would it be, not to

say how impious, to represent your people as no better and no

wiser than they were before, and discoursing on subjects which no

longer can or ought to concern them ! Christians must think

your Dialogue of the Dead no less irreligious than their opponents

think mine, and infinitely more absurd. If indeed you are

resolved on this form of composition, there is no topic which may
not, with equal facility, be discussed on earth ; and you may
intersperse as much ridicule as you please, without any fear of

censure for inconsistency or irreverence. Hitherto such writers

have confined their view mostly to speculative points, sophistic

reasonings, and sarcastic intei'pellations.

Timotheus. Ha ! you are always fond of throwing a little

pebble at the lofty Plato, whom we, on the contrary, are ready to

receive (in a manner) as one of ourselves.

Lucian. To throw pebbles is a very uncertain way ofshowing

where lie defects. Whenever I have mentioned him seriously,

I have brought forward, not accusations, but passages from his

writings, such as no philosopher or scholar, or moralist, can

defend.

Timotheus. His doctrines are too abstruse and too sublime

for you.

Lucian. Solon, Anaxagoras, and Epicurus, are more sub-

lime, if truth is sublimity.

Timotheus. Truth is indeed ; for God is truth.

Lucian. We are upon earth to learn what can be learnt upon
earth, and not to speculate on what can never be. This you,
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O Timotheus, may call philosophy : to me it appears the idlest

of curiosity ; for every other kind may teach us something, and
may lead to more beyond. Let men learn what benefits men ;

above all things, to contract their wishes, to calm their passions,

and, more especially, to dispel their fears. Now these are to

be dispelled, not by collecting clouds, but by piercing and scatter-

ing them. In the dark we may imagine depths and heights

immeasurable, which, if a torch be carried right before us, we
find it easy to leap across. Much of what we call sublime is

Dnly the residue of infancy, and the worst of it.

The philosophers I quoted are too capacious for schools and

systems. Without noise, without ostentation, without mystery,

not quarrelsome, not captious, not frivolous, their lives were

commentaries on their doctrines. Never evaporating into mist,

never stagnating into mire, their limpid and broad morality runs

parallel with the lofty summits of their genius.

Timotheus. Genius ! was ever genius like Plato's ?

Lucian. The most admired of his Dialogues, his Banquet,

is beset with such puerilities, deformed with such pedantry, and

disgraced with such impurity, that none but the thickest beards,

and chiefly of the philosophers and the satyrs, should bend over

it. On a former occasion he has given us a specimen of history,^

than which nothing in our language is worse : here he gives us

one of poetry, in honor of Love, for which the god has taken

ample vengeance on him, by perverting his taste and feelings.

The grossest of all the absurdities in this dialogue is attributing

to Aristophanes, so much of a scoffer and so little of a visionary,

the silly notion of male and female having been originally com-

plete in one person, and walking circuitously. He may be

joking : who knows ?

Timotheus. Forbear ! forbear ! do not call this notion a silly

one: he took it from our Holy Scriptures, but perverted it

somewhat. Woman was made from man's rib, and did not

require to be cut asunder all the way down : this is no proof of

bad reasoning, but merely of misinterpretation.

Lucian. It you would rather have bad reasoning, I will

adduce a little of it. Farther on, he wishes to extol the wis-

dom of Agathon by attributing to him such a sentence as this :

—

[3 In the Tim£Eus."l
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" It is evident that Love is the most beautiful of the gods,

because he is the youngest of them."
Now, even on earth, the youngest is not always the most

beautiful ; how infinitely less cogent then is the argument when
we come to speak of the immortals, with whom age can have

no concern ! There was a time when Vulcan was the youngest

of the gods : was he also, at that time, and for that reason, the

most beautiful ? Your philosopher tells us, moreover, that

"Love is of all deities the most liquid; else he never coiJd

fold himself about everything, and flow into and out of men's

souls."

The last three sentences of Agathon's rhapsody are very

harmonious, and exhibit the finest specimen of Plato's style
;

but we, accustomed as we are to hear him lauded for his poet-

ical diction, should hold that poem a very indifferent one which
left on the mind so superficial an impression. The garden of
Academus is flowery without fragrance, and dazzling without

warmth : I am ready to dream away an hour in it after dinner,

but I think it unsalutary for a night's repose. So satisfied was
Plato with his Banquet, that he says of himself, in the person

of Socrates, "How can I or any one but find it difficult to

speak after a discourse so eloquent ? It would have been won-
derful if the brilliancy of the sentences at the end of it, and the

choice of expression throughout, had not astonished all the

auditors. I, who can never say any thing nearly so beautiful,

would if possible have made my escape, and have fairly run off

for shame." He had indeed much better nan off before he
made so wretched a pun on the name of Gorgias. " I dreaded,"

says he, "lest Agathon, measuring my discourse hy the head of the

eloquent Gorgias, should turn me to stone for inability of utterance."

Was there ever joke more frigid ? What painful twisting of

unelastic stuff! If Socrates was the wisest man in the world,
it would require another oracle to persuade us, after this, that

he was the wittiest. But surely a small share of common sense

would have made him abstain from hazarding such failures.

He falls on his face in very flat and very dry ground ; and,

when he gets up again, his quibbles are well-nigh as tedious as

his witticisms. However, he has the presence of mind to throw
them on the shoulders of Diotima, whom he calls a prophetess.
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and who, ten years before the Plague broke out in Athens,
obtained from the gods (he tells us) that delay. Ah ! the gods

were doubly mischievous : they sent her first. Read her words,

my cousin, as delivered by Socrates ; and if they have another

Plague in store for us, you may avert it by such an act of ex-

piation.

Timotheus. The world will have ended before ten years are

over.

Lucian, Indeed

!

Timotheus. It has been pronounced.

Lucian. How the threads of belief and unbelief run woven
close together in the whole web of human life ! Come, come

;

take courage ! you will have time for your Dialogue. Enlarge

the circle ; enrich it with a variety of matter, enliven it with

a multitude of characters, occupy the intellect of the thoughtful,

the imagination of the lively ; spread the board with solid viands,

delicate rarities, and sparkling wines ; and throw along the whole

extent of it geniality and festal crowns

!

Timotheus. What writer of dialogues hath ever done this,

or undertaken, or conceived, or hoped it ?

Lucian. None whatever
;

yet surely you yourself may when
even your babes and sucklings are endowed with abilities incom-

parably greater than our niggardly old gods have bestowed on the

very best of us.

Timotheus. I wish, my dear Lucian, you would let our babes

and sucklings lie quiet, and say no more about them : as for

your gods, I leave them at your mercy. Do not impose on me
the performance of a task in which Plato himself, if he had

attempted it, would have failed.

Lucian. No man ever detected false reasoning with more

quickness ; but unluckily he called in Wit at the exposure, and

Wit, I am sorry to say, held the lowest place in his household.

He sadly mistook the qualities of his mind in attempting the

facetious ; or rather he fancied he possessed one quality more

than belonged to him. But, if he himself had not been a worse

quibbler than any whose writings are come down to us, we
might have been gratified by the exposure of wonderfvJ acuteness

wretchedly applied. It is no small service to the community to

turn into ridicule the grave impostors, who are contending which
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of them shall guide and govern us, whether in politics or religion.

There are always a few who will take the trouble to walk down
among the sea-weeds and slippeiy stones, for the sake of showing

their credulous fellow-citizens that skins filled with sand, and set

upright at the forecastle, are neither men nor merchandise.

Timothcus. I can bring to mind, O Lucian, no writer pos-

sessing so great a variety of wit as you.

Lucian. No man evei possessed any variety of this gift ; and

the holder is noL allowed to exchange the quality for another.

Banter (and such is Plato's) never grows large, never sheds its

bristles, and never do they soften into the humorous or the

facetious.

Tmotheus. I agree with you that banter is the worst species

of wit. We have indeed no correct idea what persons those

really were whom Plato drags by the ears, to undergo slow

torture under Socrates. One sophist, I must allow, is precisely

like another : no discrimination of character, none of manner,

none of language.

Lucian. He wanted the fancy and fertility of Aristophanes.

Timotheus. Otherwise, his mind was more elevated and more

poetical.

Lucian. Pardon me if I venture to express my dissent in

both particulars. Knowledge of the human heart, and discrim-

ination of character, are requisites of the poet. Few ever have

possessed them in an equal degree with Aristophanes : Plato has

given no indication of either.

Timotheus. But consider his imagination.

Lucian. On what does it rest ? He is nowhere so imagi-

native as in his Polity. Nor is there any State in the world that

is, or would be, governed by it. One day you may find him at

his counter in the midst of old-fashioned toys, which crack and

crumble under his fingers while he exhibits and recommends

them ; another day, while he is sitting on a goat's bladder, I may
discover his bald head surmounting an enormous mass of loose

chaff and uncleanly feathers, which he would persuade you is the

pleasantest and healthiest of beds, and that dreams descend on it

from the gods.

" Open your mouth and shut your eyes, and see what Zeus shall send you,"

says Aristophanes in his favorite metre. In this helpless condi-
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tion of closed optics and hanging jaw, we iind the followers of

Plato. It is by shutting their eyes that they see, and by opening

their mouths that they apprehend. Like certain broad-muzzled
dogs, all stand equally stiff and staunch, although few scent the

game, and their lips wag and water at whatever distance from the

net. We must leave them with their hands hanging down before

them, confident that they are wiser than we are, were it only for

this attitude of humility. It is amusing to see them in it before

the tall, well-robed Athenian, while he mis-spells the charms and

plays clumsily the tricks he acquired from the conjurers here in

Egypt. I wish you better success with the same materials. But

in my opinion all philosophers should speak clearly. The highest

things are the purest and brightest; and the best writers are

those who render them the most intelligible to the world below.

In the arts and sciences, and particularly in music and metaphysics,

this is difficult ; but the subjects not being such as lie within the

range of the community, I lay little stress upon them, and wish

authors to deal with them as they best may ; only beseeching that

they recompense us, by bringing within our comprehension the

other things with which they are intrusted for us. The followers

of Plato fly off" indignantly from any such proposal. If I ask

them the meaning of some obscure passage, they answer that I

am unprepared and unfitted for it, and that his mind is so far

above mine I cannot grasp it. I look up into the faces of these

worthy men, who mingle so much commiseration with so much
calmness, and wonder at seeing their look no less vacant than my
own.

Timotheus. You have acknowledged his eloquence, while you

derided his philosophy and repudiated his morals.

Lucian. Certainly ; there was never so much eloquence with

so little animation. When he has heated his oven, he forgets to

put the bread into it ; instead of which, he throws in another

bundle of fagots. His words and sentences are often too large for

the place they occupy. If a water-melon is not to be placed in

an oyster-shell, neither is a grain of millet in a golden salver. At
high festivals a full band may enter ; ordinary conversation goes

on better without it.

Timotheus. There is something so spiritual about him, that

many of us Christians are firmly of opinion he must have been

partially enlightened from above.
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Luc'tan. I hope and believe we all are. His entire works are

in our library : do me the favor to point out to me a few of those

passages where in poetry he approaches the spirit of Aristophanes,

or where in morals he comes up to Epictetus.

Timotheus. It is useless to attempt it if you carry your

prejudices with you. Beside, my dear cousin, I would not offend

you ; but really your mind has no point about it which could be

brought to contact or affinity with Plato's.

Lucian. In the universality of his genius there must surely be

some atom coincident with another in mine. You acknowledge,

as everybody must do, that his wit is the heaviest and lowest:

pray, is the specimen he has given us of history at all

better ?

Timotheus. I would rather look to the loftiness of his mind,

and the genius that sustains him.

Lucian. So would I. Magnificent words, and the pomp and
procession of stately sentences, may accompany genius, but are

not always nor frequently called out by it. The voice ought not

to be pei-petually nor much elevated in the ethic and didactic, nor

to roll sonorously, as if it issued from a mask in the theatre. The
horses in the plain under Troy are not always kicking and neighing;

nor is the dust always raised in whirlwinds on the banks of Simois

and Scamander ; nor are the rampires always in a blaze. Hector
has lowered his helmet to the infant of Andromache, and Achilles

to the embraces of Briseis. I do not blame the prose-writer who
opens his bosom occasionally to a breath of poetry ; neither on the

contrary can I praise the gait of that pedestrian who lifts up his

legs as high on a bare heath as in a corn-field. Be authority as

old and obstinate as it may, never let it persuade you that a man
is the stronger for being unable to keep himself on the ground, or

the weaker for breathing quietly and softly on ordinary occasions.

Tell me over and over that you find every great quality in Plato :

let me only once ask you in return, whether he ever is ardent and
energetic, whether he wins the affections, whether he agitates the

heart ? Finding him deficient in every one of these faculties, I

think his disciples have extolled him too highly. Where power
is absent, we may find the robes of genius, but we miss the throne.

He would acquit a slave * who killed another in self-defence ; but

["Laws, ix., 868.]
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if he killed any free man even in self-defence, he was not only
to be punished with death, but to undergo the cruel death of a
parricide. This effeminate philosopher was more severe than the

manly Demosthenes, who quotes a law against the striking of a

slave ; and Diogenes, when one ran away from him, remarked
that it would be horrible if Diogenes could not do without a slave,

when a slave could do without Diogenes.

Timotheus. Surely the allegories of Plato are evidences of his

genius ?

Lucian. A great poet in the hours of his idleness may
indulge in allegory ; but the highest poetical character will never

rest on so unsubstantial a foundation. The poet must take man
from God's hands, must look into every fibre of his heart and

brain, must be able to take the magnificent work to pieces, and to

reconstruct it. When this labor is completed, let him throw

himself composedly on the earth, and care little how many of its

ephemeral insects creep over him. In regard to these allegories

of Plato, about which I have heard so much, pray what and

where are they ? You hesitate, my fair cousin Timotheus

!

Employ one morning in transcribing them, and another in noting

all the passages which are of practical utility in the commerce of

social life, or purify our affections at home, or excite and elevate

our enthusiasm in the prosperity and glory of our country. Use-
ful books, moral books, instructive books, are easily composed,

and surely so great a writer should present them to us without

blot or blemish : I find among his many volumes no copy of a

similar composition. My enthusiasm is not easily raised indeed

;

yet such a whirlwind of a poet must carry it away with him

:

nevertheless, here I stand, calm and collected, not a hair of my
beard in commotion. Declamation will find its echo in vacant

places : it beats ineffectually on the well-furnished mind. Give

me proof ; bring the work; show the passages; convince, con-

found, overwhelm me.

Timotheus. I may do that another time with Plato. And
yet, what effect can I hope to produce on an unhappy man who
doubts even that the world is on the point of extinction ?

Lucian. Are there many of your association who believe that

this catastrophe is so near at hand ?
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Timotheus. We all believe it; or, rather, we all are certain

of it.

Lucian. How so ? Have you observed any fracture in the

disk of the sun ? Are any of the stars loosened in their orbits ?

Has the beautiful light of Venus ceased to pant in the heavens, or

has the belt of Orion lost its gems ?

Timotheus. Oh for shame !

Lucian. Rather should I be ashamed of indifference on so

important an occasion.

Timotheus. We know the fact by surer signs.

Lucian. These, if you could vouch for them, would be sure

enough for me. The least of them would make me sweat as

profusely as if I stood up to the neck in the hot preparation of a

mummy. Surely no wise or benevolent philosopher could ever

have uttered what he knew or believed might be distorted into

any such interpretation. For if men are persuaded that they

and their works are so soon about to perish, what provident care

are they likely to take in the education and welfare of their

families ? What sciences will they improve, what learning will

they cultivate, what monuments of past ages will they be studious

to preserve, who are certain that there can be no future ones ?

Poetry will be censured as rank profaneness, eloquence will be

converted into howls and execrations, statuaiy will exhibit only

Midases and Ixions, and all the colors of painting will be mixed
together to produce one grand conflagration : jiammantia menia

mundi.^

Timotheus. Do not quote an atheist ; especially in Latin.

I hate the language-: the Romans are beginning to differ from us

already.

Lucian. Ah ! you will soon split into smaller fractions. But
pardon me my unusual fault of quoting. Before I let fall a

quotation I must be taken by sui-prise. I seldom do it in con-

versation, seldomer in composition ; for it mars the beauty and
unity of style, especially when it invades it from a foreign

tongue. A quoter is either ostentatious of his acquirements or

doubtful of his cause. And, moreover, he never walks grace-

fully who leans upon the shoulder of another, however gracefully

that other may walk. Herodotus, Plato, Aristoteles, Deraos-
[6 II -pijg flaming ramparts of the universe." Lucretius.]
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thenes, are no quoters. Thucydides, twice or thrice, inserts a

few sentences of Pericles ; but Thucydides is an emanation ot

Pericles, somewhat less clear indeed, being lower, although at no
great distance from that purest and most pellucid source. The
best of the Romans, I agree with you, are remote from such
originals, if not in power of mind, or in acuteness of remark, or in

sobriety of judgment, yet in the graces of composition. While I

admired, with a species of awe such as not Homer himself ever

impressed me with, the majesty and sanctimony of Livy, I have
been informed by learned Romans that in the structure of his

sentences he is often inharmonious, and sometimes uncouth. I

can imagine such uncouthness in the goddess of battles, confident

of power and victoiy, when part of her hair is waving round the

helmet, loosened by the rapidity of her descent or the vibration of

her spear. Composition may be too adorned even for beauty. In

painting, it is often requisite to cover a bright color with one less

bright ; and in language, to relieve the ear from the tension of

high notes, even at the cost of a discord. There are urns of

which the borders are too prominent and too decorated for use,

and which appear to be brought out chiefly for state, at grand

carousals. The author who imitates the artificers of these shall

never have my custom.

Timotheus. I think you judge rightly : but I do not under-

stand languages ; I only understand religion.

Lucian. He must be a most accomplished, a most extraor-

dinary man, who comprehends them both together. We do not

even talk clearly when we are walking in the dark.

Timotheus. Thou art not merely walking in the dark, but fast

asleep.

Lucian. And thou, my cousin, wouldst kindly awaken me
with a red-hot poker ! I have but a few paces to go along the

corridor of life : pr5rthee let me turn into my bed again and lie

quiet. Never was any man less an enemy to religion than I am,

whatever may be said to the contrary : and you shall judge of me
by the soundness of my advice. If your leaders are in earnest, as

many think, do persuade them to abstain from quarrelsomeness and

contention, and not to declare it necessary that there should per-

petually be a religious as well a political war between east and

west. No honest and considerate man will believe in their
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doctrines who, inculcating peace and goodwill, continue all the

time to assail their fellow-citizens with the utmost rancor at every

divergency of opinion, and, forbidding the indulgence of the

kindlier affections, exercise at full stretch the fiercer. This is

certain : if they obey any commander, they will never sound a

charge when his order is to sound a retreat ; if they acknowledge

any magistrate, they will never tear down the tablet of his edicts.

Timotheus. We have what is all-sufficient.

Luc'tan. I see you have.

Timotheus. You have ridiculed all religion and all philosophy.

Luc'tan. I have found but little of either. I have cracked

many a nut, and have come only to dust or maggots.

Timotheus. To say nothing of the saints, are all philosophers

fools or impostors ? And, because you cannot rise to the ethereal

heights of Plato, nor comprehend the real magnitude of a man so

much above you, must he be a dwarf?

Lucian. The best sight is not that which sees best in the dark

or the twilight, for no objects are then visible in their true colors

and just proportions ; but it is that which presents to us things as

they are, and indicates what is within our reach and what is

beyond it. Never were any three writers of high celebrity so

little understood in the main character, as Plato, Diogenes, and

Epicurus. Plato is a perfect master of logic and rhetoric ; and

whenever he errs in either, as I have proved to you he does

occasionally, he errs through perverseness, not through unwariness.

His language often settles into clear and most beautiful prose,

often takes an imperfect and incoherent shape of poetry, and often,

cloud against cloud, bursts with a vehement detonation in the air.

Diogenes was hated both by the vulgar and the philosophers. By
the philosophers, because he exposed their ignorance, ridiculed

their jealousies, and rebuked their pride ; by the vulgar, because

they never can endure a man, apparently of their own class,

who avoids their society and partakes in none of their humors,

prejudices, and animosities. What right has he to be greater or

better than they are ?—he who wears older clothes, who eats

staler fish, and possesses no vote to imprison or banish anybody.

I am now ashamed that I mingled in the rabble,^ and that I

[8 In Lucian's " Vitarum Auctio " Diogenes is thus made to describe

the way in which he will instruct a disciple :—" 1 shall take you and strip
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could not resist the childish mischief of smoking him in his tub.

He was the wisest man of his time, not excepting Aristoteles

;

for he knew that he was greater than Philip or Alexander.
Aristoteles did not know that he himself was, or, knowing it,

did not act up to his knowledge ; and here is a deficiency of
wisdom.

Timotheus. Whether you did or did not strike the cask,

Diogenes would have closed his eyes equally. He would never

have come forth and seen the truth, had it shone upon the world
in that day. But, intractable as was this recluse, Epicurus I fear

is quite as lamentable. What honible doctrines

!

Lucian. Enjoy, said he, the pleasant walks where you are

;

repose and eat gratefully the fruit that falls into your bosom ; do
not weary your feet with an excursion, at the end whereof you

will find no resting-place ; reject not the odor of roses for the

fumes of pitch and sulphur. What horrible doctrines !

Timotheus. Speak seriously. He was much too bad for

ridicule.

Lucian. I will then speak as you desire me, seriously. His
smile was so unaffected and so graceful, that I should have

thought it very injudicious to set my laugh against it. No
philosopher ever lived with such uniform purity, such abstinence

from censoriousness, from controversy, from jealousy, and from

arrogance.

Timotheus. Ah, poor mortal ! I pity him, as far as may be

;

he is in hell : it would be wicked to wish him out ; we are not

to murmur against the all-wise dispensations.

Lucian. I am sure he would not ; and it is therefore I hope

he is more comfortable than you believe.

off all your fine clothes and bar you in with poverty, and put on you a

little cloak ; and then I shall make you labour and toil, sleeping on the

ground all the time, and drinking only water, and eating the first victuals

that come in your way ; . . . . your abode shall be a tomb, or a lonely

tower, or a tub. On your back shall be a bag full of lupins and books

written all over. Thus living, you shall think yourself better off' than tlie

Persian king. . . . And a most important thing is to curse every-

body, kings and common men alike: in this way you will attract

attention, and men will think you a fine fellow. . . Go into all the

most public places, but be alone in them, with no companion, allowing no
friend or gTiest to come near you. For that would ruin all your influence,"

&c. Vitarum Auctio, 9. 10.]
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Timotheus. Never have I defiled my fingers, and never will 1

defile them, by turning over his writings. But in regard to

Plato I can have no objection to take your advice.

Lucian. He will reward your assiduity ; but he will assist

you very little if you consult him principally (and eloquence for

this should principally be consulted) to strengthen your humanity.

Grandiloquent and sonorous, his lungs seem to play the better for

the absence of the heart. His imagination is the most con-

spicuous, buoyed up by swelling billows over unsounded depths.

There are his mild thunders, there are his glowing clouds, his

traversing coruscations, and his shooting stars. More of true

wisdom, more of trustworthy manliness, more of promptitude and

power to keep you steady and straightforward on the perilous

road of life, may be found in the little manual of Epictetus,

which I could write in the palm of my left hand, than there is in

all the rolling and redundant volumes of this mighty rhetorician,

—which you may begin to transcribe on the summit of the

great Pyramid, carry down over the Sphynx at the bottom, and

continue on the sands half-way to Memphis. And indeed the

materials are appropriate ; one part being far above our sight, and

the other on what, by the most befitting epithet, Homer calls the

7w-corn-bearmg.

Timotheus. There are many who will stand against you on
this ground.

Lucian. With what perfect ease and fluency do some of the

dullest men in existence toss over and discuss the most elaborate

of all works ! How many myriads of such creatures would be

insufficient to furnish intellect enough for any single paragraph in

them ! Yet, " lue think this," " ive advise that," are expressions

now become so customaiy, that it would be difficult to turn them
into ridicule. We must pull the creatures out while they are in

the very act, and show who and what they are. One of these

fellows said to Caius Fuscus in my hearing, that there was a time

when it was permitted him to doubt occasionally on particular

points of criticism, but that the time was now over

!

Timotheus. And what di4 you think of such arrogance ?

What did you reply to such impertinence ?

Lucian. Let me answer one question at a time. First : I

thought him a legitimate fool, of the purest breed. Secondly : I
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promised him I would always be contented with the judgment he
had rejected, leaving him and his friends in the enjoyment of the

rest.

Timotheus. And what said he ?

Lucian. I forget. He seemed pleased at my acknowledg-
ment of his discrimination, at my deference and delicacy. He
wished, however, I had studied Plato, Xenophon, and Cicero

more attentively ; without which preparatory discipline no two
persons could be introduced advantageously into a dialogue. I

agreed with him on this position, remarking that we ourselves

were at that very time gi\^ng our sentence on the fact. He
suggested a slight mistake on my side, and expressed a wish that

he were conversing with a writer able to sustain the opposite part.

With his experience and skill in rhetoric, his long habitude of

composition, his knowledge of life, of morals, and of character, he

should be less verbose than Cicero, less gorgeous than Plato, and

less trimly attired than Xenophon.

Timotheus. If he spoke in that manner, he might indeed be

ridiculed for conceitedness and presumption ; but his language is

not altogether a fool's.

Lucian. I deliver his sentiments, not his words : for who
would read, or who would listen to me, if such fell from me as

from him ? Poetry has its probabilities, so has prose : when
people cry out against the representation of a dullard, Could he

have spoken all that ? " Certainly no," is the reply ; neither did

Priam implore, in harmonious verse, the pity of Achilles. We
say only what might be said, when great postulates are conceded.

Timotheus. We will pretermit these absurd and silly men : but.

Cousin Lucian ! Cousin Lucian ! the name of Plato will be

durable as that of Sesostris.

Lucian. So will the pebbles and bricks which gangs of slaves

erected into a pyramid. I do not hold Sesostris in much higher

estimation than those quieter lumps of matter. They, O Timo-

theus, who survive the wreck of ages, are by no means, as a body,

the worthiest of our admiration. It is in these wrecks, as in

those at sea,—the best things are not always saved. Hen-coops

and empty barrels bob upon the surface, under a serene and

smiling sky, when the graven or depicted images of the gods

are scattered on invisible rocks, and when those who most re-
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semble them in knowledge and beneficence are devoured by cold

monsters below.

Timotheus. You now talk reasonably, seriously, almost re-

ligiously. Do you ever pray ?

Lucian. I do. It was no longer than five years ago that I

was deprived by death of my dog Melanops. He had uniformly

led an innocent life ; for I never would let him walk out with

me, lest he should bring home in his mouth the remnant of some

god or other, and at last get bitten or stung by one. I reminded

Anubis of this : and moreover I told him, what he ought to be

aware of, that Melanops did honour to his relationship.

Timotheus. I cannot ever call it piety to pray for dumb and

dead beasts.

Lucian. Timotheus ! Timotheus ! have you no heart ? have

you no dog ? Do you always pray only for yourself ?

Timotheus. We do not believe that dogs can live again.

Lucian. More shame for you ! If they enjoy and suffer, if

they hope and fear, if calamities and wrongs befall them such

as agitate their hearts and excite their apprehensions ; if they

possess the option of being grateful or malicious, and choose

the worthier ; if they exercise the same sound judgment on

many other occasions, some for their own benefit and some for

the benefit of their masters,—they have as good a chance of a

future life, and a better chance of a happy one, than half the

priests of all the religions in the world. Wherever there is the

choice of doing well or iU, and that choice (often against a first

impulse) decides for well, there must not only be a soul of the

same nature as man's, although of less compass and comprehension,

but, being of the same nature, the same immortality must apper-

tain to it ; for spirit, like body, may change, but cannot be

annihilated.

It was among the prejudices of former times that pigs are un-
cleanly animals, and fond of wallowing in the mire for mire's

sake. Philosophy has now discovered that, when they roU in

mud and ordure, it is only from an excessive love of cleanliness,

and a vehement desire to rid themselves of scabs and vermin.

Unfortunately doubts keep pace with discoveries. They are

like warts, of which the blood that springs from a great one
extirpated makes twenty little ones.
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Timotheus. The Hydra would be a more noble simile.

Lucian. I was indeed about to illustrate my position by the

old Hydra, so ready at hand and so tractable ; but I will never
take hold of a hydra, when a wart will serve my turn.

Timotheus. Continue then.

Lucian. Even children are now taught, in despite of ^sop,
that animals never spoke. The uttermost that can be advanced
with any show of confidence is that, if they spoke at all, they

spoke in unknown tongues. Supposing the fact, is this a reason

why they should not be respected ? Quite the contrary. If the

tongues were unknown, it tends to demonstrate our ignorance not

theirs. If we could not understand them, whUe they possessed

the gift, here is no proof that they did not speak to the purpose,

but only that it was not to our purpose : which may likewise be

said with equal certainty of the wisest men that ever existed.

How little have we learned from them, for the conduct of life or

the avoidance of calamity ! Unknown tongues indeed ! yes, so

are all tongues to the vulgar and the negligent.

Timotheus. It comforts me to hear you talk in this manner,

without a glance at our gifts and privileges.

Lucian. I am less incredulous than you suppose, my cousin !

Indeed, I have been giving you what ought to be a sufficient proof

of it.

Timotheus. You have spoken at last with becoming gravity,

I must confess.

Lucian. Let me then submit to your judgment some fragments

of history which have lately fallen into my hands. There is

among them a Hymn, of which the metre is so incondite, and the

phraseology so ancient, that the grammarians have attributed it to

Linus. But the Hymn will interest you less, and is less to our

purpose, than the tradition ; by which it appears that certain priests

of high antiquity were of the brute creation.

Timotheus. No better, any of them !

Lucian. Now you have polished the palms of your hands,

I will commence my narrative from the manuscript.

Timotheus. Pray, do.

Lucian. There existed in the city of Nephosis a fraternity of

priests, reverenced by the appellation of Gasteres. It is reported

that they were not always of their present form, but were birds,
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aquatic and migratory, a species of cormorant. The poet Linus,

who lived nearer the transformation (if there indeed was any),

sings thus, in his Hymn to Zeus :

—

"Thy power is manifest, O Zeus! in the Gasteres. Wild
birds were they, strong of talon, clanging of wing, and clamorous

of gullet. Wild birds, O Zeus ! wild birds ; now cropping the

tender grass by the river of Adonis, and breaking the nascent

reed at the root, and depasturing the sweet nymphsa ; now again

picking up serpents and other creeping things on each hand of old

jEgyptos, whose head is hidden in the clouds.

" Oh that Mnemosyne would command the staidest of her three

daughters to stand and sing before me ! to sing clearly and strongly !

How before thy throne, Satumian, shai-p voices arose, even the

voices of HerS and of thy children ! How they cried out that

innumerable moital men, various-tongued, kid-roasters in -ent and

tabernacle, devising in their many-turning hearts and thoughtfiil

minds how to fabricate well-rounded spits of beech-tree,—how such

men, having been changed into brute animals, it behoved thee to

trim the balance, and in thy wisdom to change sundry brute animals

into men, in order that they might pour out flame-colored wine unto

thee, and sprinkle the white flower of the sea upon the thighs of

many bulls, to pleasure thee. Then didst thou, O storm-driver !

overshadow far lands with thy dark eyebrows, looking down on

them, to accomplish thy will. And then didst thou behold the

Gasteres, fat, tall, prominent-crested, purple-legged, daedal-plumed,

white and black, changeable in color as Iris. And lo ! thou didst

will it, and they were men."
Timotheus. No doubt whatever can be entertained of this

Hymn's antiquity. But what farther says the historian ?

Lucian. I will read on to gratify you.

" It is recorded that this ancient order of a most lordly priest-

hood went through many changes of customs and ceremonies, which

indeed they were always ready to accommodate to the maintenance

of their authority and the enjoyment of their riches. It is recorded

that, in the beginning, they kept various tame animals, and some
wild ones, within the precincts of the temple ; nevertheless, after

a time, they applied to their own uses eveiy thing they could lay

their hands on, whatever might have been the vow of those who
came forward with the offering. And when it was expected of
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them to make sacrifices, they not only would make none, but

declared it an act of impiety to expect it. Some of the people,

who feared the immortals, were dismayed and indignant at this

backwardness ; and the discontent at last grew universal. Where-
upon, the two chief priests held a long conference together, and
agreed that something must be done to pacify the multitude. But it

was not until the greater of them, acknowledging his despondency,

called on the gods to answer for him that his grief was only

because he never could abide bad precedents ; and the other, on

his side, protested that he was overruled by his superior, and,

moreover, had a serious objecrion (founded on principle) to be

knocked on the head. Meanwhile, the elder was looking down
on the folds of his robe, in deep melancholy. After long con-

sideration, he sprang upon his feet, pushing his chair behind him,

and said, ' Well ; it is grown old, and was always too long for

me ; I am resolved to cut off a finger's breadth.'
"

' Having, in your wisdom and piety, well contemplated the

bad precedent,' said the other, with much consternation in his

countenance at seeing so elastic a spring in a heel by no means

bearing any resemblance to a stag's—' I have, I have,' replied

the other, interrupting him ;
' say no more ; I am sick at heart

;

you must do the same.'
"

'A cursed dog has torn a hole in mine,' answered the other

;

'and, if I cut anywhere about it, I only make bad worse. In

regard to its length, I wish it were as long again.' ' Brother

!

brother ! never be worldly-minded,' said the senior. ' Follow

my example : snip off it, not a finger's breadth, half a finger's

breadth.'
"

' But,' expostulated the other, ' will that satisfy the gods !

'

' Who talked about them '
' placidly said the senior. ' It is very

unbecoming to have them always in our mouths : surely there are

appointed rimes for them. Let us be contented with laying the

snippings on the altar, and thus showing the people our piety and

condescension. They, and the gods also, will be just as well

satisfied as if we offered up a buttock of beef, with a bushel of

salt, and the same quantity of v/heaten flour on it.'

"
' Well, if that will do—and you know best,' replied the

other, 'so be it.' Saying which words, he carefully and con-

siderately snipped off as much in proporrion (for he was shorter
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by an inch) as the elder had done, yet leaving on his shoulders

quite enough of materials to make handsome cloaks for seven or

eight stout built generals. Away they both vfent, arm-in-arm,

and then, holding up their skirts a great deal higher than was
necessary, told the gods what they two had been doing for them
and their glory. About the court of the temple the sacred swine

were lying in indolent composure ; seeing which, the brotherly

twain began to commune with themselves afresh ; and the senior

said repentantly, ' What fools we have been ! The populace

will laugh outright at the curtailment of our vestures, but would

gladly have seen these animals eat daily a quarter less of the

lentils.' The words were spoken so earnestly and emphatically

that they were overheard by the quadrupeds. Suddenly there

was a rising of all the principal ones in the sacred inclosure ; and

many that were in the streets took up, each according to his

temperament and condition, the gravest or shrillest tone of repro-

bation. The thinner, and therefore the more desperate, of the

creatures, pushing their snouts under the curtailed habiliments of

the priests, assailed them with ridicule and reproach. For it had
pleased the gods to work a miracle in their behoof, and they

became as loquacious as those who governed them, and who were
appointed to speak in the high places. ' Let the worst come to

the worst, we at least have our tails to our hams,' said they. ' For
how long !

' whined others piteously ; others incessantly ejaculated

tremendous imprecations ; others, more serious and sedate, groaned

inwardly ; and, although under their hearts there lay a huge mass

of indigestible sourness ready to rise up against the chief priests,

they ventured no farther than expostulation. ' We shall lose our

voices,' said they, ' if we lose our complement of lentils ; and
then, most reverend lords, what will you do for choristers !

'

Finally, one of grand dimensions, who seemed almost half-human,

imposed silence on every debater. He lay stretched out apart

from his brethren, covering with his side the greater portion of a

noble dunghill, and all its verdure, native and imported. He
crashed a few measures of peascods to cool his tusks ; then turned

his pleasurable longitudinal eyes far toward the outer extremities

of their sockets, and leered fixedly and sarcastically at the high

priests, showing eveiy tooth in each jaw. Other men might have

feared them ; the high priests envied them, seeing what order
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they were in, and what exploits they were capable of. A great

painter, who flourished many Olympiads ago, has, in his volume
entitled the Canon, defined the line of beauty ! It was here in

Its perfection ; it followed with winning obsequiousness every

member, but delighted more especially to swim along that placid

and pliant curvature on which Nature had ranged the implements

of mastication. Pawing with his cloven hoof, he suddenly

changed his countenance from the contemplative to the wrathfiil.

At one effort he rose up to his whole length, breadth, and height

;

and they who had never seen him in earnest, nor separate from

the common swine of the inclosure, with which he was in the

habit of husking what was thrown to him, could form no idea

what a prodigious beast he was. Terrible were the expressions

of choler and comminations which burst forth from his fulminat-

ing tusks. Erimanthus '' would have hidden his puny offspring

before them ; and Hercules would have paused at the encounter.

Thrice he called aloud to the high priests ; thrice he swore in

their own sacred language that they were a couple of thieves and

impostors ; thrice he imprecated the worst maledictions on his

own head if they had not violated the holiest of their vows, and

were not ready even to sell their gods. A tremor ran through-

out the whole body of the united swine, so awful was the ad-

juration ! Even the Gasteres themselves in some sort shuddered,

not perhaps altogether, at the solemn tone of its impiety, for they

had much experience in these matters. But among them was a

Gaster who was calmer than the swearer, and more prudent and

conciliating than those he swore against. Hearing this objur-

gation, he went blandly up to the sacred porker, and, lifting the

flap of his right ear between forefinger and thumb with all

delicacy and gentleness, thus whispered into it :
" You do not

in your heart believe that any of us are such fools as to sell

our gods, at least while we have such a reserve to fall back

upon.'
"

' Are we to be devoured ?
' cried the noble porker, twitch-

[' " Here Hercules at the bidding of Eurystheus came to hunt on
Erymanthus a boar of huge size and strength above all others. And the

Cumans show some teeth in the temple of Apollo which they say are the

tusks of the Erymanthian boar. But in fact this is not very probable."

Pausanias, viii., 24. 5.]
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ing his ear indignantly from under the hand of the monitor.

' Hush !
' said he, laying it again most soothingly rather farther

from the tusks ; ' hush ! sweet friend ! Devoured ? Oh, certainly

not ; that is to say, not all ; or, if all, not all at once. Indeed,

the holy men, my brethren, may perhaps be contented with

taking a little blood from each of you, entirely for the advan-

tage of your health and activity, and merely to compose a few

slender black-puddings for the inferior monsters of the temple,

who latterly are growing very exacting, and either are, or pre-

tend to be, hungry after they have eaten a whole handful of

acorns, swallowing, I am ashamed to say, what a quantity of

water to wash them down. We do not grudge them it, as they

well know ; but they appear to have forgotten how recently no

inconsiderable portion of this bounty has been conferred. If

we, as they object to us, eat more, they ought to be aware

that it is by no means for our gratification, since we have ab-

jured it before the gods, but to maintain the dignity of the

priesthood, and to exhibit the beauty and utility of subordina-

tion.'

" The noble porker had beaten time with his muscular tail at

many of these periods ; but again his heart panted visibly, and he

could bear no more.
"

' All this for our good ! for our activity ! for our health

;

Let us alone: we have health enough; we want no activity. Let

us alone, I say again, or by the immortals
!

'—• Peace, my son !

Your breath is valuable : evidently you have but little to spare !

and what mortal knows how soon the gods may demand the last

ofit?'
" At the beginning of this exhortation, the worthy high priest

had somewhat repressed the ebullient choler of his refractory and

pertinacious disciple, by applying his flat, soft palm to the signet-

formed extremity of the snout.

"
' We are ready to hear complaints at all times,' added he,

' and to redress any grievance at our own. But, beyond a

doubt, if you continue to raise your abominable outcries, some

of the pe iple are likely to hit upon two discoveries : first, that

your lentil.' would be sufficient to make daily for every poor

family a go id wholesome porridge; and, secondly, that your

flesh, properly cured, might hang up nicely against the forth-
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coming bean-season.' Pondering these mighty words, the noble

porker kept his eyes fixed upon him for some instants, then

leaned forward dejectedly, then tucked one foot under him,

then another, cautious to descend with dignity. At last he

grunted (it must for ever be ambiguous whether with despond-

ency or with resignation), pushed his wedgy snout far within

the straw subjacent, and sank into that repose which is granted to

the just."

Timotheus. Cousin ! there are glimmerings of truth and

wisdom in sundry parts of this discourse, not unlike little broken

shells entangled in dark masses of seaweed. But I would rather

you had continued to adduce fresh arguments to demonstrate the

beneficence of the Deity, proving (if you could) that our horses

and dogs, faithful servants and companions to us, and often

treated cruelly, may recognize us hereafter, and we them. We
have no authority for any such belief.

Lucian. We have authority for thinking and doing what-

ever is humane. Speaking of humanity, it now occurs to me,

I have heard a report that some well-intentioned men of your

religion so interpret the words or wishes of its founder, they

would abolish slavery throughout the empire.

Timotheus. Such deductions have been drawn indeed from

our Master's doctrine ; but the saner part of us receive it meta-

phorically, and would only set men free from the bonds of sin.

For if domestic slaves were manumitted, we should neither

have a dinner dressed nor a bed made, unless by our own chil-

dren ; and as to labour in the fields, who would cultivate them

in this hot climate ? We must import slaves from Ethiopia

and elsewhere, wheresoever they can be procured ; but the

hardship lies not on them ; it lies on us, and bears heavily

;

for we must first buy them with our money, and then feed them

;

and not only must we maintain them while they are hale and

hearty and can serve us, but likewise in sickness and (unless

we can sell them for a trifle) in decrepitude. Do not imagine,

my cousin, that we are no better than enthusiasts, visionaries,

subverters of order, and ready to roll society down into one flat

surface.

Lucian. I thought you were maligned : I said so.

Timotheus. When the subject was discussed in our congre-
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gation, the meaner part of the people were much in favor of the

abolition ; but the chief priests and ministers absented themselves,

and gave no vote at all, deeming it secular, and saying that in

such matters the laws and customs of the country ought to be

observed.

Luc'ian. Several of these chief priests and ministers are robed

in purple and fine linen, and fare sumptuously every day.

Timotheus. I have hopes of you now.

Lucian. Why so suddenly ?

Timotheus. Because you have repeated those blessed words,

which are only to be found in our scriptures.

Lucian. There, indeed, I found them. But I also found in

the same volume words of the same speaker, declaring that the

rich shall never see his face in heaven.

Timotheus. He does not always mean what you think he

does.

Lucian. How is this ? Did he then direct his discourse to

none but men more intelligent than I am ?

Timotheus. Unless he gave you understanding for the occa-

sion, they might mislead you.

Lucian. Indeed

!

Timotheus. Unquestionably. For instance, he tells us to

take no heed of to-morrow ; he tells us to share equally all our

worldly goods ; but we know that we cannot be respected unless

we bestow due care on our possessions, and that not only the

vulgar but the well-educated esteem us in proportion to the gifts

of fortune.

Lucian. The eclectic philosophy is most flourishing among
you Christians. You take whatever suits your appetites, and

reject the rest.

Timotheus. We are not half so rich as the priests of Isis.

Give us their possessions, and we will not sit idJe as they do, but

be able and ready to do incalculable good to our fellow-creatures.

Lucian. I have never seen great possessions excite too great

alacrity. Usually they enfeeble the sympathies, and often over-

lie and smother them.

Timotheus. Our religion is founded less on sympathies than

on miracles. Cousin ! you smile most when you ought to be

most serious.
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Luctan. I was smiling at the thought of one whom I would
recommend to your especial notice, as soon as you disinherit the

priests of Isis. He may, perhaps, be refractory ; for he pretends

(the knave ! ) to work miracles.

Timotheus. Impostor ! who is he ?

Lucian. Aulus of Pelusium. Idle and dissolute, he never

gained any thing honestly but a scourging, if, indeed, he ever

made, what he long merited, this acquisition. Unable to run

into debt where he was known, he came over to Alexandria.

Timotheus. I know him ; I know him well. Here, of his

own accord, he has betaken himself to a new and regular life.

Lucian. He will presently wear it out, or make it sit easier

on his shoulders. My metaphor brings me to my story.

Having nothing to carry with him beside an empty valise, he

resolved on filling it with somewhat, however worthless, lest,

seeing his utter destitution, and hopeless of payment, a receiver

of lodgers should refuse to admit him into the hostlery.

Accordingly, he went to a tailor's, and began to joke about lus

poverty. Nothing is more apt to bring people into good humor

;

for, if they are poor themselves, they enjoy the pleasure of

discovering that others are no better off; and, if not poor,

there is the consciousness of superiority.

" The favor I am about to ask of a man so wealthy and
so liberal as you are," said Aulus, " is extremely small : you can

immaterially serve me, without the slightest loss, hazard, or

inconvenience. In a few words, my valise is empty ; and, to

some ears, an empty valise is louder and more discordant than a

bagpipe : I cannot say I like the sound of it myself. Give
me all the shreds and snippings you can spare me. They will

feel like clothes ; not exactly so to me and my person, but to

tliose who are inquisitive, and who may be importunate."

The tailor laughed, and distended both arms of Aulus with

his munificence. Soon was the valise well filled and rammed
down. Plenty of boys were in readiness to carry it to the boat.

Aulus waved them off, looking at some angrily, at others suspici-

ously. Boarding the skiff, he lowered his treasure with care and

caution, staggering a little at the weight, and shaking it gently on

deck, with his ear against it ; and then, finding all safe and com-
pact, he sat on it, but as tenderly as a pullet on her first eggs

I. X
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When he was landed, his care was even greater, and whoever

came near him was warned off with loud vociferations. Anxi-
ously as the other passengers were invited by the innkeepers to

give their houses the preference, Aulus was importuned most

;

the others were only beset, he was borne off in triumphant

captivity. He ordered a bed-room, and carried his valise with

him ; he ordered a bath, and carried with him his valise. He
started up from the company at dinner, struck his forehead, and

cried out, "Where is my valise ?" "We are honest men here,"

replied the host. "You have left it, sir, in your chamber: where

else, indeed, should you leave it ?

"

" Honesty is seated on your brow," exclaimed Aulus ; " but

there are few to be trusted in the world we live in. I now
believe I can eat." And he gave a sure token of the belief that

was in him, not without a start now and then and a finger at his

ear, as if he heard somebody walking in the direction of his bed-

chamber. Now began his first miracle ; for now he contrived to

pick up, from time to time, a little money. In the presence of

his host and fellow-lodgers, he threw a few obols, negligently and

indifferently, among the beggars. " These poor creatures," said

he, " know a new comer as well as the gnats do : in one half-

hour I am half ruined by them ; and this daily."

Nearly a month had elapsed since his arrival, and no account

of board and lodging had been delivered or called for. Suspicion

at length arose in the host whether he really was rich. When
another man's honesty is doubted, the doubter's is sometimes in

jeopardy. The host was tempted to unsew the valise. To his

amazement and horror he found only shreds within it. However,
he was determined to be cautious, and to consult his wife, who,
although a Christian like Aulus, and much edified by his dis-

courses, might dissent from him in regard to a community of

goods, at least in her own household, and might defy him to

prove by any authority that the doctrine was meant for innkeepers.

Aulus, on his return in the evening, found out that his valise had
been opened. He hurried back, threw its contents into the

canal, and, borrowing an old cloak, he tucked it up under his

dress, and returned. Nobody had seen him enter or come back

again, nor was it immediately that his host or hostess were willing

to appear. But, after he had called them loudly for some
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time, they entered his apartment, and he thus addressed the

woman :

—

" O Eucharis ! no words are requisite to convince you (firm

as you are in the faith) of eternal verities, however mysterious.

But your unhappy husband has betrayed his incredulity in regard

to the most awful. If my prayers, offered up in our holy temples

all day long, have been heard,—and that they have been heard I

feel within me the blessed certainty,—something miraculous has

been vouchsafed for the conversion of this miserable sinner.

Until the present hour, the valise before you was filled with

precious relics from the apparel of saints and martyrs, fresh

as when on them." " True, by Jove !
" said the husband

to himself. " Within the present hour," continued Aulus, " they

are united into one raiment, signifying our own union, our own
restoration."

He drew forth the cloak, and fell on his face. Eucharis

fell also, and kissed the saintly head prostrate before her. The
host's eyes were opened, and he bewailed his hardness of heart.

Aulus is now occupied in strengthening his faith, not without

an occasional support to the wife's : all three lived together in

unity.

Timotheus, And do you make a joke even of this ? Will you

never cease from the habitude ?

Lucian. Too soon. The farther we descend into the vale

of years, the fewer illusions accompany us : we have little in-

clination, little time for jocularity and laughter. Light things

are easily detached from us, and we shake off heavier as we can.

Instead of levity, we are liable to moroseness : for always near

the grave there are more briars than flowers, unless we plant them
ourselves, or our friends supply them.

Timotheus. Thinking thus, do you continue to dissemble or to

distort the truth ? The shreds are become a cable for the faith-

ful. That they were miraculously turned into one entire garment,

who shall gainsay ? How many hath it already clothed with

righteousness ? Happy men, casting their doubts away before it

!

Who knows, O Cousin Lucian, but on some future day you

yourself will invoke the merciful interposition of Aulus ?

Lucian. Possibly ; for if ever I fall among thieves, nobody is

likelier to be at the head of them.
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Timotheus. Uncharitable man ! how suspicious ! how un-

generous ! how hardened in unbelief ! Reason is a bladder on

which you may paddle like a child as you swim in summer
waters ; but when the winds rise and the waves roughen, it

slips from under you, and you sink : yes, O Lucian, you sink

into a gulf whence you never can emerge.

Lucian. I deem those the wisest who exert the soonest their

own manly strength, now with the stream and now against it,

enjoying the exercise in fine weather, venturing out in foul if need

be, yet avoiding not only rocks and whirlpools, but also shallows.

In such a light, my cousin, I look on your dispensations. I

shut them out as we shut out winds blowing from the desert

;

hot, debilitating, oppressive, laden with impalpable sands and

pungent salts, and inflicting an incurable blindness.

Timotheus. Well, Cousin Lucian ! I can bear all you say

while you are not witty. Let me bid you farewell in this happy

interval.

Lucian. Is it not serious and sad, O my cousin, that what the

Deity hath willed to lie incomprehensible in his mysteries, we
should fall upon with tooth and nail, and ferociously growl over,

or ignorantly dissect ?

Timotheus. Ho ! now you come to be serious and sad, there

are hopes of you. Truth always begins or ends so.

Lucian. Undoubtedly. But I think it more reverential to

abstain from that which, with whatever effort, I should never

understand.

Timotheus. You are lukewarm, my cousin, you are lukewarm.

A most dangerous state !

Lucian. For milk to continue in, not for men. I would not

fain be frozen or scalded.

Timotheus. Alas ! you are blind, my sweet cousin !

Lucian. Well ; do not open my eyes with pincers, nor com-
pose for them a collyrium of spurge.

May not men eat and drink and talk together, and perform in

relation one to another all the duties of social life, whose opinions

are different on things immediately under their eyes ? If they

can and do, surely they may as easily on things equally above the

comprehension of each party. The wisest and most virtuous

man in the whole extent of the Roman empire is Plutarch of
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Cheronasa
; yet Plutarch holds a firm belief in the existence of I

know not how many gods, every one of whom has committed
notorious misdemeanors. The nearest to the Cheronsan in virtue

and wisdom is Trajan, who holds all the gods dog-cheap. These
two men are friends. If either of them were influenced by your
religion, as inculcated and practised by the priesthood, he would
be the enemy of the other, and wisdom and virtue would plead

for the delinquent in vain. When youv religion had existed, as

you tell us, about a century, Caius Cascilius,* of Novum
Comum, was Proconsul in Bithynia. Trajan, the mildest and
most equitable of mankind, desirous to remove from them, as far

as might be, the hatred and invectives of those whose old religion

was assailed by them, applied to Cxcilius for information on their

behavior as good citizens. The reply of Cascilius was favorable.

Had Trajan applied to the most eminent and authoritative of the

sect, they would certainly have brought into jeopardy all who
differed in one tittle from any point of their doctrine or discipline.

For the thorny and bitter aloe of dissension required less than a

century to flower on the steps of your temple.

Timotheus. You are already half a Christian, in exposing to

the world the vanities both of philosophy and of power.

Lucian. I have done no such thing : I have exposed the

vanities of the philosophizing and the powerful. Philosophy is

admirable ; and Power may be glorious : the one conduces to

truth, the other has nearly all the means of conferring peace and

happiness, but it usually, and, indeed almost always, takes a con-

* The younger Pliny.

[Lucian is thinking of the younger Pliny's letter to Trajan and Trajan's

answer (x., 97 and 98), but his knowledge of the circumstances was imper-
fect. Pliny, writing to Trajan, informs him that he has made it a rule

never to punish a man as a Christian, unless the accused declared that he
was one, and refused to conform to the received religion. He never
listened to any accusations directed against Christians by informers, and
if "obliged to proceed against one, did everything in his power to avoid

punishing them. He gives a favourable account of their character as

citizens, and would clearly be willing to leave them altogether undisturbed.

In fact his tone suggests that he was altogether unable to understand why
they thought it necessary to refuse to conform to the ceremonies of the
State religion. If they had done so, Pliny would have allowed them to

hold whatever creed they might choose in private. In his reply, Trajan
fully approves of Pliny's policy.]
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trary direction. I have ridiculed the futility of speculative minds,

only when they would pave the clouds instead of the streets.

To see distant things better than near is a certain proof of a

defective sight. The people I have held in derision never turn

their eyes to what they can see, but direct them continually where

nothing is to be seen. And this, by their disciples, is called the

sublimity of speculation ! There is little merit acquired, or force

exhibited, in blowing off a feather that would settle on my nose :

and this is all I have done in regard to the philosophers ; but I

claim for myself the approbation of humanity, in having shown

the true dimensions of the great. The highest of them are no

higher than my tunic ; but they are high enough to trample on

the necks of those wretches who throw themselves on the ground

before them.

Timotheus. Was Alexander of Macedon no higher ?

Lucian. What region of the earth, what city, what theatre,

what library, what private study hath he enlightened ? If you are

silent, I may well be. It is neither my philosophy nor your

religion which casts the blood and bones of men in their faces,

and insists on the most reverence for those who have made the

most unhappy. If the Romans scourged by the hands of children

the schoolmaster who would have betrayed them, how gi'eatly

more deserang of flagellation, from the same quarter, are those

hundreds of pedagogues who deliver up the intellects of youth to

such immoral revellers and mad murderers ! They would punish

a thirsty child for purloining a bunch of grapes from a vineyard,

and the same men on the same day would insist on his reverence

for the subverter of Tyre, the plunderer of Babylon, and the

incendiary of Persepolis. And are these men teachers ? are these

men philosophers ? are these men priests ? Of all the curses that

ever afflicted the earth, I think Alexander was the worst. Never
was he in so little mischief as when he was murdering his friends.

Timotheus. Yet he built this very city,—a noble and opulent

one when Rome was of hurdles and rushes.

Lucian. He built it ? I wish, O Timotheus, he had been as

well employed as the stone-cutters or the plasterers. No, no :

the wisest of architects planned the most beautiful and com-
modious of cities, by which, under a rational government and
equitable laws, Africa might have been civilized to the centre,
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and the palm have extended her conquests through the remotest

desert. Instead of which, a dozen of Macedonian thieves rifled

a dying drunkard and murdered his children. In process of time,

another drunkard reeled hitherward from Rome, made an easy-

mistake in mistaking a palace for a brothel, permitted a stripling

boy to beat him soundly, and a serpent to receive the last caresses

of his paramour.

Shame upon historians and pedagogues for exciting the v/orst

passions of youth by the display of such false glories ! If your

religion hath any truth or influence, her professors will extinguish

the promontory lights, which only allure to breakers. They will

be assiduous in teaching the young and ardent that great abilities

do not constitute great men, without the right and unremitting

application of them ; and that, in the sight of Humanity and

Wisdom, it is better to erect one cottage than to demolish a

hundred cities. Down to the present day we have been taught

little else than falsehood. We have been told to do this thing

and that : we have been told we shall be punished unless we
do ; but at the same time we are shown by the finger that

prosperity and glory, and the esteem of all about us, rest upon

other and very different foundations. Now, do the ears or the

eyes seduce the most easily and lead the most directly to the heart ?

But both eyes and ears are won over, and alike are persuaded to

corrupt us.

Timotheus. Cousin Lucian, I was leaving you with the

strangest of all notions in my head. I began to think for a

moment that you doubted my sincerity in the religion I profess
;

and that a man of your admirable good sense, and at your advanced

age, could reject that only sustenance which supports us through

the grave into eternal life.

Lucian. I am the most docile and practicable of men, and

never reject what people set before me ; for if it is bread, it is

good for my own use ; if bone or bran, it will do for my dog or

mule. But, although you know my weakness and facility, it is

unfair to expect I should have admitted at once what the followers

and personal friends of your Master for a long time hesitated to

receive. I remember to have read in one of the early commen-
tators, that his disciples themselves* could not swallow the miracle

* Mark vi.
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of the loaves ; and one who wrote more recently says that even

his brethren did not believe * in him.

Timotheus. Yet finally, when they have looked over each

other's accounts, they cast them up, and make them all tally in

the main sum ; and if one omits an article, the next supplies its

place with a commodity of the same value. What would you

have ? But it is of little use to argue on religion with a man who,

professing his readiness to believe, and even his credulity, yet

disbelieves in miracles.

Lucian. I should be obstinate and perverse if I disbelieved in

the existence of a thing for no better reason than because I never

saw it, and cannot understand its operations. Do you believe, O
Timotheus, that Perictione, the mother of Plato,^ became his

mother by the sole agency of Apollo's divine spirit, under the

phantasm of that god ?

Timotheus. I indeed believe such absurdities ?

Lucian. You touch me on a vital part, if you call an absurdity

the religion or philosophy in which I was educated. Anaxalides,

and Clearagus, and Speusippus, his own nephew, assert it. Who
should know better than they ?

Timotheus. Where are their proofs ?

Lucian. I would not be so indelicate as to require them on

such an occasion. A short time ago I conversed with an old

centurion, who was in service by the side of Vespasian, when
Titus, and many officers and soldiers of the army, and many
captives, were present, and who saw one Eleazar put a ring to the

nostril of a demoniac (as the patient was called) and draw the

demon out of it.'

Timotheus. And do you pretend to believe this nonsense ?

Lucian. I only believe that Vespasian and Titus had nothing

* John vii.

[8 Diog. Laert., Life of Plato, iii., i. i.]

[" " I saw one of my countrymen , named Eleazar, in the presence of
Vespasian, his sons, his officers, and his soldiers, casting out demons from
those possessed by tliem. . . He put a ring, under tlie seal of which
was set one of the roots named by Solomon, to the nose of the demoniac,
and drew out the demon out of his nostrils. The patient fell down
fainting, and Eleazar straitly charged the demon never to re-enter the
demoniac, speaking the name of Solomon, and reciting the charms com-
posed by him." Josephus. The Antiquity of tlie Jews, viii,, ii. 5.I
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to gain or accomplish by the miracle ; and that Eleazar, if he
had been detected in a trick by two acute men and several thou-

sand enemies, had nothing to look forward to but a cross ; the

only piece of upholstery for which Judea seems to have either

wood or workmen, and which are as common in that country as

direction-posts are in any other.

Timotheus. The Jews are a stiff-necked people.

Lucian. On such occasions, no doubt.

Timoiheui. Would you, O Lucian, be classed among the

atheists, like Epicurus ?

Lucian. It lies not at my discretion what name shall be

given me at present or hereafter, any more than it did at my
birth. But I wonder at the ignorance and precipitancy of

those who call Epicurus an atheist. He saw on the same

earth with himself a great variety of inferior creatures, some

possessing more sensibility and more thoughtfulness than others.

Analogy would lead so contemplative a reasoner to the con-

clusion, that, if many were inferior and in sight, others might

be superior and out of sight. He never disbelieved in the

existence of the gods ; he only disbelieved that they troubled

their heads with our concerns. Have they none of their own ?

If they are happy, does their happiness depend on us, com-

paratively so imbecile and vile ? He believed, as nearly all

nations do, in different ranks and orders of super-human beings

:

and perhaps he thought (but I never was in his confidence or

counsels) that the higher were rather in communication with

the next to them in intellectual faculties, than with the most

remote. To me the suggestion appears by no means irrational,

that, if we are managed or cared for at all, by beings wiser than

ourselves (which in truth would be no sign of any great wisdom

in them), it can only be by such as are very far from perfection,

and who indulge us in the commission of innumerable faults and

follies for their own speculation or amusement.

Timotheus. There is only one such : and he is the Devil.

Lucian. If he delights in our wickedness, which you believe,

he must be incomparably the happiest of beings, which you do

not believe. No god of Epicurus rests his elbow on his arm-

chair with less energetic exertion or discomposure.

Timotheus. We lead holier and purer lives than such ignorant

mortals as are not living under Grace.
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Luc'tan. I also live under Grace, O Timotheus ! and I vene-

rate her for the pleasures I have received at her hands. I do

not believe she has quite deserted me. If my gray hairs are un-

attractive to her, and if the trace of her fingers is lost in the

wrinkles of my forehead, still I sometimes am told it is discern-

ible even on the latest and coldest of my writings.

Timotheus. You are wilfiil in misapprehension. The Grace

of which I speak is adverse to pleasure and impurity.

Luc'tan. Rightly do you separate impurity and pleasure, which

indeed soon fly asunder when the improvident would unite them.

But never believe that tenderness of heart signifies corruption of

morals, if you happen to find it (which indeed is unlikely) in

the direction you have taken : on the contrary, no two qualities

are oftener found together, on mind as on matter, than hardness

and lubricity.

Believe me, Cousin Timotheus, when we come to eighty years

of age we are all Essenes.^" In our kingdom of heaven there is no

marrying or giving in marriage ; and austerity in ourselves, when
Nature holds over us the sharp instrument with which Jupiter

operated on Saturn, makes us austere to others. But how happens

it that you, both old and young, break evei-y bond which connected

you anciently with the Essenes ? Not only do you marry (a

height of wisdom to which I never have attained, although in

others I commend it), but you never share your substance with

the poorest of your community, as they did, nor live simply and

frugally, nor refuse rank and offices in the State, nor abstain from

litigation, nor abominate and execrate the wounds and cruelties of

war. The Essenes did all this, and greatly more, if Josephus and

Philo, whose political and religious tenets are opposite to theirs,

are credible and trustworthy.

Timotheus. Doubtless you would also wish us to retire into

the desert, and eschew the conversation of mankind.

Lucian. No, indeed ; but I would wish the greater part of

your people to eschew mine, for they bring all the worst of the

desert with them wherever they enter,—its smothering heats, its

blinding sands, its sweeping suffocation. Return to the pure spirit

of the Essenes, without their asceticism ; cease from controversy,

[1° A sect of Jewish ascetics. John the Baptist was for a time their

head. Shortly after his death most of the Essenes became Christians.]
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and drop party designations. If you will not do this, do less, and
be merely what you profess to be which is quite enough for an

honest, a virtuous, and a religious man.

Timotheus. Cousin Lucian, I did not come Hther to receive

a lecture from you.

Lucian, I have often given a dinner to a friend who did not

come to dine with me.

Timotheus. Then, I trust, you gave him something better for

dinner than bay-salt and dandelions. If you will not assist us in

nettling our enemies a little for their absurdities and impositions,

let me entreat you however to let us alone, and to make no remarks

on us. I myself run into no extravagances, like the Essenes,

washing and fasting, and roaming into solitude. I am not called to

them : when I am, I go.

Lucian. I am apprehensive the Lord may afflict you with

deafness in that ear.

Timotheus. Nevertheless, I am indifferent to the world, and

all things in it. This, I trust, you will acknowledge to be true

religion and true philosophy.

Lucian. That is not philosophy which betrays an indifference

to those for whose benefit philosophy was designed ; and those are

the whole human race. But I hold it to be the most unphilo-

sophical thing in the world to call away men from usefiil occupations

and mutual help, to profitless speculations and acrid controversies.

Censurable enough, and contemptible too, is that supercilious

philosopher, sneeringly sedate, who narrates in fiill and flowing

periods the persecutions and tortures of a fellow man led astray by

his credulity, and ready to die in the assertion of what in his soul

he believes to be the truth. But hardly less censurable, hardly

less contemptible, is the tranquilly arrogant sectarian, who denies

that wisdom or honesty can exist beyond the limits of his own ill

lighted chamber.

Timotheus. What ! is he sanguinary ?

Lucian. Whenever he can be, he is : and he always has it in

his power to be even worse than that ; for he refuses his custom

to the industrious and honest shopkeeper who has been taught to

think differently from himself in matters which he has had no

leisure to study, and by which, if he had enjoyed that leisure, he

would have been a less industrious and a less expert artificer.
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Timotheus. We cannot countenance those hard-hearted men
who refuse to hear the word of the Lord.

Luctan. The hard-hearted knowing this of the tender-hearted,

and receiving the declaration from their own lips, will refuse to

hear the word of the Lord aU their lives.

Timotheus. Well, well ; it cannot be helped. I see, cousin,

my hopes of obtaining a little of your assistance in your own
pleasant way are disappointed ; but it is something to have con-

ceived a better hope of saving your soul, from your readiness to

acknowledge your belief in miracles.

Luctan. Miracles have existed in all ages, and in all religions.

Witnesses to some of them have been numerous ; to others of

them fewer. Occasionally the witnesses have been disinterested in

the result.

Timotheus. Now, indeed, you speak truly and wisely.

Luctan. But sometimes the most honest and the most
quiescent have either been unable or unwilling to push them-
selves so forward as to see clearly and distinctly the whole of the

operation ; and have listened to some knave who felt a pleasure

in deluding their credulity, or some other who himself was either

an enthusiast or a dupe. It also may have happened in the ancient

religions,—of Egypt, for instance, or of India, or even of Greece,
—that narratives have been attributed to authors who never heard
of them ; and have been circulated by honest men who firmly

believed them ; by half honest, who indulged their vanity in

becoming members of a novel and bustling society ; and by
utterly dishonest, who, having no other means of rising above the

shoulders of the vulgar, threw dust into their eyes and made
them stoop.

Ttmotheus. Ha ! the rogues ! It is nearly all over with
them.

Luctan. Let us hope so. Parthenius and the Roman poet,

Ovidius Naso, have related the transformations of sundry men,
women, and gods.

Timotheus. Idleness ! Idleness ! I never read such Ipng
authors.

Luctan. I myself have seen enough to incline me towards
a belief in them.

Timotheus. You ? Why ! you have always been thought an
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atter infidel ; and now you are running, hot and heedless as any

mad dog, to the opposite extreme !

Lucian. I have lived to see, not indeed one man, but cer-

tainly one animal turned into another : nay, great numbers. I

have seen sheep with the most placid faces in the morning, one

nibbling the tender herb with all its dew upon it ; another, negli-

gent of its own sustenance, and giving it copiously to the tottering

lamb aside it.

Timotheus. How pretty ! half poetical

!

Lucian. In the heat of the day I saw the same very sheep

tearing off each other's fleeces with long teeth and longer claws,

and imitating so admirably the howl of wolves, that at last the

wolves came down on them in a body, and lent their best assist-

ance at the general devouring. What is more remarkable, the

people of the villages seemed to enjoy the sport ; and instead of

attacking the wolves, waited until they had filled their stomachs,

ate the little that was left, said piously and from the bottom of

their hearts what you call grace, and went home singing and piping.
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I. MARCELLUS AND HANNIBAL.i

Hannibal. Could a Numidian horseman ride no faster ?

Marcellus ! ho ! Marcellus ! He moves not—^he is dead.

Did he not stir his fingers ? Stand wide, soldiers—wide, forty

paces—give him air—bring water—halt ! Gather those broad

leaves, and all the rest, growing under the brushwood—unbrace

his armour. Loose the helmet first—his breast rises. I fancied

his eyes were fixed on me—they have rolled back again. Who
presumed to touch my shoulder ? This horse ? It was surely

the horse of Marcellus ! Let no man mount him. Ha ! ha

!

P Appian, " De Bello Annibalico," 50, thus describes the skirmish in

which Marcellus was killed. At Venusia, " Claudius Marcellus, the

conqueror of Sicily, then for the fifth time Consul, and Titus Crispinus

pitched their camps opposite to Hannibal's, but declined battle. But
Marcellus, seeing some of the Numidians carrying off some plunder, and
thinking that there were but few of them, charged them with oiJy three

hundred men, riding at the head of his men with his "wonted courage and
impetuosity. But, unexpectedly, the Carthaginian troops attacked the

Romans on all sides, and put the rear rank of them to flight. But
Marcellus, thinking that his men still followed him, fought on bravely

until he fell, pierced by a javelin. And when Hannibal came up to the

body and saw him lying with his wounds all in front, he praised him for

a good soldier though a bad general. He took the ring from the Roman's
finger, gave his body a noble funeral, and sent the ashes to the dead

man's son in the Roman camp." Plutarch, Life of Marcellus, adds the

detail that when Marcellus fell, those soldiers who had remained with
him up to that point, turned and fled, carrying away with them his son

who had been wounded. (Imag. Convers., iii., 1828. Works,!., 1846.

Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 18J3. Works, ii., 1876.)]
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the Romans too sink into luxury : here is gold about the

charger.

Gaulish Chieftain. Execrable thief! The golden chain of

our king under a beast's grinders ! The vengeance of the gods

hath overtaken the impure

—

Hannibal. We will talk about vengeance when we have en-

tered Rome, and about purity among the priests, if they will hear

us. Sound 2 for the surgeon. That arrow may be extracted from

the side, deep as it is.—The conqueror of Syracuse lies before

me.—Send a vessel off to Carthage. Say Hannibal is at the

gates of Rome.—Marcellus, who stood alone between us, fallen.

Brave man ! I would rejoice and cannot.—How awfully serene

a countenance ! Such as we hear are in the islands of the Blessed.

And how glorious a form and stature ! Such too was theirs

!

They also once lay thus upon the earth wet with their blood

—

few other enter there. And what plain armour

!

Gaulish Chieftain. My party slew him—indeed I think I

slew him myself. I claim the chain : it belongs to my king ;
^

the glory of Gaul requires it. Never will she endure to see

another take it : rather would she lose her last man. We swear

!

we swear

!

Hannibal. My friend, the glory of Marcellus did not require

him to wear it. When he suspended the arms of your brave

king in the temple, he thought such a trinket unworthy of himself

and of Jupiter. The shield he battered down, the breast-plate

he pierced with his sword,—these he showed to the people and to

the gods ; hardly his wife and little children saw this, ere his

horse wore it.

Gaulish Chieftain. Hear me, O Hannibal

!

Hannibal. What! when Marcellus lies before me? when his

life may perhaps be recalled ? when I may lead him in triumph

[2 First ed. reads : " Send for." Two lines below, ist ed. reads: "me.
The most formidable of my enemies is dead or dying. . . . Send," &c.]

[3 The defeat, which Marcellus inflicted upon the Gauls at Clastidiimi,

is described at some length by Plutarch, and in particular the single

combat between Veredomarus, the king of the Gauls, and Marcellus. By
his victory in this encounter Marcellus gained those spoils " honoured
with the name of cfima, which a general takes in a pitched battle when
he kills the enemy's general with his own hand." Two lines below, from
" rather " to " swear " added in 2nd ed.]
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to Carthage ? when Italy, Sicily, Greece, Asia, wait to obey me ?

Content thee ! I will give thee mine own bridle, worth ten such.

Gaulish Chieftain. For myself?

Hannibal. For thyself.

Gaulish Chieftain. And these rubies and emeralds, and that

scarlet

—

Hannibal. Yes, yes.

Gaulish Chieftain. O glorious Hannibal ! unconquerable hero !

O my happy country ! to have such an ally and defender. I

swear eternal gratitude—^yes, gratitude, love, devotion, beyond

eternity.

Hannibal. In all treaties we fix the time : I could hardly ask

a longer. Go back to thy station.—I would see what the surgeon

is about, and hear what he thinks. The life of Marcellus ! the

triumph of Hannibal ! what else has the world in it ? Only
Rome and Carthage : these follow.

Surgeon. Hardly an hour of life is left.

Marcellus. I must die then ? The gods be praised ! The
commander of a Roman army is no captive.*

Hannibal (to the Surgeon). Could not he bear a sea-voyage I

Extract the arrow.

Surgeon. He expires that moment.

Marcellus. It pains me : extract it.

Hannibal. Marcellus, I see no expression of pain on your

countenance, and never will I consent to hasten the death of an

enemy in my power. Since your recoveiy is hopeless, you say

truly you are no captive.

(7b the Surgeon.) Is there nothing, man, that can assuage

the mortal pain ? for, suppress the signs of it as he may, he must

feel it. Is there nothing to alleviate and allay it ?

Marcellus. Hannibal, give me thy hand—thou hast found it

and brought it me, compassion.

{To the Surgeon.) Go, friend; others want thy aid; several

fell around me.

Hannibal. Recommend to your country, O Marcellus, while

time permits it, reconciliation and peace with me, informing

the Senate of my superiority in force, and the impossibility

[^ First ed. reads : " captive. Surgem. Hardly an hour of life is left.

Hannibal;' &c.]
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of resistance. The tablet is ready : let me take ofF this

ring—try to write, to sign it at least. Oh, what satisfaction

I feel at seeing you able to rest upon the elbow, and even to

smile

!

Marcel/us. Within an hour or less, with how severe a brow

would Minos say to me, " Marcellus, is this thy writing ?
"

Rome loses one man : she hath lost many such, and she still

hath many left.

Hannibal. Afraid as you are of falsehood, say you this ? I

confess in shame the ferocity of my countrymen.
_

Unfortunately,

too, the nearer posts are occupied by Gauls, infinitely more cruel.

The Numidians are so in revenge ; the Gauls both in revenge

and in sport. My presence is required at a distance, and I

apprehend the barbarity of one or other, learning, as they must

do, your refiisal to execute my wishes for the common good, and

feeling that by this refusal you deprive them of their country,

after so long an absence.

Marcellus. Hannibal, thou art not dying.

Hannibal. What then ? What mean you ?

Marcellus. That thou mayest, and very justly, have many

things yet to apprehend : I can have none. The barbarity of

thy soldiers is nothing to me : mine would not dare be cruel.

Hannibal is forced to be absent ; and his authority goes away

with his horse. On this turf lies defaced the semblance of a

general ; but Marcellus is yet the regulator of his army. Dost

thou abdicate a power conferred on thee by thy nation ? Or
wouldst thou acknowledge it to have become, by thy own sole

fault, less plenary than thy adversary's ?

I have spoken too much : let me rest ; this mantle oppresses

me.

Hannibal. I placed my mantle on your head when the helmet

was first removed, and while you were lying in the sun. Let me
fold it under, and then replace the ring.

Marcellus. Take it, Hannibal. It was given me by a poor

woman who flew to me at Syracuse, and who covered it with her

hair, torn off in desperation that she had no other gift to offer.

Little thought I that her gift and her words should be mine.

How suddenly may the most powerful be in the situation of the

most helnless ! Let that ring and the mantle under my head be
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the exchange of guests at parting. The time may come, Hanni-
bal, when thou (and the gods alone know whether as concjueror

or conquered) mayest sit under the roof of my childi-en, and in

either case it shall serve thee. In thy adverse fortune, they wiU
remember on whose pillow their father breathed his last ; in thy

prosperous (Heaven grant it may shine upon thee in some other

country
!
) it will rejoice thee to protect ^ them. We feel ourselves

the most exempt from affliction when we relieve it, although we
are then the most conscious that it may befall us.

There is one thing here which is not at the disposal of either.

Hannibal. What ?

Marcellus. This body.

Hannibal. Whither would you be lifted I Men are ready.

Marcellus. I meant not so. My strength is failing. I seem

to hear rather what is within than what is without. My sight

and my other senses are in confusion. I would have said—This

body, when a few bubbles of air shall have left it, is no more
worthy of thy notice than of mine ; but thy glory will not let

thee refuse it to the piety of my family.

Hannibal. You would ask something else. I perceive an

inquietude not visible till now.

Marcellus. Duty and Death make us think of home some-

times.

Hannibal. Thitherward the thoughts of the conqueror and of

the conquered fly together.

Marcellus. Hast thou any prisoners from my escort?

Hannibal. A few dying lie about—and let them lie

—

they are Tuscans. The remainder I saw at a distance, flying,

and but one brave man among them—he appeared a Roman
—a youth who turned back, though wounded. They
surrounded and dragged him away, spurring his horse with

their swords. These Etrurians measure their courage carefully,

and tack it well together before they put it on, but throw it off

again with lordly ease.

Marcellus why think about them ? or does aught else disquiet

your thoughts ?

Marcellus. I have suppressed it long enough. My son—my
beloved son

!

p For " protect" ist ed. reads ; " comfort and console.
"J
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Hannibal. Where is he ? Can it be ? Was he with you ?

Marcellus. He would have shared my fate—and has not.

Gods of my country ! beneficent throughout life to me, in

death surpassingly beneficent : I render you, for the last time,

thanks.

II. P. SCIPIO ^MILIANUS, POLYBIUS,
PAN^TIUS.i

Scipio. Polybius, if you have found me slow in rising to you,

if I lifted not up my eyes to salute you on your entrance, do not

hold me ungrateful. Proud there is no danger that you will ever

call me : this day of all days would least make me so ; it shows

me the power of the immortal gods, the mutability of fortune, the

instability of empire, the feebleness, the nothingness of man. The
earth stands motionless ; the grass upon it bends and returns, the

same to-day as yesterday, the same in this age as in a hundred

past ; the sky darkens and is serene again ; the clouds melt away,

but they are clouds another time, and float like triumphal pageants

along the heavens. Carthage is fallen, to rise no more ! The
funereal horns have this hour announced to us, that, after eighteen

pin Cicero's "De Republica," i., 21. Lslius says to Scipio: "I
remembered also that you used very often to talk with Panjetius and
Polybius, two Greeks of great learning." Pausanias, viii., 30. 8, cites the

epitaph of Polybius, which calls him " the friend of the Romans, and the
mediator with them for the Greeks." The same author mentions his

friendship with Scipio, and adds: "And as long as Scipio listened to

Polybius' advice, all went well with him; but whenever he did not
hearken to him, he is said to have blundered." The Conversation between
the three friends is supposed to take place just after the fall of Carthage.

The description of the fall of the city, and the courage of Hasdnibal's

wife, are taken in part from Appian, De Rebus Punicis, 129, seq. There,
too, will be found the story, how, as Scipio watched the city burning, the
words of Homer broke from his lips—" The day shall come when holy
llion will fall, and Priam and the people of mighty Priam." Polybius
heard him, and asked him why he spoke so. " Carthage has fallen

"

answered Scipio, " shall not Rome fall some day ?" (Cambridge Philological

Museum, ii., 1833. Ablett's Literary Hours, 1837. Works, ii., 1846
Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853. Works, ii., 1876.)]
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days and eighteen nights of conflagration, her last embers are ex-
tinguished.

Polybius. Perhaps, O ^milianus, I ought not to have come
in.

Scipio. Welcome, my friend.

Polybius. While you were speaking, I would by no means
interrupt you so idly as to ask you to whom you have been proud,

or to whom could you be ungrateful ?

Scipio. To him, if to any, whose hand is in ^ mine ; to him on

whose shoulder I rest my head, weary with presages and vigils.

Collect my thoughts for me, O my friend ! the fall of Carthage

hath shaken and scattered them. There are moments when, if

we are quite contented with ourselves, we never can remount to

what we were before.

Polybius. Panastius is absent.

Scipio. Feeling the necessity, at the moment, of utter loneli-

ness, I despatched him toward the city. There may be (yes,

even there) some sufferings which the Senate would not censure

us for assuaging. But behold he returns ! ^ We were speaking of

you, Panastius

!

Panietius. And about what beside ? Come, honestly tell me,

Polybius, on what are you reflecting and meditating vidth such

sedately intense enthusiasm ?

Polybius. After the burning of some village, or the overleap-

ing of some garden-wall, to exterminate a few pirates or highway-

men, I have seen the commander's tent thronged with officers ; I

have heard as many trumpets around him as would have shaken

down the places of themselves ; I have seen the horses start from

the prastorium, as if they would fly from under their trappings, and

spurred as if they were to reach the east and west before sunset,

that nations might hear of the exploit, and sleep soundly. And
now do I behold in solitude, almost in gloom, and in such silence

that, unless my voice prevents it, the grasshopper is audible, him

who has levelled to the earth the strongest and most populous of

cities, the wealthiest and most formidable of empires. I had seen

Rome ; I had seen (what those who never saw never tuill see)

P First ed. reads : " is on my heart ; to," &c.]

P First ed. reads: " returns. Come teU me Polybius on wliat are you
reflecting and meditating. Polybius," &c.]
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Carthage ! I thought I had seen Scipio ; it was but the image of

him : here I find him.

Scipio. There are many hearts that ache this day ; there are

many that never will ache more : hath one man done it ? one

man's breath ? What air upon the earth, or upon the waters, or

in the void of heaven is lost so quickly ? It flies away at the point

of an arrow, and returns no more ! the sea-foam stifles it ! the

tooth of a reptile stops it ! a noxious leaf suppresses it. What are

we in our greatness ?—whence rises it ? whither tends it ?

Mercifiil gods ! may not Rome be what Carthage is ? May not

those who love her devotedly, those who will look on her with

fondness and affection aft;er life, see her in such condition as to

wish she were so ?

Polybius. One of the heaviest groans over fallen Carthage

burst from the breast of Scipio ! who would believe this tale ?

Scipio. Men like my Polybius : others must never hear it.

Polybius. You have not ridden forth, jEmilianus, to survey

the ruins ?

Scipio. No, Polybius : since I removed my tent to avoid the

heat from the conflagration, I never have ridden nor walked

nor looked toward them. At this elevation, and three miles

off, the temperature of the season is altered. I do not believe,

as those about me would have persuaded me, that the gods

were visible in the clouds ; that thrones of ebony and gold

were scattered in all directions ; that broken chariots, and
flaming steeds, and brazen bridges, had cast their fragments

upon the earth ; that eagles and lions, dolphins and tridents,

and other emblems of power and empire, were visible at one

moment and at the next had vanished ; that purple and scarlet

over-spread the mansions of the gods ; that their voices were
heard at first confusedly and discordantly ; and that the appari-

tion closed with their high festivals. I could not keep my eyes

on the heavens : a crash of arch or of theatre or of tower,

a column of flame rising higher than they were, or a universal

cry as if none untU then had perished, drew them thithei-ward.

Such were the dismal sights and sounds, a fresh city seemed to

have been taken every hour for seventeen days. This is the

nineteenth since the smoke arose from the level roofs and from
the lofty temples ; and thousands died, and tens of thousands ran

in search of death.
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Calamity moves me ; heroism moves me more. That a

nation whose avarice we have so often reprehended should have
cast into the furnace gold and silver, from the insufficiency of

brass and iron for arms ; that palaces the most magnificent should

have been demolished by the proprietor for their beams and
rafters, in order to build a fleet against us ; that the ropes whereby
the slaves hauled them down to the new harbor should in part

be composed of hair, for one lock of which kings would have

laid down their diadems ; that Asdrubal should have found

equals, his wife none,—my mind, my very limbs, are unsteady

with admiration !

O Liberty 1 what art thou to the valiant and brave, when
thou art thus to the weak and timid ?—dearer than life, stronger

than death, higher than purest love. Never will I call upon

thee where thy name can be profaned, and never shall my soul

acknowledge a more exalted Power than thee.

Pantetius. The Carthaginians and Moors have, beyond other

nations, a delicate feeling on female chastity. Rather than that

their women should become slaves and concubines, they slay

them : is it certain that Asdrubal did not observe, or cause to be

observed, the custom of his country ?

Polyhius. Certaiti : on the surrender of his army his wife

threw herself and her two infants into the flames. Not only

memorable acts, of what the dastardly will call desperation, were

performed, but some also of deliberate and signal justice.

Avaricious as we called the people, and unjustly, as you have

proved, ^milianus, I will relate what I myself was witness to.

In a part of the city where the fire had subsided, we were

excited by loud cries, rather of indignation, we thought, than

of such as fear or lament or threaten or exhort ; and we pressed

forward to disperse the multitude. Our horses often plunged in

the soft; dust and in the holes whence the pavement had been

removed for missiles, and ofi;en reared up and snorted violently

at smells which we could not perceive, but which we discovered

to rise from bodies, mutilated and half-burned, of soldiers and

horses laid bare, some partly, some wholly, by the march of the

troop. Although the distance from the place whence we parted

to that where we heard the cries was very short, yet from the

incumbrances in that street, and from the dust and smoke issuing
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out of others, it was some time before we reached it. On oui

near approach, two old men threw themselves on the ground

before us, and the elder spake thus :
" Our age, O Romans,

neither will nor ought to be our protection; We are, or rather

we have been, judges of this land ; and to the uttermost of our

power we have invited our countrymen to resist you. The laws

are now yourii
"

The expectation of the people was intense and silent ; we had

heard some groans, and now the last words of the old man were

taken up by others, by men in agony.

" Yes, O Romans !
" said the elder, who accompanied him

that had addressed us, " the laws are yours ; and ' none punish

more severely than you do treason and parricide. Let your

horses turn this corner, and you will see before you traitors

and parricides."

We entered a small square : it had been a market-place ; the

roofs of the stalls were demolished, and the stones of several

columns (thrown down to extract the cramps of iron and the

lead that fastened them) served for the spectators, male and

female, to mount on. Five men were nailed on crosses ; two

others were nailed against a wall from scarcity (as we were told)

of wood.

"Can seven men have murdered their parents in the same

year ? " cried I.

" No, nor has any of the seven," replied the first who had

spoken. " But when heavy impositions were laid upon those who
were backward in voluntary contributions, these men, among the

richest in our city, protested by the gods that they had no gold or

silver left. They protested truly."

" And they die for this ? inhuman, insatiable, inexorable

wretch !

"

" Their books," added he, unmoved at my reproaches, " were

seized by public authority and examined. It was discovered

that, instead of employing their riches in external or internal

commerce, or in manufactures, or in agriculture,—instead of

reserving it for the embellishment of the city, or the utility

of the citizens,—instead of lending it on interest to the in-

dustrious and the needy,—they had lent it to foreign kings and

tyrants, some of whom were waging unjust wars by these very
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means, and others were enslaving their own country. For so

heinous a crime the laws had appointed no specific punishment.
On such occasions, the people and elders vote in what manner
the delinquent shall be prosecuted, lest any offender should

escape with impunity, from their humanity or improvidence.

Some voted that these wretches should be cast amid the panthers

;

the majority decreed them (I think wisely) a more lingering and
more ignominious death."

The men upon the crosses held down their heads, whether

from shame, or pain, or feebleness. The sunbeams were strik-

ing them fiercely ; sweat ran from them, liquefying the blood

that had blackened and hardened on their hands and feet. A
soldier stood by the side of each, lowering the point of his spear

to the ground ; but no one of them gave it up to us. A cen-

turion asked the nearest of them how he dared to stand armed

before him.

" Because the city is in ruins, and the laws still live," said he.

" At the first order of the conqueroi or the elders, I surrender

my spear."

" What is your pleasure, O commander i " said the elder.

" That an act of justice be the last public act performed by

the citizens of Carthage, and that the sufferings of these wretches

be not abridged."

Such was my reply. The soldiers piled their spears, for

the points of which the hearts of the crucified men thirsted
;

and the people hailed us as they would have haOed deliverers.

Scipio. It is wonderful that a city, in which private men are

so wealthy as to furnish the armories of tyrants, should have

existed so long, and flourishing in power and freedom.

Panistius. It survived but shortly this flagrant crime in its

richer citizens. An admirable form of government, spacious

and safe harbors, a fertile soil, a healthy climate, industry and

science in agriculture, in which no nation is equal to the Moor-
ish, were the causes of its prosperity : there are many of its

decline.

Scipio. Enumerate them, Panastius, with your wonted clear-

ness.

ParuEtius. We are fond, O my friends, of likening power

and greatness to the luminaries of heaven ; and we think our-
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selves quite moderate when we compare the agitations of elevated

souls to whatever is highest and strongest on the earth, liable

alike to shocks and sufferings, and able alike to survive and

overcome them. And truly thus to reason, as if all things

around and above us sympathized, is good both for heart and

intellect. I have little or nothing of the poetical in my char-

acter ; and yet, from reading over and considering these simili-

tudes, I am fain to look upon nations with somewhat of the

same feeling ; and, dropping from the mountains and disentan-

gling myself from the woods and forests, to fancy I see in States

what I have seen in cornfields. The green blades rise up vigor-

ously in an inclement season, and the wind itself makes them

shine against the sun. There is room enough for all of them :

none wounds another by collision, or weakens by overtopping it

;

but, rising and bending simultaneously, they seem equally and

mutually supported. No sooner do the ears of corn upon them

lie close together in their fiill maturity, than a slight inundation

is enough to cast them down, or a faint blast of wind to shed

and scatter them. In Carthage we have seen the powerfiJ fami-

lies, however discordant among themselves, unite against the

popular ; and it was only when their lives were at stake that the

people co-operated with the Senate.

A mercantile democracy may govern long and widely ; a

mercantile aristocracy cannot stand. What people will endure

the supremacy of those, uneducated and presumptuous, from

whom they buy their mats and faggots, and who receive their

money for the most ordinary and vile utensils ? If no conqueror

enslaves them from abroad, they would, under such disgrace,

welcome as their deliverer, and acknowledge as their master, the

citizen most distinguished for his military achievements. The
rich men who were crucified in the weltering wilderness beneath

us would not have employed such criminal means of growing

richer, had they never been persuaded to the contrary, and that

enormous wealth would enable them to commit another and a more
flagitious act of treason against their country, in raising them above

the people and enabling them to become its taxers and oppressors.

O ^rrulianus, what a costly beacon here hath Rome before

her, in this awful conflagration ! the greatest (I hope) ever to be,

until that wherein the world must perish.
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Polybius. How many Sibylline books are legible in yonder
embers

!

The causes, O Panastius, which you have stated, of Carthage's

former most flourishing condition, are also those why a hostile

Senate hath seen the necessity of her destruction, necessary not

only to the dominion, but to the security, of Rome. Italy has

the fewest and the worst harbors of any country known to us ; a

third of her soil is sterile, a third of the remainder is pestiferous :

and her inhabitants are more addicted to war and rapine than to

industry and commerce. To make room for her few merchants

on the Adriatic and Ionian seas, she burns Corinth ; to leave no

rival in traffic or in power, she burns Carthage.

Panatius. If the Carthaginians had extended their laws and

language over the surrounding States of Africa, which they

might have done by moderation and equity, this ruin could not

have been effected. Rome has been victorious by having been

the first to adopt a liberal policy, which even in war itself is

a wise one. The parricides who lent their money to the petty

tyrants of other countries would have found it greatly more

advantageous to employ it in cultivation nearer home, and in

feeding those as husbandmen whom else they must fear as

enemies. So little is the Carthaginian language known, that

I doubt whether we shall in our lifetime see any one translate

their annals into Latin or Greek : and within these few days

what treasures of antiquity have been irreparably lost ! The
Romans will repose at citrean* tables for ages, and never know
at last, perhaps, whence the Carthaginians brought their wood.

Scipio. It is an awfiil thing to close as we have done the

history of a people. If the intelligence brought this morning to

Polybius be true,t in one year the two most flourishing and most

beautiful cities in the world have perished, in comparison witu

* The trais dtrca is not citron lumd as we understand the fruit tree. It

was often of great dimensions : it appears from the description of its color

to have been mahogany. The trade to the Atlantic continent and islands

must have been possessed by a company bound to secrecy by oath and

interest. The prodigious price of this wood at Rome proves that it had

ceased to be imported, or perhaps found, in the time of Cicero.

f Corinth in fact was not burned until some months after Carthage ; but

as one success is always followed by the rumor of another, the relation is

not improbable.
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which our Rome presents but the pent-houses of artisans or the

sheds of shepherds. With whatever celerity the messenger fled

from Corinth and arrived here, the particulars must have been

known at Rome as early, and I shall receive them ere many days

are past.

Pancet'tus. I hardly know whether we are not less affected at

the occurrence of two or three momentous and terrible events

than at one ; and whether the gods do not usually place them

together in the order of things, that we may be awe-stricken by

the former, and reconciled to their decrees by the latter, from an

impression of their power. I know not what Babylon may have

been ; but I presume that, as in the case of all other great Asiatic

capitals, the habitations of the people (who are slaves) were

wretched, and that the magnificence of the place consisted in the

property of the king and priesthood, and in the walls erected for

the defence of it. Many streets probably were hardly worth a

little bronze cow of Myron, such as a stripling could steal and

carry off. The case of Corinth and of Carthage was very

different. Wealth overspread the greater part of them, com-
petence and content the whole. Wherever there are despotical

governments, poverty and industry dwell together ; Shame dogs

them in the public walks ; Humiliation is among their household

gods.

Scipio. I do not remember the overthrow of any two other

great cities within so short an interval.

Patitstius. I was not thinking so much of cities or their in-

habitants, when I began to speak of what a breath of the gods

removes at once from earth. I was recollecting, O jEmilianus,

that in one Olympiad the three greatest men that ever appeared

together were swept off. What is Babylon, or Corinth, or

Carthage, in comparison vidth these ! what would their destruc-

tion be, if every hair on the head of eveiy inhabitant had become
a man, such as most men are ! First in order of removal was he

whose steps you have followed, and whose labors you have com-
pleted,—Africanus ; then Philopcemen,* whose task was more

[* The "last of the Greeks." He vyas the general of the Achaean
league, which attained to its greatest power under his guidance. The
league consisted of nearly all the cities in the Peloponnesus and under
Philopcemen was able to keep the power of Macedonia in check. See
Plutarch, Life of Philopcemen.]
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difficult, more complex, more perfect ; and lastly, Hannibal.

What he was you know better than any.

Scipio. Had he been supported by his country, had only his

losses been filled up, and skilful engineers sent out to him with

machinery and implements for sieges, we should not be discoursing

here on what he was : the Roman name had been extinguished.

Polybius. Since ^roilianus is as unwilling to blame an enemy
as a friend, I take it on myself to censure Hannibal for two
things, subject, however, to the decision of him who has con-

quered Carthage.

Scipio. The first I anticipate : now what is the second ?

Panistius. I would hear both stated and discoursed on,

although the knowledge wiU be of little use to me.

Polybius. I condemn, as every one does, his inaction after

the battle of Cannae ; and, in his last engagement with Africanus,^

I condemn no less his bringing into the front of the centre, as

became some showy tetrarch rather than Hannibal, his eighty

elephants, by the refactoriness of which he lost the battle.

Scipio. What would you have done with them, Polybius ?

Polybius. Scipio, I think it unwise and unmilitary to employ

any force on which we can by no means calculate.

Scipio. Gravely said, and worthy of Polybius. In the first

book of your history, which leaves me no other wish or desire

than that you should continue as you begin it, we have, in three

different engagements, three different effects produced by the

employment of elephants. The first, when our soldiers in Sicily,

under Lucius Postumius and Quinctus MamOius, drove the

Carthaginians into Heraclea ; in which battle the advanced

guard of the enemy, being repulsed, propelled these animals

before it upon the main body of the army, causing an irreparable

disaster : the second, in the ill-conducted engagement of AtUius

Regulus, who, fearing the shock of them, condensed his centre,

and was outflanked. He should have opened the lines to them

and have suffered them to pass through, as the enemy's cavalry

was in the wings, and the infantry not enough in advance to profit

by such an evolution. The third was evinced at Panormus,

when Metellus gave orders to the light-aiTned troops to harass

them and retreat into the trenches, from which, wounded and

[^ Polybius, XV., 12, gives this account of the battle of Zama.]
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confounded, and finding no way open, they rushed back (as many
as could) against the Carthaginian army, and accelerated its dis-

comfiture.

Polybius. If I had employed the elephants at all, it should

rather have been in the rear or on the flank ; and even there not

at the beginning of the engagement, unless I knew that the horses

or the soldiers were unused to encounter them. Hannibal must

have well remembered (being equally great in memory and inven-

tion) that the Romans had been accustomed to them in the war
with Pyrrhus, and must have expected more service from them
against the barbarians of the two Gauls—against the Insubres and

Taurini—than against our legions. He knew that the Romans
had on more than one occasion made them detrimental to their

masters. Having with him a large body of troops collected by
force from various nations, and kept together with difficulty, he
should have placed the elephants where they would have been a

terror to these soldiers, not without a threat that they were to

trample down such of them aa attempted to fly or declined to

fight._
_

Sclpio. Now, what think you, Panastius ?

PaniEtius. It is well, O jEmilianus, when soldiers would be
philosophers ; but it is ill when philosophers would be soldiers.

Do you and Polybius agree on the point ? if you do, the question

need be asked of none other.

Sclpio. Traly, O Panastius, I would rather hear the thing from
him than that Hannibal should have heard it : for a wise man wUl
say many things which even a wiser man may not have thought
of. Let me tell you both, however, what Polybius may perhaps
know already, that combustibles were placed by Africanus both in

flank and rear, at equal distances, with archers from among the
light horsemen, whose arrows had liquid fire attached to them,
and whose movements would have irritated, distracted, and
wearied down the elephants, even if the wounds and scorchings
had been ineffectual. But come, Polybius, you must talk now as

others talk ; we all do sometimes.

Polybius. I am the last to admit the authority of the vulgar

;

but here we all meet and unite. Without asserting or believing

that the general opinion is of any weight against a captain like

Hannibal; agreeing on the contrary with Panatius, and firmly
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persuaded that myriads of little men can no more compensate
a great one than tliey can make him,—you will listen to me if I

adduce the authority of LEelius.

Scipio. Great authority ! and perhaps, as living and conversing
with those who remembered the action of Cannz, preferable even
to your own.

Polybius. It was his opinion ^ that, from the consternation of

Rome, the city might have been taken.

Scijiio. It suited not the wisdom or the experience of Hannibal
to rely on the consternation of the Roman people. I too, that we
may be on equal terms, have some authority to bring forward.

The son of Africanus, he who adopted me into the family of the

Scipios, was, as you both remember, a man of delicate health and

sedentary habits, learned, elegant, and retired. He related to me,
as having heard it from his father, that Hannibal after the battle

sent home the rings of the Roman knights, and said in his letter

:

" If you will instantly give me a soldier for each ring, together

with such machines as are already in the arsenal, I will replace

them surmounted by the statue of Capitoline Jupiter, and our

supplications to the gods of our countiy shall be made along the

streets and in the temples, on the robes of the Roman Senate."

Could he doubt of so moderate a supply i he waited for it in

vain. ^
And now I will relate to you another thing, which I am per-

suaded you will accept as a sufficient reason of itself why Hannibal

did not besiege our city after the battle of Cannas. His own loss

was so severe, that, in his whole army, he could not muster ten

thousand men.*

But, my friends, as I am certain that neither of you will ever

think me invidious, and as the greatness of Hannibal does not

diminish the reputation of Africanus, but augment it, I will

venture to remark that he had little skill or practice in sieges

;

that, after the battle of Thrasymene, he attacked (you remember)

ffi Plutarch (Life of Fabius) expresses something like the same opinion.

Livy, xxii.,5i,records that Maharbal, the commander of Hannibal's horse,

begged to be allowed to advance on Rome. Hannibal would not consent.

" The gods," said Maharbal, " taught you how to gain, not how to use a

victory."]
* Plutarch says, and undoubtedly upon some ancient authority, that totk

armies did not contain that number.
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Spoletum unsuccessfully ; and that, a short time before the

unhappy day at Cannae, a much smaller town than Spoletum had
resisted and repulsed him. Perhaps he rejoiced in his heart that

he was not supplied with materials requisite for the capture of

strong places ; since in Rome, he well knew, he would have

found a body of men, partly citizens who had formerly borne arms,

partly the wealthier of our allies who had taken refuge there,

together with their slaves and clients, exceeding his army in

number, not inferior in valor, compensating the want of generalship

by the advantage of position and by the desperation of their

fortunes, and possessing the abundant means of a vigorous and long

defence. Unnecessary is it to speak of its duration. When
a garrison can hold our city six months, or even less, the besieger

must retire. Such is the humidity of the air in its vicinity, that

the Carthaginians, who enjoyed here at home a very dry and
salubrious climate, would have perished utterly. The Gauls, I

imagine, left us unconquered on a former occasion from the same
necessity. Beside, they are impatient of inaction, and would have
been most so under a general to whom, without any cause in

common, they were but hired auxiliaries. None in any age hath

performed such wonderful exploits as Hannibal ; and we ought

not to censure him for deficiency in an art which we ourselves

have acquired but lately. Is there, Polybius, any proof or record

that Alexander of Macedon was master of it ?

Polybius. I have found none. We know that he exposed
his person, and had nearly lost his life, by leaping from the

walls of a city ; which a commander-in-chief ought never to

do, unless he would rather hear the huz%as of children than
the approbation of military men, or any men of discretion or sense.

Alexander was without an excuse for his temerity, since he was
attended by the generals who had taken Thebes, and who, there-

fore, he might well know, would take the weaker and less bravely

defended towns of Asia.

Scipio. Here again you must obsei-ve the superiority of Hanni-
bal. He was accompanied by no general of extraordinary talents,

resolute as were many of them, and indeed all. His irruption into

and through Gaul, with so inconsiderable a force ; his formation

of allies out of enemies, in so brief a space of time ; and then his

holding them together so long,—are such miracles, that, cutting
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through eternal snows, and marching through paths which seem
to us suspended loosely and hardly poised in the heavens, are less.

And these too were his device and work. Drawing of parallels,

captain against captain, is the occupation ot a trifling and scholas-

tic mind, and seldom is commenced, and never conducted, impar-

tially. Yet, my friends, who of these idlers in parallelograms is

so idle, as to compare the invasion of Persia with the invasion of

Gaul, the Alps, and Italy,— Moors and Carthaginians with

Macedonians and Greeks ; Darius and his hordes and satraps

with Roman legions under Roman consuls ?

WhUe Hannibal lived, O Polybius and Panaetius, although his

city lay before us smouldering in its ashes, ours would be ever

insecure.

Panaiius. You said, O Scipio, that the Romans had learned

but recently the business of sieges ; and yet many cities in Italy

appear to me very strong, which your armies took long ago.

Scipio. By force and patience. If Pyrrhus had never invaded

us, we should scarcely have excelled the Carthaginians, or even

the Nomades, in castrametation, and have been inferior to both in

cavalry. Whatever we know, we have learned from your country,

whether it be useful in peace or war.—I say your country ; for

the Macedonians were instructed by the Greeks. The father of

Alexander, the first of his family who was not as barbarous and

ignorant as a Carian or Armenian slave, received his rudiments in

the house of Epaminondas.'^

Panetius. Permit me now to return, O Scipio, to a question

not unconnected with philosophy. Whether it was prudent or

not in Hannibal to invest the city of Rome after his victoiy, he

might somewhere have employed his army, where it should not

waste away with luxury.

Scipio. Philosophers, O Panxtius, seem to know more about

luxury than we military men do. I cannot say upon what

their apprehensions of it are founded, but certainly they sadly

fear it.

Polybius. For us. I wish I could as easily make you smile

to-day, O ^milianus, as I shall our good-tempered and liberal

Panaetius,—a philosopher, as we have experienced, less inclined to

[' Philip of Macedon, in his boyhood, was detained as a hostage at

Thebes.]
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speak ill or ludicrously of others, be the sect what it may, than

any I know or have heard of.

In my early days, one of a different kind, and whose alarms at

luxury were (as we discovered) subdued in some degree, in some

places, was invited by Critolaus to dine with a party of us, all then

young officers, on our march from Achala into Elis. His florid

and open countenance made his company very acceptable : and

the more so, as we were informed by Critolaus that he never was

importunate with his morality at dinner-time.

Philosophers, if they deserve the name, are by no means indiffer-

ent as to the places in which it is their intention to sow the seeds

of virtue. They choose the ingenuous, the modest, the sensible,

the obedient. We thought rather of where we should place our

table. Behind ^ us lay the forest of Pholoe, with its many glens

opening to the plain ; before us the Temple of Olympian Zeus,

indistinctly discernible, leaned against the azure heavens; and

the rivulet of Selinus ran a few stadions from us, seen only

where it received a smaller streamlet, originating at a fountain

close by.

The cistus, the pomegranate, the myrtle, the serpolet, bloomed

over our heads and beside us ; for we had chosen a platform where

a projecting rock, formerly a stone-quarry, shaded us, and where

a Kttle rill, of which the spring was there, bedimmed our goblets

with the purest water. The awnings we had brought with us to

protect us from the sun were unnecessary for that pui"pose : we
rolled them therefore into two long seats, filling them with moss,

which grew profusely a few paces below. " When our guest arrives,"

said Critolaus, " every one of these flowers will serve him for some

moral illustration ; every shrub will be the rod of Mercury in

his hands." We were impatient for the time of his coming.

Thelymnia, the beloved of Critolaus, had been instracted by him

in a stratagem, to subvert, or shake at least and stagger, the

philosophy of Euthymedes. Has the name escaped me ? no

matter—perhaps he is dead—if living, he would smile at a re-

coverable lapse as easUy as we did.

Thelymnia wore a dress like ours, and acceded to every advice

of Critolaus, excepting that she would not consent so readOy to

entwine her head with ivy. At first she objected that there was

[^ From " Behind " to " by " (6 lines) added in znd ed.]
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not enough of it for all. Instantly two or three of us pulled

down (for nothing is more brittle) a vast quantity from the rock,
which loosened some stones, and brought down together with
them a bird's nest of the last year. Then she said, " I dare not
use this ivy : the omen is a bad one."

" Do you mean the nest, Thelymnia ?
" said Critolaus.

" No, not the nest so much as the stones," replied she, falter-

ing.

" Ah ! those signify the dogmas of Euthymedes, which you,

my lovely Thelymnia, are to loosen and throw down."
At this she smiled faintly and briefly, and began to break off

some of the more glossy leaves ; and we who stood around her

were ready to take them and place them in her hair ; when sud-

denly she held them tighter, and let her hand drop. On her

lover's asking her why she hesitated, she blushed deeply, and said,

" Phoroneus told me I look best in myrtle."

Innocent and simple and most sweet (I remember) was her

voice ; and, when she had spoken, the traces of it were remain-

ing on her lips. Her beautiful throat itself changed colour ; it

seemed to undulate ; and the roseate predominated in its pearly

hue. Phoroneus had been her admirer : she gave the pre-

ference to Critolaus
;

yet the name of Phoroneus at that

moment had greater effect upon him than the recollection

of his defeat.

Thelymnia recovered herself sooner. We ran wherever we
saw myrtles, and there were many about, and she took a part

of her coronal from every one of us, smiling on each ; but it

was only of Critolaus that she asked if he thought that myrtle

became her best. " Phoroneus," answered he, not without

melancholy, " is infallible as Paris." There was something in

the tint of the tender sprays resembling that of the hair they

encircled : the blossoms, too, were white as her forehead. She
reminded me of those ancient fables which represent the favour-

ites of the gods as turning into plants ; so accordant and identified

was her beauty with the flowers and foliage she had chosen to

adorn it.

In the midst of our felicitations to her we heard the approach

of horses, for the ground was dry and solid ; and Euthymedes

was presently with us. The mounted slave who led off his
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master's charger, for such he appeared to be in all points, sud-

denly disappeared : I presume lest the sight of luxury should

corrupt him. I know not where the groom rested, nor where

the two animals (no neglected ones certainly, for they were plump

and stately) found provender.

Euthymedes was of lofty stature, had somewhat passed the

middle age ; but the Graces had not left his person, as they

usually do when it begins to bear an impression of authority.

He was placed by the side of Thelymnia. Gladness and ex-

pectation sparkled from every eye : the beauty of Thelymnia

seemed to be a light sent from heaven for the festival,—a light

the pure radiance of which cheered and replenished the whole

heart. Desire of her was chastened, I may rather say was re-

moved, by the confidence of Critolaus in our friendship.

Pan<sttus. Well said ! The story begins to please and in-

terest me. Where love finds the soul he neglects the body, and
only turns to it in his idleness as to an afterthought. Its best

allurements are but the nuts and figs of the divine repast.

Polyh'ms. We exulted in the felicity of our friend, and wished

for nothing which even he would not have granted. Happy
was the man from whom the glancing eye of Thelymnia seemed
to ask some advice, how she should act or answer : happy he

who, offering her an apple in the midst of her discourse, fixed

his keen survey upon the next, anxious to mark where she had
touched it. For it was a calamity to doubt upon what streak

or speck, while she was inattentive to the basket, she had placed

her finger.

Pan<etius, I wish, .zEmilianus, you would look rather more
severely than you do—upon my life ! I cannot—and put an end
to these dithyrambics. The ivy runs about us, and may inftiriate

us.

Scipio. The dithyrambics, 1 do assure you, Panatius, are

not of my composing. We are both in danger from the same
thyrsus ; we will parry it as well as we can, or bend our heads
before it.

Pantst'ms. Come, Polybius, we must follow you then, I see,

or fly you.

Polybius. Would you rather hear the remainder anothei

time?
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Panxtius. By Hercules ! I have more curiosity than becomes
me.

Polybius. No doubt, in the course of the conversation,

Euthymedes had made the discovery we hoped to obviate.

Never was his philosophy more amiable or more impressive.

Pleasure was treated as a firiend, not as a master; many things

were found innocent that had long been doubtfU : excesses alone

were condemned. Thelymnia was enchanted by the frankness

and liberality of her philosopher, although, in addressing her,

more purity on his part and more rigor were discernible. His
delicacy was exquisite. When his eyes met hers, they did not

retire with rapidity and confusion, but softly and complacently,

and as though it were the proper time and season of reposing

from the splendors they had encountered. Hers from the begin-

ning were less governable : when she found that they were so,

she contrived scheme after scheme for diverting them from the

table, and entertaining his unobservedly.

The higher part of the quarry, which had protected us always

from the western sun, was covered with birch and hazel ; the

lower with innumerable shrubs, principally the arbutus and myrtle.

" Look at those goats above us," said Thelymnia. " What has

tangled their hair so ? they seem wet."

"They have been lying on the cistus in the plain," replied

Euthymedes :
" many of its broken flowers are sticking upon

them yet, resisting all the efforts, as you see, of hoof and

tongue."

" How beauteous," said she, " are the flexible and crimson

branches of this arbutus," taking it in one hand and beating with

it the back of the other. " It seems only to have come out of

its crevice to pat my shoulder at dinner, and twitch my myrtle

when my head leaned back. I wonder how it can grow in such

a rocL"
" The arbutus," answered he, " clings to the Earth with the

most fondness where it finds her in the worst poverty, and covers

her bewintered bosom with leaves, berries, and flowers. On the

same branch is unripe fruit of the most vivid green ; ripening, of

the richest orange ; ripened, of perfect scarlet. The maidens of

Tyre could never give so brilliant and sweet a lustre to the fleeces

of Miletus ; nor did they ever string such even and graceful
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pearls as the blossoms are, for the brides of Assyrian or Persian

kings."

"And yet the myrtle is preferred to the arbutus," said

Thelymnia, with some slight uneasiness.

« I know why," replied he :
" may I tell it ? " She bowed

and smiled, perhaps not without the expectation of some compli-

ment. He continued,—" The myrtle has done what the arbutus

comes too late for.

" The myrtle has covered with her starry crown the beloved

of the reaper and vintager ; the myrtle was around the head of

many a maiden celebrated in song, when the breezes of autumn

scattered the first leaves, and rustled among them on the ground

;

and when she cried timidly, Rise, rise ! people are coming ! here

!

there ! many !

"

Thelymnia said, "That now is not true. Where did you

hear it?" and in a softer and lower voice, if I may trust

Androcles, " O Euthymedes, do not believe it !

"

Either he did not hear her, or dissembled it ; and went on

:

" This deserves preference ; this deserves immortality ; this

deserves a place in the Temple of Venus ; in her hand> in her

hair, in her breast : Thelymnia herself wears it."

We laughed and applauded; she blushed and looked grave and

sighed,—for she had never heard anyone, I imagine, talk so long

at once. However it was, she sighed : I saw and heard her.

Critolaus gave her some glances: she did not catch them. One
of the party clapped his hands longer than the rest, whether in

approbation or derision of this rhapsody delivered with glee and

melody, and entreated the philosopher to indulge us with a few

of his adventures.

"You deserve, young man," said Euthymedes gravely, "to

have as few as I have had,—you whose idle curiosity would thus

intemperately reveal the most sacred mysteries. Poets and

philosophers may reason on love, and dream about it, but rarely

do they possess the object; and, whenever they do, that object is

the invisible deity of a silent worshipper."
" Reason then, or dream," replied the other, breathing an air

of scorn to soothe the soreness of the reproof.

"When we reason on love," said Euthymedes, "we often talk

aa if we were dreaming: let me try whether the recital of my
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dream can make you think 1 talk as if I were reasoning. You
may call it a dream, a vision, or what you will.

" I was in a place not very unlike this, my head lying back
against a rock, where its crevices were tufted with soft and
odoriferous herbs, and where vine leaves protected my face

from the sun, and from the bees ; which, however, were less

likely to molest me, being busy in their first hours of honey-
making among the blossoms. Sleep soon fell upon me ; for

of all philosophers I am certainly the drowsiest, though per-

haps there are many quite of equal ability in communicating the

gift of drowsiness. Presently I saw three figures, two of which

were beautiful ; very differently, but in the same degree : the

other was much less so. The least of the three, at the first

glance, I recognised to be Love ; although I saw no wings, nor

arrows, nor quiver, nor torch, nor emblem of any kind desig-

nating his attributes. The next was not Venus, nor a grace,

nor a nymph, nor goddess of whom in worship or meditation

I had ever conceived an idea ; and yet my heart persuaded

me she was a goddess, and from the manner in which she

spoke to Love, and he again to her, I was convinced she must

be. Quietly and unmovedly as she was standing, her figure, I

perceived, was adapted to the perfection of activity. With all

the succulence and suppleness of early youth, scarcely beyond

puberty, it however gave me the idea, from its graceful and

easy languor, of its being possessed by a fondness for repose.

Her eyes were large and serene, and of a quality to exhibit

the intensity of thought, or even the habitude of reflection,

but incapable of expressing the plenitude of joy ; and her

countenance was tinged with so delicate a color, that it appeared

an effluence from an irradiated cloud passing over it in the

heavens. The third figure—who sometimes stood in one place

and sometimes in another, and of whose countenance I could

only distinguish that it was pale, anxious, and mistrustful

—

interrupted her perpetually. I listened attentively and with

curiosity to the conversation, and by degrees I caught the

appellations they interchanged. The one I found was Hope,

—

and I wondered I did not find it out sooner ; the other was

Fear, which I should not have found out at all ; for she did not

look terrible nor aghast, but more like Sorrow or Despondency.
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The first words I could collect of Hope were these, spoken
very mildly, and rather with a look of appeal than of accusation

:

'Too surely you have forgotten—for never was child more
forgetfiil or more ungrateful—how many times I have carried you
m my bosom, when even your mother drove you from her, and
when you could find no other resting-place in heaven or earth.'

"
' O unsteady, unruly Love !

' cried the pale goddess with
much energy, ' it has often been by my intervention that thy

wavering authority was fixed. For this I have thrown alarm
after alarm into the heedless breast that Hope had once beguiled,

and that was growing insensible and torpid under her feebler

mfluence. I do not upbraid thee ; and it never was my nature

to caress thee ; but I claim from thee my portion of the human
heart,—mine, ever mine, abhorrent as it may be of me. Let
Hope stand on one side of thy altars, but let my place be on the

other ; or, I swear by all the gods ! not any altars shalt thou
possess upon the globe.'

" She ceased—and Love trembled. He turned his eyes upon
Hope, as if in his turn appealing to her. She said, « It must be
so ; it was so from the beginning of the world : only let me
never lose you from my sight.' She clasped her hands upon her
breast, as she said it, and he looked on her with a smile, and was
going up (I thought) to kiss her, when he was recalled, and
stopped.

"
' Where Love is, there will I be also,' said Fear ; ' and even

thou, O Hope ! never shalt be beyond my power.'
" At these words, I saw them both depart. I then looked

toward Love : I did not see him go ; but he was gone."
The narration being ended, there were some who remarked

what very odd things dreams are ; but Thelymnia looked
almost as if she herself was dreaming ; and Alcimus, who sat

opposite, and fancied she was pondering on what the vision

could mean, said it appeared to him a thing next to certainty,

that it signified how love cannot exist without hope or without
fear. Euthymedes nodded assent, and assured him that a
soothsayer in great repute had given him the same interpre-

tation. Upon which the younger friends of Alcimus immedi-
ately took the ivy from his forehead, and crovimed him with
laurel, as being worthy to serve Apollo. But they did it with
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so much noise and festivity, that, before the operation was
completed, he began to suspect they were in jest. Thelyninia

had listened to many stories in her lifetime, yet never had she

heard one from any man before, who had been favored by the

deities with a vision. Hope and Love, as her excited imagination

represented them to her, seemed still to be with Euthymedes.
She thought the tale would have been better without the mention

of Fear ; but perhaps this part was only a dream, all the rest a

really true vision. She had many things to ask him : she did

not know when, nor exactly what, for she was afraid of putting

too hard a question to him in the presence of so many, lest it

might abash him if he could not answer it ; but she wished to

ask him something, anything. She soon did it, not without

faltering, and was enchanted by the frankness and liberality of her

philosopher.

" Did you ever love ?
" said she, smiling, though not inclined

to smile, but doing it to conceal (as in her simplicity she thought

it would) her blushes ; and looking a little aside, at the only

cloud in the heavens, which crossed the moon, as if adorning her

for a festival, with a fillet of pale sapphire and interlucent gold.

" I thought I did," replied he, lowering his eyes, that she

might lower hers to rest upon him.

" Do then people ever doubt this ?
" she asked in wonder,

looking full in his face with earnest curiosity.

" Alas !
" said he softly, " until a few hours ago, until The-

lymnia was placed beside me, until an ungenerous heart exposed

the treasure, that should have dwelt within it, to the tarnish of a

stranger, if that stranger had the baseness to employ the sophistry

that was in part expected from him, never should I have known

that I had not loved before. We may be uncertain if a vase or

an image be of the richest metal, until the richest metal be set

right against it. Thelymnia ! if I thought it possible at any time

hereafter, that you should love me as I love you, I would exert

to the uttermost my humble powers of persuasion to avert it."

" Oh ! there is no danger," said she, disconcerted ;
" I did

not love any one : I thought I did, just like you ; but indeed,

indeed, Euthymedes, I was equally in an en-or. Women have

dropped into the grave from it, and have declared to the last

moment that they never loved : men have sworn they should die
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with desperation, and have lived merrily, and have dared to run

into the peril fifty times. They have hard, cold hearts, incom-
municative and distrustful."

" Have I, too, Thelymnia ?
" gently he expostulated.

" No, not you," said she ;
" you may believe I was not think-

ing of you when I was speaking. But the idea does really make
me smile and almost laugh, that you should fear me, supposing it

possible, if you could suppose any such thing. Love does not kill

men, take my word for it."

He looked rather in sorrow than in doubt, and answered

:

" Unpropitious love may not kill us always, may not deprive us

at once of what at their festivals the idle and inconsiderate call

life ; but, O Thelymnia ! o\ir lives are truly at an end when we
are beloved no longer. Existence may be continued, or rather

may be renewed, yet the agonies of death and the chilliness of the

grave have been passed through ; nor are there Elysian fields, nor

the sports that delighted in former times, awaiting us,—nor

pleasant converse, nor walks with linked hands, nor intermitted

songs, nor vengeful kisses for leaving them off abruptly, nor looks

that shake us to assure us afterward, nor that bland inquietude,

as gently tremulous as the expansion of buds into blossoms, which
hurries us from repose to exercise and from exercise to repose."

" Oh ! I have been very near loving !
" sighed Thelymnia.

" Where in the world can a philosopher have learned aU this

about it !

"

The beauty of Thelymnia, her blushes, first at the deceit,

afterward at the encouragement she received in her replies, and
lastly from some other things which we could not penetrate, highly

gratified Critolaus. Soon however (for wine always brings back
to us our last strong feeling) he thought again of Phoroneus, as

young, as handsome, and once (is that the word ?) as dear to her.

He saddened at the myrtle on the head of his beloved ; it threw
shadows and gloom upon his soul : her smiles, her spirits, her wit,

and, above all, her nods of approbation, wounded him. He
sighed when she covered her face with her hand ; when she dis-

closed it he sighed again. Every glance of pleasure, every turn

of surprise, every movement of her body, pained and oppressed

him. He cursed in his heart whoever it was who had stuffed

that portion of the couch : there was so little moss, thought he,
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between Thelymnia and Euthyraedes. He might have seen

Athos part them, and would have murmured still.

The rest of us were in admiration at the facility and grace

with which Thelymnia sustained her part, and observing less

Critolaus than we did in the commencement, when he ac-

knowledged and enjoyed our transports, indifferently and con-
tentedly saw him rise from the table and go away, thinking his

departure a preconcerted section of the stratagem. He retired, as

he told us afterward, into a grot. So totally was his mind
abstracted from the entertainment, he left the table athirst,

covered as it was with fruit and wine, and abundant as ran

beside us the clearest and sweetest and most refreshing rill. He
related to me that, at the extremity of the cavern, he applied his

parched tongue to the dripping rock, shunning the light of day,

the voice of friendship, so violent was his desire of solitude and

concealment ; and he held his forehead and his palms against it

when his lips had closed. We knew not and suspected not his

feelings at the time, and rejoiced at the anticipation of the silly

things a philosopher should have whispered, which Thelymnia in

the morning of the festival had promised us to detail the next

day. Love^ is apt to get entangled and to trip and stumble when
he puts on the garb of Friendship : it is too long and loose for

him to walk in, although he sometimes finds it convenient for a

covering. Euthymedes the philosopher made this discovery, to

which perhaps others may lay equal claim.

After the lesson he had been giving her, which amused her in

the dictation, she stood composed and thoughtful, and then said

hesitatingly, " But would it be quite proper ? would there be

nothing of insincerity and falsehood in it, to my Critolaus ?

"

He caught her up in his arms, and, as in his enthusiasm he had

raised her head above his, he kissed her bosom. She reproved

and pardoned him, making him first declare and protest he would

never do the like again. " O soul of truth and delicacy !
" cried

he aloud ; and Thelymnia, no doubt, trembled lest her lover

should in a moment be forsworn ; so imminent and inevitable

seemed the repetition of his offence. But he observed on her

[<* From " Love " to " claim " (5 lines) added in 2nd ed. Three lines

below, for ' proper" ist ed. reads: " right."]
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eyelashes, what had arisen from his precipitation in our

presence,

—

A hesitating, long-suspended tear,

Like that which hangs upon the vine fresh-pruned,

Until the morning kisses it away.

The nymphs, who often drive men wild (they tell us), have

led me astray: I must return with you to the grot. We gave

every facility to the stratagem. One slipped away in one direc-

tion, another in another ; but, at a certain distance, each was

desirous of joining some comrade, and of laughing together
; yet

each reproved the laughter, even when far off, lest it should do
harm, reserving it for the morrow. While ^^ they walked along,

conversing, the words of Euthymedes fell on the ears of

Thelymnia softly as cistus-petals, fluttering and panting for a

moment in the air, fall on the thirsty sand. She, in a voice

that makes the brain dizzy as it plunges into the breast, replied

to him,

—

" O Euthymedes ! you must have lived your whole life-time

in the hearts of women, to know them so thoroughly : I never

knew mine before you taught me."
Euthymedes now was silent, being one of the few wise men

whom love ever made wiser. But, in his silence and abstraction,

he took especial care to press the softer part of her arm against

his heart, that she might be sensible of its quick pulsation ; and,

as she rested her elbow within the curvature of his, the slenderest

of her fingers solicited, first one, then another, of those beneath

them, but timidly, briefly, inconclusively, and then clung around

it pressingly for countenance and support. Panstius, you have
seen the mountains on the left hand, eastward, when you are in

Olympia, and perhaps the little stream that runs from the nearest

of them into the Alpheus. Could you have seen them that

evening ! the moon never shone so calmly, so brightly, upon
Latmos, nor the torch of Love before her. And yet many of
the stars were visible ; the most beautiful were among them ; and
as Euthymedes taught Thelymnia their names, their radiance

seemed more joyous, more effulgent, more beneficent. If you
have ever walked forth into the wilds and open plains upon such

[" From " While " to " support " (17 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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moonlight nights, cautious as you are, I will venture to say,

Panastius, you have often tripped, even though the stars were not

your study. There was an arm to support or to catch Thelymnia

:

yet she seemed incorrigible. Euthyraedes was patient : at last he
did I know not what, which was followed by a reproof, and a

wonder how he could have done so, and another how he could

answer for it. He looked ingenuously and apologetically, for-

getting to correct his fault in the meanwhile. She listened to

him attentively, pushing his hand away at intervals, yet less

frequently and less resolutely in the course of his remonstrance,

particularly when he complained to her that the finer and more
delicate part of us, the eye, may wander at leisure over what is in

its way ; yet that its dependents in the corporeal system must not

follow it ; that they must hunger and faint in the service of a

power so rich and absolute. "This being hard, unjust, and

cruel," said he, " never can be the ordinance of the gods. Love
alone feeds the famishing ; Love alone places all things, both of

matter and of mind, in perfect harmony : Love hath less to learn

from Wisdom than Wisdom hath to learn from Love."
" Modest man !

" said she to herself, " there is a great deal of

truth in what he says, considering he is a philosopher." She
then asked him, after a pause, why he had not spoken so in the

conversation on love, which appeared to give animation, mirth,

and v/it, to the dullest of the company, and even to make the

wines of Chios, Crete, and Lesbos, sparkle with fresh vivacity in

their goblets.

" I who was placed by the fountain-head," replied he, " had

no inclination to foUow the shallow and slender stream, taking its

course towards streets and lanes, and dipped into and muddied by

unhallowed and uncleanly hands. After dinner such topics are

usually introduced, when the objects that ought to inspire our

juster sentiments are gone away. An indelicacy worse than

Thracian ! The purest gales of heaven, in the most perfect

solitudes, should alone lift up the aspiration of our souls to the

divinities all men worship."

" Sensible creature !
" sighed Thelymnia in her bosom, " how

rightly he does think !

"

" Come, fairest of wanderers," whispered he, softly and per-

suasively, " such will I call you, though the stars hear me, and
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though the gods too in a night like this pursue their loves upon
earth—the moon has no little pools filled with her light under

the rock yonder ; she deceives us in the depth of these hollows,

like the limpid sea. Beside, we are here among the pinks and
sand-roses : do they never prick your ankles with their stems and
thorns ? Even their leaves at this late season are enough to hurt

you."
" I think they do," replied she, and thanked him, with a

tender, timid glance, for some fresh security his arm or hand had
given her in escaping from them. " Oh, now we are quite out

of them all ! How cool is the saxifrage ! how cool the ivy-

leaves !

"

" I fancy, my sweet scholar,—or shall I rather say (for you
have been so oftener) my sweet teacher,—they are not ivy-leaves

:

to me they appear to be periwinkles."

" I will gather some and see," said Thelymnia.
Periwinkles cover wide and deep hollows : of what are they

incapable when the convolvulus is in league with them ! She
slipped from the arm of Euthymedes, and in an instant had dis-

appeared. In an instant too he had followed.

Panatlus. These are mad pranks, and always end Ul.

Moonlights ! cannot we see them quietly from the tops of our
houses, or from the plain pavement ? Must we give challenges

to mastiffs, make appointments with wolves, run after asps, and
languish for stone-quarries ? Unwary philosopher and simple

girl ! Were they found again ?

PolyUus. Yea, by Castor ! and most unwilling.

Scipio. I do not wonder. When the bones are broken,
without the consolation of some great service rendered in such
misfortune, and when beauty must become deformity, I can well
believe that they both would rather have perished.

Polylius. Amaranth on the couch of Jove and Hebe was
never softer than the bed they fell on. Critolaus had advanced
to the opening of the cavern : he had heard the exclamation of
Thelymnia as she was falling—he forgave her—he ran to her for

her forgiveness—he heard some low sounds—he smote his heart,

else it had fainted in him—he stopped.

Euthymedes was raising up Thelymnia, forgetful (as was too
apparent) of himself. " Traitor !

" exclaimed the fiery Critolaus,
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" thy blood shall pay for this. Impostor ! whose lesson this

very day was, that luxury is the worst of poisons."

" Critolaus," answered he calmly, drawing his robe about him
(for,ii falling in so rough a place, his vesture was a little disordered),
" we will not talk of blood ; but as for my lesson of to-day, I

must defend it. In a few words, then, since I think we are none
of us disposed for many, hemlock does not hurt goats, nor luxury

philosophers."

Thelymnia had risen more beautiful from her conflision

;

but her colour soon went away, and, if any slight trace of it

were remaining on her cheeks, the modest moonlight and the

severer stars would let none show itself. She looked as the

statue of Pygmalion would have looked, had she been destined

the hour after animation to return into her inanimate state. Of-
fering no excuse, she was the worthier of pardon : but there

is one hour in which pardon never entered the human breast,

and that hour was this. Critolaus, who always had ridiculed

the philosophers, now hated them from the bottom of his heart.

Every sect was detestable to him,—the Stoic, the Platonic,

the Epicurean,!^—all equally ; but especially those hypocrites and
impostors in each, who, under the cloak of philosophy, come
forward with stately figures, prepossessing countenances, and
bland discourse.

Panstius. We do not desire to hear what such foolish men
think of philosophers, true or false ; but pray tell us how he acted

on his own notable discovery : for I opine he was the unlikeliest

of the three to grow quite calm on a sudden.

Polybius. He went away ; not without fierce glances at the

stars, reproaches to the gods themselves, and serious and sad

reflections upon destiny. Being, however, a pious man by

constitution and education, he thought he had spoken of the

omens unadvisedly, and found other interpretations for the

stones we had thrown down with the ivy. " And, ah !
" said

P From " For " to " disordered " added in 2nd ed.]

['" First ed. reads : " Epicurean, the eclectic ; all equally ; but one above

the rest, v^hich he would not designate to his most intimate friend, and
this sect is denominated, not from portico, or grove or garden, but from a

single plant, and we know it by the name of the robust. Pancctius^'

&c.]

!• 2 A
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he, sighing, " the bird's nest of last year too ! I now know what

that is !

"

PatKstius. Polybius, I considered you too grave a man to re-

port such idle stories. The manner is not yours : I rather think

you have torn out a page or two from some love-feast (not gener-

ally known) of Plato.

Polybius. Your judgment has for once deserted you, my
friend. If Plato had been present, he might then indeed have

described what he saw, and elegantly ; but if he had feigned the

story, the name that most interests us would not have ended with

a vowel.

Scipio. You convince me, Polybius.

Pantetius. I join my hands, and give them to you.

Polybius. My usual manner is without variety. I endeavour

to collect as much sound sense and as many solid facts as I

can, to distribute them as commodiously, and to keep them as

clear of ornament. If any one thought of me or my style in

reading my history, I should condemn myself as a defeated man.

Scipio. Polybius, you are by far the wisest that ever wrote

history, though many wise have written it ; and, if your facts are

sufficiently abundant, your work will be the most interesting and

important.

Polybius. Live then, Scipio !

Pametius. The gods grant it

!

Polybius. I know what I can do and what I cannot (the

proudest words perhaps that ever man uttered)— I say it plainly

to you, my sincere and judicious monitor ; but you must also let

me say that, doubtful whether I could amuse our ^milianus in

his present mood, I would borrow a tale, unaccustomed as I am
to such, from the libraries of Miletus, or snatch it from the bosom
of Elephantis.

Scipio. Your friendship comes under various forms to me, my
dear Polybius, but it is always warm and always welcome. No-
thing can be kinder or more delicate in you, than to diversify as

much as possible our conversation this day. Panastius would be

more argumentative on luxury than I : even Euthymedes (it

appears) was unanswerable.

Pametius. Oh the knave ! such men bring reproaches upon

philosophy
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Scipio. I see no more reason why they should, than why
a slattern, who empties a certain vase on your head in the
street, should make you cry, " O Jupiter ! what a curse is

water !

"

Paniettus. I am ready to propose almost such an exchange
with you, ^milianus, as Diomedes with Glaucus—my robe for

yours.

Scipio. Panastius, could it be done, you would wish it undone.
The warfare you undertake is the more difficult : we have not

enemies on both sides, as you have.

Panatius. If you had seen straight, you would have seen that

the offer was to exchange my philosophy for yours. You need

less meditation, and employ more, than any man. Now if you
have aught to say on luxury, let me hear it.

Scipio. It would be idle to run into the parts of it, and to

make a definition of that which we agree on ; but it is not so

to remind you that we were talking of it in soldiers, for the

pleasant tale of Thelymnia is enough to make us forget them,

even while the trumpet is sounding. Believe me, my friend (or

ask Polybius), a good general will turn this formidable thing

luxury to some account. He will take care that, like the strong

vinegar legionaries carry with them, it should be diluted, and thus

be useful.

Panietius. Then it is luxury no longer.

Scipio. True ; and now tell me, Panastius, or you Polybius,

what city was ever so exuberant in riches, as to maintain a great

army long together in sheer luxury ? I am not speaking of cities

that have been sacked, but of the allied and friendly, whose in-

terests are to be observed, whose affection is to be conciliated and

retained. Hannibal knew this, and minded it.

Polybius. You might have also added to the interrogation,

if you had thought proper, those cities which have been

sacked ; for there plenty is soon wasted, and not soon sup-

plied again.

Scipio. Let us look closer at the soldier's board, and see what

is on it in the rich Capua. Is plentiful and wholesome food

luxury ? or do soldiers run into the market-place for a pheasant ?

or do those on whom they are quartered pray and press them to

eat it ? Suppose they went hunting quails, hares, partridges
;
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would it render them less active ? There are no wild-boars in

that neighbourhood, or we might expect from a boar-hunt a visita-

tion of the gout. Suppose the men drew their idea of pleasure

from the school or from the practices of Euthymedes. One vice

is corrected by another, where a higher principle does not act, and
where a man does not exert the proudest dominion over the most

turbulent of states—himself. Hannibal, we may be sure, never

allowed his army to repose in utter inactivity ; no, nor to remain

a single day without its exercise—a battle, a march, a foraging, a

conveyance of wood or water, a survey of the banks of rivers, a

fathoming of their depth, a certification of their soundness or un-

soundness at bottom, a measurement of the gi'eater or less extent

of their fords, a review, or a castrametation. The plenty of his

camp at Capua (for you hardly can imagine, Panastius, that the

soldiers had in a military sense the freedom of the city, and took

what they pleased without pay and without restriction) attached

to him the various nations of which it was composed, and kept
together the heterogeneous and discordant mass. It was time

that he should think of this ; for probably there was not a soldier

left who had not lost in battle or by fatigue his dearest friend and
comrade.

Dry bread and hard blows are excellent things in themselves,

and military requisites,— to those who converse on them over
their cups, turning their heads for the approbation of others on
whose bosom they recline, and yawning from sad disquietude at

the degeneracy and effeminacy of the age. But there is finally a

day when the cement of power begins to lose its strength and co-
herency, and when the fabric must be kept together by pointing it

anew, and by protecting it a little from that rigor of the seasons

which at first compacted it.

The story of Hannibal and his army wasting away in luxury is

common, general, universal : its absurdity is remarked by few, or
rather by none.

Polybius. The wisest of us are slow to disbelieve what we
have learned early

;
yet this story has always been to me in-

credible.

Scipio. Beside the reasons I have adduced, is it necessary to

remind you that Campania is subject to diseases which incapacitate

the soldier ? Those of Hannibal were afflicted by them ; few
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indeed perished, but they were debilitated by their malady, and
while they were waiting for the machinery which (even if they

had had the artificers among them) could not have been con-
structed in double the time requisite for importing it, the period

of dismay at Rome, if ever it existed, had elapsed. The wonder
is less that Hannibal did not take Rome than that he was able to

remain in Italy, not having taken it. Considering how he held

together, how he disciplined, how he provisioned (the most diffi-

cult thing of all, in the face of such enemies) an army in great

part, as one would imagine, so intractable and wastefiil ; what

commanders, what soldiers, what rivers, and what mountains,

opposed him,—I think, Polybius, you will hardly admit to a

parity or comparison with him, in the rare union of political and

military science, the most distinguished of your own countrymen :

not Philopoemen, nor Philip ^^ of Macedon ; if indeed you can hear

me, without anger and indignation, name a barbarian king with

Greeks.

Polybius. When kings are docile, and pay due respect to those

who are wiser and more virtuous than themselves, I would not point

at them as objects of scom or contumely, even among the free.

There is little danger that men educated as we have been should

value them too highly, or that men educated as they have been

should eclipse the glory of Philopoemen. People in a republic

know that their power and existence must depend on the zeal

and assiduity, the courage and integrity, of those they employ in

their first offices of state ; kings on the contraiy lay the founda-

tions of their power on abject hearts and prostituted intellects,

and fear and abominate those whom the breath of God hath

raised higher than the breath of man. Hence, from being the

dependants of their own slaves, both they and their slaves become

at last the dependants of free nations, and alight from their cars

to be tied by the neck to the cars of better men.

Scipio. Deplorable condition ! if their education had allowed

any sense of honor to abide in them. But we must consider

p3 Philip of Macedon, the contemporary of Hannibal and Philopoemen,

is probably meant here, not the father of Alexander the Great. First ed.

reads: "Philopoemen norTimoleon(the man who approaches more nearly

to the gods than any) nor," &c. Nine lines below, ist ed. reads: "of
Timoleon and Philopoemen," &c.]
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them as the tulips and anemones and other gaudy flowers that

shoot from the earth to be looked upon in idleness, and to be

snapped by the stick or broken by the wind without our interest,

care, or notice. We cannot thus calmly contemplate the utter

subversion of a mighty capital ; we cannot thus indifferently

stand over the strong agony of an expiring nation, after a gasp of

years in a battle of ages to win a world, or be for ever fallen.

Seldom i* are we prone to commiserate the misfortunes of our

enemies. The reason is, they are seldom great or virtuous men ;

and, when they are, we are apt to think otherwise. But Han-
nibal hath shown greatness both in prosperity and adversity. He
hath conciliated both the most barbarous and the most civilized

of mankind, the most frugal and the most luxurious,—the

mountaineers ot Helvetia, the princes of Campania ; and, if

truth is ever painful to utter it is painful now, he hath vanquished

the most experienced in war. Again I see the Alps rise up

before me ; and I witness the discomfiture of that commander
whose name I reverence and bear. Resentment hath no place in

my bosom : I can pity the man whom an ungrateful country

helped his enemies to throw down ; who flies from potentate to

potentate for protection ; who is destined to die not in the land

that nurtured him, probably not in the field of battle, probably not

with kindred or friends about him.i^ Enough ! enough ! some-

what of this may befall even those who are now prosperous and
triumphant.

Paruetius. We see little when we are cast down ; and when
we are raised high we are ill-inclined to see all we might.

Ingratitude is a monster not peculiar to Africa.

Polybius. The breed will never be exterminated.

Panietms. Never ! be sure of that ; but there are men, how-
ever few of them, in all countries, who know a remedy for its

venom.

Polybius. What can that be ?

Panistlus. Covering the fresh wound with fresh kindness.

It is not every one who has the privilege of making an ingrate :

P« From " Seldom " to " him " (33 lines) added in 2nd ed.]

['^ Hannibal died by poison, which is said to have been given him by
Prusias, king of Bithynia, at the instigation of a Roman named Flaminius.

Appian, De Rebus Syriacis, xi.]
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there must be power and will to benefit. Hannibal, at all events,

owes but small gratitude to the Roman Senate
; yet, if his char-

acter is indeed so exalted as I am willing to suppose it, he would
not be insensible to the praises his vanquisher hath bestowed on
him. You estimate, O ^milianus, the abilities of a general, not
by the number of battles he has won, nor of enemies he hath

slain or led captive, but by the combinations he hath formed,

the blows of fortune he hath parried or avoided, the prejudices

he hath removed, and the difficulties of every kind he hath over-

come. In like manner we should consider kings. Educated
still more barbarously than other barbarians, sucking their milk

alternately from Vice and Folly, guided in their first steps by

Duplicity and Flattery, whatever they do but decently is worthy

of applause ; whatever they do virtuously, of admiration. I would
say it even to Caius Gracchus : I would tell him it even in the

presence of his mother, unappalled by her majestic mien, her truly

Roman sanctity, her brow diat cannot frown, but that reproves

with pity ; for I am not so hostile to royalty as other philo-

sophers are,—perhaps because I have been willing to see less of it.

Scipio.^^ Cornelia is dearer to me for her virtues than even for

our consanguinity ; and I reciprocate the fondness of her brave

and intelligent sons, whose estrangement from our order I fear

to trace and grieve to reprehend. Let us rather look once again to-

ward your own country, Greece. Many have been signally courag-

eous, signally judicious, in battle ; many by their eloquence have

been leaders at Rome, where tumults and mutinies are more ready

to break out and more difficult to quell ; many have managed the

high and weighty magistratures with integrity and discretion, with

hand equally firm and pure. Any one of these qualities is

sufficient to constitute a memorable man. But, O Panijetius and

Polybius, we do not find in the records of history, we do not find

in the regions of fable, a greater than your Pericles, your Epami-
nondas, your Philoposraen.

Polybius. Praise from you, jEmilianus, would have supported

the heart of Philopoemen, which sank only under the ruins of our

country. Of such materials as this praise, such glorification from

superior minds, are the lamps that shine inextinguishable in the

tomb. Eternal thanks to the Romans ! who, whatever reason

^16 From " Scifio" to " tomb " (19 lines) added in 2nd ed.]
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they may have had to treat the Greeks as enemies ; to traverse

and persecute such men as Lycortas, my father, and as Philo-

poemen, my early friend ; to consume our cities with fire, and

to furrow our streets with torrents (as we have heard lately) issu-

ing from the remolten images of gods and heroes,—have, how-
ever, so far respected the mother of Civilization and of Law, as

never to permit the cruel mockery of erecting Barbarism and

Royalty on their vacant bases.
^'^

Panxtius. Our ancient institutions in part exist ; we lost the

rest when we lost the simplicity of our forefathers. Let it be

our glory that we have resisted the most populous and wealthy

nations, and that, having been conquered, we have been con-

quered by the most virtuous ; that every one of our chief cities

hath produced a greater number of illustrious men than all the

remainder of the earth around us ; that no man can anywhere
enter his hall or portico, and see the countenances of his an-

cestors from their marble columels, without a commemorative
and grateful sense of obligation to us ; that neither his solemn

feasts nor his cultivated fields are silent on it ; that not the

lamp which shows him the glad faces of his children, and

prolongs his studies, and watches by his rest,—that not the

ceremonies whereby he hopes to avert the vengeance of the

gods, nor the tenderer ones whereon are founded the affinities

of domestic life, nor finally those which lead toward another,

—would have existed in this country, if Greece had not con-

veyed them. Bethink thee, Scipio, how little hath been done
by any other nation to promote the moral dignity or enlarge

the social pleasures of the human race. What parties ever

met in their most populous cities, for the enjoyment of liberal

and speculative conversation ? What Alcibiades, elated with

war and glory, turned his youthful mind from general admira-

tion and from the cheers and caresses of coeval friends, to

strengthen and purify it iinder the cold reproofs of the aged ?

What Aspasia led Philosophy to smile on Love, or taught Love

P' After the defeat of Philip of Macedon at Cynoscephalz, Flaminius,
the Roman general, caused proclamation to be made at the Isthmian games
that " The Senate and People of Rome, now that they have subdued Philip,

king of Macedon, will that Greece shall be free and independent, and
enjoy her own laws and customs."]
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to reverence Philosophy ? These, as thou knowest, are not the

safest guides for either sex to follow ; yet in these were united

the gravity and the graces of wisdom, never seen, never imagined,

out of Athens.

I would not offend thee by comparing the genius of the

Roman people with ours : the offence is removable, and in

part removed already, by thy hand. The little of sound learn-

ing, the little of pure wit, that hath appeared in Rome from
her foundation, hath been concentrated under thy roof: one

tile would cover it. Have we not walked together, O Scipio,

by starlight, on the shores of Surrentum and Baias, of Ischia

and Caprea, and hath it not occurred to thee that the heavens

themselves, both what we see of them and what lieth above

our vision, are peopled with our heroes and heroines ? The
ocean that roars so heavily in the ears of other men hath for

us its tuneful shells, its placid nymphs, and its beneficent

ruler. The trees of the forest, the flowers, the plants, passed

indiscriminately elsewhere, awaken and warm our affection

;

they mingle with the objects of our worship ; they breathe

the spirit of our ancestors ; they lived in our form ; they spoke

in our language ; they suffered as our daughters may suffer
;

the deities revisit them with pity ; and some (we think) dwell

among them.

Scipio. Poetry ! poetry

!

Patidetius. Yes ; I own it. The spirit of Greece, passing

through and ascending above the world, hath so animated uni-

versal nature, that the very rocks and woods, the very torrents

and wilds burst forth with it,—and it falls, vEmilianus, even from

me.

Scipio. It is from Greece I have received my friends, Panstius

and Polybius.

Panietius. Say more, ^milianus ! You have indeed said

it here already ; but say it again at Rome : it is Greece who
taught the Romans all beyond the rudiments of war ; it is

Greece who placed in your hand the sword that conquered

Carthage.
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III. METELLUS AND MARIUS.i

Metelks. Well met, Caius Marius ! My orders are to find

instantly a centurion who shall mount the walls ; one capable

of observation, acute in remark, prompt, calm, active, intrepid.

The Numantians are sacrificing to the gods in secrecy; they

have sounded the horn once only,—and hoarsely, and low, and

mournfully.

Marius. Was that ladder I see yonder among the caperbushes

and pui-ple lilies, under where the fig-tree grows out of the ram-

part, left for me ?

Metellus. Even so, wert thou willing. Wouldst thou

mount it ?

Marius. Rejoicingly. If none are below or near, may ^

explore the state of things by entering the city ?

Metellus. Use thy discretion in that.

What seest thou ? Wouldst thou leap down ? Lift the

ladder.

Marius. Are there spikes in it where it sticks in the turf? 1

should slip else.

Metellus. How ! bravest of our centurions, art even thou

afraid ? Seest thou any one by ?

Marius. Ay ; some hundreds close beneath me.

Metellus. Retire, then. Hasten back ; I will protect thy

descent.

Marius. May I speak, O Metellus, without an offence to

discipline ?

Metellus. Say.

[1 The citizens of Numantia for some years offeied an obstinate resist-

ance to Rome. The Roman generals were incompetent and her armies

had fallen into disorder. Scipio, the conqueror of Carthage, was appointed

to the command of the army. He restored discipline, subdued the allies

of Numantia, and reduced the city by famine, thus ending a war in which
success or defeat were equally disgraceful to Rome. For the characters

in the Conversation, see Landor's note at end ; the authorities he follows

are Appian vi., 83. seq., and Plutarch's Life of Marius (Imag. Convers.,
v., 1829. Works, i., 1846. Imag. Convers., Gks. and Rom., 1853
Works, ii., 1876.)]
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Marius. Listen ! Dost thou not hear ?

Metellus. Shame on thee ! alight, alight ! my shield shall

cover thee.

Marius. There is a murmur like the hum of bees in the bean-
field of Cereate ;

* for the sun is hot, and the ground is thirsty.

When will it have drunk up for me the blood that has run, and
is yet oozing on it, from those fresh bodies!

Metellus. How ! We have not fought for many days ; what
bodies, then, are fresh ones ?

Marius. Close beneath the wall are those of infants and of

girls ; in the middle of the road are youths, emaciated; some either

unwounded or wounded months ago ; some on their spears, others

on their swords : no few have received in mutual death the last

interchange of friendship ; their daggers unite them, hilt to hilt,

bosom to bosom.

Metellus. Mark rather the living,—what are they about ?

Marius. About the sacrifice, which portends them, I conjec-

ture, but little good,—it burns sullenly and slowly. The victim

will lie upon the pyre till morning, and still be unconsumed, unless

they bring more fuel.

I will leap down and walk on cautiously, and return with tidings,

if death should spare me.

Never was any race of mortals so unmilitary as these

Numantians : no watch, no stations, no palisades across the

streets.

Metellus. Did they want, then, all the wood for the

alter ?

Marius. It appears so,—I will return anon.

Metellus. The gods speed thee, my brave, honest Marius

!

Marius (returned). The ladder should have been better

spiked for that slippery ground. I am down again safe, how-

ever. Here a man may walk securely, and without picking his

steps.

Metellus. Tell me, Caius, what thou sawest.

Marius. The streets of Numantia.

Metellus. Doubtless ; but what else ?

Marius. The temples and markets and places of exercise and

fountains.
• The farm of Marius, near Arpinum.
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Metellus. Art thou crazed, centurion ? what more ? Speak

plainly, at once, and briefly.

Marius. I beheld, then, all Numantia.

Metellus. Has terror maddened thee? hast thou descried

nothing of the inhabitants but those carcasses under the ram-

parts ?

Marius. Those, O Metellus, lie scattered, although not indeed

far asunder. The greater part of the soldiers and citizens,—of

the fathers, husbands, widows, wives, espoused,—were assembled

together.

Metellus. About the altar ?

Marius. Upon it.

Metellus. So busy and earnest in devotion ! but how all

upon it ?

Marius. It blazed under them, and over them, and round

about them.

Metellus. Immortal gods ! Art thou sane, Caius Marius ?

Thy visage is scorched : thy speech may wander after such an

enterprise ; thy shield burns my hand.

Marius. I thought it had cooled again. Why, truly, it

seems hot : I now feel it.

Metellus. Wipe off those embers.

Marius. 'Twere better : there wUl be none opposite to shake

them upon, for some time.

The fiinereal hom, that sounded with such feebleness, sounded

not so from the faint heart of him who blew it. Him I saw

;

him only of the living. Should I say it ? there was another

:

there was one child whom its parent could not kill, could not part

from. She had hidden it in her robe, I suspect ; and, when the

fire had reached it, either it shrieked or she did. For suddenly

a cry pierced through the crackling pinewood, and something

of round in figure fell from brand to brand, until it reached the

pavement, at the feet of him who had blown the hom. I rushed

toward him, for I wanted to hear the whole story, and felt the

pressure of time. Condemn not my weakness, O Caecilius ! I

wished an enemy to live an hour longer ; for my orders were to

explore and bring intelligence. When I gazed on him, in height

almost gigantic, I wondered not that the blast of his trumpet was

§0 weak : rather did I wonder that Famine, whose hand had
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indented every limb and feature, had left him any voice articulate.

I rushed toward him, however, ere my eyes had measured either

his form or strength. He held the child against me, and stag-

gered under it.

" Behold," he exclaimed, " the glorious ornament of a Roman
triumph !

"

I stood horror-stricken ; when suddenly drops, as of rain,

pattered down from the pyre. I looked ; and many were the

precious stones, many were the amulets and rings and bracelets,

and other barbaric ornaments, unknown to me in form or purpose,

that tinkled on the hardened and black branches, from mothers

and wives and betrothed maids ; and some, too, I can imagine,

from robuster arms,—things of joyance, won in battle. The
crowd of incumbent bodies was so dense and heavy, that neither

the fire nor the smoke could penetrate upward from among them
;

and they sank, whole and at once, into the smouldering cavern

eaten out below. He at whose neck hung the trumpet felt this,

and started.

" There is yet room," he cried, " and there is strength enough

yet, both in the element and in me."
He extended his withered arms, he thrust forward the gaunt

links of his throat, and upon gnarled knees, that smote each other

audibly, tottered into the civic fire. It—like some hungry and

strangest beast on the innermost wild of Africa, pierced, broken,

prostrate, motionless, gazed at by its hunter in the impatience of

gloiy, in the delight of awe—panted once more, and seized him.

I have seen within this hour, O Metellus, what Rome in the

cycle of her triumphs will never see, what the Sun in his eternal

course can never show her, what the Earth has borne but now,

and must never rear again for her, what Victory herself has

envied her,—a Numantian.^

P Appian describes the condition and behaviour of the citizens of

Numantia at the end of the siege. " First, those who preferred death

slew themselves in the different ways ; on the third day the rest came out

of the city to the appointed place, a terrible and awful sight ; their bodies

squalid with famine and dirt, their hair and nails uncut, with filthy rags

on their bodies. Even to their enemies they seemed pitiable, but their

eyes were terrible to look upon ; so fiercely they glared full of wrath, and
pain, and toil, and the memory of horrible repasts. Fifty of them Scipio

reserved for his triumph, the rest he sold ; and razed the city to the

ground."]
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Metellus. We shall feast to-morrow. Hope, Caius Marius,

to become a tribune : trust in fortune.

Mar'tus. Auguries are surer : surest of all is perseverance.

Metellus. I hope the wine has not grown vapid in my tent

:

I have kept it waiting, and must now report to Scipio the intel-

ligence of our discovery. Come after me, Caius.

Marius {alone). The tribune is the discoverer ! the centu-

rion is the scout ! Caius Marius must enter more Numantias.

Light-hearted Czcilius, thou mayst perhaps hereafter, and not

with humble but with exulting pride, take orders from this hand.

If Scipio's words are fate, and to me they sound so, the portals

of the Capitol may shake before my chariot, as my horses plunge

back at the applauses of the people, and Jove in his high domicile

may welcome the citizens of Arpinum.

Marius was young at the siege of Numantia, and, entering the army with
no advantage of connection, would have risen slowly ; but Scipio had
marked his regnlarity and good morals, and desirous of showing the value

he placed on discipline, when he was asked who, in case of accident to him,
should succeed to the chief command, replied, Pcrhapt this man^ touching
the shoulder of Marius.

Caius Cscillus Metellus was the youngest of four brothers : he served

as tribune before Numantia where Scipio said of him. Si quintum pareret

mater ejusj aiinumfuisse parituram. He was the kinsman of that Metellus
by whose jealousy Marius was persecuted in the Numidian war.

END OF VOLUME I.
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